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NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 
DIVISION OF BIOLOGY AND AGRICULTURE 

PROPOSED COMMITTEE ON WILD LIFE Q 

; Sains ct She mecting of © gop ot Siete at Se 
ty Dr. B. 0. Curtis, Chairman Sn nl ba ae a ee 
disuse the organisation of e Committee on Wild Life, held in Board 
Souatie B ant hat Siousin ake alban he Ae ani wae 
Council, B and filet Streets, U.¥., BR €., Monday, February 2, 1951, 

ERLSENT: 
Gvid Butler, American Forestry Association 
Le J. Cole, University of Uscousin ( 
%. ©, Curtis, Bhairwan, Mivision of Biology and Agriculture 
. ©. Etheridge, Bottom Land Experiment Stations 
i & eels elles bole 
A, B Secretary, American Society of Mammalogists 
Aldo Leopold, Game Survey 
. F. Marbut, U, 3. Department of Agriculture 
3, G, Needham, Committee on Aquiculture, National Research Council 
ee, teieadian Gs 8. Mekaaiene h 

P. . Blolegiesl Survey V. Ee Shelford, Eeology 
be @ T. Waller, Wilmington, Delaware : 
Alexender Wetmore, U. S. National Museum (for part of morning) 
E, P, Welker, National Zoological Park 
Williem Charles White, Committee on the Microbiology of the Soil, 

National Research Council. 

ABSENT: 
W. G, Henderson, U. 8. Biological Survey 
Rose L, Leffler, President, Board of Game Commissioners, Harrisburg, Pa. 
Lewis Redeliffe, U. 3. Bureau of Fisheries 
Senator Frederie C. faleott, Chairman, U. 8. Senate Committee on 

Conservation of Wild-life Resources 

The conference was convened at 3:30 aom. with Dr. Curtis presiding. 
sone SS ee ee ee ee 
listed therein the consideration of the group. 

I. The Proposed Committee on Wile Life | 

Dr, Curtis opened the meeting by explaining to the group that the 
purpose of the meeting wae to secure recommendations, for presentation at the 
Anoual Meeting of the Division of Biology and Agriculture, for the esteblish- 
ment of a Comaittee on Wild Life, He stated that he was personally inclined i 
to recommend the establishnent of such a committee, 7 

a!
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GuREISs 

The National Research Council can occupy a key position if it is. : 

agreeable to parties coneerned, because wo are so representative of the com 

mittee as g whole and more independent of politics] and social aspests than 

_ Other organisations, and can thus form a correlating fimetion in this connec- 

tion although the amount of money is insignificant in comparison with that of 

other committees, The committee might do things whieh other agencies, such 

ag the U. 8, Bureau of Fisheries, could not do, 

With reference to setting up a committee of the Research Council 

it is my feeling that there are two main justifications for such a committee, 

It may either undertake surveys of fields in which the expenge involved is 

not very great and in which we can call upon the services of men whose salaries 

are otherwise provided, or it may undertake the research by administration of 

funds, as in many of our committees, 

Ti. Report of the United States Senate Committee on fon- ! 
servation of Eild-life Resourses 

In the absence of Senstor Prederle €, Walcott, Ur. Curtis asked 
Dy, Alexander Wetmore to substitute for him, 

ELTMOREs 

T have some interest in matters of conservation through membership 

on two boards, one of which is national in seope and the other international. 

The problems of conservation are highly complex in their political and secial 

aspects, There are many troublesome factors involved which the National Re- 

search Couneil may wish us to econgider, Dr. Curtis has indicated that the 

work of this committee is to deal with the higher vertebrates in their rela- 

tionships to geome of the lower groups in general. It seems to me there is no 

limit to such a project of the comittee, if established, In view of the state-
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ment of the Chairman that requests should come to the Research Council, the 

committee might serve perhaps a technics] capacity, In a technical sense such 

@ comaittes might serve to coordinate biological interests which are looking 

for certain information or put them in touch with those agencies which might 

give the information desired, ‘he Biological Survey in the Department of 

Agriculture is carrying on definite investigations in these very matters. The 

Suithsonian Institution in the Natdénal Museum and, in 2 less degree, the 

National Zoological Park have interests along the seme lines, Inquiries may 

come which would ordinarily come to the Biological Survey and if they come 

to the National Research Gowuned] they could be referred to the agencies con- 3 

cerned, A naturel history survey is always welcome when funds can be provided, 

The committee wight give definite information which ean be applied in consider- 

ing the status of wild life at any time. The matter of such surveys is largely 

one of money and if money ean be found it will be well to go ahead, 

Diseussed hy Dr. Curtis, 

TIT, Hild Life Research as 2 Preliminary to Conservation 

EQHELLs 

The present plight of wild life is due to e certain smout of passive 

and active persseution, Under passive persecution we class lack of food and 

crowding by civilisation, ete. Under the setive would come hunting and control 

measures, Hunters are entitled to a reasonable owmership of wild life but not 

to the point of publie ownership. ‘The only big game animals left in North 

America are the deer, bear and moose, ‘The others have ceased to be game. Some 

: game have gotten to the point where they are worth more as non-game than os 

game, the duck for instance, while quail is worth more to agriculture than to 

the sportsman, Allow me to mention @ fer points in that connection.
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The present tendeney is not only for the 7,900,000 hunters in this 

country to hunt everything which furnishes sport, whether it is good to eat or 

not, but also for different organisations and individuals to adopt control 

Measures against certain species, and the tendency sewms to be directed to 

almost all forms of life, There are some groups who wish the reduction of 

almost every species, The majority of hawks are really beneficial and are 

worth more perhaps than was the esse when they were more prevalent. Maryland 

and Virginia have bounty laws on hawks, In Maryland the state paid one ian 

alone $91.00 last summer for the destruction of hawks, On the west coast a 

bounty is placed on sea lions because they are said to feed on salmon, fea 

"Ions do not largely feed on salmon but mostly on lempreys and other forms 

which are destructive to #ish es a food, ‘There are two viewpoints which we 

have to consider in studying this matter, that of the hunter and that of the 

reereation seeker, and this will have to be done through research and educa~ 

tion. This committee has been proposed as the one agenay for heading the 

situation end it seems that the committee should be handled in an effort to 

prevent controversy, The function of the committee should be more of an : 

advertising capacity directed toward the securing of entirely adequate re- 

search in anticipation of any control measures, ‘The committee should know 

that if control measures are adopted it should be done only after adequate 

research on the question, In order for such a committee to funetion adequately 

and to conduct ite responsibilities to the beat advantage the committees as 

a whole should be very carefully composed of members who could not posaibly 

i have any axe to grind. 

Major Waller added the following remarks to thie same topies 

RABLESS 

I think that « good deal of what Dr. Howell hae said is very evident
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to most of ua and we went some point to start from. Many of us are interested 

in the conservation of game and we find that the further we go the more complex 

the situation becomes, There is probably no one subject which touches as many 

people about which there is as little kmown as game and ite ramifications, Con- 

servation has been carried on by mumerous organizations and based largely on 

sentiment. We aust put it on «a sound foundation. It is obvious to anyone who 

adh quae Sate At any Length of thin tel duni-an Rater ne tim agiieds @ Wiad 

wall, That is the fundamental starting point. Anything that has to do with 

game or wild life is so much bound up with sentiment that no matter what or~ 

genisation undertakes « study of it, it is practically sure to get bricks from 

other organizations. So we need some such organisation as the National Re- 

search Council which has no axe to grind which ean give information, How that 

is to be obtained is the object of this meeting, All organisations interested 

in conservation are quite willing to cooperate and if the National Research 

Council can secure funds for the proposed-committee, all problems might quite 

readily be referred to the Council, The governmental agencies are very good 

but we all know that there is too much red tape connected with them and we 

must get to the souree of things. It is my firm conviction that research is 

the basis of conservation and the National Research Comeil can be of inesti- 

mable service in this, 

Drs Whites 

It seems to me thet the mein question coming before the Council is 

whether it ean serve a useful perpose in the field of research underlying this 

problem of wild life, There are certain phases of the question which seem to 

‘be of fundamental importance: 

1. Relation to pigment in bird life, about which practically nothing 

has been done. We know that pigments are important in chlorophyll and hemoglobin 

\
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but we know very little about them. ; 

2 Bacterial strains which come through the intestinal tract of the 

birds and their relation to the soil. 

$ Relation parasites, that is bacterial paragites. The economic 

phase of this whole problem might well be considered and not so much the 

sentimental one, With the Comeil acting as a correlating center we might do 

Selly mash fen. Hehe Sony Research should confine itself to the research of the 

economic field and not to the sentimental side, 

Dr. Curtiss 

hile research is necessary, there is often no money for it. We may 

be forced to do the best we can under the circumstances, It seems that in all 

probability we shall be obliged before a great many years to really restrict 

hunters to a very few forms like deer and quail. We do not think of ourselves 

as a guide, philosopher and friend except in cases vhere other agencies feel 

disposed to have us represent them, Any function the Council may have in guiding 

is only effective if that relationship is quite agreeable to the parties con- 

cerned, 4 

At this point Dr, White asked Major Waller about where he thought funds might 

be raised, and Major Waller responded that he felt certain the funds vould 

be forthcoming if the committee were established, 

TV. Wild Life Preserves in Relation te Other Interests 
From the Viewpoint of the Eeologiet 

SHELEORDs 

I shall first diseuss the point of view of eeologiets as I know them, 

The ecologist is interested in the primary biotic communities. There is no 

commnity where there are no useful ‘snimals, All of them are important and they
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must all be studied together and no ecologist ever for one moment questioned 

that statement. We feel that we mst first stdy these communities in order 

to get at nature's fundsmental laws. After that we ean take up secondary com 

munities, namely those which man has produced. We try to deal out various 

important functions as we study these comminities. We try to determine their 

trend and laws, We ean do this only through basic research, Gincerely speaking 

I do not think ecologists are troubled with the balance in numbers, Sumbers 

have always fluctuated and always will, Certainly the fluctuatione of the bot- 

tom faune of the sea have not been effected by man, and still there are fluc- 

tuations running over periods of years. 

The research in question must be carried on with a view to determin- — 

ing these fluctuations, The training of men to do this work constitutes a very 

serious situation, if the National Research Counell reeognizes this as a 

legitimate study, There are very few institutions that are equipped te present 

the modern ecology, ‘There are just a few men in the field, Few institutions 

are equipped to train men. I believe in the fundamental importance of insects. 

This work does not progress because it is impossible to find out whet is large } 

in importance and what is smell, The work must be all fundamentally quantite- 

tive, The best we can do is to start with the figures we have and then keep 

track of what happens, It is obvious that work of this neture would take 

more than ome man and they mist be trained in recognising these animals, I+ 

is difficult to remedy the situation without increasing expenses, and this is 

where I think the National Research Council could exercise an important 

influence. As to the conduct of the work that needs to be done, I do not 

believe that it is any more difficult to do this than any other kind of work, 

But it has to be continuous. The continuity 1s extremely important because 

the fluctuatiog of certain animals is important. In the plankton study we
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have the ideal for doing what I call sometimes the oceanography of the land, 

and ve have some plans in view but I am sure we will need the aid of the 

Research Council, 

_ -PAseussed by Dr, Curtis. 

V. The Hblogical Survey and Hild Life 

Mr, Henderson was scheduled t¢ talk on this topic, but in his absence Dr, 
Curtis called on Mr. Redington. 

ELDTIGTON: 

I have Geen deeply interested and greatly heartened in what the 

former speakers have said, We are dealing with subjects whieh almost daily 

ome up at the Survey for consideration, I am not a trained biologist and 

have depended largely upon men of the Survey and their cooperation for what 

I need, We cannot advanee our research until we have the basic facts, and 

I realize that the Biological Survey is very weak in some of its research 

programs, We have, however, secured an inerease of about $145,000 in research 

programs and I think we have not reached the end, I see a growing interest. 

We have many things to look forward to which we ean not handle in our present 

work. We are trying to make a continuity of our research work, Quail in 

Georgia has been very carefully studied, We now have a man stationed in 

Jackson Hall and we have been able to place five men in different forest 

experimental stations throughout the country to learn the facts es to the 

population of birds, animals and diseases, ete. We should have a trained 

biologist for every one of these forest experiment stations in this country 

to carry on this research work, Undoubtedly funds are not available te put 

men on at we would like, and this is a serious drawback. In our refuge ac~ 

quisitions we will eventuslly have areas which can be studied in their natural
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conditions, but it is going to be difficult in some places to hold what we have 

. of these primitive areas. Ye must face the fact that pressure shall come from 

men who can not at all realize that it would be to the best interests to have 

primitive arcas. We have always to fight this battle, I can see that a commit- 

tee of the National Research Council could help us extremely not only in securing 

basic information from a life history standpoint, but also from an economic : 

standsoint, and I agree that the committee would have to interest itself in 

both angles. 

Discussed by Dr, Curtis, Dr, Shelford, and Dr. Gale. 

Dr. Bell added the following remakrs to this same toples 

BELLS 
Much of our research must be done while considering things which will 

be useful to the public. We must carry selentifie research along while we are 

trying to do a reasonable service to the public, The opinion that will be offer- 

ed by the reservation program, which is now being earried on by the Biological 

, Survey, will be helpful in making studies of the biological areas, We are 

struggling with these things and we want the cooperation of the National Research 

Counedl and others who are able to help in this problem, The Biological Survey 

is for a get-together of all agencies to help in getting facts which we need, 

It takes a lot of driving power to get these things going. 

Diseussed by Dr. Shelford. 

Vi. The Life of Streams and agriculture 

Hee DAs 

One function which the committee may perform in state as well as in 

federal government is to get lends for public use, A committee of the Research
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Council might give aid in having reserves made permanent. Food i# the basic 

and most important thing of all living things, And therefore studies of foods 

have given use the largest body of information we have and the basis we have 

7 of forming an estimate of what these things are worth, Funds is all that is 

necessary. 

The relationship of streams to aquiculture and agriculture is very 

important, We should do for aquieulture what we have already done for agricul~ 

ture, The methods of experiment stations, which have made agriculture what it 

is, would undoubtedly do the same for aquiculture. It is toward thet that the 

Committee on Aquiculture is directing its attention at the present time, What 

we need there is more fact-finding. There sre too little means for getting 

knowledge where it is needed. I believe a committee like the one proposed can 

help in this fact-finding, 

' WIT. The Proposed Bottom-land Aaricultural Experinent Stations 
and their Relation te other Problems 

BIWERTDGE: 

Bottom-land experiment stations, if established and properly eon~ 

dueted, would become an extremely fertile field of researeh in the field of 

agronomy, ‘They would become an almost equal ageney in the field of research in 

wild life and the field of general biology. Nearly all of our botton-lands 

are found east of the 100th meridisn, I wish to deal particularly with Missouri 

because Missourl furnishes the same condition which is found in a number of 

other states of the Mississippi, Ohio and other rivers smaller in size but 

bordered by very important flood plains, The agriculture of bottom-lands is 

not by far so extensive az that practiced on the uy~lands, There is a serious
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lack of scientific information in regard te bottom-land farming, Agriculture 

has been restricted almost whohly to the up-lend districts, so we have a very 

meager selentific knowledge of just how to farm in the bottomlands, The 

bottom-lands are extremely fertile and can raise much more than the up-lands, 

We have on hand a program of research in bottom-land agriculture, but an ade~ 

quate program of research depends upon funds. It seems logleal that we should 

have a federal program cf research in bottom-lands in such a way a8 now exists 

between the Department of Agriculture and the experiment stations. We need 

to know just what part of this is adequate for growing crops. This ia based 

‘upon the aseunption that the flood controjs will make these lends safe for 

agriculture, 

As to the relation of this project tc the one of wild life and bio~- 

logical research, if there should be established a series of agricultural] ex 

periment stations located in the bottom-lands, these stations should certainly 

provide working quarters for the agents of biological research whose problema - 

lend them to the same situations. I see every reason why we could cooperate 

and coordinate to the mutual advantage of all conesrned, If agricultural pro- 

duction should become concentrated on the flood plains the food supply of wild 

life would also become relatively concentrated in those areas, which would 

set up some entirely new problems, We believe that riee can be produced so 

cheaply in the bettom-lands az to make it an entirely successful competitor 

ef corn, as it iz quite as good a goed for hogs and cattle as corn, We have 

noticed changes in the wild life population since we have been growing rite. 

If the production of rice as a feed crop should become extended we wil! some 

upon some important changes in the wild life along the Mississippi River, The 

bottom-land experiment stations certainly could afford a new facility
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for biological researeh along the Mississippi, Missouri and other rivers, be- 

eause they could provide a good working headquarters. If they develop as we 

hope there will be # possibility that they could provide laboratories for re~ 

search, It is possible that by broadening the project so as to make it in- 

clude a larger blologieal field and the economie phase of sgriculture, we 

could develop these bottom-land experiment etations in the first place on the 

basis of aid of these biclogicsl researches, 

thet other Goundeiee like Houmanta, Bettiah Guiena and China ere very sevessfu 
in cultivating their flood plains. : 

12:49 o'clock the meeting adjourned for luncheon,
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2820 o'clock meeting reconvened, 

Dr. Marbut added the following remarks to topic VII: 

MARBUT: 

We are facing in this country the question of 2 complete readjustment 

of agriculture. It is inevitable. That readjustment will take the form of the 

abdndonment of the poor lands and confinement of agriculture to the rich lands. 

Bottom—lends are productive, but they are not the only rich lands, Within eny 

given region the illuvial lands of thet region are more productive than the 

adjacent up~landa, Agriculture in the western part of the country will decline 

and there must be more in the eastern part of the country where the most produe- 

tive lands are the bottomlands. Thies botton-land can not be reserved for the 

preservation of wild life. The southern part of the country has about all the 

bottom-Lands in the East. ‘The soils of part of the South sre poor and therefore 

this applies more to them than to the North, From my point of view, to talk 

about preserving any coneiderable part of the lower Mississippi Valley, except 

that part that ill be left open by this new scheme of the Har Department to 

leave the great broad belt for overflow, thie section is going to be used for 

agriculture and we will have to put our birds and wild life in the up-lands. 

It 1s not wiee to use the lakes of the lower Missiesippi as preserves for wild 

life as they will be mostly drained and put into agriculture. The illuvial 

lands of the United States in the future will be used for agriculture and ve 

will have to hunt some other place for wild life preserves. 

Diseuseed by Dr, Curtis, 

VIII. Yorestry, National Parks snd Bild Life i 

BUTLER: 

I must of necessity speak of this subject as a forester because ny
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knowledge of wild life is only that of the average layman. I am tremendously 

interested in research because I think so many of our conservation problems will 

have to be worked out by research. I think publig sentiment is essential, not i 

only to secure the research we need but to make application of it. Foresters 

have spoken in the last few years about forest land and the emount of rough land 

which is not useful for agriculture, the best use of which seems to be for for~ 

ests, Forest trees, birds and wild life are intimately related, He cannot see 

to what extent now, but can only learn through research, The point is that in 

the whole problem of forestry and the development of our forest lands we must 

combine wild life with the forests, It is otherwise impossible, it seems to 

me, to work out the forest problem sufficiently and to its largest end, Until 

the last five years I would say that foresters have given little thought to the 

wild life feature, I think it is equally true that until recent years the wild 

Life advyoontes have not given full appreciation to the full importance of re 

search, It is certainly true that the whole field of forestry lacks research 

men to tackle the problem of forest wild life. At the present time the amount 

of research in wild life, as it relates to forestry, is hardly serdeching the , 

surface, I do not know how we are going to get the mon we need to tackle the 

question, I do not know where we are to get the monsy we need to tackle it. 

The forests seem to divide into public lands and private lands, The question 

of wild life research on the public lands, while 1t is difficult, it seems to 

me it is not as difficult as meeting the problem on the private lands, The 

point I want te make is that at the present state of both forest and wild 

life research, it seems to me that we need some agency that can take an out~ 

atanding leadership in coordinating the whole program of wild life research 

amd I look upon this suggestion of « committee with very great enthusiaem 

‘ because it seems to me that the National Research Couneil would be just the type
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of agency to gather publie support ag no other ageney could. And I think 

the undertaking would be well worth while if it were only to wdertake a 

survey of the whole situation from every standpoint. I think there would 

be also great opportunity for it to funetion further, I feel very sure 

that the Forestry Association will look upon such a committee with enthusi- 

asm equal to mine, I know the Forestry Association would be very glad to 

help raise funds for the committee if it is formed, and if desirable projects 

are set up. An organization like ours can often help to raise money where 

the ageney is one like the National Research Council, with much greater suc- 
cess than when attempting to raise it for itself or some other organization 

in the conservation field where there is entirely too much jealousy and 

rivalry. 

Dr, Curtiss 

I feel that there is very little to be done without going into 

definite programs, There are not enough men who are interested in or ade- 

quately trained for this work, so that if we are to have positions for men 

who might have these interests, the thing the universities and colleges must 

do is to edumte them, and unless there are suggestions or criticiams to that 

point of view, I will represent the National Research Council ag favoring 

it. 

Belis 

I think that the universities and colleges should train men funda~ 

nentally in biology through chemistry, anatomy, English, physiology, ete., so 

that they may bring ont more specialised lines of work. If they attempt 

to train a man in a specialized line they will steer him off into a mich
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too narrow field, 

Diseussed further by Dre, HWeedham, Marbut, Cole, White and Shelford. 

; Ti, Bird Sanctuaries and Mild Life Conservation 

PEARSON: 

It is probably known to everyone present that in countries thickly 

settled forms of wild life disappear very rapidly. Large quantities of game 

are not now found in many parts of the world exeept where crowded conditions 

do not exist, or except where man has provided for constrvation, as in 

Scotland. In this country the legislature declares that the game belongs 

to the state and is in the keeping of the government. It is therefore not 

to the individual's interest to preserve the game as it would be if it were : 

on hie own land, Therefore much of the game ig gone in large areas of our 

country. In areas where game is orivately owed 1t is much better presermed, 

I expect to see the big game of America digappear, in fact it is already 

largely gone, but I cannot conceive of the buffalo and elk disappearing. 

Sheep, goats, birds are all going. The sportemen are responsible for this. 

There are 7,000,000 hunters in the country, There are about 700,000 of these 

whose object is to conserve the wild life. Their object is te preserve game. 

We should certainly realize that the large number of licenses sold are to 

killers, Many people have done much work in restocking the country in cer- 

tain forms’ of wild life, We will find that the measures for this preserva- 

tion did not come directly from the legislature, but through them by the small 

number of people who were interested in it. We found it was necessary to 

try to do something to protect the game, These laws did not extend to gulls 

and other non-~game birds and it has become necessary to make laws to protect
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them, ‘he bird sonctuary idea originated with the Audubon Society. A 

project is now on hand for msking bird sanctuaries out of golf courses, 

There are a large number of problems in connection with this bird proposition. 

There needs to be a great deal of teaching along lines of preservation of 

birds. The subject of game administration should spring as readily from the 

mouths of people ag conservation, ‘There needs to be a tremendous amount of 

common sense taught by this committee on this wild life proposition. One 

of the many things which the Research Council should do, if possible, is to ; 

teach some practical ideas. 

Diseussed by Needham and Waller, 

lir, Ross L. Leffler was to have discussed topic X, but since he was absent 

this topic was omitted, 

ode The Game Survey of the Soorting Arms snd Ammunition 

ESQPOLDs 

I think there has been a sufficient description of the fact that 

the conservation movement is a very large and useful one on the part of the 

Anericen people, I think we can advance this as an axiom that biological 

selence uncovers facta that make the differences between biological factors 

shrink, he mano positing of the Senaitan of wenwsdh AA net Stet have 

a pacifying and coordinating effect that will make for team work. What are 

some of the ideas with which these factors are wrestling? They have first the 

idea of restriction. The first weapog we use in conserving something is 

that of restriction, I believe that has always been the case, We always 

soy that that ie the line of evolution, I think that the present movement
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in American conservation may be described in this way -—- that it is witness- 

ing the birth of cropping. Of course no sooner are the sportemen embarked 

upon this idea than they run into the question of cropping methods, I can 

see in the public mind almost a demand on the part of the conservation move~ 

nent for greater epeed in developing cropping methods. Again biological science 

is wneovering factors that thought they were at war with each other and I 

think such a committee ss the one proposed can go a long way in this. ‘The 

follewing are possible functions of the committees 

1, ‘The rapid development of cropping methods in game, This of 
course is applied research project, 

2. Reminding the conservation movement that fundamental research 
must keep up with applied research, Our knowledge of the 
physiology of game birds is almost nil, It seems that the 
National Research Council should keep on urging the funda~ 
mentel research as well as applied research. , 

3. A committee of the National Research Council could do a very 
great deal toward the financing of the fundamental research. 

4 I believe that this proposed committee can discharge a very 
useful function in the guidanee of conservation education. 

Due to the fact that so many of the members of the gathering were compelled 
to leave early the last three items on the agenda were not discussed, 

There being no further suggestions, Dr, Curtis stated thet he thought he 
would recomend the establishment of the committee to the Division of Biology 

ee ee ee ee ee 
4210 pom
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Messrs. Charles C. Adams ) 
H. BE, Anthony ) 

: Harold C. Bryant ) Committee on Wild Life, 
E. A. Goldman ) National Research Council 
V. E. Shelford ) 

Gentlemen: ; 

Dr. John C. Merriam asked me to send you the 

attached proposal, which I prepared for him after a brief verbal 

conference. : 

As I understand it, Dr. Merriam desires this . 

matter to come up at the next meeting of the Committee. 

Yours sincerely, 

" ALDO LEOPOLD



Proposed Game Survey ‘ 

by the 

Wild Life Committee, National Research Council 

The Game Situation. For fifty years this nation has been attempting to 

evolve a system whereby certain species of wild life may be utilized 

and at the same time perpetuated. In spite of a large and growing public 

interest, the attempt has been a failure. Decimation has, with some 

exceptions, kept a step ahead of restoration. 

The problem is peculiar in one outstanding respect: there is 

a time limit on its solution. Too tardy a success will hardly be a 

success at all, because many valuable species will have disappeared. 

Realizing this, the component groups representing the wild 

life conservation movement have begun to blame each other for the 

failure of their common enterprise. New cleavages are developing 

annually, each group offering its own separate formula as the remedy 

for their common failures 

Although diverse in motive and method, all these groups fall 

into one or the other of two broad classes: (1) those who believe 

that utilization can be made the means to restoration, and (2) those 

who do not. The first group insists that the human effort necessary to 

protect wild life, and provide it with ea favorable environment, will 

not be forthcoming without some material reward. The second group 

replies that such a cure is worse than the disease, and implies that 

ultimate non-utilization is the only way oute 

It does not stand to reason that either of these two fundamental 

| formas is wholly true and the other wholly false. It is also a safe : 

'
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conjecture that the ultimate utility of either depends on the biological 

skill and insight exercised in its application. Furthermore it is 

increasingly clear from current researches that neither factia: possesses, 

wr nor has it access to, the biological skill and insight requisite for the 

oe execution of its program. Such lmowledge does not yet exist. 

4 It would be futile and impossible to call a moratorium on effort, 

pending the acquisition of such knowledge. The conservation movement must 

contimue to fight out its differences according to its lights. The 

situation, however, offers an inestimable opportunity for public service 

: in speeding up the process of getting more and better lights. The future 

; of wild life depends on how quickly and how energetically this opportunity 

is seized upon. 

Who seizes it is also of vital import. Even the partisans, in 

their past sporadic efforts to ‘eveles wild life research, have had the 

good judgment to realize that such work must be done largely through 

non-partisan institutions, like universities. It would be better if the 

game research work of such institutions also had some non-partisan 

focal centre free of administrative commitments. I Imow of no better 

focal centre than the National Research Council. : 

| The obvious function of wild life research is to search for all 

those facts about wild life and its environment which bear on conservation, 

and let the public decide what policies will fit them. Policies have so 

far been built from the top down. Research will enable then to be built 

from the bottom upe 

The following captions outline a way in which the National 

Research Council might start its fact-finding function.
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a view to: 

(a) Developing conservation technique for each species in 

i ‘ each region. This work should, in so far as possible, 3 
ie. eee DS sae 

be done by local scientific institutions, with a view 

to providing a factual basis for the policies of local 

administrative agencies, and the practices of landowners. 

(b) Creating a trained manpower versed in both the ecology 

of wild life and its application to conservation problems 

and to actual landsuse. Such men are now scarce. Better 

practice depends on making such men available to local - 

educational institutions, administrative agencies, and 

land-using industries. 

(d) Enha cihk the social Vblues of wild Aife. Jhe Wstinctive 

enp ent, of gohtact AY 2d lifes imhergnt ip ho 

dpe, 14 exhankea n Dk rtden fo treiy une otepaing 

of itg ecology. 

Since the game birds and mammals are the ones now most in 

need of attention, it is proposed to deal with them first. Other species 

are to be dealt with in so far as they affect game conservation. 

Activities. It is, proposed to institute: 

le 4 > are, to appraise local situations, and to 

isolate the local problems most in need of researche 

2. Conservation Fellowships to enable selected men to work 

on those problems, to develop techniques for their solution,
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and to demonstrate the efficacy of such techniques. Such 

fellowships would at the same time create a trained manpower. 

3. Scientific Fellowships or Grants to resolve such questions 

Organization. It is proposed that game surveys be conducted by a 

"Director of Game Surveys" to be employed by the Committee. He should 

utilize such local cooperation as may be available. 

Problems for conservation fellowships, and the funds wherewith 

to attack them, will grow out of the surveys. The Committee can administer 

the funds for such fellowships, or allow their donors to place them 

directly in local institutions. In either event the Committee's advice 

should be available as to subject matter and administration. 

Scientific fellowships, or other foundational scientific 

projects, should be administered by the Committee, in accordance with 

the established policy and procedure of the National Research Council. 

Finance. At the outset the only funds needed are? 

$ /0600 per year for Director's salary. 

§.___ 5,000 ‘7 per year for Director's expenses. 

$__ 2,500 ? per year for travel of Committee members in 
_ attending semi-annual meetings. 

2580 Fen fellows hp Aoluve we 
$ 20, ovo Total per year 

It is proposed to finance this initial program for 3 years 

by accepting, if offered, a donation of $ Ye 6 per year from 

the Sporting Arms and Ammnition Manufacturers' Institute, and a donation 

of $ por year @rem 2. 5. ke es
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Publication of the findings of surveys will ordinarily be paid 

for by the state or other unit cooperating. Publication of the findings 

of conservation fellowships will ordinarily be paid for either by the 

local institution in which the fellowship is placed, or by the donor of 

the fellowship. Funds for scientific fellowships or grants will have 

be obtained as the need arises. 

Example. ‘The intended meaning of this proposal may be charified by 

citing an illustrative sequence of events, based on a game survey actually 

now in progress in Iowa. 

Abat a year ago Iowa conservationists, long dissatisfied with 

the administration of conservation matters then obtaining in that state, 

passed two bills, one creating a State Conservation Commission, the other 

appropriating $25,000 for a conservation survey. 

The Commission asked for the loan of my services to make the 

geme part of the conservation survey. This I am now doing, Iowa paying 

my expense and the Ammunition Institute contributing my salary. I report 

to the state. The findings are to be published by the state. 

The survey, although only half done, has already disclosed the 

need for a local life history study of at least four game species. I 

have recommended that these studies be conducted through fellowships to 

be established at the Agricultural College, with the advisory guidance of 

the U. S$. Biological Survey. Funds for one such fellowship ($3,000 per 

year for 3 years) have already been offered by an interested citizen. I 

am confident that additional fellowships will ve offerede 

If this survey had been conducted through the National Research 

Council instead of through the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers!
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Institute, every move thus far made would have been the same, but the 

eventual outcome might be improved in several respects: 

There would, I think, be additional public assurance that the 

source of the funds, as well as the findings of the Survey, are unbiased. 

Citizens would be more likely to contribute research funds and the public 

would be the more ready to accept and act on the results. The general 

idea of states seeking scientific advice in developing their conservation 

policies would grow faster and further. 

The Iowa Survey, or the subsequent researches conducted under 

local fellowships, may at any moment disclose underlying scientific 

questions, general rather than local in their significance. No Iowa 

institution may be competent to handle them, and no local citizen may 

feel impelled to finance them. For these purposes the Council should 

have a special fund, available for use anywhere on any wild life question, 

under any set-up which the particular question may demand. 

For instance, nearly all game management practices, both in 

this country and in Europe, proceed on the assumption that inbreeding 

, is injurious and should be guarded against. Any attempt to evolve 

management techniques wills eventually need a scientific answer to this 

underlying assumption. ‘The special fund will enable the Committee to 

build, under its direct auspices, such scientific foundations as the 

conservation fellowships, locally conducted under its advisory guidance, 

may seem to need. 

There are pending applications from several other states which 

. wish to proceed in a manner paralleling the Iowa Surveys
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Function of the Wild Life Committee 
National Research Council 

Aldo Leopold. 

Need of manpower. The salient need of wild life conservation is 
a trained personnel capable of evolving and executing sound technique 
and policy. 

There is no such personnel at the present time. There is a 
tendency for scientific groups to assume they know how to do it. They 
criticize the administrative groups for unsound policies. These criticisms 
are usually well founded, but negative. To point out the failure of past 
policies is a useful and necessary step, but of little avail unless 
followed by the prompt evolution of positive and constructive new ones. 

Men trained only in pure science are not qualified for this function. 
Dendrologists are seldom foresters; botanists are not usually agronomists; 
bacteriologists are hardly physicians; zoologists, ecologists, and orni- 
thologists are seldom wild life managers or conservation administrators. 

There are few existing organizations fitted to undertake the task 
of creating a manpower for applying science to conservation. It is a 20- 
year job. Organizations supported by dues, appropriations, or short-term 
contribution must show quick results, and are disqualified at the outset. 
The National Research Council is one of the few organizations which can 
afford the time and patience to begin at the bottom. 

It is of extreme importance that this proposed manpewer should 
not all be tarred by any one intellectual brush. The job is to evolve 
a conservation technique by the competition of ideas, rather than to 
build one to somebody's preconceived specifications. It follows that 
the training function should be allocated among @ large number of in- 
dependent institutions. It will save time, of course, to procure for 
these institutions the advisory assistance of such centralized bodies and 
individual persons as have a little information already—-such as the U. S. 
Biological Survey. Experience has shown that such advisory assistance can 
stimulate and speed up research without dominating its findings. 

As in other branches of applied science, the human raw material 
should be young men already trained in biology of some sort. 

Need of localization. Few concepts in applied biology become useful 
as guides to land-use until defined in terms of local conditions. The 
predator issue, the issue of exotic species, and the group of disharmonies 
between wild life needs on the one hand and farm or forestry practice on 
the other, are current examples of how sound principles insisted upon by 
scientists are of little avail until their locel applications are worked 
out. Controversy and deadlocks disappear in proportion to the degree to 
which their subject matter is split up and subjected to research.
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The training program in diverse local institutions will 
therefore serve not only to create a competent manpower but to clear 
their future field of action of human impediments. 

Need of coordination. Conservation of wild life is impossible 

without the conservation of environment. Environment is determined 
largely by the practices of land-using industries. To secure the 
necessary modification of these practices, wild life management research 
should be conducted largely where those practices are evolved—-namely 
in the agricultural colleges and forest schools. The dovetailing of 
land-use techniques will thus be assured. 

Pure science. The pure science of wild life ecology could 
receive no greater stimulus than will result from the attempt to develop 
its applications to a management technique. Application means controls 
on a large scale, and controlsmean’ progress. Already the few attempts 
to experimentally manipulate wild life environments through research 
fellowships heve resulted in new ecological concepts which seem to me to 
have great significance. The differential selectivity of predators; 
the role of soil chemistry in game bird distribution, and the concept of 
uniform saturation densities over lerge areas are cases in point. 

Finance. The National Research Council need not assume the 
financial burden of training the new manpower. Local funds are available, 
and are preferable because they stimulate the sense of local self-help. 
The only needed expense on the part of the Council is that of sharing the 
cost of preliminary surveys to find out what the local problems are, and 
to state them in terms which the various local groups can understand. 

The Council probably should assume the task of finding funds for 
the pure science problems which will arise out of the local work. This ’ 
however, is a matter for time to work out.
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i Report of the Sub-committee on the fraining of Men er Ee ° es 

Your committee has continued its consideration of the status, 

prospects, and problems of wild-life and their relation to the 

training of a personnel increasingly competent to work out satis- 

factory solutions for such problems, We now feel in position to 

supplement our brief statement of last year, and to make further 

report and recommendations, as follow: 

1. Increasing population, better transportation, shifts from 

rural to urban centers, ill-advised agricultural extensions, 

and so on, have brought about great and presumably permanent 

derands for recreation facilities {among which generous supplies 

of wild-life are a major factor), coupled with a steady and 

long-continued shrinkage in such wild-life supplies. 

2. There has been widespread recognition of these facts and factors 

and much poorly organized interest in ways and means to improve 

the status and future of our wild-life affairs, but there has 

been very Little recognition of the increasing inadequacy of the 

generally accepted measures to be taken for such improvement - 

as through further shortening of seasons and bag limits, “better 

law enforcement", “vermin control", expansions in artificial 

propagation, and so on. 

3, While there is certainly oceasion and place for such long- 

standard measures, it seems evident that they are and will con~ 

tinue to be inadequate and that a comparatively new concept and
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. practice must be involved af any adequate or permanent supply 

of wild-life is to be secured oF thereafter maintained: the 

concept and practice of “wild-life management". In essence this 

signifies only the crop- wise servicing of desired wild-life forms, 

4, Formulae and sound proceedures for such crop-servicing opsera- 

tions have been well tested in connection with agriculture, 

forestry and allied phases of medicine and enginecring. 

5, The essential elements in such crop-wise theory and practice 

will involve broad biological backgrounds and the consistent 

recognition that each wild-life form is constantly subject to 

a vast complex of limiting factors. The precise determination 

of such limiting factors and the continuous and clever devising 

of methods for their control and inter-balancing must underlie 

all sound “management". 

6. In setting up and operating agencies to facilitate and im- 

plement such wild-life management (servicing) a duplication of 

the corresponding facilities which wave proved effective in the 

servicing of the farm and forest crops will evidently be needed, 

and practicable: as technical schools, experiment stations, ; 

provisions for providing young specialists with broad field 

experience and contacts with the administrative aspects so as to 

reeruit for and utilize increasing technical competence in the 

administrative divisions and bureaus and so forth, plus corres- 

ponding "extension" facilities and personnel to bridge across 

from the laboratories to the lands and waters which must con- 

stitute the habitats of the wild-life forms under management.
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7. Experience in the pperation of such agencies and systems 

seems to make it evident that three primary phases should be 

recognized and provided for’ 

a» Technical --------------- What may prove useful or other- 
wises 

b. Heonomie --------~------~- What it will "pay" or be “wor th= 
while" to do or trys 

@. Social and political els What the interested persons or 
groups will or will not accept or 
“stand for". 

Yhese three primaries seem very evident in connection with our 

wild-life affairs, and to be recognized and provided for 

accordingly.» 

8, Bhe present condition of our wild-life affairs has resulted 

from the rapid transition from pioneering to the current status, 

and so as to develop a large gap of lag between the most modern 

eoncepts and practices, and the concepts and practices still in 

actual effect through most of the nations The primary question 

is how best to close up this gap and short such lag. 

9. It will obviously prove inadequate merely to "train" competent 

specialists, without at the same time making provision for 

inereasingly rapid absorption of their teehnie and personnel 

into positions where they may function effectively, and so as 

to replace the inadequate concepts and personnel with a minimum 

of friction and delays Such replacement in Agriculture seems to 

have required some fifty years, and in Forestyy perhaps thirty 

years. But there seems good reason to assume that such replace-~ 

ment in connection with the crop-wise handling of wild-life
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may reauire much less time if the precedents and momentums 

of the parallel lines are intelligently utilized so as to 

eseape another and separate trial-and-error series. 

10, The recent announcement of the Secretary of Agriculture, that 

the wild-life resources of the National Forests will at once he 

placed “under management" and the recognition of the grade 

and title of "Conservationist ~ wild-life" by the U,S, Civil 

Service, are indicative of what is happening in many places. 

The National Park Service, and the Bivisions of Erosion 

Control, Indian Affairs, and so on, are undertaking large wild- 

life investigations and operations, and the U.S. Biological 

Survey is rapidly expanding its interests and activities in 

such connection, especially as related to waterfowl. In var~ 

ious states the Conservation Departments are rapidly expanding 

their recognition of game and fish “management" and employing 

inereasing numbers of men with training or experience along 

; such liness 

In the literature of the day various editors and special 

writers have begun to develop regular features of the sort, and 

the recent hearings of a UsS. Senate Committee (Hawes) and the 

resulting documents further illustrate the manner and rapidity 

of growth reeently characteristic in sueh connections 

As a result of these recent expansions of interest in the 

servicing of wild-life affairs and the land-use programs of the 

federal agencies, the supply of personnel at all competent to 

handle such investigations and operations has been almost wholely
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exhausted, and many poorly trained and inexperienced men are 

being absorbed into such positions with consequent jeopardy to 

the sound advance of such undertakings¢ 

11. The stage would appemr to be set for a very rapid expansion of 

wild-life servicing operations, and with excellent prospect of 

resulting hypertrophies among the educational institutions undertag- 

ing to offer such training. Some thirty years ago a similar situation 

aoveloped a similar hypertrophy of schools of forestry, with many 

very weak schools presently disappearing as a large surplus of 

graduates appeared and as federal employment became more and more 

limited. It would appear highly inadvisable to now duplicate this 

proceedure. 

In the report of last year the suggestion was made that sev- 

eral well qualified institutions be designated as centers for the 

training of wild-life specialists. It would now seem a proper 

time for a more specific consideration of this idea, There is 

probably no institution or group of related institutions at pres- 

ent financially able to undettake large or rapid expansion along 

such lines. However, there are individual groups of institutions 

with the nuclei of personnel available for immediate action, pro- 

vided they could be implemented in a modest financial way. The 

precedent of Federal assistanee to agricultural research (experi- 

ment stations); and te agricultural extension, seems to offer a 

proper and practicable formula for similar organization and pro- 

ceedure in terms of wild-life problems, Prompt inouiry looking 

towara@ action along such lines is urged for consideration.
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12, There is, evidently, much occasion for some central agency to 

. gurvey and report upon the situation so as to focus all pertin- 

ent data in forms such as will permit all interested institutions 

and agencies to act with understanding and in cooperation with 

each others 

13, Such canvass and report whould very cover the following 

items: 

a- Incuiry into the agencies now employing or shontly apt to 

; employ specialists in wild-life affairs; for what purposes 

and with what prospects for permanence and enlargement of 

; function. 

b. Inquiry into the scope and probable permanence of the sev- 

eral fields evidently needing such technically competent 

servicing (as big game, small game, farm-game, waterfowl, 

game fish, predators, non-game forms etce)»s 

6, Probable rate at which opportunities for employment will 

appear, Federal, State, and others 

d. Type and distribution of educational institutions which 

should be encouraged to develop first-class facilities for 

; training such mens 

. 6» Type and distribution of educational institutions which 

should be encouraged to develop second-class facilities and 

‘ to serve, in the main, to recruit material for (da.), 

f. Measures through which the spread of information concerning 

the best modern technic and consequent demand for its 

application may be facilitated so as to shrink the gap or 

lag noted in (8) above. (As by organized and sustained
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publicity such as proved effective in stimulating 

agricultural and forestry technology and applications. . 

The early assignment to county agricultural agents and 

similar "Extension" organizations, of responsibilities in 

. guch connection, and the recognition by Agricultural 

Colleges that wild-life is a "crop", and to be serviced as 

such, may be practicable and in order, The opeattia en 

couragement of editors and special writers with demonstrat- 

ed interest and skill in sueh presentations might prove 

practicable and desirable.) 

gs Integration of federal agencies now separately engaged in 

wild-life investigations and operations, so as to focus and 

utilize to the best advantage, all available technic and per- 

sonnel, and so as to set up and maintain high (or decently 

adequate) standards for such undertakings and personnel} 

thus encouraging the Schools in developing and respecting such 

standards; and encouraging State and other organizations in 

their recognition and use of such standards and personnes, 

14, Your committee recommends that such a canvass and report be : 

under takenas promptly as may be, and through some competent 

ageney. There is precedent in agriculture and forestry for such 4 

canvassing and reporting through a Federal Department or Bureauy 

and in medicine and engineering and so on, through a Professional 

Societys It would seem that the Science Advisory Board might be | 

a proper and available agency for such an undertaking.
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We therefore recorimend that some appropriate Committee of 

the N.R.C.s be given authority and instructions tot 

1. Canvass all available Institutions with proven interest in 

and facilities for sueh an undertaking, and if such is found, 

and willing to undertake such canvassing and report, to 

2, Create an Advisory Committee of the N.R.C, which act in 

advisory capacity to the Secretary or Investigator assigned to 

do the work as sketched in (13) atove, 

15, Pending consideration of and action on the above recommendations, 

the Sub-Committee on the Training of Men for Administrative and 

Educational Work-in Wild Life here reporting will consider it- 

self discharged, though available, on oeeasion, for further 

activities in case there appears occasions :
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Report of the Committee on Wild Life Studies 
National Research Council 

On the Proposed Wild Life Research Program of the 
U. S&S. Biological Survey 

The sum of $42,000 has been appropriated by Congress to the Biological 

Survey for a wild life research program to be undertaken in cooperation with 

the states. An additional private contribution, as yet undetermined as to 

amount, is to be made available to the Biological Survey for the same pur- 

pose. This report, submitted at the request of the Biological Survey, deals 

with the question of how to set up the proposed programe 

We first of all heartily commend Congress and the private donors of 

funds for making possible an expansion of wild life research at this time, 

The existing research base is entirely too small for the great recent 

expansion in wild life projects. 

We take it for granted that the work carried on with private donations 

will be safeguarded in the same manner as other private grants made to public 

scientific institutions for research purposes. The essential point is that 

the research institution shovld have entire freedom to select pape. and 

to publish results. cee 

We approve the intention to allocate the new funds to local research 

institutions which are in direct contact with landowmmers. Such local work 

will have a superior research atmosphere, and will have a spreading power 

far greater than if the work were centralized in Washington. 

We approve the stipulation that the local institution and the state 

conservation department participate financially in the costs 

We have some misgivings about limiting the system to land grant colleges
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exclusively. We suggest that quality of personnel, interest in the work, 

and equipment for the work be the criteria for selecting the institutions 

which are to receive the funds. 

RESEARCH ORGANIZATION 

Manpower. We take it for granted that graduate students are, in the 

main, to constitute the manpower for this research. Not only are they 

available for less than half the cost of salaried investigators, but they 

constitute the best available vehicle for professional training. Game 

research can be taught only by doing it. 

Coordinator, The system will have to head up in one Biological Survey 

coordinator who mist spend his time making the round of the local institutions 

doing the work, The success of the whole enterprise will depend on the skill 

exercised in his@lection.e He should first of all be familiar with university 

research, and with the fact that university workers usually enjoy a wider 

latitude for individwal initiative than has been customary in bureau research, 

He will need enthusiasm for research and skill in field ecology. If possible 

he should be experienced both in doing and in sapervising this kind of work. 

His personelity mst be acceptable to scientists, game officials, farmers, 

eportsmen, and protectionists. He mst be an organizer. 

Resident Biologists. Institutions embarking de novo in wild life research 

will need more and different help from the Biological Survey than those already 

doing it. They will usually lack field skill, and often there will be large 

hiatuses in the consultation facilities available from the local faculty. 

The proposed assignment of an experienced Biological Survey man to the local 

faculty will be a good way to get the work started in such new institutions. 

Institutions already experienced in wild life research, however, have
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less need of a resident biologist. Such institutions will often have 

developed distinctive methods for executing rpojects which they should be 

free to follow if their methods are effective, The periodic visits of the 

coordinator will suffice for their needs, 

Research Program, Every search for wild life management methods 

develops offshoots in two directions, First it develops conclusions which 

mist betested by trying them out on a piece of land. Second, it develops 

unanswered questions in the basic sciences, and in technical fields with 

which game men are not familiar, 

When this occurs, the wild life project is in a blind alley until the 

specialist in the related field does some actual work to again open the way 

for a further advance. The basic advantage of working in universities is 

that the needed specialists in other fields are usually available and willing 

to helpe 

Wild life research is now unbalanced in that the olderprojects are con- 

fronted by mamerous blind alleys in specialized fields. It is also short on 

practical tests or demonstrations of conclusions already developed. 

The proposed participation of conservation departments will presumably 

tend to emphasize the practical tests or demonstrations. Some corresponding 

emphasis on the clearing up of blind alleys will be needed. 

: The coordinator can do mech toward bringing about this balancing of the 

program if he brings to the job a sufficient insight and skill. 

We see little present danger of duplication of work as between institu- 

tions, The best insurance against duplication is prompt publication of find- 

ings. Some research projects which now bear identical labels do not actually 

duplicate each other, ‘They are simply two phases of one subject. 

We call attention to the fact that following game species have never 

been the subject of any published research having conservation technique as
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its objective: Wild Turkey, Cottontail, Fox Squirrel, Gray Squirrel, Sage 

Hen, Blue Grouse, Jacksnipe, Mountain Sheep, Antelope, Javelina, Mountain 

Goat, Columbian Blacktail Deer, Black Bear, Grizzly Bear. No duck, goose, 

swan, shorebird, dove or pigeon has yet been adequately studied as a species. 

No fur species,with the partial exception of beaver,has as yet been studied. 

Non-game species remain virtually untouched, except for incidental 

studies of a few predators, 

Study Areas. In addition to the field tests or "demonstration areas" 

already specified in the plan, and on which management techniques are to be 

tested and illustrated, we recommend that each state cooperating in this plan 

set up unmanaged "natural areas," as checks or controls for comparison with 

managed areas. ‘These areas should be permanent sanctuaries. Each such area 

must be surrounded by a suitable protected zone. Population fluctuations, 

for example, cannot be effectively studied except where both managed and undis- 

tarbed areas are measured. Specifications for such "natural areas" are set 

forth in the report of the Ecological Society's Committee on Natural Areas 

(Ecology, Vol. XIV, No. 2, April, 1933, pp. 240-2i5). 

Funds should be made available to the Biological Survey for the purchase 

of such study areas as are needed in the execution of this program, but which 

are not obtainable by the use of existing funds. 

RESEARCH FACILITIES 

Management Literature is growing rapidly in volume. It is scattered 

widely in many biological, conservation, and sporting journals. This 

seattering we believe is right and proper, in that it tends to make many 

sciences and professions aware of the subject. Some central servicing is 

needed, however, to make it accessible to field officers remote from libraries,
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The Biological Survey might well consider setting up a central service whereby 

students and field workers would get current reprints or abstracts at some 

regular subscription cost. Bibliographies of accwmlated material are also 

needed, 

Consulting Facilities. Special precaution is needed to build up variety 

and balance in the faculty personnel available to wild life students for 

consultation, In the long ran this counts for more than any other one thing, 

save only the intellectual quality of the students themselves, 

We urgently recommend that at appropriate intervals a suitable sum be 

set aside for the purpose of employing, for a temporary period, a scientific 

advisor for a scientific overhaul or inventory of such institutions as ask 

for his services, His job should be to make a round of such institutions, 

appraising the scientific validity of their current findings in wild life 

research and advising what items of faculty strength are lacking from each 

institution in respect of its consulting facilities for wild life researche 

Among the items now commonly lacking from local faculties are? 

(1) Men sympathetic to both field and laboratory research 
technique, and skilled in combining the two, 

(2) Men who recognize and value field skill in the diagnosis 
of ecological problems. 

(3) Representation in those overlapping fields ordinarily 
called physiology, endocrinology, biochemistry, mtrition, 

and gullies, 

(4) Men with a well balanced view of mathematical methods 
for the evaluation of data, 

Central Services. While heartily endorsing the proposed decentraliza- 

tion of game research, it is nevertheless evident to this committee that 

certain scientific services are best kept centralized. The present servicing 

of food habits and of banding work are good examples. This servicing of 

local game projects is a going concern, and has operated to the mutual benefit 

and satisfaction of central and local personnel
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TEACHING AND EXTENSION 

We warn against unduly stimlating the tendency to develop half-trained 

wild life technicians, to the neglect of real scientific training on the 

one hand and of vocational training for field wardens and landowners on 

the other. ‘This error was made in forestry and should not be repeated in 

GAMee 

We warn against encouraging any institution to undertake formal teaching 

of any kind befére it has built up skilled teachers, study areas, leant facts, 

and the cooperation of pre-existing departments. 

We especially commend the intention to teach management technique to 

farmers, but we emphasize the fact that all empirical instruction must deal 

in local subject matter. Such local matter mst be created before it can 

pe tamght. 

We urge outdoor rather than blackboard pedagogy for all farmer and 

warden schools. 

We urge local rather than national mamals or handbooks for farmers, 

wardens, boys! clubs, etc. 

It is not implied that the proposed plan is in error on these points, 

but rather that its specifications in respect of these points are obscure, 

GENERAL REMARKS 

It is our understanding that the documents before us, while using the 

terms "game" and “wild life" interchangeably, are actually intended to set 

up a research system covering game, fur, and predatory birds and mammals 

and their habitats. 

We call attention to the fact that an equally attractive opportunity 

exists in other classes of mammals and birds and in fish, and we hope that
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similar funds for research in this field may soon be forthcoming, 

The proposed allocation of funds to particular institutions will 

influence the ultimate distribution of educational and research functions 

among them, We call attention to the report of our subcommittee on this 

subject, submitted to the Division of Biology and Agriculture under date of 

April 12, 1935. This report emphasizes the fact that wild life management is 

merely one phase of land utilization, hence that research and teaching can 

best be developed in those institutions which are becoming centers of land- 

utilization study. 

It is a conspicuous fact that the technology of wild life production, 

while lagging far behind the need for conservation, has nevertheless forged 

far ahead of actual land-practice. That is to say, few landowers as yet 

apply the information already available to them. The same is true, to an 

equal or greater degree, of forestry, erosion control, range manageuent, 

and other conservation fields. This presumably indicates some basic defect 

either in the public mind, or in the extension methods used to reach the 

public mind, or in the economic status of land, or in the conservation idea 

itself. A thorough analysis of these questions mst sooner or later go hand- 

in-hand with such elaborations of cropping technique as the one here proposed. 

ee



New Soils Building 

May 22, 1935 

Dr. Ivey F, Lewis, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Aveme 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear Dr. Lewis: 

I enclose the report of the Committee on Wild Life Studies, 
made at the request of Mr. Darling of the Biological Survey. 

If satisfactory to you, will you please transmit this 

report to Mr. Darling? 

All members were present except the following: Ruthven, 
Lovejoy, Merriam, and Goldman, I am sending them copies of the 
report. 

In a recent letter you raised the question of contimance, 
and I notice you have since reappointed the committee. I do not be~ 
lieve our continuance is advisable unless funds for at least one meet- 
ing are available (about $300). 

If, however, we can have one meeting, I think we can perform 
auseful fumction. Mr. Darling, for one thing, will probably need 
advisory work from time to time (see page 5 of our report). 

Will you let me know our finances, if any, for the coming 
year? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Chairman 

vh 
Encl.



New Soils Building 

May 22, 1935 

Mr. Jay N. Darling, Chief 
Bureau of Biological Survey , 
U. S. Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D. C, 

Dear Jay: 

The report of the National Research Council committee 
on your wild life set-up will reach you formally through Dr. Lewis, 
but to expedite matters I am also sending you a copy direct, herewith, 

There was mch earnest discussion among our members as to 
whether a suitable man for heading up this thing is available to you. 
There was unanimous agreement that the wrong coordinator would 
probably wreck the whole thing, 

I was asked to transmit to you informally the opinion of 
the members that Walter P. Taylor meets the qualifications set down 
on page 2, whereas no other individual was thought of who seemed to 
be both qualified and available. We combed most of the active insti- 
tations in the whole country, 

This informal letter would be incomplete if I failed to 
express our gratification over your success in assembling the materials 
for the proposed set-up. 

Yours sincerely, 

i Aldo Leopold 
Chairman 

vh 
Encl



i. (Rough Draft) 

PROPOSAL FOR 

A CONSERVATION INVENTORY OF THREATENED SPECIES 

Aldo Leopold 

Premises. The volume of effort expended on wild life conservation shows a large 

and sudden increase. 

This effort originates from diverse sources, and flows through diverse 

channels toward diverse ends, 

There is a widespread realization that it lacks coordination and focus. 

Government is attempting to secure coordination and focus through reorganizatim 

of departments, laws, and appropriations. 

Citizen groups are attempting the same thing through reorganization of 

associations and private funds--witness the Wildlife Institute and the Wildlife 

Conferences 

But the easiest and most obvious means to coordination has been overlooked: 

explicit definition of the immediate needs of particular species in particular 

places. 

For example: Scores of millions are being spent for land purchase, CCC labor, 

fences, roads, trails, planting, predator-control, erosion control, poisoning, 

investigations, water developments, silviculture, irrigation, nurseries, wilderness 

areas, power dams, refuges, etc.within the natural range of the grizzly bears 

' Few would question the assertion that to perpetuate the grizzly as a part of 

our national fauna is a prime duty of the conservation movement. 

Few would question the assertion that any one of these undertakings, at any 

time and place, may vitally affect the restoration of the grizzly, and make it 

either easy or impossible of accomplishment, 

Yet no-one has made a list of the specific needs of the grizzly, in each and 

every spot where he survives, and in each and every spot where he might be re~ 

introduced, so that conservation projects in or near that spot may be judged in 

the light of whether they help or hinder the perpetuation of the noblest of 

American mammals. 

On the contrary, our plans, departments, bureaus, associations, and movements 

are all focused on abstract categories such as recreation, forestry, parks, nature 

education, wild life research, more game, fire control, marsh restoration, etce 

Novody cares anything for these except as means toward ends. What ends? There 

ars of course many ends which cannot and many others which need not be precisely 

devined at this time, But it admits of no doubt that the immediate needs of 

threatened members of our fauna and flora must be defined now, or not at all. 

Until they are defined and made public, we cannot blame public agencies, or 

even private ones, for misdirected effort, crossed wires, or lost opportunitiese 

It must not be forgotten that the abstract categories we have set up as conservation 

objectives may serve as alibis for blunders, as well as ends for worthy work. 

I cite in evidence the COC crew which chopped down one of the few remaining eagle's
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nests in northern Wisconsin, in the name of "timber stand improvement." To be 
sure, the tree was dead, and according to the rules, constituted a fire risk, 

Scope. Most species of shootable non-migratory game have at least a fighting 

chance of being saved through that process of purposeful manipulation of laws and 
environment called management. However great the blunders, delays, and confusion 
in getting management of game species under way, it remains true that powerful 
motives of local self-interest are at work in their behalf, uropean countries, 
through the operation of these motives, have saved their resident game, It is an 

ecological probability that we will evolve ways to do sO. 

The same cannot be said, however, of those species of wilderness game which 

do not adapt themselves to economic land-use, or of migratory birds which are 
ormed in common, or of non-game forms classed as predators, or of rare plant 

associations which mast compete with economic plants and livestock, or in general 

of all wild native forms which fly at large or have only an esthetic and 

scientific value to man, These, then, are the special and immediate concern of 

this inventory. 

Like game, these forms depend for their perpetuation on protection and a 

favorable environment, ‘They nced "management" (iee., perpetuation of good habitat) 

just as game does, but the ordinary motives for providing it are lacking, They 

- are the threatened element in "outdoor America,"=the crux of conservation policy. 

The new organizations which have now assumed the name "wild life" instead of 

"geome," and which aspire to implement the wild life movement, are I think obligated 

to focus a substantial part of their effort on these threatened forms, 

Inventory. This is a proposal, not only for an inventory of threatened forms in 

each of their respective places of survival, but an inventory of the information, 

techniques, and devices applicable to each species in each place, and of local 

human agencies capable of applying them, Much information exists, but it is 

scattered in many minds end documents, Many agencies are or would be willing to 

use it, if it were laid under their noses, If for a given problem no information 

exists, or no agency exists, that in itself is useful inventory. 

For example, certain ornithologists have discovered a remnant of the Ivory- 

billed Woodpecker-~a bird inextricably interwoven with our pioneer tradition--the 

very spirit of that "dark and bloody ground" which has become the locus of the 

national culture. It is know that the Ivory-bill requires as its habitat large 

stretches of virgin hardwood, ‘The present remnant lives in such a forest, owned 

and held by an industry as reserve stumpage. Cutting may begin, and the Ivory-bill 

may be done for, at any moment. The Park Service has or can get funds to buy 

virgin forests, but it does not lmow of the Ivory-bill or its predicament, It is 

absorbed in the intricate problem of accommodating the public which is mobbing its 

parks. When it buys a new park, it is likely to do so in some " scenic" spot, 

with the general objective of making room for more visitors, rather than with the 

specific objective of perpetuating some definite thing to visit. Its wild life 

program is befogged with the abstract concept of inviolate sanctuary. Is it not 

time to establish particular parks (or equivalent) for particular "natural 

wonders" like the Ivory-bill? You may say, of course, that one rare bird is no 

park project+-that the Biological S urvey should wy a refuge, or the Forest 

Service a National Forest, to take care of the situation. Whereupon the question 

pounces back: the Survey has only duck money; the Forest Service would have to cut, 

But is there anything to prevent the three possible agencies concerned from getting 

together and agreeing whose job this is, and while they are at it, a thousand 

other jobs of like character? And how much each would cost? And just what needs
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to be done in each case? And can anyone doubt that the public, through Congress, 

would support such a program? Well--this is what I mean by an "Inventory and 
Plan. 

Some sample lists of the items which need to be covered: 

Wilderness & Other Predator & Migratory Plant 
Game Species Allied Species Birds Associations 

Grizzly Wolf Trumpeter Swan Prairie floras 

Desert Sheep Fisher Curlews Bog floras 
Bighorn Otter Sandhill Crane Alpine floras 

(U.S.breeders) Swanp floras 
Caribou Wolverine Brewster's 

(Minnesota remnant) Condor Warbler 
Spruce Partridge 
Masked Bobwhite 
Sonora Deer 
Peccary 
Sagehen 

In addition to these forms, which are rare everywhere, there is the 
equally important problem of preserving the attentuated edges of species common 
at their respective centres, Thus the turkey in Colorado, or the ruffed grouse 
in Missouri, or the antelope in Nebraska, are rare species within the meaning 
of this document. That there are grizzlies in Alaska is no excuse for letting 

the species disappear from New Mexico, 

Organization. It is important that the Inventory represent not merely a protest 

of those privileged to think, but an agreement of those empowered to act. This 

means that the Inventory should be made by a joint committee of the conservation 

bureaus, plus representatives of the Wildlife Conference as representing the 

states and the associations, The Plan for each species should be a joint comnit- 

ment of what is to be done and who is to do it. ‘The bureaus, with their avalanche 

of appropriations, ought to be able to loan the necessary expert personnel for 

such a committee, without extra cost. 

To sift out any possible imputation of bureaucratic, financial, or clique 

interest, the inter-bureau committee should feed its findings to the public 

through a suitable group in the National Research Council, and subject to the 

Council's approval. 

he necessary incidental funds for a secretary, for expense of gathering 

testimony and maps, and for publications might well come from the Wiidlife 

Institute, or from one of the scientific foundations. 

Custodianships. There is one cog lacking in the hoped-for machine: a means to get 

some kind of responsible care of remnants of wild life remote from any bureau 

or its field officers. Funds can hardly be found to set up special paid 

personnel for each such detached remnant, It is of course proved long ago that 

closed seasons and refuge posters without personnel are of no avail. 

Here ig where associations with their far-flung chapters, state officers 

or departments, or even private individuals can come to the rescue, One of the 

tragedies of contemporary conservation is the isolated individual or group who 

complains of having no job, The lack is not of jobs, but of eyes to see them,
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The Inventory should be the conservationist's eye. Every remnant should be 
definitely entrusted to a custodian--ranger, warden, game manager, chapter, 

ornithologist, farmer, stockman, lumberjack. Every conservation meeting-- 

national, state, or local-~should occupy itself with hearing their annual reports. 
Every field inspector should contact these custodians--he might often learn as 
well as teach. I am satisfiefl that thousands of enthusiastic conservationists 
would be proud of such a public trust, and many would execute it with fidelity 

and intelligence. 

Conclusion. I can see in this set-up more conservation than could be bought with _ 

millions of new dollars, more coordination of bureaus than Congress can get by 

new organization charts, more genuine contacts between factions than will ever 

occur in the war of the inkpots, more research than would accrue from many gifts, 

and more public education than would accrue from an army of orators and organizers. 

It is, in effect, a vehicle for putting Jay Darling's concept of "ancestral iN 

ranges" into action on a quicker and wider scale than could be done by approvria- 

tions alone.
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BCOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA 

COMMITTEE ON THE PRESERV..TION OF NATURAL CONDITIONS 
3 FOR THS UNITED STATES 

Established in 1917 , 

Francis Ramaley, : R. E. Yeatter, Sec. 
Bioecology V. E. Shelford,’ Chairman Expt. Zool. Lab. 

University of Colorado Expt. Zool. Lab. Wright & Healay Sts. 
Boulder, Colorado Wright & Healey Sts. Champaign, Illinois 

Ce Juday, Aquatic Ecology Champaign, Illinois 
University of Wisconsin Animal Ecology Birds and Mammals 
‘Madison, Wisconsin 

Robert F. Griggs, 
Plant Ecology 

George Washington Univ. Office of the Chairman 
Washington, D. C. January 15, 1936 

To the United States Forest Service: 

With the aid and approval of an Advisory Board, thirty-two of the leading 
ecologists of the United States and Canada, The Committee on Preservation of Natural 
Conditions, prepared the following resolution to be addressed to the United States 
Forest Service, which was unanimously adopted at the Society's meeting at St. Louis 
on January 2, 1936.. ~ 

1. Whereas, thinking persons do not wish to bequeath to future generations a 
purely mechanical and industrial world, 

2. Whereas, the threat of insufficient food which called for the utilization of 
all possible land as urged by economists thirty years ago is and will be void for 

many generations and economic conditions are such that it is necessary to withdraw 
land from cultivation and remove settlers from poor land, 

3. Whereas, the larger wild animals, especially carnivores, are of value in 
the economy of nature, and, therefore, of importance in the proper development of 
the science of ecology (evolution, etc.) which supplies information to be used in 
interpreting the past and predicting the future of biological events in relation to 
weather, etce, 

4, Whereas, several of the National Parks are too small to support wide ranging 
carnivores and experience has show thot they cannot be maintained in the existing 
parks, 

Be it resolved, that the Ecological Society of America 

a. Urges that the United States Forest Service cooperate with the National Park 
Service in protecting roaming animals in forests surrounding or adjacent to National ; 
Parks, especially Yellowstone, Yosemite, Lassen Peak, and Great Smoky. This can be 
accomplished only by setting aside a zone of protection for roaming animals agreed 

upon with the Park Service, as follows: Not less than fifty miles wide around 
Yellowstone and twenty-five miles wide around the other three. 

b. The Society further urges that the Forest Service cooperate with the Park 

Service in the acquirement of lands surrounding. National Parks wherever possible, 
to be used for tree growing and other forest experiments while acting as buffers for 

roaming animals. In particular, acquire areas of deciduous forest surrounding the 
Great Smoky National Park which may serve for tree growing experiments while acting 
as buffers for roaming animals. ‘Ve also urge suca use of forest or portions of 

existing forests aijasent to National Parks as buffer areas. Furthermore, we urge
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the enlarging of forest type areas already set apart so that they may serve as 

animal sanctuaries and that control measures applied to birds and mammals be Kept 
out of these sample plot areas and also out of a large zone surrounding each. 

c. The Society also urges that the Forest Service set aside one or more tracts 
and the Idaho Primitive Area in which puna, bobcat, wolf and wolverine be allowed 
to breed unmolested, surrounded by a second area in which breeding will be discouraged 
if found, and around this a third in which roaming animals will not be molested. 
We request consideration of the possibility of similar action in the Uintas and 

Wind River Range. 

V. E. Shelford 

Chairman



Committee on Wild Life _ 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 

February 7 and 8, 1936 

% eH 

The Committee met in the National Research Council Building 

with the following present: Charles ©, Adams, H, E, Anthony, H. C. 

Bryait, V. E, Shelford, Aldo Leopold, and P, S, Lovejoy representing 

the Sub-committee on the Training of Men for Administrative and Educa- 

tional Work in Wild Life Problems, The Committee adopted the following 

statements which are here presented in lieu of minutes. : 

I. Proposal for International Studies of Wild Life Problems. 

The members of the Committee on Wild Life attended the meetings 

of President Roosevelt's Wild Life Conference. They took this oppor— 

tunity to discuss current wild life problems and have agreed on the fol- 

lowing program for committee action: 

It is generally conceded that a constructive program for 

various wild life projects is urgently needed today and of these the 

consideration of plans for water, shore and other migratory birds, as 

well as game fish, is of outstanding importance. Significant and acute 

wild life problems have been created by such factors as reclamation, 

drainage, drouth, overshooting and a lack of proper coordination between 

State, Federal and International agencies. The Committee on Wild Life 

proposes a constructive research program that will provide a basis for 

a sound conservation policy. 

We propose immediate international studies of these subjects 

with the cooperation of Canadian officials, under the auspices of the
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National Research Council and the Canadian Research Council and a later 

extension of the idea might bring about cooperation with other countries. 

This study should include such items as field studies, present status, 

life histories, and wild life conservation policies, An informal con- 

ference was held on February 6, 1936, with the Hon. J. B. Harkin, Commis— 

sioner of the National Parks of Canada, Department of the Interior, and 

Mr. Hoyes Lloyd, Superintendent of Wild Life Protection, National Parks 

of Canada. They responded cordially to a proposal of cooperation and it 

was suggested that such a project might be conducted jointly through 

these two Research Councils. 

A possible source of funds to finance cooperative studies of 

this character is knowm to the Committee and, therefore, it is recommended : 

that the conservation agencies of the Dominion of Canada and of the 

United States be invited, through the proper diplomatic channels, to con- 

sider such a plan and to cooperate in drafting the details for a specific 

program. 

II. Proposal for an Interbureau Conservation Inventory of Rare Species. 

An urgent current wild life problem is the perpetuation of rare 

or threatened forms. There has been no deliberate emphasis on rare 

species problems. Much could be accomplished by such a focus in research 

and administration, and especially in planning. 

We propose that an inventory be made of surviving remants now 

in jeopardy, with a plan, or list of needed actions, for each. In order 

that the inventory may result in a list of practicable actions, rather 

than of "wishful thoughts", we suggest that it be made by a joint commit— 

tee of the federal conservation bureaus. Coordination would thus be
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secured during the planning process. 

Such a committee would need an executive officer to gather data 

and act as liaison between bureaus, He should have outstanding qualifica- 

tions in wild life research and administration, but should be independent 

of any bureau, We urge that the National Resources Board employ such an 

executive officer. This would incidentally tend to secure much needed 

representation of wild life interests in the staff of the National Re- 

sources Board. F 

We estimate that the Inventory would require two years! work, 

The findings should be published under the sponsorship of the National 

Resources Board, after review by the National Research Council, 

III. Buffer or Protective Zones. 

The larger wild animals, especially carnivores, are of value 

in the economy of nature and, therefore, of importance in the proper 

devyeleniies of the science of ecology and its applications which supply 

hiclnieshhon for the interpretation of past and prediction of future 

biological events. Areas in which these animals still occur are of 

scientific value as checks on managed and modified areas, with reference 

to the study of cycles of abundance and interaction. The original mature 

(climax) vegetation and natural conditions are not renewable resources. 

The National Parks are generally too small to support wide 

ranging caYmivores and experience has shown that they cannot be main— 

tained in the existing parks. The few wolves which remained in Yellowstone 

Park when their protection began have disappeared, having wandered out- 

side the park and been destroyed. Again a report on the grizzly bears by 

the National Park Service indicates that the National Parks are inadequate
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to prevent final extermination of this species, Park enlargement is not 

usually practicable but protective zones are necessary to complete the 

preservation of biotic communities which include representatives of all 

the species of wildlife, 

We recommend the establishment around National Parks and 

Monuments, wherever needed to maintain natural conditions, of zones of 

complete protection for roaming animals, based on the extent of their 

wandering range. Lands devoted to multiple uses such as tree aiulehiins 

watershed protection, and recreation may constitute these zones. We also 

recommend zoned sanctuaries in National Forests and the Public Domain. 

It is highly desirable that the establishment of protective zones be 

considered in all national and state land use planning. 

The principle of zoning for animals should also be applied to 

the smaller reserved areas such as the Forest Service "natural areas" and 

to certain state parks and forests, Aquatic reserves should include a 

suitable protective zone of shoreline,
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Sage Univer ty Aveme Ee 

Dr. Ivey F, Lowls, Chatman 
Division of Biology and Agricul ture 
National Research Council 
2101 Gonatitution Aveme 
Washington, PD, 0. 

Dear Dr, Lewiat 

I respectfully submit the following report on the work of the 

Committee on Wildlife Studies during the past years 

Ommanization of BMolosica) Survey Researdh Unite 

Tn May, 1! Me. day N. @uief of the Biological Survey, 

sameat 6 tt tie te eiaas an oat ee Oe. , 

gortes of wildlife research units in land grant colleges not previously 

engaged in uch work, tat desirous of initiating it. 

i Thie marked a departure in Biological Survey poltay, since it had 

mot prevents heathet tatkotyiah fushe, mow had 18 provigady initiated & 

policy of decentralization in research, Honee Mr. Darling awked for the 

adviee of our conaittes. We met on Hay 10 ant qubaltted a report dated May 22 

which may have had some small influence on the mamer of initiating these 

projects. 

_ Im Pebraaxy, 1936, the President called the W1dlife Conference in 
Washington. This was the culmination of an effort extenting over the past 

two years to organize two new bodtest 

(e) the Wdlife Institute, an organisation for the collection : 

and allecation of seme $200,000 in indugtrial fumta, and 

(>) The Wildlive Federation, which replaces the former American Game 

Association, ant ia intended as a forw for the expression of public bentiment, 

the fanetion of oryatellising public opinion is entirely separated 

from the function of financing research. ence the new set-up seaus basiealiy 

sound. ‘the Institute has a research comdttee paralleling the National Research 

Council comaittee, For the coming year it hag in hand the budget of $200,000 
above referred to. About half this sum ie for figh research, ani the other 

half for other wildlife. About 240,000 is already obligated to maintain nine 
U, 9. Biological Survey units at the following land grant colleges! foxaa, Haine, 

Virginta, Conneectiont, Alabama, Iowa, Washington, Utah, and Ghio.



Ivey ¥. Lewle-2 March 2, 1936 

A meeting of the National Research Counct] committee was alle? in 
order to discuss and fommlate o logical relationship between the National 
Research Council on the one hand and the Institute, the Federation and the 
Gonference on the other, pony remy Bonar hee race tame ne: Ay and a joint 
meeting with the research comalttee ("Technical Com ) of the Institute 
followed on the seme day, oth comittees have now subaitted reports daly 
dovetailed with each other, outlining the direction of future undertakings. 
t general, it 19 agreed that the 1.8.0, can advantageoudly hantle for the 
Inatitute certain work which involves controversial questions, or which in- 
volves advice to educational institutions. ‘the more precise definition 
of this work, and of the funds needed for handling it, hinges on a further 
meeting of the Inatitute committee in Mey. 

pee ‘the somalttee ic of the opinion that despite the handicap of 
sete See nasiinete De Wind 2s sew sees De Fe tee 

‘useful role in ghaping notional poliay. @ therefore believe that it would 
Re a miatake to diselve the committer at this time. There ia a rathor 

ee Gees cee geen a beets conan in cooperation 
with the Research Counell, on international research progres on 
migratory waterfowl, err oe keer eee ene. tenn te 
bearing on university relationships may be entrusted to our together 
with the funda for henling thems 

ALL of the Joba referred to above offer useful opportunities for inter- 
Durem correlation, ‘Some of these have already begun to be acted upon by us. 

Tt happened to be chaiman of both the N.2.0,. ant the Institute come 
sehen st Sete Deovarmecce ve. ean eee, fen, eeoee Sec Sree 
the 4.2.0, comelttee in order that po @ onbarraaments as te allocation 
of fanis or functions may be avoided. 

i Yours aingeraly, 

Alde Leopold 
o Chatzman,



; June 8, 1936 : 

Ure Aldo Leopold 
Neer Solls Building 

: University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Visconsin 

Dear Ur. Leopold: 

At its weeting in April the Division of Biology and 
Agriculture discussed fully the functions of the Committee on Fild 
Life. The services of the old committee ere greatly appreciated, 
but the Division felt that there vera new elenents in the situa- 
tion that would mske it advisable to change the emphasis by the 
complete reorganization of the committee under the title: of Comnit- 

‘ tee on Wild Life and Nature Reserves with the following personnel: 
H. E. Anthony, Chairmen, C. C. Adams, Henry 1. Baldwin, RB. BE. Coker, 

: Willian S, Cooper, Herbert C. Henson, G. E. Nichols, Edward A. 
Preble and A, 4. wright. Im the set-up of the nsw comaittee the i: 
atteupt was made to include menbers representing different points 
of view with the idea of putting primary emphasis on the setting 

oS - aside of certain natural ureas for permanent preservation. It was 
felt that it would be best to have this committee completely inde- 
pendent of governmentsl agencies and for this reason the mowbership 
does not include any persons in the governzent employ. The reason 
for this vill bs abyious to you. The committee hopes to work in 
close cooperation with governmental agencies and will probably find 
the approach more effective if 1t comes entirely from an outside 
body. : 

: One of the new factors in the situation is the existence 
of the committees of the Fild Life Institute of which you are chair~ 
men, This coumittee has the opportunity of doing the sort of thing 

-we had in mind for our old Wild Life Committee, and it has, of coursa, 
the substantisl backing of the Institute. Ye hove the new arrange— 
ment will avoid any duplication of effort and at the same tine in- 
crease the effectiveness of the wild life agencies. ‘ 

i wish to express to you, on behalf of the Division, our 
thanks for the time end attention you devoted to the committee as 
chairmen and to assure you that the Division will be glad to coaner- 
ate in any way with the Wild Life Institute Committee, 

Sincerely yours, 

Ivey F, Levis 
Chai rnen
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E _ June 8, 1936 - 

Dr. P. 5S. Lovejoy 
Universality of Michigan 

fan Arbor, Michigan 4 

Dear Dr. Lovejoys 

The Division of Biology and Agriculture, at its meeting 
: in April, gave full and careful consideration to the wild life 

problem. It seemed of especial importance at this time to placs 
the enphasis on the preservation of certain natural areas. The 
formation of a wild life committee by the Pild Life Institute makes 
it less necessary for the Division to conbinue the old conmittee. 

; It was decided, taerefore, to organize a new Committee on Wild Life 

and lature Reserves vith the following personnel: H. E. Anthony, 
- Gheirman, C. C. Adams, Henry I. Baldwin, R. E. Coker, Willian 5. 

i Cooper, Herbert C. Hanson, G. EB. Nichols, Edward A. Preble and 

4A. He Wright. ; d 

. Since this committee hopes to work in close cooperation 
with governmental agencies it wes decided that the membership should 
include only those not connected vith the government. It seens 

f likely that an outside body would have a more natural and easy ap- 
proach to governmental bureaus than one on which the bureaus then-~ 

2 selves might or might not be represented. The committee is especially 
desirous of retaining your active interest and I hope that you will 

permit it to avail itself of your experience and lafluence in helping 

along projects as they may develop. ; 

On behalf of the Division I wish to thank you for your 
perticipation in the activities of the committees and assure you of 

our appreciation of your services as a member. 

: Sincerely yours, 

Ivey F. Lewis, Chairmen 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 

.



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRIGULTURAL ECONOMICS 1532 University Ave. 

May 25, 1936 

Dr. Ivy F. lewis, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Avenue 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Dr, Lewis: 

Thanks for letting me know about the May el 
meeting called by the National Resources Committee. I 
did not get your letter in time to appoint a member to 

represent our committee. I suggest that if a similar 
occasion should arise in the future, you notify 

Dr, H.C. Bryant of the National Park Service, Washington, 

to represent us, 

Hearing from you reminds me that I still 

i occupy the somewhat embarrassing yosition of chairman 

of two committees with cooperative relations, Have you 

been able to reach a decision on the matter of a new 

chairman? 
\ . 

Yours sincerely, 

s 

Aldo Leopold a 
Professor of Geme Management 

vh
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New Yours Ovrrce Casce Appress * 

‘The Engineering Foundation, 29 West 39th Street NARECO, Washington, Dy C 

(2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE, WASHINGTON, D.c. 

Established intg16 by the National Academy of Sciences under its Congressional : 

Charter and organized with the cooperation of the National Scientific 

and Technical Societies of the United States 3 

; : ce April £0, 12956 : 

Mr. Kermit Roosevelt, President ‘ 
: National Association of Audubon Eocietles é 

: 1775 Broadway : 
New York Clty : ae 

: Dear Mr. floosevelt: : 

I beg to assure you of our wholenearted interest in : 

the campaign to protect our hational Wild life inheritance. 
4s you may know, the problems of wild life have engaged the 

erest of our Division of Biology and Agriculture for n int % of our Division of hogy and Agricultare for mai 
years. ‘Their stancing Committee on tile Life will be very 
glad to cooperate with you in feasible ways, 

. ; . ' ¥Yery truly yours, 
hy 

Ss Prenk R. Lillie 
‘ Chairman : 

; -FRL nw 

Copy to Dr. Lewis



National Association of Audubon Societies 

For the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals 

1775 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

April 17, 1936 

ae 
‘ FR EL, Dr. Frank R. Lillie, Chairman, 

SS Sah National Research Council, 
pr Washington, D. C. 

; N Dear Dr. Lillie: 

Those recognizing the value of our wildlife re- 
sources, and the urgent need of coordination of effort 
of conservation agencies will, we trust, take full ad- 

; vantage of the opportunity .presented by the National 

Se Association of Audubon Societies, as disclosed in the 
oh Ie enclosed leaflet entitled "Wildlife in the Balance." 

AA 

ey) From such participation in educational, sanc- 
Seed tuary and legislative activities, spreading appreciation 

- Se of nature and preserving for this and future generations 
ae SS our ‘beautiful and marvelous native flora and fauna, your 
~~ flix S club or society may derive great satisfaction, stimulus 
sof and enhanced prestige and influence. 

ee 

— ’ We shall deeply appreciate your organization’s 

support in aggressive national action to protect our 

wildlife inheritance from the assaults of human greed. 

Em Very truly yours, 
| ee i 

== Kermit Roosevelt, 
——— President.
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New York Orrice CABLE Araaee 

‘The Engineering Foundation, 29: West 39th Street NARECO, Washiustou, 1, C. 

i : ‘ 

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL “ 
; 2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE, WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Established in1916 by the National Acadeiny of Sciences under its Congressional 

Charter and organized with the cooperation of the National Scientific 

: and Technical Societies of the United States 

‘ April 6, 1936 : 

: Hr. Frederick A, Delano, Vice-Chairman : 
National Resources Connittee 
Interior Building ; : 

; Washington, D, C, : : 

My dear Mr. Delanos 

: : The Comaittee on fild Life of the National Research Council, at 
a recent meeting, discussed certain problems which they requested me to 
bring to your attention. The North American Wild Lite Conference, recently 
held in Nashington, gave evidence that there is a nation-wide movement for 
better correlation of conservation activities. The need for better coordi- 

nation of effort in the protection of wild life, including fish, indicates 

that gome competent central agency of the Government could properly take 
the leadership in such matters. 

One of the constructive results of the conference was the evidence 
of agencies working at cross purposes end the evident need for correlation. 

The Committee on Wild Life feels that the National Resources Board, in 
correlating land uses, should give particular attention to wild life needs. 

» Local committees on wild life are already functioning in connection with 

state planning boards. It is desirable that equal recognition of this ima 
portant subject should be given on the staff of the Resources Board itself. 

The Fild Life Committee has recommended and the Division of Biol- 
ogy and Agriculture of the National Research Council, therefore, passes the 
suggestion to you, that, in order to give due recognition to wild life 
velues, a competent ecologist be appointed as a permanent member of your 
executive staff to act 3s advisor to your Board on wild life problems, to 

* initiate and carry out necessary research projects, and to act as liaison 

officer on all matters relating to this field. 

Just at present there is a need for an inventory of those species 

f threatened with extinction, if means are to be found to save these valuable 
forms of American wild life. Considerable data on this subject are avail- 
able from governmental agencies and various state and private institutions, 
but some coordinating organization should call together an interburesu con- 

: mittee and provide an executive officer to collate these data. If the 
National Resources Board could appoint such a steff officer he could initiste 

this urgent undertsking at once. The Wild Lifs Committee of the National 

Research Council will be glad to offer suggestions as to emergency necase



Frederick A. Delano “a= April 6, 1936 ; 

It is hoped that you will see the need for such se coordinating officer and 
Will find means to further this enterprise. 

I enclose copy of a resolution adopted by the Committee on Wild 
Life of the National Research Council for your information. 1 enclose also 

..,@ Statement drawn up by Hr. Alao Leopold, but not voted on by the Comnittea, 
*, concerning the questions raised in inis letter, 1 trust that you will realize 

-*, that the only desire of the Comaittes is to be of service to our country 

- through vhat seeus to us the logical agency to handle such matters. 

'. $0na of tne important problems the Comaittee had in mind which 
snoula engage tne atisntion of federal ratner then state authorities include 
the threatened commercial extinction of certain valuable food fish in the 
Great Lakes; tae danger to the great salmon industry of the Pacifie Coast 

: by the construction of power dams which block their spawning migrations; the 

Gestructioa of iisi environment by excessive Grainage; the eatinction of 
oy certain game fishes such as grayling and mountain trout by the introduction 

: of exotic species anu others referred to in tne drait of ur. Leopold's 
proposal enclosed herewith. : 

: pe i Sincerely yours, 

: f : Ivey F, Lewis, Cosirman 
= ‘ : Division of Biolosy end Avriculture : 

3 IFL:3 : : ; . 

i Diebated by Dr. Lewie end : 
~ <.s gigned in nis absence. ’ f : ;
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: April 6, 1936 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Avenue : 

fiedison, Wisconsin 

Dear Nr. Leopold: 

I em very glad to have for presentation to the approach- 

ae ing mecting of the Division of Biology and Ayriculture the roport 

from your committee. I have not yet been able to do much with 

the material prepared at your isst meeting, but am forwarding 

the resolution of Drs. Lovejoy and Hubbs to the National Resources 

' Board. i 

Vith best wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

: ne Ivey ¥. Lewis, Chairaan 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 

IFL:B



National Research Council 
Committee on Wild Life : 

The Wildlife Affairs Committee of the Committee on Biology and 
Agriculture recommends to the National Research Council that it urge 

upon the appropriate authorities the undertaking of a comprehensive ee 
- inventory of drainage affairs. : 

We find that much drainage, originally underteken for the ad- 
aes vancement of agriculture, and involving very large aggregates of public 

Ane, and of private funds, has in fact resulted in disappointments, \facilities 
‘ or failures; and often in the creation of great and persistent liabilities, 

physical, economic and social, with major wildlife and recreational re- 

sources often involved, 

Other drainage projects, meanwhile, have proved highly successful 

and satisfactory, and have resulted in generous and permanent benefits 

to both public and private interests, é 

It seems obvious that existing precedents and agencies, federal, 

state, or private, are for the most part inadecuate to determine, de- 
pendably and in advance, whether a given drainage project will or will 

not result in permanent benefits greater than the liabilities which it 
may create. 

It is therefore reconmended that t thorough checking of the history 
and status of typical projects be undertaken in and for each region, 
state and district, so as to identify the essential facts and factors 
which may be involved, end so as to help in creating precedents and agen- 
cies which shall presently be functioning dependably and in advance so 
as to segregate projects which are quite certainly desirable and sound, 

from those which are dubious or unsound, 

Such checkings and inventories of drainage, and plans for its ; 
adequate control, should involve national, state and local cooperation, 

: and should be undertaken as an integral part of a broad lend and water 

use-planning as outlined in the 19355 reports of the National Resources 

Board. : :
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

5 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 1532 University Ave, 

March 27, 1936 

Dr. Ivey F. Lewis, Chairzan 

Division of Biology and Agriculture s a Eg 
: National Research Council 

- 2201 Constitution Aveme 
Washington, D. C, : 

Dear Dr. Lewis: 

At the recent meeting of the Wild Life Committee, a 

resolution was vassed asking the National Resources Board to 
Make a special study of land drainage. Lovejoy and Hubbs 

were asked to vrepare a formal resolution, This they have now 

done (cooy attached). 

They have also ascertained that Dr. L. C. Gray of the 
Resettlement Administration is interested in conducting such S 
a study, although he does not comait himself as to wmether funds 

are available. The Resources Board might wish to work through 

Dr. Gray. 

I suggest you transmit this to the Resources Board 

as supplementary to our other recommendations. 

. Yours sincerely, 

eR, 

Aldo Leopold 
Chairman, Wild Life Committee 

vh 
Encl. we
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Madison, Wisconsin. 

: Memorandum for 

DR. LEWIS: 

: It is the consensus of the Committee on Wildlife of the Na- 
tional Research Council that a basic step looking toward solution 

of pressing wildlife problems could be made if there were system- 

atic effort to correlate governmental activity and secure basic 

: data. The National Resources Board is the logical medium for : 

correlating all land uses and the recammendetion is made that the 

National Research Council send a letter to this board, suggesting 

that a competent, wildlife ecologist be appointed to act as ad- 

visor on wildlife problems and act as liaison officer on all mat- 

ters relative to this field. 

At this time the most pressing conservation problem pertains 

to the saving of now rare species endangered by changing ecological 

relationships of food and cover. An inventory of threatened species 

is necessary to determine the most pressing needs and in order to 

find ways and means of protecting remnants of species which must 

receive consideration immediately, if they are to be saved. Con- 

siderable data are available from governmental agencies but some 

: neutral organization such as the National Resources Board should 

collate these data. 

Attached will be found a draft of a letter which it is hoped 

will be helpful +o you in conveying the above suggestion to the 

National Resources Board. Approval was also given the proposal 

_ indicated in enclosure #2. 

y p 

Committee on Wildlife. 

Enclosure #1 
Enclosure #2
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Washington,: De>Cein. 

Mr. Frederic A. Delano, 

Vice Chairman, National Resources Committee, 
Interior Building, 

Washington, De Ce 

Dear Mr. Delano: ; 

At a recent meeting of the Committee on Wildlife Studies of 
the National Research Council, ways and means were discussed for 
bringing about better coordination of effort in the protection of 

wildlife, including fish. The North American Wildlife Conference 

: recently held in Washington gave evidence that there is a Nation- 
wide movement being developed for better correlated conservation 

activities, and better governmental support is necessary for prog- 

resse 

One of the constructive results of the conference was the 

evidence of agencies working at cross purposes and the evident 

: need for correlation. The Committee on Wildlife Studies feels 

that the National Resources Board in correlating land uses should 

give particular attention to wildlife needs. Local committees on 

wildlife are already functioning in connection with state planning 

boards. Hence it is needful that equal recognition of this in- 

portant subject should be given on the staff of the Resources 

: Board itself. 

fhe Wildlife Committee has recommended and the Division of 

Biology and Agriculture of the National Research Council, there- 

fore, passes the suggestion to you that, in order to give due 

recognition to wildlife values, a competent wildlife ecologist 

be appointed as a permanent member of your executive staff to 

act as advisor to your board on wildlife problems, to initiate 

and carry out necessary research projects, and to act as liaison 

officer on all mtters relative to this field. 

Just at present there is a need for an inventory of species 

threatened with extinction which must receive consideration im- 

mediately, if means are to be found to save these valuable forms 

of American life. Considerable data on this subject are avail- 

able from governmental agencies and various state end private in- 

; stitutions, but some coordinating organization should call together



an inter-bureau committee and provide its executive officer to 

collate these data. If the National Resources Board could ap- 

point such a staff officer, he could initiate this urgent under- 

: taking at once and then initiate like projects. The Wildlife 

Committee of the National Research Council will be glad to offer 

further suggestions as to emergency needs. : 

; It is hoped that you will see the need for such a coordinat- 

ing officer and will find means to further this enterprise. 

Chairman. 

2



DEAT : 

The President's North American Wildlife Conference just s 

: concluded emphasized the importance of fishes and other aquatic 

‘ life as a great national resource, now demanding special recogni-~ 

tion and conservation action. After discussing this problem, the 

Committee on Wildlife of the National Research Council recommends 

that this need be met by the appointment of a man technically 

trained in the field of aquatic biological resources, to the Water 

Resources Division of your board. 

Important problems, some of an emergency nature, on which the 

counsel of this additional staff member would be valuable, include 

the threatened commercial extinction of certain valuable food fish 

in the Great Lakes; the danger to the great mlmon industry of the 

| Pacific Coast by the construction of power dams which block their 

spawning migrations; the destruction of fish environment by ex- 

cessive drainage;: the extinction of certain game fish species, 

such as grayling and mountain trout, by the introduction of exotic 

specics.
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FUNCTION OF THS WILD LIFS COMMITTEES | 

Dr. Ivey F. Lewis, Chairman 

Division of Biology and Agriculture 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Avenue 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Doctor Lewis:- bs 

In connection with the discussion of the work 

of the Wild Life Committee, a difference of opinion has developed 

among its members as to its functions. I will appreciate learning 

your opinion on this watter. 

According to one view the function of the Wild Life Comnittee 

is to decide upon the selection of important problems related to 

wild life research and/ or the training of men for such research, 

and recommend such projects to the National Research Council or 

other agencies, for execution. , 

The other view is that the function of the Committee is to 

decide upon certain definite wild life research problems and/ or 

related educational problems, and then proceed to secure the funds 

and direct the projects through the National Research. Council. 

canna eas erneareerccnceeciceeeaeneceeceeeeeaecacaa eee cena ee ST MEE I TY
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. Dr. Ivey F. Lewis 2 Varch 10, 1936. ; 
¢ 

So far es known to me our Committee has never been specifically 

instructed so es to decide which of these methods of procedure is 

expected of the Committee. 

When talking with you after our last Committee meeting I forgot 

to raise this question with you. 

Very sincerely, 

GL 0G 
Chas. C. Adams, i 
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: Cf the Chairman 

March 3, 1956 

Dr, Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Game Management» 

1552 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: i 

' Your letter of february14 “Poel gning fren 

the chairmanship of te commitive on Wild- 

life is at hand. 

Throughout our discuksions in this committoe 

we seemed to haveNlacked a commén ground as 

to what we are suppysetkto cower as the work 

: of the committee. a you not send a letter 

of inquiry to tho/membyrs of the committees 

, asking for a statement of the scope of its 

work? Can you/not ther draw up a sort of 

constitution to bo hgided over to the next 

chaihgman? 

I think-tse+—this wuld help a sreat deal. 

Cordially yours, 

V. & Shelford q 

VES: VET 

Sc I a a ee OILY AMOSNE SOs



March 2, 1936 

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON WILDLIFE STUDIES 

Organization of Biological Survey Research Units _ 

: In May, 1935, bir. Jay N. Darling, chief of the Biological Survey, secured 
a fund amounting to approximately $80,000 per year to set up a series of wild- 

life research units in land grant colleges not previously engaged in such work, 

but desirous of initiating it, 

De This marked a departure in Biological Survey policy, since it had not 

previvusly handled industrial funds, nor had it previously initiated a policy 

of decentralization in research. Hence Mr. Darling asked for the advice of our 

_ committee. We met on May 10 and submitted a report dated May 22 which may have 

_ had some snall influence on the mamer of initiating these projects. 

Wildlife Conference, Federation & Institute 

In February, 1936, the President called the Wildlife Conference in Wash- 

ington. This was the culmination of an effort extending over the past two 

years to organize two new bodies: 

(a) The Wildlife Institute, an organization for the collection and alloca- 
tion of some 5200,000 in industrial funds, and 

(bo) The Wildlife Federation, which replaces the former American Game 

AssocYation, and is intended as a forum fer the expression of 
public sentiment. 

The function of crystallizing public opinion is entirely separated from 

the function of financing research, Hence the new set-up seems basically 

sound. The Institute has a research committee paralleling the National Re- 

search Council committee, For the coming year it has in hand the budget ef 

$200,000 above referred to. About half this sum is for fish research, and 

the other half for other wildlife. About $40,000 is already obligated to main- 

tain nine U. S. Biological Survey units at the following land grant colleges: 

Texas, Maine, Virginia, Connecticut, Alabama, Iowa, Washington, Utah and Ohio. 

A meeting of the National Research Council committee was ealled in order 

to discuss and formulate a logical relatienship between the National Research 

~ Council on the one hand and the Institute, the Federation and the Conference 

on the other. The meeting was held on February 8, and a joint meeting with 

the research committee ("Technical Committee") of the Institute followed on 

the same day. Both committees have now submitted reports duly dovetailed with 

each other, outlining the direction of future undertakings. In general, it 

is agreed that the N.R.C. can advantageously handle for the Institute certain 

work which involves controversial questions, or which involves advice to ed- 

ucational institutions, The more precise definition of this work, and of the 

funds needed for handling it, hinges on a further meeting of the Institute 

committee in May.
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Future Work. The committee is of the opinion that despite the handicap of 

insufficient funds for meetings, the time is now arrived for it to playa 

useful role in shaping national policy. We, therefore, believe that it would 
be a mistake to dissolve the committee at this time. There is a rather deof- @ 
inite prospect that the Institute will want us to handle, in cooperation with 
the Canadian Research Council, an international research program on migratory 

‘waterfowl, There is a probability that certain future questions bearing on a 

university relationships may be entrusted to our committce, together with the 

funds for handling them. 

All of the jobs referred to above offer useful opportunities for inter- : 

bureau correlation. Some of these have already begun to be acted upon by us. 

I happened to be chairman of both the N.R.C. and the Institute committees 

and have recommended to you that you appoint another chairman for the N.R.C. 

committee in order that possible embarrassments as to allocation of funds or 

functions may be avoided. 

tant es Aldo Leopold 

i ae Chairman 

ees &



% Februery 26, 1936 : 

Dr. Aldo Leopold : 

New Soils Building Bee 

University of Wisconsin : 
Madison, Hisconsin 

Dear Dre Leopold: 

Tne 1936 ennusl meeting of the Division of Biology and 

c Agriculture of the National Research Council is to be held on April : 

25, end at that time we shall wish to present to the members a re- 

view of the work of our comuittees and projects for the past fiscal 

year, Mey we have from you a report on the activities of the Con- ‘i 

mittee on “iid Life, together with eny recommendations which you may : 

wish to have considered by the Division. 

ALL comsittees of the National Research Council autoaati- 

cally go-out of existence on June 30 of eaca year and special action fi 
is required to continue them. If you wish to have your connittee 

continued, iil you please send in your recoaaendations to that 
effect. 16 is entirely in order to neke any chonges or additions 

in the persomnel which seen desirable, ss comalttees must be voted 

anew each ycare ; 

fne Division office would like to receive reports and 
recommendations not later then March 20, in order that these may be 
manifolded and distribated to the members of the Division in advance 
of the meeting. If you can let us have your report by that date, 

it will be greatly apprecieted. ; 

ete Sincerely yours, 

‘ Ivey F. Levis, Chairman : 
: Division of Biology and Agriculture 

B



: UNIVERSITY GF WISCONSIN 

. GOLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON. WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 1552 University Aveme 

February 26, 1936 

Dr. Ivey F. Lewis, Chairman 

Division of Biology and Agriculture 

National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Avenue 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Lewis: 

; I approve the combined mimtes sent me with your letter 
of February 20. I feel a little guilty, thoush, that you should 
have had to act as "secretary" in compiling these mimtes. 

I am also painfully aware that the statements as 
approved by the committee are indirect and full of circumlomtion. 
I do not like such documents, but they are "as passed" and will 
have to do. 

My mimeograph on rare species was not adopted, I left 
; it to explain to you the meaning of Iten II, I see no objection 

to your using it as explanatory of Item II, as long as you do not 
directly sanction it as part of the mimutes. There was no objection 
to it, but I could not gracefully urge its adoption because it was 
my personal proposal. 

I am aware that we are wishing on you a heavy job in 
taking these matters up with the bureams, let me know where, how 
and when I can help. 

I enjoyed getting acquainted with you and wish we could 
have talked further. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

va



February 20, 13386 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Avenue ; 

Madison, Wisconsin ; ; ‘ 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In reply to your letter of February 14 I have made a 
tentative draft of the three statements drawn up by the Committee on 

Wild Life. Inciuded in the draft are Shelford's suggestions which you 
sent with your letter. I think it important that I should have your 
approval of the statement before teking any further steps. Please 

look it over carefully and let me know if you see any mistakes or if 
you wish to alter the wording. The only change I have made is to con- 
vert into a headline the short introductory sentence in the first 
paragraph of section 3 as it seemed more effective this way. You will - 

~ note that the.first paragraph in section 3 is at present a unified 
statement, whereas the headline resliy applies not to this paragraph 

* but to the entire statement, i 

The mimeographed statement entitled "Proposal for a 

Conservation Inventory of Threatened Species" is marked in pencil "Not 
Official", It seems to me that this is a very effective statenent and . 
ought to ce used when I approach the conservation organizations of the 
government, I would like instructions from you as to how to use this 
statement. It is marked "Rough Draft", so taat you may wish to make 
some changes in it. Unless it was adopted in its present form by the 
committee I should like your authorization to submit it to members of 
the committee for approval and for permission to present it along with 1 

other material to those interested in the conservation of wild life. 
Since it is mimeographed I assume that you have a copy of its if not I 

shall be glad to send the capy I have. 

Please let me know whether the copy of the three state- 
.. ments is satisfactory and also whether I can use the mimeographed 

statement that accompanied then. 

Sincerely yours, 

‘ Ivey F. Lewis, Chairman, 
: Division of Biology and Agriculture 

IFL/c



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON. WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRIGULTURAL ECONOMICS 1532 University Avenue 

February 14, 1936 

Mrs. Barnum 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Aveme 
Washington, D. Ce 

Dear Mrs. Barnum: 

I told the members of the Wildlife Comnittee which met Saturday, 

: February 8, to sobmit to Dr. Lewis their expense accounts on the basis of 

fare to and from Washington, plus two days! expense in Washington, I hope 

to have my expense taken care of by the Wildlife Institute, so you need 

not wait for it. 

The $300 allotted by Dr. Lewis may, however, not be sufficient 

to cover the swa of the other accounts. If this is the case, I have al- 

ready told the several members that you would scale down each account 

proportionately and send them reimbursement for whatever the $300 will 

cover. ‘They were all given your regular forms on which to subait their 

accountse 

Lovejoy has sent his account to me instead of directly to your : 

office, As far as I know, it does not require my formal approval, so 

I am attaching it herewith. ante | ceabens rn afurt of tle © flix 

I have just recotvey/the attached letter from Shelford, in 

which he wishes to substituteVthe carbon sheet which accompanies his 2 

note for the one signed and left with you. I do not lmow the difference 

in wording, but think you can safely follow the present sheet. 
ey 

f Yours sincerely, 

a i 
Ve 
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fees At eue f Aldo Leopold 
carat A Professor of Game Management 
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FOR INFORMATION eas 

February 13, 1936 

: Professor Aldo Leopold 4 
University of Wiseonsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Eynetased pleas\ find ; 
& revised copy of the Muffer statemend I 
have added a few worgs to mee it clesrer. 
These woras are ungéescored/ You may recall 
thet Lovejoy sugge&ated thyé the first part 
wag not clear. As NM, or#ginelly stood, it 
would over-enphasize ‘“yiishing species. iop- 

; / dag that this will be fe atone he I am ; 

oe d : 
yy Cordially yours, 

ie a V. B. Shelford 
VWES3¥3B ;
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ae The larger wild animals, especially carnivores, are of value in ye 

fe the economy of nature, and, therefore, of importance in the proper develop- A: Q . o 

nent of the “seience of ecology and its applications which supply aN Ore 

for the interpretation of past and prediction of future biological events. Ke L eo 

Areas in which these animals still occur are of scientific value as checks Qe " 

\ on managed and modified areas. The ori ginen. mcinrs tl and natural 

conditions are not x renewable resourced, 

The National Parks are generally too small to support wide ranging 

: carnivores end experience has shown that they cannot be maintained in the 

; existing parks. The few wolves which remained in Yellowstone Park when 

their protection began have disappeared p having wandered outside he park 

and been destroyed. Again a report on the grhzeliy bears by the National | 

Park Service indicates that. the National Parks are inadequate to prevent | 
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_ We recommend the establishment around National Parks and Monuments, 
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practicable-snd-protective zones-are-necessary...to-complete- the.preservation 

of biotic commmities.endinclude representatives of all the- species~of- 

wildlifee It is highly desirable that the establishment of protective zones 

be considered in all national and state land use planning. 

The principle of zoning for animals should also be applied to the 
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“February 13, 1936 i 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin : : : 

: Dear Mr. Leopold: 

: \ Thank you for your letter of February 14. We will 
regret to lose you as Chairman of our Committee but I respect 

: your judgment in this matter. I think on the whole it would \ 
be better if I accept your suggestion that you make your con~ 
tribution through the technical committee of the Wildlife 
Institute rather than have an overlapping membership. 

A I hope it is needless for me to say how much your 
services have been appreciated. The conditions were most 
difficult in every way and I feel that you have handled the 

Committee's activities with such force and sound judgment that 
: you leave it in good condition to continus its efforts on be+ 

half of wild life. TI hope I will have the privilege of meeting 
you again in Washington when the affairs of the Institute call 
you this way. - 

: Sincerely yours, 

Ivey F. Lewis, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 

IFL/c 

‘ Dictated by Dr. Lewis . 

but signed in his absence. y :



Memorandum re Committee on Wild Life: 

For chairman of the lild Life Committee Leopold 

suggests Lovejoy. This is urgently opposed by Adams and Anthony. 
i I get the impression that either Adams or Anthony would be much 

pleased to be given the chairmanship. Adams suggests Anthony, 
Anthony is reticent, Shelford nominates Adams* Adams and 
Anthony agree that Leopold's connection with the technical com- 

mittee of the Wildlife Institute might render it embarassing to 
him to serve on both committees and therefore suggest the re- 
organization of the committee with the addition of A. E, Preble, 
editor of Nature Magazine, and R. E. Coker. All this mst be 
submitted to the Executive Committee. The subject is to touchy 

to be handled by an individual. 

® 

x aptinarde aw ae biter 

February 18, 1936 i aes 

ae Adams - 
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‘ UNIVERSITY GF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON. WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRISULTURAL EGOCNOMICS 1552 University Ave, 

February 14, 1936 

Dr. Ivey FP. Lewis, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 
Netional Research Council 
2101 Constitution Aveme : 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Levis: 

op The Wildlife Institute has asked me to serve as 
chairman of its technical committee, which closely parallels 

the National Research Council Committee on Wildlife Studies. 

I do not think it would be prover for me to serve 
as chairman of both, since questions of ellocating functions 
and funds between the two are bound to come up. 

I request that you relieve me of the chairmanship of 
the National Research Council committee, I am willing to re- 
main as a member if you think this is desirable and proper. 
On the other hand, I an willing to drop out entirely if you 
think this would be best. 

In resigning the chair, I want to thank you cordially 
for your generous cooperation and sound advice. 

I personally am convinced that the committee should 
be contimed, even if there is no immediate way to meet its 

financial handicaps. 

Yours sincerely, 

coxa eopk 

Aldo Leopold ; 
Professor of Game Management 

vh



ECOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA ‘ 

COMMITTEE ON THE PRESERVATION OF NATURAL. CONDITIONS 

FOR THE UNITED STATES 
5 ESTABLISHED IN 1917 

V. E. SHELFORD, CHAIRMAN R. E. YEATTER, SECRETARY 

FRANCIS RAMALEY, BIOECOLOGY ViVARIGM SUILEING RL 

UniwERSITY OF COLORADO, WRIGHT AND HEALEY STREETS VIVARIUM BUILDING 

BOULDER, COLO. CHAMPAIGN, ILL. WRIGHT AND HEALEY STREETS 

C. JUDAY. AQUATIC ECOLOGY ANIMAL ECOLOGY CHAMPAIGN, ILL. 

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, 
BIRDS AND MAMMALS 

MADISON, WIS. 

ROBERT gaenineTon UNIVERSITY. orriceor the Chairman 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 

February Gs 1936 

Dr. Ivy F. Lewis ; 

University of Virginia 

Cherlottsville, Virginia 

Dear Dr. Lewis: 

I wish to thank you very much for the trouble you took to 

see me Sunday afternoon and on tw other occasions wnen I have 

* passed through your territory. 

In regard to the committee that you asked me about, after think- 

ing it over it would seem to me that Anthony is best fitted for 

chairman for he is really astride the practical and pure science 

viewpoint’. My second choice would be Dr. Adams who would be 

very effective. I believe that we should have a chairman who 

is not strictly an applied man as is the case with the man from 

Lansing. He has so long been connected with and interested in 

only Great Lakes problems that it would seem to me that he would 

be handicapped. If Goldman remains on the committee I do not 

pelieve that we should have both the gentlemen from Lansing and 

the gentlemen from Madison. This, I believe, would make a 

rather solid block of tne same opinion and viewpoint, but I men-~ : 

tion it primarily because it produces a kind of combination which 

has been one source of critisism and dissatisfaction in the past. 

I regret. that this meeting closed leaving various items of un- 

finished business and a number of general problems which might 

have been discussed, and I believe that when the committee meets 

at the expense of the council they should stay together until 

everybody is satisfied tnat no more can be done. I believe 

further that considerable in the way of polishing up statements 

and other work should be carried on after the meeting and that 

more discussion by mail should be stimulated in beth meetings. 

Cordially yous, 

V. E. Shelf 

VES: VET
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‘ : NATIONAL REGUARCH COUNCTL . 

j Februnry 7 and 8, 1036 

: ; HH : : 

The Committee net in the National Research Coune4l Building 

: with the following present:. Charlea C. Adans, H.. B,. Anthony, H,. C. e 

os Bryant, V.. E, Shelford, Alco Leopold, and P. 8, Lovejoy representing 

, ; the Sub-comsittee on the Training of Hen for Admindetrative end Edues- : 

'thonal: Bork in Hild Life Problems. The Comslttss adepted the following 

on etatexsenta which are here presented in lieu of minutes, ne 

nae I. Proposal for Intornstions] Studies of Wild Life Problems. - 

The members of the Committee on Wild Life attended the meatines 

. of President Rorsevel t's Wild Life Conference, They took this eppor- 

tunity to discues current wild life vrsblens and have agreed on the fol- 

; jowing program for comaities action : : 

‘ It is generally conceded that « constructive program for : 

: various wild life orojecta 1a urgently needed today and of these the 
2 

és 

: _consiverstion of plans for water, shere and other misratory birds, as 

eo well as game fieh, is of outatanding imoortence. - Significant and acute : 

E wild lise problems have been created by such factors as reclamation, 

: Grainaga, drouth, overshcoting and a lack of proper coordination botween 

State, Federal and International agencies. The Committee on #ild Life 

ee prereses a constructive research rrogran that will provide a basis for 

a sound conservation policy. : 

: Ue presses immediate international studiss of these subjects 

with the cooperation of Csnadian cffielals, under tha susoices of the
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National Research Council and the tule Research Couneth and a later 

: : extension of the idea night bring about eseneration with other countries. 

This study should include mech itens ag field studies, present status, 

: life histories, and wild life eonservation policies, An informal con- 

+ ference ves held on February 6, 198¢, with the Hon. J. B. Harkin,: Connis— 

: stoner of the Jationel Parks of Canada, Desartment of the Interior, and ; 

Ur. Hoyee Lloyd, Superintendent of Wild Life Protection, National Parks 

; of Canada, ‘They responded cordially to a preposal of esoperation and it 

ee was @ugsested that such a project micht be conducted jointly throach : 

these two Research Councils, a 

: i o4. A pessible source of funds to finance cooperative studies of - 

ee this character te known to the Gommittes and, therefore, it is recommended 

that the conservation agencies of the Dominion of Canada and of the: 

United States be invited, through the proper diplomatic chanisis, to con~ 

a sider such a plan and ta cooperste in drafting the detsila for a specific 

AS program, ; ; : 

tS II. Proposal for an Interbureay Conservation Investory of Pare Snecies. 

‘ An urgent current wild life problem is the perpetuation of rere 

. or threatened ivan, There haa been no deliberate enchagig on rare 

species. probleng, &uch could be accomplished by such a foeus in research 

and aduinistration, and especially in planning, 

_ .. He proposs that an inventory be made cf eurviving remants now 

in Jeopardy, vith a plan, or lias of needed actions, for each. In order 

that the inventory may result in a list of practicable actions, rather 

than of “wishful thoughts", sa auggest that it he made by s joint comait- 

tee of the federal conservation tureaus, Coordinatien would thus he



ee : “ o : 

secured during the planning procees,-  - : 

Such a committee would need an executive officer to gather data 

and act ap liaison between buraans, He should have outstanding cualifica- 

tione in wild life research and adelnistration, bit bhould be independent = 

: “.- of any bureat. Be urge thet the National Resources Eoard ewploy euch an - i 

executive officer, This would incidentally tend to secure mach needed 

eapresentation of wild life interests in the staff of the National Re 

sources Board, : : : 

Ae ; Be pitas that the Inventory would require teo years! work, 

The findings should be published under the ssonsorship of the Hational © ~ 

Resources Board, after review ty the National Reseeres Council. : 

% II. Euffer or Pretective Bonaa. 

The larger wild aninals, espacially carnivores, are of value 

in the economy of nature and, therefore, of Imnortanea in the proper 

: é development of tha eaienca of ecolory and ita applications whtoh supply 

Anformation for the interpretation of past and pradiation of future 

Pioloricu] events. Arens in which there andaclse atil) occur are of 

. Selentifie yalue ag checks on managed and modified areas, with reference 

to the study of cycles of atundance and intoraction, The original mature 

(climax) vegetation and nature] conditions are not renewable resources, 

fhe Hational Parks are generally tos small to support side 

fanging carnivores and expericonca has shown that they connet be main- : 

tained in the exiating parks. The few wolves hich rénnined in Yelloystone 

: Park vhen their protection began have diseppeered, having wandered out~ 

side the park and been destroyed. Again a raport on the erlzesly bears by 

the National Park Service Incicates that the National Parks are inadequate
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Cas final extermination of this goeeies. Park onlargenent ia nat : 

usually practicable but srotective sones are necessary to complete the 

preservation of biotic commuaities which include rapreeentatives of all 

the snecien of wildlife. : : Resi : 

ee Ye reconnend the establishzent around National Parks and oy 

Bonunents, wherever needed to maintain natural conditions, of zones of Fone 

: complete protection for roaming aninals, based on the extent of their 

oe wandering range, Lande devoted to multiple uses such as tree growing, 

= wetershed protection, and reerention may constitute these zones, Ke also : 

recommend zoned gonctuaries in National Forests end the Public Domain. 

: It 4a highly desirable that the establishzont of protective zones be 

consisered fn all national and state lend use planning, a ; 

: The principle of soning far mninals should also be applied to 

: the smaller reserved sreag such as the Forest Service "natural areas” and 

to certain state parks and foreste.. Anuatic reserves should include a 

oe suitable protsative zone of shoreline. : :
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New Yore OFFICE CaBLE ApDRasS 

wha fngsweering Foundation, 29 West 39th Street NARECO, Washington, D. C. 

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 
2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE, WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Established in 1916 by the National Academy of Sciences under its Congressional 

Charter and organized with the cooperation of the National Scientific 

and Technical Societies of the United States 

a February 5, 19% : 

Docter I, F. Lewis 
University of Virginia 
University, Virginia 

My dear Doctor Lewis: 

I want to show you the enclosed memorandum of 
conversation yesterday with Professor Leopold. He is 
looking forward to seeing you here on Saturday and, if 
agreeable to you, would be glad if authorizations could 
be initiated through the Administrative Committee of the 
Council on that day to permit the solicitation of funds for 
the support of the coordinated inventories of disappearing 
species of wild life which he has in view. 

Since talking with Professor Leopold, I am not 
sure but that you may wish to obtein the advice of your 

Fxecutive Committee upon any recommendations which the 
Committee on Wild Life may make, In that case, the matter 
might be explained to the Administrative Committee on 
Saturday, by way of information, so that they could be 
prepared to take positive action by mail later, if your . 

Executive Committee should endorse Professor Leopold's 
plen. 

Sincerely yours, 

aN ae 

(Lbhu ae Gf Derren 
Albert L, Barrows 

Executive Secretary 
ALB:P



Office Nemorandua No. 261 + (Barrows) ~ February 4, 1936 

Subjects Conversation with Professor Aldo Leopold snd ; 
E Doctor 6, %, Adams concerning conservation 

' of wild life, 3 : 

; ' I took lunch this afternoon with Professor Aldo Leopold, Chairman —. 
: of the N.R.o. Committee on Fild Life, and Doctor ©, C, Adems, a member 

of this Committee, Fe discussed procedures for cooperation on the part 
of the National Research Council with the movement for the conservetion f 
of wild life, which is given additional momentum through the Presidentta : 
conference here this weeks - 

Professor Leopold wished te know under what conditions the National 
Reseerch Council could aduinister funda for the support of conservation 

: studies, I replied that of course all funds given to the Research Council : 
should be untrammeled with resnect to any limiting conditions except that 
they be expended for the specific purposes intended, and that the National 
Research Council would reserve the full decision as to the publishing of ; 
results with the expectation that ordinarily oll results are fully published, 
the Council being guided in this matter mainly by the committees which it 

; scts up to. take charve of these specially finansed projects. 

I added that there are two stepa to be taken in order to complate 
; the authorization for the administration of research funds « : 

5 {1} To recuest authority from the National Academy of Selences 
ta solicit and administer funds for certain purcoses (this 
usually strengthens solicitation on the pert of thse Committee - 

; beesuse the Coumitteae ia then eble to say that definite 
ae financial auspices are assureds) 

(2) The fimds when obtained are expended in accordance with a 
financinl plan er budget which is approved by the Administrative: : 

: 2a Committe: of the Research Council. : : s : : 

: These two steps thus provide the treasurer of the Research Council with 

authorization to recoive and also to expend these mda under the usual vouchex 

requisition system. : 

; I susgested thet with Doctor Levta! permission it misht be possible 
te request authorization for solicitation of wild life funds at the masting of 
the Administrative Committes of the Council, which is to be held here on 
Saturdsy, Fobruary 8 A mecting of the Comnittes on Wild Life is also to be 
held that mornings i 

What Professor Leopold had fn mind is providing a mechanism for making 
certain inventory atvdies of wild animals, not particularly game aninals but 
rather animala which are threatencd with extinction and which onght to be 
preserved for econosie, mathetia, or historical reasons, such as the griszly 
bear, trumpeter swan, and a great many others which could be named, He proposes 

to make an inventory survey of the regions in which these rare or disappesring
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animals are still to be fours! in order to establish the conditions which i 

: must be mat if the populations of these animals are to be retained or Lnereased, 
-.\ Professor Leopold feels that with the newly adopted policy of the government 

i for returning certain sub-merginal land to the public demain by exchange, 1% - 
might be possible to preserve arsas in which these disappearing animals could 
be maintained. Ordinarily it iu tha cattle interests which interfere prinelpally 
with wild life. If the activities of tuo or three ranches, for instance, can be - 

‘ Giscontinusd in certain critical areas, these regions might agein become secure 
: refuses for certain animals. Thers are also a mmber of plants which are 

3 “. similarly threatened with extinction and which uight be preserved by taking 
Hee steps based upon systematic study, ; 

PSOE, To intesrate the at present often conflicting interests of Poderel 

ras bureaus in matters of wild life conservation, Professor Leopold fecls that 
it would be necessary to set up an outside directing agency for these inventory 
studies, although the bureaus themsolvca should be able to contribute largely 
to the progress of thesa studies under a coordinated program, This would 

2 require the services of ean excecdingly competent and experlenced secretary or 
director, who should be paid from non-governmental fumds, and whose main business 

Bee would be to coordinate the contributions which the Federal agencies thenselves, 
; end perhapa eertain other research agencies, would be able to make toward the 

general problem, 

weap The funds for the support of such an outside azency, for which purpose 
perhaps $50,000 might be required, to be available for a period of at least : 
threes years, might perhaps be contributed by the Eild Lifes Institute throuch 
its Technical Comaittee, of which Professor Leopold is a member, Professor 

“~~ “" Leopold is leoking for auspices for administering those funds in a wey hich 
eae would command the confidence of all concerned, in turning to the National Research 

; Council in this connection, 

: : Another vory important problem is the conservation of ducks end wild 
f . geeges This, however, i9 an international question, sinte the nesting regions i 

of most ducks are in Canada, while thelr feeding grounds during the ususl open 
: or hunting season are in the United States, Some attention was given in our 

; eonversation te the possibility of allocating funds edwinistered by the United 
- States National, Research Council for use in studying the duck situation in 

Canada. through the Cansdian National Research Council or other Canndian institu- 
tions, It was susgested thet any procrem of investirations for surveys of duck 
and wild geese be made cooperative, end toast investigators from the United States 
be given opportunity to assist in studies in Canada, and that Canadian investirsa- 
tors be invited to ald in studies of feeding and wintering areas of ducks, for 

: instance in the south Atlantic states. { 

iene The set-up, with respect to wild life organizations, is that the Wild 
Life Institute ds supported mainly hy arus and ammunition marmmfaeturers, and 
hunting clubs. This Institute, however, can probably command considerable 

; funda which Prefessor Leopold feela should be expended under the direction of 
some such avency as the Commitice on “ild Lite of the National Pesearch Council, 
The Prefident's conferenea of this week has ben renamed es a "Wid Lite® core 

$ ferance instead of a “Gaxe" conference, as at first anounced, which Professor 

_. Leepoeld regards as a favorable indication of widening conception of the problen 
: on the part of the public,
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- he coordination of all wild life conservation erencies was ona of ‘ 
the main things stressed by Mr, J, M. Dorling in his keynote addrass before : 
the President's conference yestorday, However, for the past year he has ee 

. strenuously opposed the merging of a "Federation of Mild Life Agenaies™, which 
’ itis hoped moy result from the *resident's conference, with the previously 

existing ild Life Institute, (Mr, Darling also called attention to the 
importance of environment ss a dateraining factor in the existonce of wild : 
apecies, pointing out that if the habitat areas of these species can be re- 

: tuned to their original natural condition the animals and plants which they 
support may be expected to prepegete themselves, with perhaps certain aid by 
way of well~considersd, limited hunting seasonse ‘ ae 

I judge that Professor Leopold alse fecls thet the purpose and nodes of 
: operation, as well as the constituents of these two orgnnizetions—the Federal 

and the Institute—are much that they onght to remain seperete although in : 
; close cooporation. ; ; ; 

ene 3 : . Albert L, Barrows Foes : : 
: : Zxecutive Secretary 

ieee SEDEP tebe : ae



Jamary 9, 1936 : 

Memorandum for Doctor Lillies : es N 

; Subjects Conservation of Wild Life 

: One of the functions of the Federal Government, about which 
_ «> there seems to be considerable confusion of purpose as well as administra- 

j tion, is the conservation of wild life on the public domain, : 

: There are several bureaus of the goverment which ere intimately 
. concerned with the wild life problem « 4 \ 

Bureau of Biological Survey : 
: Forest Service : 

: National Parks Service : 
‘ : Bureau of Fisheries, t : 

and, of course, the National Conservation Committee which, I understand, is 
concerned with the broader aspects of the utilization of the natural resources 
for the public good. 

In so far as there may be lack of unanimity in the policies of 
$ these several organizations, it would appear to arise from different purposes 

_ which these organizations consider that they should fulfill. If it were 
: divergence in methods or procedure, the problem of harmonization would be 

much simplerg but since it goes back to divergence of objectives, it would 
appear to be doubtful whether anything but a policy representing some com 
promise on the part of all interests concerned, in the direction of unaninity 
of administration as well as of objectives, can be effected if such unaninity 
4s to be desired, : 

I think it can be shown, however, that pressing the interests of 
ecertein groups to the exclusion of the interests of other groups has, in the 
past, been inimical to the best interests of even the particular group dominating 
a given situation, as well as extremely detrimental in the long run to the 

maintenance of desirable natural resources, From some points of view, I cannot 
help thinking that it might be helpful to at least bring into clear definition 
the various purposes which these various azencies have sought to carry out, 
with the view that some adjustment might be made possible for the improvement 

of the present situation and for the better protection of the major interesta of 
different groups of people and different parts of the country, through the 
recognition of the basic factors in the service of natural resources which ought 

to be protected in amy events and probably with some compromise to certain special
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Doctor Lillia : : ’ 

interests in favor of the permanent preservation of wild life resources, 

The first stage in any consideration of this sort which might be 
taken up could, hovever, go no further than the recognition of these various 

‘ objectives, but if the several interests concerned could unite upon even a 
few basic principles to guide the conservative use of the natural resources 

. ++ 0f animal life, it would be a step in advance, Further progress would probably 
: Gepend upon obtaining much more precise information than may be found to be 

available at present upon certain elements of the problem, and this may require 
considerable investigation. ; 

A special conference has been called of state governors, or their 
3 representatives (orobably state gane commissioners, et¢., in many cases) which 

is to meet in Washington next month for the consideration of the general problem 
of the conservation of wild life, and the problem may appear to be clearer after 
the discussion of that conference, ee 

A : I cannot help thinking that although the approach to the problem 
_ + on the part of the hunters end the arms and annunition manufacturers seems to 

be different from that of the recreationist, educator, and gensral conservationist, 
. it might still be possible for these two factions to unite upon a common program 

4 for the study of the problem and for the utklization of at least a cartain part 

of the wild life of the country, for the motive which prompts the arms and an- 
munition manufacturers to desire to preserve an adequate amount of game throuzh- 
out the country in order ‘to provide hunting and thus augment their sales, requires 

that the stocks of game be maintained, if not increased, and to this extent this 
motive ought to be gratifying to the conservationist, 

If the Goverment Relations and Selence Advisory Committce should 
See a way Clear in which to approach this confused and heretofore baffling problem 
with some promise of successful elucidation, perhaps the Committee would wish to 
consider taking up the matter, It could only be done, however, with the cordial 
eooperation of the major governmental interests concerned in a thorouchgoing study 
to determine the first basic principles which ought to guide the utilization, on 
the whole, of our wild life resources, ‘This would mean agreement in advance on 
the part of the directo#s of the several government bureaus to support such an 

inguiry, not only with their interest but also with such funds as might be re~ 
quired by a central committee for its study of the problem, 

. Albert L, Barrows : 
Executive Secretary 

ALB:P



Degsaber 9, 1935 

ir. Aldo Leopold ; 
New Soils Building 
Madison, Fisconsin 

- Dear Hr. Leopold: 

i The sum of 3300 has been made available by the Comait- 

tee on Grants-in-Aid of the National Research Council for use in 

defraying the expenses of a meeting of the Committee on Wild Life 

‘ of the Division of Biology end Agriculture, No definite dete or 

Place was set for the meeting. 

: The funds for paying expenses of conferences is now : 

exhausted end I am not sure that it will be possible to do anything 

further. In view of the possible relation of our committee to the 

Wild Life Institute, it was felt that at least one more meeting of 

the committee should be arranged with a view to possible contacts 

with the Institute by a non-partisan group without special interests. 

Please let ue know when you decide on the dete and place 

of the necting. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ivey F. Levis, Chairaan 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 

e IFLsB :



December 4, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 3 : 
New Soils Fuilcing B 

: University of Tisconsin 
Macison, Wisconsin ; 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

{ I was very much interested in your letter of November 22 
and am going to request the Administrative Committee of the Council 
to appropriate 3800 for the purpose of bringing your committee to- 
gether for a conference on the present situation and on the rela~ 

; - tion of the committee to the Wildlife Institute. I am very sorry - 
to say that there are no prospects for adequate funds for the com- 
mittee and yet I realize how important it is for some such non- 
partisan and competent body to watch and have a hand in guiding the 
changes that are taking solace in the nation in respect to the con- 

servation of wild life, I think algo that it is very desirable for 
the committee to meet again following the action of Mr. Darling last ‘ 
spring in the establishment of the several centers for wild life ; 

research. 

I can let you know in a few days whether the money asked 
for will be available, Plesse in your turn let me know where you 
would wish the committee to meet, { : 

‘ Sincerely yours, 

Ivey F. Lewis, Chairman 

: Division of Biology and Agriculture 

IFL:B-



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON. WISCONSIN 

New Soils Building 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS November 22. 1935 

-Dr. Ivey F. Levis, Chairman : 

Division of Biolacy and Agriculture 

Hational Research Council 
2101 Constitution Avenue 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Lewis: 

The delay in this acknowledgment of your letter of 

fugast 13 is de to my absence in Europe. 

: I am glad that our report was formally forwarded to Mr. 

Darling, but I em disappointed that there is no certainty of the $300 

for enother meeting this year. A committee working in such an 

uncertain status is, I am afraid, handicapped. 

For exammle, at the present moment all of the national game 

organizations have pooled themselves into the Wildlize Institate, which 

has a lot of new money for game research. ‘It is of crucial importance 

that the adwinistretion of these funds be separated in some decent way 

from the commercial interests wnich have donated thea, and for all I 

. know, those interests would be entirely emenable to such a plan. The 

Wetional Researcn Council is a logical agency for performing the needed 

intermediary fimction, but as long as ite Geme Committee mst be repre- 

sented as a seni-hypothetical end barely active entity, it is hard for 

me or anyone to make a very strong case in offering its services. 

I am, of course, nevertheless going to try and will renort 

to you and the Comittee as soon as I can appraise the present situation. 

Meanwhile I an sending a copy of this letter to each member. 

Yours sincerely, 

Otto Bop 
ae 

Aldo Leovold 
Chatman, Comaittee on Wild Life 

vn
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Dr. Ivey F. Lewis, Chairman, 

| Division of Biology and Agriculture, 

National Research Council, 

2101 Constitution Avenue, 

; ‘ Washington, D. Ce. 

| Dear Doctor Lewis:- 

I have your letter of August 13 about the work of 

the Wild Life Committee. I regret that I have been so slow in re- 

vlying. I am sorry to learn that Dr. Merriam has resigned, as he 

: 
Be should be able to help very much. No one doubts his genuine in- 

‘ 

| terest, and all appreciate his broad outlook. Of course, he is 

i a very busy man. , 

I believe it is good for the future work of the Committee that 

Ruthven and Lovejoy have completed their report. 

Regarding the meetings, I am gratified to know that you are 

willing to request funds for the Committee to meet. I believe that 

! as this point can not be settled for some months, it might be well 

| to begin plans for the meeting - so that we will have matured thought 

i and have time for the busy members to devote attention TouLten The 

wild life problem has become exceedingly acute, with the hordes of 

C.C.C. men at work without adequate supervision. 
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pr, Ivey F. Lewis 2 October 8, 1955. = 

As a successor of Dr. Merriam, the best man I can suggest is KS 

Edward A. Preble, 3027 Newark Street, Washington, D. C., who only 

retired from the Biological Survey July 1. He was one of the few 

best men the Survey ever had. He knows the country thoroughly and 

the inside of governmental work. He thinks independently. We 

need just such a man on the Committee. I have made a careful canvas 

of the situation before suggesting this name. 

You have no doubt heard of the new "American Wild Life Insti- 

tute" and noted the character of its backers, and the huge funds 

available for their program. I have just met with a recent article 

in the "American Spectator" for October 1935, which throws much 

light upon the situation - and the work of the last meeting of 

our Committee - a background which we did not have at that time. 

It is our obligation to keep as free as possible from being used 

by any group, and to keep to our major objectives. 

: I have been reading the fine report of the "Science Advisory 

Board", and note that the wild life problems need similar attention. 

I do not know what egency is likely to consider wild life problems. 

As our Committee does not have funds, it is possible that the best 

thing that we could do would be to urge upon the proper authorities 

that the Wild Life problem be included in some comprehensive pro- 

gram. It seems to me that it should be composed of a non-governmental 

personnel, 

It seems to me that we have two major groups of problems that 

need attentions:- 

FRU nc
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spre Ivey ?- lewis 3 October 8, 1935. a 

A Anew proad fundamental research problems, and the training, 

of men for researche 

2, special research and educational work which the present 

energency and drouth has forced upon us, such as the duck problem, 

cane poison campaigns, and the €.C.C, and other Relief egencies that 

may do harm, and have done so in some caseSe 

I have seen and heard much of the C.C.C. work in State Parks 

this summer, and as a wild life problem this influence is of much 

importance and needs attention. 

I am making a special effort to size up Darling, as he seems 

to have good intentions. 

I appreciate the interest which you take in our Committee. 

Very sincerely, 

Cl. OG... 

: 
Chas. C, “Adams. ii * 

Coovy of American Spectator 

for October, 1935 enclosed.
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UNITION MAKER ha MUNIT AKERS GO HUNTING / 

\ by H. C. ENGELBRECHT f fi 

tho don’t hunt am EXT tof é ; ie | 

belong to them. to furnishing machines f | 

. : " of | Abt eecaermeemes 

Is of this story are seasoned wit! ~ for war, the biggest ee re flere — | 

ad irony. It began im 1911. Tl isan anei makers is in the hunting ind et | tae i : } 

atents, generally adopted by the s here are 7,500,000 hunters in th et - The zeal of the manufacturers carried them { 

ring hunters with repeating a tates. Their annual outlay. Gio d nited e | even farther. They organized the American 

ins that fired five or six shots estly, is $300,000,000. Of aie Che t, | Game Conference. This is a yearly congress I 

seconds. The hunters eager goes directly to the manufacturers ~ 0,000 y. | of state game commissioners, naturalists, con- ‘ 

e instruments of sport, and so and ammunition, Hunting is eho o guns ye | servationists, and hunters. Its meetings are j 

rn owned weapons that multipli business.” i viously “big iJ | open to all. But its programs and resolu- | 

their favor five times. Noba Mig knows exactly what our . vo | tions aren’t. A dutiful committee does mas- | 

hat the sport itself became o1 ill is, but between 10,000,000 and teashee, ir, | terful editing. The conference every year 

exciting. migratory birds alone go into the be 009 be | publishes an elaborate volume of proceedings, 

seasons were long, bag limits w eo And 8,000,000 humble little mt os e | full of learned papers on game breeding, 

the sale of game was still le; ay themselves on the altar of busin skrats Je. | predators, game surveys, and 80 on. 

10gs, or commercial hunters, sti vanity. It’s a gory altar. siness and y But one topic is taboo: Hunting. To de- 

er terrible heaps of bloody boc Wild life began to disappear f, clare that the elimination of automatic guns 

ographed. land about 1900. The cause a b: rom our ), | and the extending of closed seasons would 

fourteen years, mamy specie: number of hunters was growins Sane The it, solve 90% of the : conservation problem 

als and birds deemed safe hb rapidity. What had been one hunt eee cti- would be blasphemy in this assembly. Every- 

re society in 1897 had been p was at least six hunters in 1900 oe A | thing rolled along nicely until 1929; and the 

ed out. George O. Shields be matic and pump guns did the trick Vv. auto- |q,. | revolt of that year did not really shake the 

: against such mass destructio} COSetvation groups rushed ‘ov - Various |.q | gun-makers out of power, A few years later, 

ine. Recreation (1904). The save our resources of life from thi eee te when disastrous droughts had imperiled all 

—s Seciety instructed the cal death. They fought against bing oe all iplereiey bite ee Cone alia 

Ie Hornaday, head of the zc} SUS and tried to reduce the hu ire automatic whe yoted by a comfortable majority that there 

Fu bulletin against the autor In 1907 Pennsylvania barred ie iety se Be ao ey eee 
on a with respect to gun, and nine other states eansideved ea mu- The next step in conservation as practiced 

ee = Canadian prov; "78 this example, Ow: | out | DY destroyers was to seize the Biological Sur- 

aeeccene and many state The gun-makers became jitt vey of the Department of Agriculture in 

= *ty weighed bills fo} Matic gun costs more than ihe 016 Ee _auto- ly Washington. The federal government has 

Lee ‘ Kind. And it uses a lot more h Il. ashioned ike supervision of migratory birds, and so vast 

Gene AC tek bright os must be done to protect Sees owe: They | legislative and executive authority rests in 

ee ee eae =o ye] dustry of carnage, our tender in- Ae this department. An Advisory Board, ap- 

rd s Sa nee And it was done. TI ] i thie pointed in 1911, was to counsel the Secretary 

. sald life | and saw th - Lhe bosses looked around © | of Aericulture on bag limits, shooting sea- | 

envervationiet, trad tmanazed| w tat what threatened thei . meri- 5 3 : ‘ 

F iiciemnrint Weld Bate { was the conservation m itened their business hours | ODS: baited waters, live decoys, the use of i 

Penge ese eS rel) must have ren ml: ay ae One of them [OU8 | automatic guns, and related matters. The : 

Lhe wee purching his clyjectiv! tign «4 wembered the Biblical inj [Com- Scare f this Board for seventeen years 

a the exaall é me avsilahlig fe” with thine ad ay TBIUNO Tinos chairman of this Board for seven’ years, 

i aes : ‘nstead of fiehti Vversary quickly.” |, © | through Republican and Democratic Admin- 

‘ reecaved 3 letter from| me ghting the conservati Com 1° 1s P : 

vicopresident of Winchester eee they joined it Just a4 Mieyes ny, J jstrations, was John B. Bee president 

ai ate ae gator joi ale way the alli- [77 °7 ; tective Association, 
wire Peeume te cue | P8OT Joins the pickaninne whan ay te alli (nited of the American Game Protect") the Biel



duzust 13, 1035 

Ur, Algo Leopold : : : 
Hew Soils Building : : ; 
University of Wisconsin 3 
Madison, Tisconsin : ; 

Dear Lx, Leopold: 

falas LI have forvarded the vavorh of the Gormitses on Wild Life to 

- Ur. Darling. 1 feol eure that he haa siveady benefited by the judgment 
of the Comittes sven though the submission of the forsal reports hag 
been delayed. : 

Che Subeca:mibice on the Training of Men for Advinigtrative 

‘. and Educational Yors in Vild Life Problems coneluded its wore with the 
gubuission of a final resort in Anvil, “is leavaa the Standing Comittes 

on Vild Life as follows: Aldo Leonold, Uhoirman, C. 0. Adams, H. 3. 
Anthony, Farold C, Bryant, E. A. Gol@vat, ¥. 8. Shelford and the Chalm 

man of the Divislon ex officio, Mo svacesser has as yet been naned fox 
Dr. Merriam who vesioned from the Comittee in dune, i 

There are at vresent mo funds available for a meating of the 
Comcittes, bat I will ba glad to recomend to the Committees on Grants- 
in-Aid the aoprovriation of $300 for a mucting. This committee, however, 
does not mest for soma months, go that T do nob thids 1% will be possible 
to provide exnonsea for. a meating bafore nexé spring. Uy thia tine lr 
Darling will have had soma axperfencs with the actusi working out of bis 
progran and it 4s probeble that the Commlttes on Vild Life cen contribute 

4a a vory helpful way to its further devolosment. ; 

: Sincerely yours; 

: Ivey Ps Lewis, Chairnan 
: Division of Biolog end Agriculture 

_ SFL
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D.C, 

nl SG ae ae June 12, 1935. 
AND REFER TO i 

Z 
. 

Dr. Ivey F. Lewis, Chairman, 
Division of Biology and Agriculture, 

National Research Council, 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Dr. Lewis: 

Receipt is acknowledged of your letter of May 15, to mem- 
bers of the Committee on Wildlife of the National Research Coun- 
cil, indicating the personnel that has been asked to serve for 
the fiscal year, July 1, 1935 to June 30, 1936, 

I shall be glad to serve on the committee and hope that 
means can be found to make it more active than in the past. 
I regret that absence in Mexico prevented my attending the 
last meeting, 

Sincerely yours, 

Sa Levon 

E. A. Goldnan, 
Senior Biologist, 

Division of Wildlife Research.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK RUDOLF RUEDEMANN 
THE STATE EDUCATICN DEPARTMENT STATE EAU RGN pLcgian 

D. H, NEWLAND 
STATE G 

: mamite ¢, ADAMS NEW YORK STATE MUSEUM R. D. GLASGOW. 
t OImECTOR STATE ENTOMOLOGIST 
; ALBAKY, N. Y. H. D. HOUSE 

4 awit G. WHITNEY STATE BOTANIST 
2 Apeatant DIRECTOR Cc. A. HARTNAGEL 5 

ASSISTANT STATE GEOLOGIST 

i WINIFRED GOLDRING 

: ASSISTANT STATE q 
PALEONTOLOGIST 

‘ May 31, 1935. ; K. F. CHAMBERLAIN 
; 3 ASSISTANT STATE i 

ENTOMOLOGIST § e ‘ 
ELSIE G. WHITNEY i 

ASSISTANT STATE BOTANIST 
4 

DAYTON STONER 
4 STATE ZOOLOGIsST 

; Orrice OF DinecToR Oi aaeaen ese ee 
; NOAH T, CLARKE 

4 
STATE ARCHEOLOGIST 

4 . . 

i pr. Ivey Fe Lewis, Chairman, 
i 

i Division of Biology and Agriculture, 

i National Research Council, ; 

j 2101 Constitution Avenue, 

| Washington, D. C. 

i Dear Doctor lewis:- 

: I have your letter of May 15, inviting me 

to serve for the fiscal year July 1, 1935 to June 30, 1936 on the 

Wild Life Committee of the National Research Council. 

| : While I have had considerable hesitation about accepting, I 

have now decided to accept. I hope that our Committee will be able 
| . fy 

| to have at least two meetings for which there will be ample time for 

| preparation. It seems to me that in addition to matters of current 

| interest, something constructive should be done on the major out- 

, standing wild life problems. . 

_Very sincerely, : 

YnP@e 
Chas. C. Adams. ’ 
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CARNEGIE INSTITUTIGN OF WASHINGTON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT May 20, 1935. 

Dr. Ivey F. Lewis, 
Division of Biology and Agriculture, 

National Research Council, y : 

2101 Constitution Avenue, 
Washington, D.C. 

My dear Dr. Lewis: 

Just a note to thank you for your letter inform- 

ing me that the Committee on Wild Life of the National 

Research Council has been asked to continue to serve for 

the fiscal year July 1, 1935, to June 30, 1936, with my 

name included in the personnel of the Committee. I ap- 

preciate the privilege of being 6 member of the Commit- 

tee and have great interest in the projects, buts Tohave 

had so many and varied duties in recent years that it 

has become necessary to give up some of these connections, 

as interesting as they are. In spite of my interest in 

the project, I would appreciate it if my name could be 

eliminated from the list. 

With kindest regards, believe me 
= 

es gleetee eae ek > 

; Very truly yours 

eZ 7 
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j oe ae Hay 15, 1935 

= : " 
ae : 

_fa the Yeabers of the : : 

Committee on Fild Life end 
Subeeomilttee on the Training of Ren : ; : 

~ Hational Research Council ‘ - 

Gentleum:  - ( ; 

: At the reeens ennaal meeting of the Division of Blolosy and 

_ Agriculture it eas voted to azz the Coomlttee on Hild Life aad Sab 

eswalttee oa the Training of Men to serve for the fiseal year duly 1, - 

1935 to June 30, 1936, with the following personnels ; 

Cousitties on Mild Live 

: Algo Leopold, Casiruea, University of Tisconaly i 
Charles Ce fdms, State Nuscum, Alheny, Now York . 

i " > 3 3 

le E. Anthony, aacrigon Mussum of Natural Slsiory 

‘Yarold OC. Bryant, Uatioaal Park Service 

Be de Goldcon, ¥. 5. Geourtment of Agriculture, Bureau 

d of Blolosical Survey, Sashiagtony, oS. d : 

Jobn C. Horrian, Corucele Invtitution of Fashiagton 
Y. Ee Shelford, Yivariua Hullding, Ghamceig, Iitineia, 

: Chairma of Givisisa, ex officio 

Sub-committee on the Treining of Men for Admiatetrative and 

: Educational Sork in Wild Life Prehless 

A. G,. Ruthven, Cheiraen, University of Giehivan : : 

i Aldo Leopold, Nex Soile Ruilding, Usiverelty of Tissonsin : 

: Fe & Lovejoy, Hichigen Desartennt of Conservaticns Ama Sroor, Miche, 

: Chairnsn of Division, ex officio - 

’ Via bope very euch that you will be eble to serve on this Come 

i wittes far the coming ysare . : Y 

i = Rae Per seus isan Bineurely yours, 

Ivey Fe Levic, Ghalreen : : 

‘ ae favivien of Tlolosy und Auvimitture 

at : i i
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‘ ‘ March 12, 1925 s : : 

; ix, Aldo Leopold : : 
les Soils Ynilding : y 

University of Wieconsin i 
Hadison, Wsconsin ax : 

Dear kt. Leopolds ; ; 

I quite ogree with you that the Com ittea on Wild Lite 
can hardly outline a vrozram without a mesting for the disengsion ‘ 
of the oresent situation with a view te outlining a wild life ; 
program. I would be cicd to Ioow how wuch money would he nesded 

for such a conference so that I can abtermt to orevide for it. 
Tho gum of $100 haa already been set aside for this purpose. I 
will ba sled to sumlerent this, if possible, if you will let me. : : 

know how mich iq needed, 

: Tf the Gommittee covld asslat In having more enmshesis i 

t placed on wild Life research by the various orgenizetions now ine 
terested in this field it would perhana be the most useful. service 
that could be rendered. I hove the Commititea can have the necessary 
conference for outlining a progrem alone these lines, i 

gy \ 
: Sincerely yours, 

Ivey ¥. lewis, Chairman 
: Division of Biolosy and Agriculture i 

IFL:3 f 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN We 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON 

New Soils Building 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS February og ; 1935 

-Dr. Ivey F. Lewis, Chairman ; 

Division of Biology and Agriculture 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Avenue 
Washington, D, C, 

Dear Dr. Lewis: 

The Committee on Wild Life Studies has no report to make, 

An attempt was made during the year to get it oriented with a view to 

some gemiine activity and a letter was written you under date of 
December 5, 1934, for some preliminary orientation. No reply was re- 
ceived and nothing further was done. 

I recommend the continuance of the Committee, but only on 

condition that funds sufficient for at least one meeting be made avail- 

able, I doubt my ability to do anything worth while as chairmen unless 
a meeting can be held to furnish an exchange of ideas and a new starting 

point, fer-our—ideas, If a meeting can be held, I am quite sire that the 
Committee can be distinctly useful in outlining a wild life research 

policy for the guidance of the many new bureaus which are now embarking 

- on this field. During the past year widlife research has been either 
initiated or exanded by the Forest Service, the National Park Service, 
the Soil Erosion Service, and the Biological Survey, 

There has, however, been no corresponding growtn in researcn 
activities, Consemently the whole governmental structure is headed 
straight for a blind alley. That is to say, certain administrative 
undertakings on which huge sums are being exvended will fail because 
research information is lacking on which suitable techniques may be 
founded, It would, I think, be a worthwhile function for our Committee 

to call attention to that fact, and it wes in connection with this that 

I wrote you, 7 

I am sending copies of this letter to the members of the 
Comnittee, 

Yours sincerely, 

— ey 

Aldo Leopold 

Chairman, Committee on Wild Life 

Studies 
ch



February 23, 1955 : 

: Dr. Aldo Leopold te : : 
New Soils Building : 

University of Wisconsin : 

5 Madison, Wilaconsin 

‘Dear Doctor Leopold: 

The 1935 annual nesting of the Division of Biology and 
j Agriculture of the National Research Council is to be held on Apri} 

29 and 21 and, at that time, we shall wish to present to the members 
a@ review of the work of our committees and projects for the past 
fiscal year. May we have a report from you on the activities of the 
Committees on Wild Life, together with any recommendations which you 
may wish to have considered by the Division. 

A11 committees of the National Research Council automatically 
go out of existence on June 55 of each year and special action is re- : 

a Quired to continue them. If you wish to have your Committee continued, 
will you please send in your recommendations to that effect. It is en- 
tirely in order to make any changes or additiona in the personnel which 

seem desirable, as committees must be voted anew each yeare 

The Division office would like to receive reports and recom- 
mendations not later than March 15, in order that these may be manifoided 

and distributed to the members of the Division in advance of the meeting. 
If you can iet us have your report by that date, it will be greatly 

appreciated, é 

Sincerely yours, 

Z : Ivey F, Lewis, Chairman ‘ 

: Division of Biology and Agriculture 
cl
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON 

. : ‘ 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS New Soil s Building 

December 5, 1934 

Dr. Ivey F. Lewis, Cnairman : ae 
-Division of Biology and Agriculture 

; National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Aveme : 

Washington, D. C, 

Dear Dr. Lewis: : 5 

Since June I have been chairman of your Comittee on Wild Life. 
Studies, In July I circularized the members to get their opinions about 
certain possible projects. ‘Their replies have reinforced my previously 

existing opinion on one important point: ‘The effective functioning of your 
committee on wild life research mst await the initiative of the Council on 
the national research program as a whole, 

With rare exceptions, wild life is not properly an exclusive dedi- 
cation of land, Neither, then, is wild life research separable from land-use 
research, It is rather a component of it, 

In respect of both, we face today two salient facts: 

(1) Private sources of research funds are shrinking, 
(2) Public expenditures for lend use reformation have 

increased to wirecedented proportions, but virtually 

none of these funds ere available for research, 

These facts place upon the Research Council the obligation of 
pointing out, to the administration and the coming Congress, the extreme 

unwisdom of larger public expenditures unguarded by a varallel search for 
deeper facts and sounder techniqes. A simole and positive paraphrase of 
this obvious truth would be to urge that a percentage of all land-use 

appropriations be made available to search for a sounder kmowledge of land, 

Your wild life committee stands ready to help set up such wild life 5 
researches as may be a logical part of such a broader program, but it seems 

not only footless but unsound to urge thea as a separate undertaking vhen 

there are no funds for either the whole or the part. 

Toe following random examples of misguided expenditure in the 

wild life field may help illustrate the vresent situation. 

Wild Life Research 

Waterfowl. $3,500,000 of new money is available for refuges, not 
one cent of which is available for learning the ecological characteristics 
of the score of species concerned, nor of the plants, animals, and soils which
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form their environment and thus determine their welfare. No rounded evaluation 

of factors determining the population level has been made for even a single 

species of waterfowl, Marshes are being bought and reflooded without advance 

lmowledge of vhat the vegetation will be, and hence without lmowledge of 

their utility. We do not advocate postponing renedial action until these . 

; things are known; we do advocate shortening rather than further lengthening 

the lag between action and knowledge. 

Forest Geme, With the single exception of the ruffed grouse end 

possibly the mle deer, no forest game animal has so fer been studied from 

the viewpoint of soplied ecology or cropping, Yet an enormous fund of man- 

power and dollars is being spent, through the CCC and otherwise, to manipulate 

: ecological conditions in public forests, The larger part of this expenditure 

is aimed directly at forestry and usually ignores wild life; a smaller pert 

is aimed directly at wild life, and mist proceed without knowledge. Not a 

cent is availeble from these funds to create the lmowledge needed to make their 

expenditure fruitful for wild life conservation, 

Farm Game, With the single exception of varts of the submarginal 

land program, the vast progrem of agricultural curtailment has ignored wild- 

life cropping as en alternative use for farms or parts of farms to be retired 

from the plow, ‘The ecological research foundation for several species of farm 

geme already exists. The rest is readily obtainable. In the stress, of initial 

policy-making, it is naturel thet pemmanent alternatives for agriculture should 

be crowded out, but that is no reason for the indefinite continuance of such a 

lop-sided policy. The funds available for retiring land from the plow should 

be availeble for finding out that else to do with it. 

Neglected Land Uses 

It should also be mentioned that there are several land uses, of 

decided value to wild life, which have never kad a Bureau to push them, and 

yhich therefore tend to be ignored, not only in the formulation of research 

progrems, but even in the formulation of administrative policies. 

Prairie, The Shelterbelt is a conspicuous example of how, under 

stress of a new pain in the body politic, the wblic snatches for anything 

labelled medicine. The natural restorative of a normal ecology on the great 

plains is not artificial trees, but netural prairie. Prairie is one of our 

inmmortant indigenous land crops. Barring wilderness mammals, it is the 

nearest extinct of any category of our native flora and feuna, As compared 

with forests and field croos, it is certainly ummown to science, If prairie 

is a means toward a delanced land use, is it not time for land use aporovriations 

to finance a study of its ecology, its utilization, and its propagation? And 

for some competent agency to sponsor its claims to a place on the land-medicine 

shelf? : 

Marsh, This indigenous land use has been studied more than prairie, 

wut still infinitely less than its now over-produced competitors for acreage. 

The neerly unanimous public determination to restore at least part of the marshes
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which have been artificially drained, and the large appropriations now 

available for such restoration, call for a positive research program in marsh 

ecology, Many marsh soils have been so altered by drainage, fire, and grazing 

that the plant succession under any given degree of reflooding is wholly 

unpredictable, 

Economic Vehicles 

One basic reason why wild-life research cannot effectively proceed 

before land-utilization research lies in the fact that all conservation uses 

of lend have one need in cormon: ‘The need of new and more effective economic 

vehicles for encouraging private landholders to adopt then, 

Only a few conservation uses can depend on the profit incentive for 

their private practice. Forestry can sell wood. Geme management can sell 

shooting. Fur manegement can sell pelts. Brosion control is profitable if 

begun early, but nototherwise. There renain the highly important categories 

of advanced erosion, non-game wild life, scenic values, wild flowers, etc., 

which are entirely without any motivetion. for private practice except altrvuisa, 

Public purchase of lend is only a locel remedy, There remains a clear need 

for public recognition, in tems of economic differentials, of private lands 

devoted to pudlic purposes, Legal and economic research is needed to devise 

economic vehicles for such recognition, 

Is there a chance that the Council as a whole may move on the whole 

question of land use? If so, this committee vreférs its cooperation, If not, 

let us mow and we will do the best we can on a separete basis. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

Chairman, Committee on Wild Life Studies 

va



: September 14, 1954 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Chairman : 
Committes on Hild Life Ae ) 4 

New Soils Building : 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin : 

Dear Mr. Leopold: - : : 

q Your attention has probably already been called to 
-  warious conservation projects in Tilinois, These have already 

been sent to the Beck Committee, signed by the President of the 
University of Illinois, the Dean of the College of Agriculture 

and the Director of the Natural History Survey, We are par= 
ticularly interested in these projects because of the fact that 
they contain a good deal of natural grasslands which for some 
yeason make their preservation especially desirable. We have 

a very active committee on Hcolosy of Grasslands of North America, - 
headed by Dr. V. 5. Shelford of the University of Illinois, TI 
should be especially glad if your Committee-on fild Life could © 

become familiar with the program of the Divisional Committee on : 

the Ecology of Grasslands, as I think the Grasslands Committee 

; has a program which fits in especially well with wild life conser- ‘ 

vation. I have asked Mr, Uarline for a conference with Dr. 

7 Shelford so that the matter may be presented in full for the ‘ 

consideration of Prasident Roosevelt's committees. I will appre- 

eiate any help the Wild Life Committee can give toward the con~ 
sideration of these Illinois projects. : 

I am enclosing brief deseriptiona of the several areas 

studied by Dr, Shelfordts committes which I would be glad to j 
have you return after locking them over. ; 

iy Sincerely yours, 

Ivey F, Lexis, Chairman 

; Division cf Elology and Agriculture 

“‘IFL:B ; : pie
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; Aagust 31, 1954. 

Menorandin to the Aduinistrative Coumittees : 

Dr. John 6, errian has resigned as Chairman of the Committee 

on Wild Life of the Division of Biology and Agriculture. The 

Executive Committees has approved the appointment of tir, jido Leo~ : 

pold of the University of Wisconsin as Chairman of this committee 

end nis appointazent ig hereby subsitted for tie approval of the 

Administrative Counittce. 

Sincerely yours, - i 

A . Ivey F. Lewis, Chairman 
S Division of Biology and Agriculture. 

: nM
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fugust 18, 1934. 

Professor Fernandis Payne : 
S Indiana University : ‘ 

Bloomington, Indlena 

Dear Dr. Paynes : i 

Referring to your letter concerning the suggestion of : 
C. C. Adems about the chairmanship of the Wild Life Comnittee, 

o 6 I an afreid the matter has gone too far to make any change. ‘The 

question seens to be an extraordinarily thorny one. I have had 
enthusiastic Letters about Mr. Leopold frou menbers of the com 

. wmittee end others, bt these are counter—balanced by the views of 
Drs. Adams and Anthony. They seem to fear that under Leopold the 
Woole Wild Life progrem will be timed over to the sportsman. 

5 This is not the view, however, of Dr. Merrion, nor ig it bornec 
out by the report of the President's Committes on Wild Life restor~ 
ation. If members of the Wild Life Commitice who fear over- 

enphasis on gane had been active as menbers of the committee I 
would be more disturbed taan I am about the difference of opinion. 
However, the only sign of activity 1 saw in the commitise cane 
from Leopold, I think on the whole the nomination should stand, 

-and have so written Dr. Adems.and Dr. Anthony. I am very glad to 
say that neither one has said anything about retiring from the 

: coumittes. 

Thanking you for your suggestion end with best wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

: : Ivey F, Lewis, Chairnaan 
Division of Biolozy and Agriculture. 

IFL:ma f : :



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, Te gaeamede SURVEY y July 16, 1934. 

zi . 

Dr. Ivey F. Lewis, Chairman, 
- Division of Biology and Agriculture, 

National Research Council, 
Washington, D.C. ~ 

Dear Dr. Lewis: 

Reference is made to your letter of June 20, which arrived 
during my absence on a field trip, announcing the appointment of 

: Mr. Leopold as chairman of the committee on wild life. 
ae 

I regretted very much to learn that Doctor Merriam felt it 
necessary to relinquish the chairmanship, though I believe that 
the post will be ably filled by Mr. Leopold. Current trends tend 
to bring the major problems of wild life conservation and manage- 

' ment to public attention, and there is urgent need for clear think- 
ing and wise planning. I have felt that the committee on wild 
life should be able to function along various lines and especially 
to be in a position to act in an advisory capacity and as a coor- 

: dinating agency. ; 

: Sincerely yours, f 

CARL h ran, 

E. Ae Goldman, 
Senior Biologist, 

Division of Biological Investigations.



UNITED STATES 

: DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

WASHINGTON 4 

July 3, 1934 : 

Dr. Ivey F. Lewis, 

Chairman, Division of Biology and Agriculture, 
‘ National Research Council, 

2101 Constitution Avenus, 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Doctor Lewis: : 

I am most happy to find by your letter of June 20 that 

Mr. Aldo Leopold has been appointed chairman of the Conmittee 

o on Wild Life. ; d 

I believe Mr. Leopold is exactly the man to undertake this 

work. There is so much to be accomplished in wildlife conservation 

that I hope there will be sufficient funds so that the commit tee 

can get together at frequent intervals. 

Sincerely yours, 

a 4 H. C. Bryant, 
J ff: Assistant Director 

ii t-e ES



IN RE 
Casun Avpress “Musmonoay Naw Xour- 

THE AMERICAN MusEUM OF NatTuRAL History a 
777Ha STREET anp CANTRAL PARK WEST 

NEW YORK O1ry 

DErPaRTMENT OF MAMMALOGY 

H. E. ANTHONY, M.A., Curator * i 
GrorGE G. Goovwin, Assisranr Ounarox 
Rowerr T. Hara, Pu... Assrsravr Ounarox 
G. H. H. Tare, M.A., Assrsvanr Curaron or Souru AmeRIcaN MAMMALS 
T. DonauD CarTER, Assisrayr Curator or Ory Worny Maxmans * 

RICHARD ARCHBOLD, Rzsnancu Assooraru 
WiLiiam J. MORDEN, Put, Freep Assoctarn +. se 
ARTHUR S. VERNAY, Finnp Assooum dune 26, 1954. 

Lear Dr. Lewis: 

i have received your letter of June 19th and note that the Executive Committee 
of the Division of Biolozy and Agriculture has approved of Mr. Aldo Leopold es Chair- 
aan of the Committee on wild Life. Lr. iierriam hed written to me some weeks ago 
that he was resigning from the chairmanship and I knew that an appointment of a new 

/ Chairmen was in order. 
> 

I have a very high opinion of iir. Leopold in his chosen line of work and I 
think he is undoubtedly the most able and broad minded of those who are workinz on 
game manezement. However, since the committee is sunvosed to deal with all wild 
lize, I had honed that the new Chairman would be some one like Dr. Adams or Dr. Shel- 
ford, whom I consider to have a broader perspective. lic. Leopold is already e mem— 
ber of Secretary ttaliece's Committee of Three, made up of Messrs. Beck, Darling and 
Leopold, and reputed to nave very broad powers to vurchase submarginal lands, rstir- 
ing them from azriculture and establishing them as sanctuaries primarily for game birds. 
Thus we now have the sportsman very stronzly intrenched in the two committees. I 
stand for many of the things that the svortsmen are striving for, and to this extent 
I am one of them. I also believe that the creat host of nature lovers, who like to 
view wild life neither as something to shoot nor to eat, should have much more to say 
in all of the national nlans for conservation. The number of svecies of wild life 
to be considered game is but a small vercentage of the sum total of our wild life, but 
today #11 of the aggressive planning is for this small fraction of the whole. 

I have been greatly disanpointed in the activities of the Committee on Wild 
Life and do not azree with the inference you draw when you write, hoping the committee 
"Will continue to function actively in its difficult but important field." 

The committee had an organization meetins in 1952 which I was unable to attend 
because I was in Venezuela. So far so good, omit since that time the committee as a 
whole has done nothing, I would not nave known it existed if I nad not seen the 

yearly report sent out from headquarters and noted that the committee was still listed. 
Some of the members were acting, perhaps, on their own, but there was no concerted 
activity. 

With the change in the National Administration and the formalation of plans for 
so many undertexings, I consider that the comnittee had a marvelous ooportimity to con- 
fer and advise. Nearly every scientifie catherine and little conservation committee 
terougnout the land was striving to do something for wild life. The Committee of the 
National Research Council which should have been preeminent in its field has not neld 
one heeting nor acvocated a single conservation measure.
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I am writing you thus frankly because I have been rather disappointed with the 
policy of indifference pursued by this committee. I am on a number of conservation 
comaittees and attemot to keep in touch with the various problems which confront our 

wild life. The sportsmen are aggressive and well-orzanized and throughout the country 
are usually much more competent to look out for their interests than are the non-hunting 

nature lovers. ie need a non-partisan comuittee, set up as the National Research 
Council Committee was in the beginning, which will take action when need arises. The 

voice of this committee, exoressed only after careful consideration, should be comparable 

to a suvrene court decision. Under any other circumstances I can not see where the 

National Research Council will aid conservation one iota, other committees already cover 

the ground adecuately, and have been far more active. 

Very sincerely yours, 

’ RS - hs 

Uy Cdk headiar. 
Br. Ivey F. Lewis, Chairman, 
Division oi Biology and Agriculture, \ 

National Research Council, 

2101 Constitution Ave., 
washington, D. C. 

‘



June 13, 1934. = 

é Dr. Charlies C. Adans : 
New Yors State “useuz 4 
Albany, Now York : 2 

Dear Dector Adanss : 

- Thank you for your letter of June 11. 1 value your ; 

a ze * + 

: opinion in this matter and 1 aa serry tiat £ did not consult 

you earlier. The committes, as you cay, has not done very much 

so far, Most of what has been done, however, is.owing to the 

active interest of Mr. Leopold. J realize taat the whoie fieid 

is as difficult as it is importent, ead am hopeful that the 

conmittse will be more active in the future. 

, . Sdneerely yours, 

Ivey FP. Lewis, Chairaan 

: Division of Biology and Agriculture. 

nm



i : . June 13, 1354. . 

Dr.:Hs &. Anthony, Pas 
American Liuscua of Natural History, : 

Rew Yoru City. 

ae Dear Doctor. Anthonys : 

; When Dr. Merriean relinquished the chairmanship of the 

= Committee on Hild Life, 1 undertook as Chairman of the Divisicn 

of Biology and Agricalture to canvass the situation and find his 

\ successor. Dr. Merriam recomaerided “ir. Leopold very strongly 

i and on thig basig 1 tcok the matter up with him. ihhen he con~ 

sented to serve, 1 then submitted nis name in accordance with 

custom to tus Fxeoutive Committee of the Division and obtained 

their approval. I hope that under Sr. Leopoid's chaimmansiip 

the committee will continue to function actively in its difficult 

but important field. . 

‘ Sincerely yours, 

Ivey F. Lewis, Chairman 

: Division of Biology and Agriculture. 

Sent also to the following: Charles C. Adans 

: E. A. Goldman 5 

Harold C, Bryant 
‘ V. BE. Shelford :



bey June 19, 1934. ees ee 

Ds. Frank E. Lutz, hues 
: Department oi Entomology, ae 

The American Museun of Natural History : : 
77th Street and Central Pars West 
New York City : ; 

/ Dear Lute: ; 

* fk - 

I found your letter of June iith asiting for me when ; 
I came in today and am disturbed over the situation about tha 
Wild Life Chairmen. 1 proceeded in the ususl way by waxing 

: inquiries ss to available men for the chaircansaip. Dr. Merrien, 
i retiring Ghairsan, felt that Léopold was the best aan in sight 

if he would consent to serve, but he waa afraid that his other 
duties would prevent his acceptance, - ir. Leovoid, after consi- 
derable hesitation, consented to serve, end 1 thereuron sent his : 

: nane to the Uxeoutive Commitiee, waich has approved the aproint- 

meat with one dissenting votee Ir. Barrows telis me that in 

guch cases someone has to take the lead to prevent thie committee 
fron lapsing as an active bedy and that this is one of the duties 

; of the Chairuan of the Division. 11 troubies me, however, that ’ 
‘ other menbers of the committee fosl that the procedure should 

have been different. 1 hope they will be willing to carry on as 
well as possible, 

Sincerely yours, ; 

j Ivey ¥. Levis, Coaizaan 
Division of Bioloyy and Agriculture,



COPY 

June 16, 1934 

Dr. Ivey F. Lewis 
National Research Council , 

2101 Constitution Avenue 
Washington, D. C. 

My dear Dr. Lewis: 

I have a letter from C. C. Adams asking that Dr. 
Leopold be not appointed chairman of the Wild Life Committec. 

He seems to think that Mr. Anthony is far better for this place. 

I must admit that I do not know either of these men, 
and so have no judgment of my om. In view of the fact that 
Dr. Adams is a member of this Committee, and in view of the fact 
that he is in favor of Dr. Anthony, I am wondering if it would 
not be well to make further investigations before definitely 
appointing Dr. Leopold, in case the appointment has not already 

been made, 

Very truly yours, 

‘ (Signed) FERNANDUS PAYNE 
Professor of Zoology 

FP:HL



THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK RUDOLF RUEDEMANN 
THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT STATE PALEONTOLOGIST * 

CHARLES C, ADAMS NEW YORK STATE MU Pe tarereretecie: 
DiREcTOR SEUM R. D,. GLASGOW 

ALVIN G. WHITNEY ALBANY, N. Y. a ae 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 
“state BOTANIST 

Cc. A. HARTNAGEL 

ASSISTANT STATE GEOLOGIST 

i WINIFRED GOLDRING : AssisTANT STATE 
PALEONTOLOGIST 

: 
K. F. CHAMBERLAIN 

June 11, 1934. a iakeoneloaiee 
ELSIE G. WHITNEY 

ASSISTANT STATE BOTANIST 

DAYTON STONER 

OFFICE OF DIRECTOR 
STATE Zp0LCGIEY. 

W. J. SCHOONMAKER 
ASSISTANT STATE ZOOLOGIST 

NOAH T. CLARKE 

Dr. I. Fe Lewis, STATE ARCHEOLOGIST 

Miller Professor of Biology and Agriculture, 

University of Virginia, 

University, Virginia : 

Dear Doctor Lewiss- 

I have just learned thet Mr. Aldo Leopold has 

been suggested as Chairman of the wild Life Committee. As re~ 

search and education are or should be an important aspect of the 

work of this Committee, and as Leopold is not a trained man in 

either field, I do not think this a wise selection, Furthermore, 

there is a political,aspect of the problem which cannot be elabora- 

ted in a few words, which is also unfavorable to him. : 

I think the Committee should be enlarged and have more men 

not hindered by their official connections. 

: Of course I can only express my opinions; but I think that 

this Committee has not been able to do much so far, and there is 

great need of constructive work by such a Committee. 

The person on the Committee who is in the best position to 

keep informed, who is active, and who is capable of handling this 

chairmanship, is Anthony.



Dr. I. F. Lewis 2 June 11, 1934. 

I trust you will pardon my intrusion, but I am eager to see 

this Committee active at this critical period. ; 

. Very sincerely, 

Chas. 6a



CoOe Rey 

June 11, 1954 

Dr. I. F. Lewis 
j National Research Council 

2101 Constitution Avenue 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Lewis: 

About the Wild Life Chairman — I asked Anthony, a 
member of the committee, and discovered that he knew nothing 
about Leopold having been selected. He wired Adams and found 
that Adams was equally in the dark. Just who selected Leopold? 

: Apparently both Anthony and Adams recognize Leopold's many 
good qualities but neither of them seem to be particularly 
happy either about the selection of Leopold for this particular 
position or about the method of his selection. Under the cir- 
cumstances and until I get further light on the subject I wish 
to vote "No" on the question of approving the appointment. 

Not knowing anything to the contrary about the 
Mitogenetic budget I am willing to vote "Yes" on it. 

; Yours sincerely, 

(Signed) FRANK E. LUTZ
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: dune 8, 1934 ‘ 

ir, Aldo Leopold 

New Soils Building : 
University of. Wisconsin : 
Madison, YWisconsin : : : 

Dear Mr. Leopolds 

: i am very mich pleased to learn that you can accept 
the chairmanship of the Committee on Wild Life of the Division 
of Biology and Agriculture of the National Research Council. 

Other members of this committee as ab present constituted ares 

Charles C. Adama, State Museum, Albany, HN. Y. 
H, BE. Anthony, Amer, Mus. of Natural iistory 
Harold ©, Eryant, National Park Service, Washington, 

D. Ce 
; E. A. Goldman, U.S.Department of Azriculture, Hash- 

: ington, D. C. 

John C, Merriam, Carnegie Institution of Hashington 
Vv. H. Shelford, University of Illinois 
Chairman of Division, ex officio 

The chairman may sugcest changes in the personnel of 
the committee at any time, Such suggestions should be made to 
the office of the Division before notifications of appointment 
are sent out. j 4 

- i 

; Dr. Merrial will, I am sure, be glad to give you any 
if information available as ta the working and functions of the 

committees. 

It is a standing rule of the Council that in ease com- 
mittess wish to issue publications arrangements should be made 

through the Publications Committee of the National Research 
Council, I will be glad to take care of this for you at any 
time, 

Sincerely yours, — 

a Ivey Fs Lewis, Chairman 
IFLB 3 Division of Biolexy and Agriculture



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ‘ 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE A 

MADISON 

New Soils Building 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS June 5, 1934 

Dr. Ivey F. lewis, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Asriculture 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Avenue 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Lewis: f 

: In further reference to my letter of May 24. 

I am now in a position to accept the chaimnanship 

of the Wild Life Comittee. Will you kindly send me a list 

of the present members with addresses, revised up to date? 

Yours sincerely, 

lide Menpees 
ALDO LEOPOLD 

: In Charge, Game Research 

AL-vh
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: : May 10, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold ; 

404 University Avenue é 
: Madison, Wisconsin ~ 

Dear Mr. Leopold: : 

Dr. John C,. Merriam has been compelled to retire ; 
i from the Chairmanship of the Committee on Wild Life of tha : 

: Division cf Biology and Agriculture of the National Research : 
Council, Ha is still actively interested in the purposes of ; 

the committee tut feels that pressure of other duties renders 
it undesirable for him to remain as Chairman, I am writing ; 
to ask that you take his place as Chairman of the committee 
for the year beginning July 1. I reslisze perfectly well that 

other matters of great importance ars claiming your attention. 
The program of the Committee on Wild Life, however, is such 

that it will naturally be of interest to you and also furnish 

: support for developments in which you are eapecially interested, 
I hope, therefore, that you will consent to serve. This hope 

is shared by Dr, Merriam, with whom I have consulted about : 
the personnel of the committee and its work. : 

f Sincerely yours, 

Ivey ¥. Lewis, Chairman ; i 
Bas ! _ Division of Biology and Agriculture 

IFL3B snes :



CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON 

WASHINGTON,D.C. 

p OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT Mey 4, 1934, 

Dr. Ivey F. Lewis, 
National Research Council, 

2101 Constitution Avenue, 
Washington, D.C. 

iy dear Dr. Lewis: 

Replying to your letter of May second, may 

I say that Aldo Leopold would be en ideal chairman 

for the Committee on Wild Life of the Research Coun- 

cil if he is able to accept the position. 

aay \ spect ® 

Very Sue ee 

oO Le 
Uae Re 

OL Lilia eA 
Lf a —— 
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: : May 2,.1934 

Dr. John C, Merrion 
Carnegie Institution of Washington 
1éth and P Streets, N.We 

: Washington, De Oo : ‘ ; 

Dear Dr. Merriams ; 

f The Division of Biology end Agriculture accepted with 
regret your resignaation as Chairman of the Comittee on Wild 

Life, It is greatly appreciated by the members of the Division 
that you could take time from other pressing duties to keep 

tnis committce active during the past two years. I hope you can 
continue to serve as a member. : : 

Dre Ruthven felt that he was unable to serve as Chair~ 
. man. It would probably be desirable to pick a Chairman from the 

present pembership and I would like to have your advices as to the 

availability of Aldo Leopold for the Chairmanship, He has been 
both interested and active and unless there ere some considera- 
thona of which I am ignorant I feel that he would make probably 
as good a Chairman as we could find, I should like to have your 
Judgment on this matter before taking further eteps, © 

a Sincerely yours, 

Ivey ¥. Lewis, Chairman a 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 

: IFL:B ‘



April 16, 1934. 

To Members of the Wild Life Committee, 
National Research Council. 

i Although no meetings of the Wild Life Committee 
have been held in the past year, in various directions 

the influence of the Committee has been important as 

affecting trend of the conservation movement and in help- 
ing to guide activities touching wild life. 

; The sub-committee under chairmanship of Dr. Ruth- 
ven hes made an extremely important study of the problem 

of education for administrative and constructive work in 
gj the field of wild life. This report has been transmitted 

to the Research Council and a copy will be forwarded to 

each member. 

Late in the past year opportunity was offered for 
cooperation in study of a major conservation program for 
wild life. As immediate action was necessary, and as I ‘ 
was on my way west at the time the letter was received, 
reply to the Secretary of Agriculture on the critical pro- 

: blem presented was prepared with the aid of Professor Aldo 

Leopold and was forwarded to the Secretary. A copy of 
this letter is forwarded to you as indication of the opinion 

: expressed by the Chairman of the Committee, it being in- 
possible to secure a meeting of the Committee. I am glad ; 

‘ to report that, as result of these discussions, Mr. Leopold 
was appointed a member of the committee of three to whom 
the President entrusted one of the major programs of wild 

life conservation. 

The pressure of other duties has made it impossible 
for me to continue as Chairman of the Committee, and I be- 
lieve at the moment the conditions are favorable for de- 
velopment of a new progrem on the basis of the attitude of 
all conservationists. May I express to the members of the 
.Committee my sincere appreciation of their cooperation in 
all matters which it has been possible to discuss? 

: With kindest regards, I am 

Very truly yours, 

John ©. Merriam, Chairman, 

Wild Life Committee.



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN ° 
ANN ARBOR 

PRESIDENT'S ROOM 

April 6, 1934. 

Dr. Ivey F. Lewis, 
: Chairman, Division of Biology and Agriculture, 

National Research Council, 
2101 Constitution Avenue, 
Washington, D. C. 

My dear Dr. Lewis: 

I have delayed replying to your let- 
ter of March 29 because I was very much tempted 
to accept the chairmanship. of the Committee on 
Wild Life. As I think the matter over, however, 
I am convinced that you should have some one 
else for this position. My time is so fully oc- : 
cupied with other matters that I would not be 

: able to give the necessary time to the work of 

i this Committee. 

I have long been very much interested 
‘ in the field and it is a matter of great regret 

to me thet I-will not be able to take advantage 
of this offers 

Yours sincerely, 

R d



: March 22, 1954 

Dr. Aloxander G. Ruthven, President : : 

University of iichigan : ; 
dnn Arbor, Mickigen : 

a ' Dear Dr, Rutavens 

; Dr. John C. Merrian, who for two years has been serving 

as Chairman of the Conmittee on Wild Life of the Division of Biology 

i and Agricaliure of the Nationel Research Council, has felt obliged 

to resign because of pressure of other matters, The subject of wild 

Life in relation to the various conservation proyrems is of such 

importance that we have given special thought to Dr. iierriam's suc- 

cessor. At nis suggestion I an writing to invite you to become 

Chairman of this committees. At the present moment the most important 

phase of the comnitteats interests lies aleng educational lines. 
¥. However, with the possibility that the Beck Committee may obtain 2 

i favorable hearing for its report, taere is a likelihood that exten= : 

sive developments in the field of conservation ney be imminent, In 

case of such a development it seems very important that we have an 
organized group interested in genuine conservation of wild life 
ratuer than in the development of Federal lends for recreation and 
park purposes. The Committee on Wild Life cf the Division is the 
only organizatioa of this sort that represents a wide field, altnough | 

; the Anerican Forostry Association ia, of course, important in this 

: respecte 

: I venture to express the hope that, even in the pressure 
of other duties, you will consent to serve as Chairmen of this con- 
mittee. This nope is warmly sharsd by Dr. Merrian. 

e Sincerely yoursy 

Ivey F, Lewis, Chairman 
: Division of: Biology and Agriculture
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CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON 

WASHINGTON,D.C. 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT March 27, 1934. 

Dr. Ivey F. Lewis, 
National Research Council, 

2101 Constitution Avenue, 
Washington, D.C. 

My dear Dr. Lewis: 

In accordance with my statement at luncheon 

today may I say that it seems wise for me to ask that 

you accept my resignation as Chairman of the Committee 

on Wild Life of the National Research Council. Al- 

though I am much interested in the field of this Com- 

mittee's work, it is not possible for me to give to the 

Committee such service as seems to me important. As 

you will remember, I took over the chairmanship because 

it seemed desirable to have someone who could hold to- 

gether a committee representing diverse interests with 

a view to maintaining a satisfactory relation to this 

subject. Although the Committee has not been active in 

: the sense of meetings, I feel that what has been accom- 

plished has some significance in the light of recent de- 

velopments in the field of ‘conservation. i



oe 

I am writing to the members of the Committee, 

J sending certain data relative to later developments of 

conservation as they have touched the work of the Com- 

mittee. I am also writing to Dr. Ruthven expressing 

the hope that he will be able to continue with his re- 

lationto the sub-committee. 

I appreciate greatly your coming to talk this 

; matter over today. Please be assured that I shall be 

glad to aid so far as I am able with future activities 

of the Wild Life Committee. — . 

With kindest personal regards, believe me 

Very trulyjyours, a 

oe ; WE Liao 
ICH: SC ee 

il 

ae



CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON 

WASHINGTON,D.C. 

OFFICE OF THE PRES!DENT February 23 , 1934. 

Dr. Ivey F. Lewis, 
National Research Council, 

2101 Constitution Avenue, 
Washington, D.C. 

My dear Dr. Lewis: 

I have your letter of February twentieth 

regarding report of the Committee on Wild Life to 

the Division of Biology and Agriculture for the 

present year. The nature of our report will depend 

in some measure upon consideration of the problems 

of conservation which have arisen recently and which 

were discussed in my report to the Secretary of 

Agriculture in November 1933. I am hoping to dis- 

cuss this with you sometime when you are in Washing- 

ton, and it will be important to do this before I 

make report. I am hoping that there may be oppor- 

tunity to see you sometime in the course of the next 

two weeks. 

With all good wishes, I am 

Very truly yours, ps vs 
i Z LE ve ae fe Hoge AL 

ICU: SC oe 
c Soe



CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON 
WASHINGTON,D.C. 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT Januery 29, 1934. 

Dr<- ivey F. Lewis, 
University of Virginia, 

University, Virginia. 

My dear Dr. Lewis: 

I have just received your note regarding post- 

ponement of your meeting. I expect to be in Washing- 

ton on the tenth and perhaps we could meet for a few 

moments in the afternoon following your meeting. 

Conservation questions which are involved in 

the problem of wild life have increased in importance, 

and I think it desirable that we have at least a few 

moments conversation on the subject. 

With kindest personal regards to oe me 

Very "Yh Pris. . 

A ner ee 
/ a 

JCM: SC Ce
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: 50 : SCIENCE z Vou. 79, No. 2038 

: The first program will be on China and will be given serve important economic as well as game restora- 
on Sunday, January 21, starting at 8:30 p.m. It will tion pzrposes. 

3 be directed by Princess der Ling, first lady-in-waiting Retvrestation, flood and erosion control, sustenance 
4 to the late Empress Dowager of China. The Princess farm: for the partial support of numbers of older 

4 also will speak on her experiences at the Manchu employed residents who would practice game and 
i Court. fore:: management in the tracts, and use of Federal 

: Other participants will be Dr. Andrews, who will relief workers to execute projects requiring consider- 

4 = show motion pictures and lecture on his explorations able labor, are contemplated. Sources of income from 
in China; Lucille Douglass, archeologist, presenting forest products and recreational privileges, with a 
painted slides of Far Eastern gardens, and Chester Su view to development of self-supporting perpetual 

4 and Miss Han, who will give a program of Chinese management, are being explored. 
musie. Coordination of Federal departmental functions in 

The people and life of Mexico will be the subject of utilization of the areas to be acquired is envisaged 
the second program by the players, on Sunday night, by the committee in development of the lands to the 

February 4. Russell Hastings Millward, the explorer, point of greatest public usefulness. Cooperation of 
. is director of the program. He will also show motion the Forest Service, Bureau of Reclamation, Soil 

pictures and lecture on the Mexican jungle and its Erosion Service, Bureau of Biological Survey and any 

j products, present-day life and eustoms of the Mexi- divisions of the Federal Government identified with 
ean people and native dances and music. natural resources under Federal control is contem- 

Major James C. Sawders, explorer, will illustrate plated. Cooperation of the Special Senate Com- 

5 his lecture on the ancient civilization of the Mayas and mittee on Conservation of Wild-Life Resources and 
Aztecs in Mexico with lantern slides. Motion pictures bureaus has already been enlisted. 
of Popocatepetl and the Floating and Borda Gardens The committee, composed of Thomas H. Beck, 

of Mexico, to be shown by Julia Barrett Rublee, artist, Wilton, Conn., chairman; J. N. Darling, Des Moines, 
and a series of songs and dances by native Mexicans, Iowa, and Professor Aldo Leopold, Madison, Wis., 

directed by Mrs. Mary Richards Bauer, well-known has proceeded with early development of the game 
musical director, will be other features of this pro- restoration plan following its first meeting on Janu- 

gram. ary 6. It is announced that all the projects to be 

The Italian program on Sunday night, February 18, evolved will probably be confined to pre-determined 
‘ will be supervised by Professor G. A. Borgese, Italian sections where the land retirement proposal will be 

author and visiting professor at Smith College. He effected, and to Federal lands already available. 

will speak on Italian literature. Maestro Sturani, of In a letter, dated January 9, to all state game and 
3 the Metropolitan Opera Company, will be heard in a conservation officials and interested organizations 

program of Italian songs, and motion pictures will be the committee states: 

4 presented of the most interesting places an tely; tea The plan contemplates the restoration of migratory 

, pe a travelogue of famous Italian gardens and waterfowl and upland game. The need for such a pro- 

villas. gram is apparent to every student of wild-life conserva- 
Among members of the advisory board are: Dr. tion and restoration in the United States, and it is 

: Mary T. Woolley, president of Mount Holyoke Col- obvious that the work should be confined to acquisition 
lege; Dr. Wallace W. Atwood, president of Clark and restoration of suitable nesting areas for natural 

4 University; Dr. Charles B. Davenport, Dr. Ferdinand propagation purposes. 
W. Haasis and Dr. Morris Steggerda, of the Carnegie This committee seeks information from all authorized 

Institution; Professor Mark A. May, of Yale Univer- Sources, dncludaig government departments, state officials 

j sity; Dr. L. A. Wolfanger, of Columbia University, and leaders of interested Oper EE OnS and aims to ¢o- 

and Dr. Erwin Raisz, of Harvard University, and Dr. a program, the best ideas of all 

Elmer D. Merrill, director of the New York Botan- While there is a vast amount of information available 

4 ical Garden. in government bureaus and departments, we will be glad 
WILD-LIFE RESTORATION to receive information and suggestions with regard to 

; PreLtmrnary investigations by the President’s com-  Switable natural propagation areas which you may know 
, ; ‘ 3 2 x" of and which come under the classification of waste or 

mittee on wild-life restoration appointed by Secretary i 
: z sub-marginal land. 

Wallace on January 2 to outline a course of action to 
aid in the restoration of game by utilizing for that Stating that organizations should contact their 

purpose some of the marginal farm lands to be re- nearest state game commissioner through whom local- 

tired from unprofitable crop production, indicate that ized projects may be recommended and brought to the 

q the additions to the public domain contemplated may eommittee’s attention, the letter concludes: 

If the plan is accepted and approved by the President 

and the Seeretary of Agriculture, it will be financed out 

of federal funds.



Offices Hemorandwa No. 56 (BARROWS) - Jermary 5, 1954. Cae 

: . Subjects Plan for protection of gone birds. é 

Doctor Merriem telephoned to me a few days ago to say 

’ thet he understood that action was to be taken shortly by President 

Roosevelt in line with the recomendations offered by Secretary : 

Yallace for developing a nation wide plan for the proteation of gane ; 

“birds, In tue issue of the Hashington Post for January 5, there is ie 

announceiont of the epocintusnt by Secretary Nallace, with the epproyal 

- + o£ the President, of a specisl comaittee fto develon and supervise a : 

-nation wide plen for promoting end protecting wild life", This commite - 

tee will consist of Aldo Leopold, University of Wisconsin, Chairmang 

Thomas H. Beck, Wilton, Connectious, Editorial Director of Colliertsa = 

Magazine; J. 4. Darling, of fes Noines, Lowa, newspaper cartoonist, 

‘ ‘Pas first necting of this comaittes will be in Washington on Saturcay, ve 

danuery 6. : : i : : 

* '*. Funds for aetivities planned in this connection, involy- ee 

"Ang the refleoding and improving od dreined lands foraerly used by Ree i 

=. aquatic birds, are exoected to come from the Public “orks Administration ©. 

: and to provide exploymoat for from 2,000 to 10,000 men. Later funds 

a > are expected to come from a Federal shooting license of $1.09 and a tax 

of 19 cents a box on exmunition, , : 

se cS - Doctor Merrism went on to say that he felt it necessary for . 

. him to resig presently as Chairman of the 8.2.0, Comaittee on the Cone 

‘i - servation of Wild Life, and that he wae inclined to recommend that 

Doctor Aldo Leopold, who has recently been made Professor of Conserva~ - : 

: tion (?) at the University of Wisconsin, be appointed as chairman of 

.. this comaittee in his place. : 

eo ; : : ye Albert L. Barrows ; 

fi it ; : Peeae Assistant Secretary beat : i
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oe ‘Decenber:11, 1953. 

a ; DY. Ivey F. Lewis, : Je 
. University of Virginia, : : ‘ ie 

: University, Virginia. : : rete 

os My dear Dz. Lewist Ae gk ~ 

The letter from the Seeretary of Agricufifure re- ae 

: lative to a project for presemeticnNe? beawiyaich was - 

laid before the Coumittee eau) of th\ \istional 

Seta: Research Counci¥, Cane. 2a \-Sertd when it wed-extremely 

: aifes ‘for ¢ to study jihad broject, but it was pos- : 

ands - sftfie to go threach the Afoblema and make what seemed to : 

nb \satisfactgry recry to Secretary Wallace. .I was sorry 

es a to subset Afou by comminicetion at a time when you were . 

: ill, but I was extremély desirous of having the matter 

Les “~~ <prought to your attention end also to have your approvel 

HN ee: the general project. I had already used every rossi- 

oe ble means of securing adeauate data. oe : 

= - a ' Knowing that you were not in Washington, I for- : 

a warded a copy of the letter to Secretary Yallace to Dr. 

Bownan and also asked Dr. Barrows to bring the letter to 

ne your attention. There was forwarded also a confidmtial 

copy of the communication from Gecretary Wallece. There



5 ae - ss es ae ae a ; 5 

ee was not time to hseve these decusents manifolded to send 

twee uy to everyone who should have acquaintance with the subject. é 

fe es: es tan sending inclosed a copy of a letter received 

oe today from President Alexander G. Ruthven xegarding my ; 

. cae Letter to Secretary Wallace concerning the gaue utilize=| 

: “ oo 2 2S¢hon project. This will give you an important judgment . 

: Pe! on othe matter: es Dre Ruthven is, I beliove, second to : 

: e . no one in the country. for his qualifications for under=: 

Die . fae standing all aspects of this project. ee ee 

eS ee As you aay remeuber, I became chaizmen of the Wild : 

p °° nage Committee at the voquest of Dre curtis, who was much. 

Beale ee interested in setting up gueh a group. - I questioned She 

ge eens project seriously because of the difficulty of harmonizing 

: aes “ttle. Pilews- on eextain of the natters which it was hoped to dis=<: 

z earee eusae The question cane to decision just before Dr. .Cur= 

Ale oe eye Vatt the’ Regoaroli Council end; in order to help inde: 

ne bi “fining the plan, with much hesitation I agreed to take the _ 

sa ace “ehairmanship of the Comaittee in order to find the way tose 

as : pet wn & group which could be held together until sone : 

ee aie important project could be developed uren which the whole 

ee ‘group could work satisfactorily. «| pore ee oa: 

Se ot the first neeting there was extremely interest-~ 

ing discussion in which attention was centered uson mat- 

ters that were of cowaon interest. Ab that time the sub- ~



ne _connittes wes net up with Dr. Ruthven as chairman and oe 

: a “with Hr. Leopold end lr. Levejoy as associate membara. - oe 

: i The project for this sub-committee was one upod WRIGK. 3c. : 

aS -' the whole group could agree, and its objective is along. ; 

« Hes tne Dinen presented in my report a few days ago to: hese 2 

: ae --  Seeretary Wallace on the game protection project. eee 

s as Se a Now. that. a critical project aopears, upon the pas : 

Rin study of. which I am sure all of the Counittes would a bee 

o.  8BRee, ame it is iuportant to have as chairman of the — a 

- > Gomattes someone who is expert in these fields and hes oe 

: also tine available for the project, 4 is ny plan to re= ie 

ue: » sign. from the chairmanship end Pron. the Committes as 600n — - 

Ce. as edjustnents ean be made for carrying on this work with 

ae out a@ harafal break in continuity of study on the ebjec- ee 

ae es tives. it is not possible for me to do nore than give eNEe S 

= ny eucport to the objectives of the Counittes, much as ey 

z - OS om interested in the projects. “sh oo oe 

te S : ce ae I ghall urite you ix the near future regarding: ee 

hae further tatemnt of this situation. : a ‘ 4 Fae if 

ee “With all good wishes, Iam 9, ee eae 
ae Sets aS ' Very sincerely yours, ae Psat 

gous = Me Oe Ee ae



CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON ‘ 

WASHINGTON, D.C. ; 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT December .7, 1963. 

Dr. Isaiah Bowmen, 
National Research Council, o 

2101 Constitution Avenue, . 
Washington, D.C. ; 

My dear Dr. Bowman: 

With this letter I am sending a copy of the 

document which came to me from Secretary Wallace for 

consideration of the Wild Life Committee. I am send- 

ing also a copy of my resly. It was possible to make 

touch with a majority of members of the Wild Life Conm— 

mittee to obtain their aoproval of transmitting the 

letter to Secretary Wallace. There was also opportu- 

nity to discuss the matter with others, so that the re- 

port to the Secretary was as carefully considered a 

statement as was vossible under the circumstances. 

I understand that the President may wish to de- 

fer the whole matter. At any rate, we have made cer- 

tain specific recommendations which are in line with 

the President's interest, and the foundation is laid 

for major activities if onvortunity comes later. 

Very sincerely yours, — 
/ GA PEOD tees > (LAF > 
A 

JCisSC



ene ee cet a ‘ : 
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m ‘ a CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON. yuna: ¥ 

: ; WASHINGTON, D. Cc. : a) tA 
: ide { : ef ae ie / yee ; 

: : Loess Pa Ve poy: Cat AL 
Z ; Me Nae ee: 

me ‘: -.., November 25, 1933... 

“A Hon. He A. Yallace, ee 
The Secretary of Agriculture ye: 6 ops sie. 

: ; Washington, DeC. tei ay oe 2 

“oot: By dear Mr. Seeretary; phe vee he : = 

: s Your letter inclesing a memorandua regoffing : 

: e restoration and increase of ganeTDighs Ps me 28..., 

d I was leaving for the west ee aw) on thik \jour~ 

: ney there hes bf onpeowmn\te*o discuss the \dssen- 

: tinl—-crsts wifh several )|ipadihg students of this vro~ 

pees. After cdovidering Ahe matter also with a num 

bEL of menbhfs of THE Committee on Wild Life and other 

of? 3 oneermed with the question, I am prepared 

ates to. make preliminary rerort on the general features of 

: io the proposed program, with understanding that consid- 

: : eration of details should be the subject of a more 

: thorough investigation before final statement is nade. 

rade - A carefully worked out program looking toward 

such differentiation in land use as would pernit re~ 

“." gtoration of areas principally used as habitat for 

game birds vould have real value for the country as . 

a whole. .fxtent te which efforts to restore gane lands



a might be profitable Gsnends upen many factora inchu~ Hee ees 

io Ss dang, 2) those which have to do with segregation of . 

.. "lands for agricultural pursoaes; 2) the place of game / ees 

ce utiiisetion activities in the general scheme of recre~ 

se “mbion; and 3) the extont to which devrelopnent o® such. = 

Rie lay plan might have bearing upon problens. of ‘erosion cone - - 

trol and of flood control. Develonnent of a sound ~~ 

a "policy would require a general Gusvey of the pubject ee 

es ne by ‘the best exnerte availiable with view to determine: ‘ 

Sees ‘s “ing eceurately the several values considered. Such ace: 

Se study would have inportance in gonneestion with the gene 

ee eral progran for gtudy: of Lond use, the problea of | : ce 

: sf - Lend planning, end cueations concerning recreational 9... : oe 

: i planning for the entire country. ee 2 S a Cheeses 

5 wate 4¢ 4g clear that an ademate resort on 

s the whole subject would require an extended exaningtion - : 

Sis got only. of voxious types of problens but of mimerous : 

 pweae aeattered over the United States, it is possi= 

z . ‘ble to indicate that certain phases of the provosed 

ae : project could be put. into effect in the not distant ; : 

ae future on the basis of existing tmowledge, and with ex- ee 

ee “ “peetation that money expended would be justified. Three



-  exasples of means which might be used to initiate this 

: ee : general progran may be steted ns follows: =. a es a sa 

ae as ti Following the lead of studies such as that vepre~ oa 

oa : ie a sented by the Iowa Conservation Plan recently worked out,” 

ae es i1t would be pogsible to initiate work on marsh land re~ 9... =: 

. oes ‘storation projects Looking toward protection and devolon— : 

4. “ment ef the migratory bird supply ta Iowa. The studies 
me oe ats tready nade in lows furnish foundations unen which such. 

x = eee plan could be built with safety. — neue as ss 
Be eS : ao “A large group ef nen could 8 given work, sndao 

iS ae “oe rare couparable to 81, 000,000.00, ox perhaps more, would © 

es absorbed in a progran of this nature in.a state Like. 

Pas : Iowa, and with expectation that. the projeot would justity : 

IO steeags 2 ge ae en Ba ee ee 
. a Sea ea ee eee Relation of the Bederal: Governnent to such: pYo= 

oe z Ls ‘gran vould be justified by season of the fact that the a ae 

: e a uigxatory bird, moving fxon state to state, concerns the ~ — 

o ee a nation, and $3.4n fact an object of international intevest. “ 

ee gee Garrying out of any plan for restoration and ine 

: ; re erease of gane birds, to advantage of the country as a : Me 

. 2 : at : “whole and the owners of farm Lands especially, would roe ; 

oe og ae quire guidance of a considerable group of men with special



ee ce >. ¢raining. The technicue nesded is now poshensea by only =. 

ees . _ ;, 88 extremely small group. . It would, however, be posaible  . 

oe ‘ * to take a muuber of young men with good plolopical train- hes 

ee ie ing and give to then, in eouparatively brie? tine, the a : a 

va : : “o" “geohmical education for gene. protection and. developnent Due 

te a ==. geqnired to nake.thes effective officers in carrying out a 
ay a “ 2 national program. : — o - a 2 a . = % A ‘ < ae Sart Chcaae 

co “) > Bduentional work dizected tovard training of men 

oe i. ~ for such 2 purpose might be taken up in the inmediate = 2 a 

eS e _ future, with a view ‘to prepering quides or leaders who. ue i 2 

set ae : vould be evaileble at the end of ‘the present winter season. - 

: a ee ‘ ‘The University of Hichigan has personnel, nad equinnens ie 

Bae oe : which could readily be oveonized for euch purposes. Aid - 

; : me could be given ny other institutions, such es ‘the Univer- = 

ee sity of Wiseonsin. through the exceptional interes and ee 

. : goility of Yre: Alda: Leopold, -tecently acpointed professor oe 

aoe kK of gane manegenent. ©. le ee i: oe Se ere 

oe - par Development of an educational plan of this nature 2 

eo & nay is cumsicored 6 vesronsibility of the Federal Govern 

wees se ment af 4% oononina eoportunity to be utilised by all of y 

a : : the states in working on a cosion problem. Expenditure % 

a of funds for such’ a purpese might becin in the near fue 

ture 4f a program of game develoment is to be: entered: - : 

ag upon senetine during the cconing year. ay ae es



; a eo ; : _ Be Relstion of gane restoration and increase to ee : 

Vii. * eertain problema of land use ic illuetrated.in consider~ ae 

oe ae z e ing the status of both migratory birds and upland game, 2 

| # a as : 2 such as quail. : Differentiation in Lond use as i¢ con— rs 

a ee | gerna cover for cuail, grouse, end other similar birda, - te 

7 ne baat has direct relation to e¢leetion of londa prineipally. : - : 

LR ae valuable for grain and other comparable cross. “There. 

as oae “4a also in zany regions dAseet relation between celco- Ae 

: a S 2 as eh on of cover for maae and protection of sloping lend: oe 

es s Bee é “areas fron extrene erosions In soue instances regions ~-. 

2 ee “nost favorable Zor game cover if put under cultivation ~ 

oe Hi Seer for stains ot pasture nay merely invite degtruction. . : ; 

pe. ee An exaninetion of this problen of land wtilizaj 

: es : = : tion and erosion frou the noint of protection: of upland 

ee 2 as “gene birds would be garcllelled by other studies toush=. 

ee eae oo) sdng flood contro’ asi% concerns protection of migra» Ee fag 

S : ie = Ae Intensive study of 3 nexber of specific areas. ae 

AGS gee the purpose of ‘bringing eut possible use for reme ue 

-. . gover wight be undertaken in the imediate future. Ree ~ 

fae - . sults of such work would furnish basis for practicsl : 

f ae a ‘developwent on a large scale over the country if ade- 

pees suate surveys of other lands can becene available he- 

: fore opening of the next sesson , oe aie ae



es ‘ ao Hey I repeat that- this zevort is intended only ‘ ee 

Saar eo as suggestion concerning several Lines of york which oe ae 

22S may pe followed? At the same tine At is desirable to oe 

‘ i : exphasize the importance of studies of thie nature. Such ss 

sea rae “work ag is eugcested would have imzediate value in fur- Es 

ee . “nighing ewployment to a considerable group of men? ate vie : 

See several. levels of ability. “It would also set up a plan) 

; ee 2 of lear importance for future developwont of thie coun. Pee 

eh Eas in accordance with the wishes of the Seoretary me oe 

eva and the President, it 12 possible to develop distinctly 

ae : ‘constructive activities in these directions and.in others ~~ : 

co which may be determined later if the program is approved.’ a 

ola it in desired to put into effect the major progran pro- y 

Ae 3 posed, it 4s important to bring together a lerger group s 

: “ineluding leaders in these activities in order to deter~  < - 

: Ss mine ae definitely es pessible ell of the directions these : 

se cy activities should take. Such a conference should be fol- 

ae ee lowed by an intensive survey of details preparatory $0.83 = 

.  dnitiating the larger project proposed. | ue oe : 

Ss es pa SS Tey gincerely yours, ue cS 

 . §Gurse ns é Hf i ad Tomas fe
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Memorandum for the Consideration of President Roosevelt: j / 

Attached hereto is a plan which is: gi 
be fs; wae 

1- Urgently needed / PN 

g~- National in scope : 

: 3- In accord with the National Industrial 
Recovery Act 

4- Of great public interest 

5- In complete accord with the policies 
; of your administration 

6- Of great economic importance 

7- Ready for immediate action, and which 

Will produce quick results 

This plan provides for the restoration and increase of one 

of our great natural resources ~ game birds. If adopted at this 

time it will: 

; l- Give immediate employment to thousands of 
men and permanent RURAL employment to from 

. thirty to fifty thousand men 

@- Provide a new and profitable source of income 
for farmers 

a 3- Provide for profitable utilization of from 
twenty to an eventual fifty million acres of 
land which may be taken out of crop production 

4- Greate new business for concerns catering to 
outdoor recreation 

5- Provide healthful recreational facilities for 
millions of our citizens in an activity which 
is already participated in by approximately 

thirteen million people.
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MIGRATORY GAME BIRD RESTORATION 

The preservation of migratory game birds, which is an 

obligation of the Federal Government under the Migratory Bird . 

Treaty with Canada,*is of prime and immediate importance because 

; of the deplorable condition of waterfowl at the present time. 

‘Unless remedial measures are adopted promptly and prosecuted 

vigorously and intelligently, this resource, which is of great 

economic importance, may be completely exterminated, 

The measures necessary for the preservation and increase 

of waterfowl consist of the restoration and management of water 

: and marsh areas which constitute the breeding grounds, resting, 

feeding and concentration areas of wild fowl. 

The work involves: : 

(a) Water conservation, including the creation of -new 

water areas, restoring drained lands which have 
proved unfit or unprofitable for agriculture, 

stabilizing water levels, etc. 

" (b) Restoration of marsh and aquatic plant life to 
provide food, cover, and nesting sites for the 
birds. 

(c) Protection of waterfowl from their natural enemies 

(a) Other activities, such as fencing and patrolling 
‘ refuges, disease prevention, etc. 

The Government now owns fifty-five National WVild Life 

Reservations potentially suitable for migratory birds comprising 

approximately five million acres. Under an act of Congress, it 

is committed to the acquisition of a substantial additional 

: acreage which is vitally needed for this purpose, 

This plan provides for: 

l- Development and management of existing Federal 
reservations 

“*gee wKn
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2—- Gompletion of purchases of additional acreage which . 
has already been surveyed and is in process of 
acquisition 

3—- Cooperation with states which are working on plans 
for migratory bird conservation on public lands 

The work outlined above would provide immediate employment 

for from two to ten thousand men depending on the extent to : 

which the proposal is acted upon. Probably 75% of the money 

made available for this part of the program would be spent for 

labor. 

The important work of migratory game bird restoration 

appears to be exactly the type of project contemplated in the 

National Industrial Recovery Act. In Section 202 of that law, 

_ Gongress directs the preparation of a comprehensive program 

of public works including the "construction and improvement 

of publicly-owned instrumentalities and facilities"; the 

"conservation and development of natural resources,” and the 

furthering of projects heretofore started "to serve the 

interests of the general public". 

UPLAND GAME BIRD RZSTORATION 

The restoration of upland game birds offers an answer to 

two questions of great importance: ‘hat to do with a substantial 

part of the acreage taken out of crop production and how to 

increase farm income quickly and permanently. 

Congress has declared that the restoration and propagation 

of game birds is a duty of the Federal Government.* 

The plan proposes that farmers, particularly those who 

cooperate with the governuent in reducing acreage devoted to 

*see HBr
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erop production, be encouraged, aided and educated in the rer few 

propagation and management of game birds as a new cash crop. 

To that end it is necessary to show farmers how to propagate 

game birds and how to market this crop at a profit. 

The plan entails: : 

é 1- Supplying specific instructions to farmers on game 
bird production 

8- Demonstrations in modern methods of producing game 
birds : 

3- Supplying initial seed stock where necessary 

4- Assisting farmers to market game bird crops 

One or more species of game birds can be successfully pro- 

duced on farm land in every State, with only slight modifications 

of present agricultural practices on most farms. Game birds are 

an annual cash crop which should yield the farmer at least 

enough to pay his taxes and in many instances considerably more. 

Full development of our gane bird resources should give pro— 

fitable full time rural employment to from thirty to forty 

thousand men and utilize immediately ebout fifteen and eventually 

fifty or more million acres of land. 

Put into operation this plan would give immediate employment 

to approximately two thousand men in private industry (commercial 

game farming) and would result in, increased employment in concerns 

manufacturing and selling sporting arms, emmunition and daquipment, 

outdoor clothing, and transportation of all kinds. I+ would 

materially increase the consumption of grains used in game bird 

feed, chiefly wheat and.corn. 

ADMINISTRATION 

This plan is offered literally as a "New Deal" in the 

restoration of a great natural resource which has been neglected
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entirely too long. ’ ( 

Its operation and administration should be aside and meri 

tron any governmental organizations now operating in this field. 

‘ The plan blazes a new trail - one which leads to a more prosperous 

rural life, better business and a happier, healthier and better 

: people. Therefore, it should be unhampered by tradition or 

precedent, 

It is proposed that a Federal Administrator be appointed 

and made responsible for the prompt and efficient execution of 

this plan. He should have two qualified chief assistants ~ 

one to be responsible for the increase of migratory game birds 

and the other upland game birds. 

Much of the machinery necessary for the upland game bird 

work is already evyellatis in the State Directors of the 

Agricultural Extension Service and the Jounty Agents, 

! For the execution of projects in the several States it 

is suggested that a commission be set wo on each State to 

consist of the following members: 

1- State Game Commissioner 

2- State Director Agricultural Extension Service 

3— Head of Grange or Farm Bureau 

4~ A prominent conservationist to be appointed 
by the Federal Administrator 

5- A business man to be appointed by the Governor 

: Each State commission would pass upon projects within 

its jurisdiction and forward approved plans to the Federal 

Administrator for final acceptance and action. . 

From the ground covered in this brief survey, this plan
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would appear to supplement and closely coordinate with the a 

following government projects: 

Public Yorks Program 
Form Adjustment Program 
Citizen's Cunservation Corps 

: Industrial Decentralization Program 
‘ Emerg’ ..cy Unemployment Relief Program 

Land Utilization Program 

To operate this plan in such way as to achieve widespread 

and permanent results in re~employment, increased farm income : 

and better businéss, adequate funds are essential. 

As before stated, the work involved in this plan is an 

obligation of the Federal government and in complete accord 

with the letter and spirit of the National Industrial Recovery 

Act, It 18; therefore, provosed that the sum of eighteen 

million dollars be set aside to carry on this work, Of this 

sum twelve million dollars to be devoted to migratory game 

é bird restoration, and six million dollars to upland game bird 

work. 

Funds from the public works appropriation would make it 
3 v 

possible to put the proposed plan into operation immediately. 

It is believed that a large part of the outlay for this 

work could be returned to the Federal Treasury through one 

or more of the following channels - or others of a similar . 

nature: 

1- A Federal license of $1.00 for shooting migratory 
game birds z 

a- A tax of 10 cents per box on ammunition used for 
field shooting Ae 

3~ A plan whereby seventy per cent of any Federal Gate 
advance for any State project would be finally 
returned, either through bonds or from increased 
revenues accruing to the State as a result of 

wh éderal aid.
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IN SCONCLUSTON ; ti 

In presenting the foregoing an effort has been made 

to sketch briefly the main points of the proposal and its 

possibilities for immediate and permanent benefits. Gomplete 

. detailed information on any or all parts of the plan will be 

furnished on request. 

fhe plan may not b2 100% perfect, but its possibilities 

seem to warrant thorough investigation,
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NEW YORK OFFICE CARLE ADDPRSs 
WHE ENGINEERING FOUNDATION NARECO  _ 
29 WEST THIRTY-NINTH STREET WASHINGTON, D. «s 

é NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 
Established in 1916 by the National Academy of Sciences 

under its Congressional Charter and ozganized with the cooperation of the 
f National Scientific and Technical Socicties of the United States 

2101 Constrrution Avenur, Wasuincron, D.C. 

April 26, 1952 

MEMORANDUM FOR Mr. Brockett 

At the meeting of the Executive Board of the National Research 

Council this morning, a propossl was presented from the Executive Com- 

: mittee of the Division of Biology and Agriculture that the National 

Research Council request authorization to solicit and accept funds for 

a study to be undertaken by the Committee on Wild Life of that Division, 

of the place of wild life among the interests of the people of America, 

with special reference to the need for fundamental and broad training 

of men for research and administration in this field, and a survey of 

available facilities for the study of wild life and of the conservation 

of wild life. It was 

Moved: That the Executive Board approves the project of the 
Committee on Wild Life of the Division of Biology and Asriculture 
to tndertake a study of the place of wild life among the inter- 

ests of the people of America and a survey of availeble facilities 
for the study of wild life and of the conservation of wild life, 
and recommends to the Council of the National Academy of Sciences 
that the Research Council be authorized to solicit and accept funds 
to the amount cg {35,000 to meet the cost of this study, such funds to 
be placed in the hands of the Treasurer of the Academy and Research 

Council and disbursed by him on requisitions and vouchers signed by 
the Uhairman of the Division of Biology and Agriculture and in the 
office of the Permanent Secretary of the National Research Council, 

it being understood that no contracts or commitments shall be en— 
tered into in connection with this project in excess of funds or 
responsible pledges in the hands of the Academy and Research Coun- 

cil for this purpose. Adooted 

: Will you please take an early o:portunity to present this recommenca- 

tion to the Council of the National Academy of Sciences? 

ae ae ee 

C6 CacEt Ea 1c AEB LA Re 

: Albert. Barrows 
Reatiactent Gnnnatamr
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: RATIOR AL RESRARCH GCOURTIE Sa 

oe oo GRSEEIER OR MILD LIFE. - : ee ee res 

ee fhe first meeting of the Consittes ven held in the Admintetecstion o> ._- 

Buliding of the Carnegio Iastitublen of “ashington, léthand P Ssreebs, Be¥yy 

“= Raghington, BD, S., on February 25, 1932. Meee ee a eS 

: SST, ao Horning fesaion ee he aCe tee 
‘ s Pebrisars 25 * 2 ‘ ot 

: - °° PRESENTS ALL meshers except Gr, 8,3, Aathocy, who is ia South 

feeriea. Dr, Herrinn presided, - ce mE AE ee : 

7. 8s DESCUSSIOS OF FUNCTIONS Each meuber oresented 2 brie? siumary: } 

: of hie suggestions ag to importan$ fumetions. of the consities, as follevat -. 

oS Mesber : : Euros tton ; ; meas 

Brysnt, UH. C. Research in methods of restoring threatened specier. ? 

ddan, Cs Ce Orientation end definition of she problem ag a basle for ae 
polloy-ulldings 

- Goldmann, He A, Training men. Advisory service to abher sedearch agen ; 
: =e eles, Praseated tha folloxing mesenye to the esanli- 

Soe ae SZ urge that the Cowalbtes on Wild Lite Studleey - 
rs So OS  Anblonsl demearah Council, consider csrePully ead fully. i 

; os ; the institutiod of a curver of sasmadl and bird research : 
cone throughout the United States, ; i 

EEA Wiakereliy the Giolozical Carvey sould be involved 

Shean : an puch a cindy mid it holds iteelf ia readinass to 
Re a sooperate folly with tha Comalttea to the extent of ites 

: : - gbildty. Inavoetigaiion ef the research activities of 
the Suretu would be weleoue snd constructive cuggariions 

titi for realignment af research projects vould be very. cara 

: Pally considered.® 
(signed) Paul Gs REDINGTON On 

ee ie : Cater, Slalogical Carvey 

Leopold, Aldo feaining men, Developing eancergution toohnioues,
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coke. Mesa : “Sa gpemes on. : : 

Shelford, Ve 2 Encourage continusn observations of the abundance of 

; aniasla ond pinats, Reeearch dn pure aclence nust 

; ‘ ; secommeny training of mete i : : 

: Herrion, Je Gs Pointed aut thob the Comalbtes wag unanimeus on the eae 

: : : need for trained men and facSe, Aopointed Leoneid  - 

: : ae - end Shelford as a committee to drafh a sistement  - 

Goes AE SS eee 3 “af thet needs : ei : 

Ss ge Mee Afternoon sogaton © © oe : 

Pie  Sonater F, €, Waleott, of the Sennte Cownitios on Piid Life, me 

; present by invkistion, heving presented « sketch of his comibtteats work : 

_- dering the noon bourse ee Ee 

Sra Messrse Leosold and Ghalford srenunted the folloning, walch was : 

'* eevented ag a tentative suriary of the wocniagls sondiucionss ae 

: See . Mid Life Stmdies : 

: She conseryabion of A larse emount ond variety of wild life ' 

: _ de deportent because of ite aeuthehic yalue an a source of cube 

door vroeerention, ite eclentifie value as & menifestaiion of nate 

rt “urel proeseses, sad ite etononic veliee 

: Pak efforts towerd wild life conservation heve, on the 
Shoes whole, felled to yield results vroportionste ta the avount of : 

tins and effors expended, - 

sea ; 3 fils cartial failure hes anny causes, mong vhich two are ‘ ie 

s within the particular field of the Sablovel Research Councils eee 

sr : 1) The Leck of trained nen to lead and develop the orks eo | 
: i @) The Leck of knowledge of conservation methods and of : 

: ‘ ekiil fa emplying thea. : : 

3 Thin Cemittes believer ita erincizal Sumetion to be the - 

: . geQuilerstion of training end facte-Tindinge : : 

; Ih is our belie? that loesl educational institutions cen 

; ang alli treatin men end find facis if the need and the epportime oe 

 $ty ba cainted out through surveys af lecal condittonse : 

Yo reremend that such survere be undertaken by the Gatlonal 

Regeurckh Councdle j 

| @yo Committiea renogeises tast wild Live must he coantrued : 

: te mount ell wild iife and not merely gine, and, furtaersere, tiat
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O12 wild Life 1a so intinctoly ralated (aninal te plant, pleat 

to plant, avd enigal $0 oniaal) thab a chernge in the conditions g 

, ‘of one enecies may chengs a whole series of conditions of otherte ey 

: Thea vo cannot say whether the forest de present. beesuas of tha: 3 

f wild epigsl Lite, or waether the mild animal life because of the ee 

: ; forest. Tho mreserytiien ond eludy of ature is of the utasss ‘ 

dumertence in tho progress of the tmman rece towerd its under 

; :  ostenging and control of asture, necessitated by i$a utilisation —- 

: : oad destruction im connection whta land utilization. s st wre 

: : REPORE Ga RILD LESS CitvaTlos, Dr. verriem suggested a definitive = -- 

“- phabenont of the wild life problem end/of the need for neon and fects, to be ne 

. |: ppppared by a magll sub-committee «5 the outset of the coumitteels activi- 

-- tisa,. He sorpared such a wegort to the Balley-fposhr reper’ oa. forestry re- 

- Ssh gearth, snd sacked if the coaalttes. agreed. : ae he 

es. It was agroad that the ehalrmen be asked to appolet euch A sube  - 

: committee, etd shévld ceck finds to cover Lis works “i Saeschenle 2 ‘ t 

: - Ob4eetiyer: fo stimulate research ia the ecology of wid ; 
life, vhth a -yiew tor ie Be koe 

(a) Beynloninw conser tion technicne for each ppecien Sant 
: : dn each reslon. tnaia work should, in so far ap pose oo 

cible, be dens by Lacal seientifice institutions, eith : 
i me .\. & whew ta vroviding a facbusl basis for the solinies f 

ee : “: of Lowel eduinistrative agencies, and the practices © 

oie of Lundomert.s . : : 

; {b) Croating a becined meanorer versed in both the ecole s 

eae 3 egy of wild Tite and ita snplicetios to aeaservetion. : 

: es : problens sud to actuel londeuses Guch men are now a ef 

Bo Sian Pace seerce, Better practice dependa on mcking such nen ieee 

Pre ~ pyaileble to local educational iusbitubions, adminige.—¢ : ‘ 

] : “.  $pabiye egoneLes, ant land-using inductrieds : 

gee As Since the gene birds snd mousala are the ones now acet in 

é need af atbention, 1b fa proposed to deal sith then. first, Other 

Pen ae, . geeelos era to be deslé with in co far as they affect gone con : é 

: ‘ poryationa : : : 

a  . dgtivitiess Ib is proposed to institutes Te Gute Sane i 

Xe Mig Lise sows, to cpprsice local eltuations, and” : 
See ta isolate the Local proilens most in ceed of regearchs S :



ee : é ; : &e > Eoasesyttion Potloushive tea enable selected men to 
eee : wore Ga those vroblexs, to deyolop technieves for : 

: ens ; their solution, and to demonstrate the effieacy of ' a 
es : euch techniques, Such follovenips sould st} the sane. ee 

[aoe tana 3 tine ereste a trained menporers ie he 3 

UL ce og, Setanta tte Syilavehing ov Geoate te resolve such. : 
: “a 3. 2 asstioss Dunhanastal to CG) or (8) aa may arise from... 22 

a a : : The cetios was aes hinds eae a Hy uC ee : 

See oo = : : Mowilcg stele AG eon is oe 

‘GeO O° OMIDORES” Ene ehatrnen explaiaed that the proposed mbeamibtes = 
a : which is to ‘welte S& repork on the wild isfe aistuntion is to formate Be ee 

: i *. budget ta cover ibe ackivities, which rill hava to be aotrowed by the Exeue e 

nL ables Goats Aber aan approvals: bbe wdsoonnd tee. May solicit fuse feed ~ 

ee ite works” : oe ae Ek 
os - 2 ae PRLESTVE SHES... The chairasn dageribed she conalttce of the : : 

. lstional Perks Assaciation nhich is nvking a study of the pub toch, Bryant 

oi 3° Was aeked bo keep this comal ties informed of lis activities Seo ae 

Gk . oe . A general discussion of +i1d lite nonegement undertckings in a 

 Rablonsl Parka followed, pein a oe 

nee ~ Ghelferd deseribed the prosoved progran of the Ecologtes) Gocioty oon 

23 oe natural sreas, incicting a set. of delinitionns and stenderds, He wee ~. ae 

"  gaked bo Keep this eaxsiétes inforued of ite final conolustonge 3 i. 

‘ = ‘ Srysnt wae instructed te prepare a resolution expressing the rape ‘ 

ae port of this comelttes for the naturel araa ides, - : ’ : 

GRASELARD RISLAACH, Cholford deseribed the plens ef the Eeologe 

ical Society for grassland reservations, He wax naked te keep thia comite . 

tee informed. 5 Ee 5 ; : 

IS USEE ES SUSI. Discussion foliesad of the Esibsh Cuestion .<-
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| {Adans) Adainistestive Studies (Adare) Poisoning Policy (Adena) and Exotic 

Enecies (Goldwon), So eciion was tukems " 

. Tha Comaittes aigourned subject to the esi of the chal ratte



NEW YORK OFFICE CABLE ADDER reg 

HE ENGINEERING FOUNDATION 
Santer 

39 WEST THIRTY-NINTH STREET WASHINGTON, Db. c 

a NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 
Established in 1916 by the National Academy of Sciences 

under its Congressional Charter and organized with the cooperation of the 

National Scientific and Technical Societies of the United States 

2101 Consrirution Avenue, Wasutnoton, D.C, 

% December 7, 19351 : 

Memorandum to the Executive Board: 

The Division of Biology and Agriculture, through its 
_+¥—_———— Se pact 

Executive Committee, requests the approval of the following per- 

sonnel for the Committee on Wild Life: 

John C. Merriam, Chairman, Carnegie Institution of 

Washington, Washington, D. C. 

Charles C. Adams, New York State Museum, Albany, N.Y. 

H. E. Anthony, American Museum of Natural History 

Harold C. Eryant, National Park Service, Washington, D.C. 

E. A. Goldman, Bureau of Biological Survey, U.S.D.A. 
Aldo Leopold, Madison, tisconsin 
V. E. Shelford, University of Illinois 

ge 
Ltt <2 ve ee LSet ie Ma Son SAY pee 

a Sd 
Duncan S. Johnson, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture
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Merch &1, LOdL- : 

Doctor ¥. 6. Girtie ~ . : 
Professor ef Zoology i : ; 
University of Mesourd f 

4 _ Columbia, Eiasouri 

My dear Doctor Curtiss 

‘ Doctor Merriam has just incuired by telephone whether 
you were now in the city end, uwoon finding that you had returned 

to the University,.he wishes me to let you kaow that he hepes 
i ' that he may have an cpportunity to talk with you agein in regard 

; to the organisation of the proposed wild Life commiutes of the 
Division of Biology and Agriculture before the committee is apnoint= 
ed, There ere some matters which have recently come to hls atten= 

: tion in connection with the work of committees of the Academy and 
of the Research Council on geseral conservation policies in which ; 
he feels that such a camalttee as that which you have in mind can es 
be of much assistarce, and I think thst there have occured to 
Doctor Merrlom soma suggestions in regard to possibilities for 

: chairmanship of the new cammibtes (ebous which you talked with hin)... 

“. I-em telling Doctor Merrian that I feel sure that you 

will be glad ta take an early opvortunity during your stay in 
Vashington. toward the end of April to go into these matters again f 

vita bin, 

Sincercly yours, 
# 5 ae ‘ : 

Albert L, Barrows 
‘ : ~Asgistant Secretary 

. ASsave i
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: September 24, 1960 aS ¢ 

. Doctor W. 6, Curtis. . 

Universiiy of Missouri ay : : : 
Columoia 
Missourd : : : 

ity dear Doctor Curtiss ; 

Doctor Kellogg has just had an opportunity on bis retura to 

: Vashington this week to see your note of tugust 14 and the attached ; 

correspondence with Hr, Leopold, He ia much interested in the general ee 

aspects of this matter and will ba. glad to talk the matter over with: 

i you after you reach Washingtoa. i 

Docter Keallogets idea-in making the suggestion to Prepideat 

Campboll last May to which you refer in regard to a consideration of : 

the efficacy of plant quarantine measures was based upon the idea ; 

that such an informal confereace of representatives of the several 

groups concerned in the matber noed not be arranged under tae auspices : 

of tha fational Résearch Council and trou seme points of view had 

bebter not be so arrenged, but rather thet this conference on plant 

quarantine nizht perhaps be brough’ abous ag a spontaneous mesting oF 

the representatives of the several groups of agencies concerned in. 

; this question, Doctor Kellogg's point of view with respect to this : a 

' fovner inquiry was guided oy his undavatinding of the purpose of the : 

Couneil as an ageney for the direct encouragement of research rataer Dea 

then as an agency for tie rendering of decisions in controversial issuedy 

even though a cortain snout of serious investigation were recuired in 

i . order to reach such decisions, i f , 

: Ur. Leopold, as t tink I let you know earlier in the sumer, 

had also suggested directly te Doctor Surgess as Chairman of the Coun 

cil that the Council take some abegs toward the systematic study of 

problems of conservation. -The only ageney which the Council had at 

_ that time to deal directly with consorvation problems was a committee 

whieh thé Bxecutive Hoard nag maintained for several years upon the 

. @onservasion of natural resources. The matber was accordingly called 

fo the atsention of the Chaizam of this committee wao is Dector Merriam, é 

end £ find thas Lootor derriam is much interested in the proplems pre- 

_ sented oy the present issue, I feol sure thas Doetor Herriaa will. be 

( glad to talk with you avoub the matter, ‘ 

, Sincerely yours, 

sa : Wee fioert L, Darrows - 

pak Assistant Secretary : 

PSP ALS inva | | : g < : ‘
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3W YORK OF! CABLE ADDRESS 
‘TH MINEERING FOU tion NARECO 

ay THIRTY-NINTE REET WASHINGTON, D, C 

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 
; Established in 1916 by the National Academy of Sciences 

under its Congressional Charter and organized with the cooperation of the 

National Scientific and Technical Societies of the United States 

B & 2isr Srreers, Wasurnoton, D. C, 

Sept. 24, 1930 

Memorandum for Dr. Kellogg: 

Although this note from Doctor Curtis of 4ug. 14 has been 

acknowledged, it may perhaps be well to take the occasion of your 

seeing it this week to comment upon his suggestion in order that there 

may be no mis understanding about what you intended to suggest to Dr. 

Campbell lest May with respect to the plant cuarantine issue. 

ALB. 

™



AE SEecr 
CABLE ADDRESS 

° NGINEF FOUNDATION 
NAR“CO 

‘ oT THL NINTH STREET 
WASHINGTON, D. C, 

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 
3 Established in 1916 by the National Academy of Sciences 

under its Congressional Charter and organized with the cooperation of the 

National Scieurific and Technical Societies of the United States 

B & 21sr Srreets, Wasuincron, D. C. 

Vioods Hole, Massachusetts s 

: August 14, 1930 

Ir. Vernon Kellogg 
National Research Council 

Washington, bL, ©, 

My dear Lr, Kellogg: 

‘he enclosed copy of « letter to Mr. aldo Leopold dated Sate 

; fugust 14th is forwarded for your ingormation. 1+ is possible that 

such a committee might function in the manner suggested in the last 

paragraph of the memorandum sent you by br, Allen under date of May 

1, 1950 in connection with your letter of May 5, 1930 to President 

W,. We Gampbell of the University of California. 

Sincerely, 

SY” 3 . Loe AE 

. WOCslt 
f 

enclosure W. C. Curtis, Chairman 

Vivision of Biology and Agriculture



‘EW - FFICE CABLE «DDRESS 

= SINEEF « FOUNDATION NARECO, 

29) «EST THIR'. -NINTH STREET WASHINGTON, 0./ c& 

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 

+ Established in 1916 by the National Academy of Sciences 

under its Congressional Charter and organized with the cooperation of the 

National Scientific and Technical Societies of the United States 

y B & 2\sr Streets, Wasninectron, D. C. 

: Hoods Hole, Massachusetts 
éugust 14, 1950 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
FYorest Products Laboratory 

Madison, Wisconsin 

By dear Mr. Leopold: 

The unsigned éraft of a letter from yourself end associates 

regarding a proposed UVonmmittee of the Livision dealing with Wild Life 
! reached us during the mesting of the Executive Uomnittee, August llth. 

This matter had previously been placed wpkn our 4genda and therefore re~ 
ceived such consideration as was possible on this occasion. 

No action was taken but I think the attitude of the Executive 
Committee decidcdl} favorable toward the creation of such a committes, 
It wes felt, however, thnt the situation should be very carefully con- 

1 sidered by the chzirman in correspondence and conference in Washington 
- this fall and at tho December mesting of the Exscutive Uommittee before 

submission to the Livision at its annual meeting in April, 1931. Fur- 
ther correspondence is invited and 1 shall hope to see some of you in 

' Washington before December, 

Sincerely, 

W,. &, Curtis, Chairman 
FCCs1t Division of Biology ond Agriculture



z August 7, 1930 : 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

Committee on Conservation : 

x ovals 0 ACERS LATER EOD: 

Doctor Remington KekLlogg telephoned this morning to say that 

he has information that a petition initiated by Mr. Leopold (of the Uni~ 

versity of Wisconsin) has been forwarded to Doctor Curtis as Chairman of 

the Division of Biology and Agriculture requesting ostensibly that a committee 

on wild life conservation be appointed by the National Research Council. 

This petition has been signed by Doctor E. 4. Goldman, A. H. Howell and 

H. L. Stoddard, 911 of the Bureau of Biological Survey. 

Doctor Kellogg understands also that the petition requests that 

a meeting of this committee, if appointed, be held at Woods Hole in September 

and one at Christmas time in connection with the meeting of the American 

" Association for the Advancement of Science. 

for
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: August 5, 1950 fi ae 

Doctor #, C, Curtis : 
Morine Biolagical Laboratory — : a 
Woods. Hole 
Yassachusetts ’ ; 

. My dear Doctor Curtiss 

- While tho enclosed correspondence was referred to 
Dostor John ©, Merriam as Chairma of the Cowicil's general 
Commitses on Conservation, I think that you mar perhans be 
interested in Mr. Leopold's pronosal and I an sure tuat Reis 
Doctor Herrian will welcomes eny suggestions which you may . 
wish to offer in this connection. 

53 Ber ar ct : : Dincerely yours, 

-. Albert L. Barrows 3 ; 
; : 4gsistant Secretary 

ALIsmve _ : i 
: ENC. : 5 

/ :



COPY : 

Berkeley, Califormia 
July 28, 1930. 

5 Mr. Aldo Leopold : 
421 Chemistry Building 

: University of Wisconsin : 
Madison, Wisconsin : 

My dear Mr. Leopoldt 

I have just received in Berkeley, California, a copy of 

your letter to me of July seventh, and copies of your correspondence 
with the National Research Council, all of this material referring to 
the possibility of creating a central organization to receive and 
administer funds for the advancement of game conservation and to stim- - 

y ulate and correlate the efforts of many agencies already in that 

field. , 

I am much interested in the proposal which you have made 
and feel that such a project offers large opportunity for progress in 
the field of conservation. I am to be in the west with a very heavy 
schedule for the next six or seven weeks, but 1 shall be glad to think 
over the matter and write you again regarding any definite suggestions 
which I may be able to submit. It is probable, however, that there 
may not be opportunity for me to communicate with you before my return - 

to Washington toward the end of September. 

With my good wishes, and with renewed expression of interest 

in your proposal, I em 

‘ Very sincerely yours, 

(signed) Jom C. Merrian



Nie-v “ORK OFFICE ; COPY CABLE ADRESS 
‘THE ENGY .RING FOUNDATIC NARECO 

29 WEST RTY-NINTH ST s WASHINGTON, D. c. 

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 
Established in 1916 by the National Academy of Sciences 

under its Congressional Charter and organized with the cooperation of the 

National Scientific and Technical Societies of the United States 

B & 21sr Srreers, Wasuincron, D, C. : 

July 3, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 

ne hcg of Wisconsin 
Madison, 'isconsin 

Dear Mr, Leopold?— 

Doctor Burgess, the Chairman of the National Research 

* Council, has referred to me your letter of June 50 inquiring in 

regard to facilities which the National Research Council may have 

for the study of problems of conservation. i 

The National Research Council for some years has main— 

tained a Committee on Conservation which has given certain attea— 

tion to the general principles involved in conservation problems, 

put as yet this committee has not undertaken the specific considera- 

tion of questions involved in game conservation. May I suggest 

: that you communicate with Doctor John C, Merrian, President of the 

Carnegie Institution of Washington, Washington, D. C., who is chair— 

man of this committee and who, I feel surc, will be glad to advise 

you. 

; : Very sincerely yours, 

Albert L. Barrows 
: Assistant Secretary
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Conducted for the 
Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers! Institute 

by Aldo Leopold 
i 421 Chemistry Building 

Madison, Wisconsin ; 

: June 30, 1930 i 

De. George K, Burgess, Chairman 
National Research Council 
Washington, D,. C. 

Dear Doctor Burgess: : 

The game conservation movement is, I think, coming to 
the realization that a central organization is needed to coordinate 
the efforts of the many private and official organizations now 
working in this field, and to edminister funds for research and 

; education if they become available. 

Experience has show, however, that such a central or— 
ganization, if set up by the agencies already at work in this field 
without outside help, is likely to reflect particular individual or 
group viewpoints which may not be acceptable to the public at large 
or to the scientific community. ; 

This leads me to inquire whether the National Research 
Council is in a position to furnish any kind of service which would 
help assure a disinterested set-up. I assume of course that the game 
organizations would pay for such service. I would appreciate it very 
much if you covld give me a brief sketch of what the service is and 
what other jobs it has undertaken. . 

You may possibly recall meeting me when I was associate 
director of the Forest Products Laboratory and we were cooperating 

: with you in connection with the Forest Utilization Conference. 

; Yours sincerely, 

i ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



COPY BN 

DEPARTMENT OF ANATOMY : 
JOHNS HOPKINS MEDICAL SCHOOL 
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 

} June 15, 1950 

Mr. Aldo Leopold : 
Madison 
Wisconsin 

My dear Mr, Leopold: j i 

As the letter of June 6 was written on your letterhead I am 
replying to you rather than to Dr. Cole. 

I am anxious to do all I can to further the project of having 

a committee on conservational research of the National Research Council. 

I fully realize that this could not embark on anything of a conservation— 

al nature and its activity might be somewhat circumscribed. Still, : 

‘ considering that one of the gravest dangers that threatens wild life at 

present is the indiscriminate and hasty way in which wild life matters 

are handled, including control measures, without preliminary research, 

such a committee could do a great amount of good through continually. 

stressing the advisability of such research. 

The amount of good that such a committee would accomplish would 

depend entirely upon its versonnel. If it includes in its membership 

individuals who have axes to grind and who are subjected to political or 

other extraneous pressure its impartiel functioning will likely be severely 

- curtailed and its usefulness lessened. 

I note that the letter addressed to me was sent also to Herbert 

L,. Stoddard, S, Prentiss Baldwin, and EB. A. Goldman. The inference I draw 
is that these gentlemen will be asked to serve upon the committee. The 
first two choices are excellent. I would advise strongly against the third. 

Major Goldman is a fine man and conscientious, but he is so intensely loyal 

‘ to the Biological Survey that it has been clear for many years that his 
views are always reflections of Biological Survey policies, and the latter 
must largely be controlled by political necessities. For a Biological 
Survey member of the Committee I would regard Preble, McAltee, Palmer or 
Bailey as much more desirable, especially the first. 

~ Sincerely yours, 

A. Brazier Howell
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GAME SURVEY es 

Conducted for the Sporting Arms and Ammu- 
i nition Manufacturers! Institute 

By Aldo Leopold, 421 Chemistry 
: Building ; 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

; June 6, 1930 

Messrs. Herbert L. Stoddard 
A. Brazier Howell 
8. Prentiss Haldwin 
E. A. Goldman 

Gentlemen: 

The purpose of this letter is to ask whether you will Join ; 
‘ with the undersigned in recommending to the National Research Council 

that it establish a Committee on Wild Life Research, to function 
under its existing Division of Biology and Agriculture. 

Purpose. The purpose of establishing a committee on wild life research 
is to make available the advisory guidance of the National Research 
Council to such agencies as many ask for it. An increasing number of 
agencies are financing or conducting research projects in this field. 

Procedure. It is proposed that a representative of this group appear 
at the meeting of the Executive Committee at Woods Hole on August 11, 

: and ask it to authorize its chairman, Dr. W. C. Curtis, in consultation 
with this group, to draw up plans for the appointment and functioning 
of a committee. 1t is proposed that this group meet with Dr. Curtis at 
the Cleveland meeting of the Association for the Advancement of Science 
next December, and present the plans to the Council as soon thereafter 
as possible. 

For the present, will you let us know whether you ere willing 

to become one of the sponsors for this proposal? 

Yours sincerely 

(s) Aldo Leopold 
~ In charge, Game Survey 

(s) L. J. Cole 
Professor of Genetics 
University of Wisconsin



: - May 8, 1935 : 

: ; ; 

Doctor Ao Ge Ruthven, President, : 
University of Michigan, iene 
Ann Arbor, Nishizon 

Dear Dostor Ruthven: : : 

; Qhe report of the Subecomalttes on the Training of 

Men for Administrative and Educational Work in Wild Life Probleas sh 
was duly received and prosented to the Division of Blolosy and : 

: Agriculture at its annual meeting. In respouse to the recommonda- 
tion made it seemed to us that no committee appointed by the 
Council would be as competent as the Wild Life Comaittes already 
instituted. I judse from your vonort, however, that this Committes 

x would not care to undertake the canvass and report recommendéede IT : 
wonder if it would not be possible to got this work done throurh 5 

‘ tho Brreau of Biological Survey, of which le de Ne Darling is 
Chief. The second point in your recommendations could be easlly 
handled if we could get someons to undertake the canvasse ‘This 

would be, I should think, a rather timeetonsuming and expensive 
investication and there ara no funds at the disposal of the Counsil 

L for this type of work, If you think woll of tho suggestion, I would 
ve glad to present to ir. Darling the conclusions reached by your 
Committee and ask him to undertake the survey and report desirad. 

We are continuing the Sub-committee so that its 
service will be available if eccasion requires, ‘his action is in 
line with tho recomnondation in your paragraph 15. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ivey FP. Lewis, Chairmen, 
i : Division of Biology and Agriculture 

IfLsp . : ;



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
ANN ARBOR 

PRESIDENT'S ROOM 

Aoriiiie 5) 1955. 

Dr. Ivey F. Lewis, 
Chairman, Division of Biology and Agriculture, 
National Research Council, 
2101 Constitution Avenue, 
Washington, D. C. 

My dear Dr. Lewis: 

Se 
I am sending to you the report.which 

you requested in your letter of February 23. 
I hope it is not too late. 

I must confess that the Committee has 
not had the benefit of Mr. Leopold's ideas. The 
report is really the result of the work of 
McMurry, Lovejoy, and myself. I have asked Mr. 
Leopold to send me any criticisms or emnendations 
that he may have to offer and these I will send 
to you a little later as a supplementary report. 

Yours sincerely, 

R 

ENC 

\ o att bent 
ae Hse Leal ) Met Wetec 
4 {| Q =



February 23, 1935 — 

Dr. A, G. Ruthven, 
University of Michigan ; ' 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

My dear Dr. Ruthvens : 

The 1935 armual meeting of the Division of Biology and 
: Agriculture of the National Research Council ia to be held on April 

20 and 21 and, at that tine, we shall wish to present to the mem- 

bers a review of the work of our comnaittees and projects for the 
past fiscal year. liay we have a report from you on the activities of 
the Sub-committee on the Trainings of Men for Administrative and Edu- 
cational Work in Wild Life Problems of the Committee on iiild Life, 

' together with any recomaendations waich you may wish to have consider- 
ed by the Divisione 

ee 
All committees of the National Research Council automatically 

\ go out of existence on June 30 of each year and special action is re- 
quired to continue them. If you wish to have your Committee continued, 

will you please send in your recommendations to that effect. Itis en- 
tirely in order to make any changes or additions in the personnel which 

: Seem desirable, as committees must be voted anew each year. r 

The Division office would like to receive reports and recom- 
mendations not later than March 15, in order that these may be manifold~ 

. ed and distributed to the members of the Division in advance of the meet~ 
ing. if you can let us have your report by that date, it will be great- 
ly appreciated. 

oe Sincerely yours, - 

: Ivey F. Lewis, Chairman 

: Division of Biology and Agriculture 

ed ;
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. THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK - RUDOLF RUEDEMANN 
: a THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT SARE aEeonreboares if 

: Beery ctor asian 
CHARLES C. ADAMS c NEW YORK STATE MUSEUM R. D. aioe a 

DIRECTOR STATE ENTOMOLOGIST 

ALWIN G. WHITNEY ALBANY, Ne ¥- H.D. HOUSE 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR Cc. A. HARTNAGEL 

ASSISTANT STATE GEOLOGIST 

WINIFRED GOLDRING 
ASSISTANT STATE 

a PALEONTOLOGIST 

K. F. CHAMBERLAIN 
ASSISTANT STATE 

s ENTOMOLOGIST 

December 13, 1934. ELSIE G. WHITNEY ASSISTANT STATE BOTANIST 
DAYTON STONER 

STATE ZOOLOGIST 

OFFice OF DIRECTOR : W. J. SCHOONMAKER 
ASSISTANT STATE ZOOLOGIST 

NOAH T. CLARKE 
STATE ARCHEOLOGIST 

lr. Aldo Leopold, Chairman, 

Committee on Wild Life Studies, 
New Soils Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold:= 

I have your letter of December 5, enclosing a 

copy of the letter to Chairman Lewis. I think my letter to you, 

of December 10, covers most of your points. 

: For years the Federal funds for wild life research have been 

seanty, due to the pressure of special interests. The various 

Relief Agencies should allocate a part of their money to research 

AN 

by the resvlar existing Federal agenc¥éa, The Mammal Society has 

tried in vain to have this done with some of the poison control 

funds. 

I think your emphasis is too exclusively economic. What about 

wild life on all kinds of public lands? 

If the National Research Council is to make a special plea for 

Research Funds, our Committee ought to work out a brief comprehensive 

and simole program which, if presented in simple language, ought to 

get a hearing. 
: Very sincerely, 

Chas. C. Adams, Director.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK RUDOLF RUEDEMANN ; 

7: THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT a ORC VEG 
syArigeoloatar 

CHARLES C, ADAMS NEW YORK STATE MUSEUM R. D. GLASGOW 
OIRECTOR 

STATE ENTOMOLOGIST 

ALVIN G, WHITNEY 5 ALBANY, N. Y. H. D. HOUSE 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 
Cc. A. HARTNAGEL 

it ASSISTANT STATE GEOLOGIST 

¥ WINIFRED GOLDRING 
ASSISTANT STATE 

. PALEONTOLOGIST 

K. F. CHAMBERLAIN 

s December 10, 1954. eee ober aati 
ie ELSIE G. WHITNEY 

aa ASSISTANT STATE BOTANIST 

fee cee 
OFFice OF DIRECTOR OU aerate cee care 

NOAH T. CLARKE 
STATE ARCHEOLOGIST 

REPORT TO THE COMRMTTIENS ON WILD LIFE OF NATIONAL RUSSARCH COUNCTT. 

7 (Division of Biology and agriculture) 

Hr. Aldo Leopold, Chairman, 

New Solis Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold:e 

Your letter of July 7, 1954, came in due tine, 

-" end I wrote you Aucust 13 that I would write more fully later, in 

reply to your questions. I have found some of your questions rather 

difficult to understand, but I have endeavored to enswer thom as 

best I could. 

I note that your Cuestionnsire is based on the Ruthven-Love joy 

sub-committee report to Dre Merriam. Before this report was pre- 

pared I spoke to Ruthven about it. At that time ho said that they 

would discuss general principles and give the results of what Ind 

| been atcomplished in the State of Michigan. While I did not think 

| that such a report would eover tha fiolda adequately, I thought 

| that 1% would have a real value. The report, however, as presented, 

| 
| ;
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is quite a different thing. 

| "gee. 3 recommends: That the National Research Couneil 

: recognize a limited number of educational centers in 

: the United States where teaching end research in wild 

life conservation shall be enecurazed." 

guestion 1: "Does the limitation refer mainly to undergraduate 

| instruction, or does it propose also to limit graduate research to 

certain recomnized institutions?* 

Answer: Certainly this Gommittee is not concerned solely ti th 

| the advertisement of a few places where “land use" is stressed. 

As far as this general proposition is concerned, both colls ges and 

| graduate work are of much importance, as both are essential phases. 

I doubt the wisdem of the National Research Council "recognizing" 

| a limited number of centers where wild life teaching and research 
' 

| ; is done. If this means listing then with approval, then all active 

| centers, where teaching or research or both are done, should be 

| "recognized", There are, of course, wild life problems thich are 

| broader than "lend use as commonly understood, Too often this 

implies only the economic approach, while much wild life work may 

also be primarily of social value. It is important not to let 

this wild life problem appear to be solely or even primariiy an 

economic problem, The economic vested interests have not been 

found to be the best friends of whld life. 

Question 2: "Shall the Comaittee undertake to designate the 

' "limited number of educational centers" at the present time"?



ure Aldo Leopold 3 December 10, 1934, 
, ; 

Ansver: As indicated above, I think it unwise to attempt to 

designate educational centers. At present most educational eaters 

do not take their wild life work very seriously. It is largely 

an incidental interest, even in spite of the fact that some money 

is spent on such work. Today the interest is mainly individual 

and not institutional, as shown by the resistance on the part of 

officials toward properly encouraging such work. 

Several institutions already have enough freedom and funds 

to definitely and seriously encourage wild life work, but they 

are unwilling to sacrifice other conventional, lines of work for 

the new work, or are too jealous of who is to control such work, 

to give it adequate frecdom. These inet tutions already have 

scholarships, fellowships, assistantships, etc., which can be so 

used, if they so desire. As soon as those facilities are provided 

they will be "recognized" by caneble students, without advertising 

by our Comittee. 

"Sece 4 recommends: That the schools offering work in ,..land 
utilization will be urged to...create advisory unit s...to 

consist of representatives from each of tne disciplines 
involved." 

Guestion 3: “How may the Committee effectively urge such ad~ 

visory units or institutes? Can existing examples be pointed out? 

Can useful specifications for their creation tbe drawn"? 

Answer: I take this question to mean how cen these ceiters 

get advice, and how can the Committee advise the oducational centers? 

i would suggest the follow ng:-



“Mr. Aldo Leopold 4 December 10, 1954. 
‘ : . 

1. Let the cducational institutions which desire to emphasize 

their leadership, provide funds for a conference at their institu- 

tions and thus bring together the Comittee, Federal, local and 

. State leaders, for a program and discussion of the broad features 

of the problem, including the local aspects. A few of such confer- 

ences would do much to lead to a mutual understandings and would be 

& real test of the sincerity of the claims of the educatiorsl in= 

stitutions to sesk advice. 

2. A series of papers might be prepared for publication in 

various journals, telling what the educational institutions are 

doing. The public (State and Federal) officials should be requested 

to state what they felt were the educational needs of men required 

for their work, and what both groups considered the major practical 

and research problems in their field. These results would help ail 

of these centers, 

S. If the lecal educatioml centers need an advisory sroup, 

persons fron their om faculty should be the nucleus of such an 

advisory group. They can easily call in any others needed, f 

"Sec, 6 recomnonds: That the schools be asked to cooperatesc..- 
with government agencies...by providing expert advice 
and research facilities." 

Question 4; "Does the recent expansion in government land utilize- 

tion activities need specific appraisal to determine whether avarle 

able school advice ana facilities are being used? Is there ea con- 

verse need for government agencies to conduct and finance research 

profects through schools, rather than Girectly?" (This refers to 

the general principle asserted in the Ruthven report"that instruction
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and research are primarily school functions.") 

Answer: See the preceding ansver. 

The present expansion of public land utili zation emphasizes 

the more urgont need of trained men for the social end economic 

aspects of the wild life problem. It also shows the folly of not 

encouraging this kind of work years ago, rather than sone of the 

orthodox lines that have not been so useful in the present emerge cy. 

the broad problem of tm use of forest and sub-marginal land, and 

its wild life problem caught most of our schools and universities 

unprepared, without adequately trained men @ provisional policies. 

AS a result there has been, of necessity, much harm done by half-baked 

men in charge of sreat nunbers of relief workers, who have requir ed 

supervision. Sone of this was preventable. Of course, this is 

water now over the wheelt 

Where shoulé.be cooperation between the educaticnal centers 

and the State agencies. The Federal agencies should follow the 

exemple of the United States Buresu of Yisheries and have closer 

cooperation with educational centors. This has been to its great 

advantage. With Fedsral Biological or Wild Life Stetions, comparable 

to the marine scaside and fresh water fish ry laboratories, much 

greater cooperation could be secured. This aspect needs much em= 

phasis. 

- Now, as to where research is to be done on these wild life 

problems, ~ experience points clearly to two major systens:- 

‘1. Zhe universities and colleges. It is particularly at the 

State universities, where such exist, that we should expect the
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most from cooperation and from research. Any college or university 

that has a staff capable of conducting research may be able to make 

a valuable contribution to the scientific aspect of the wld life 

problem. As previously stated, tho State universities and forestry 

“end agricultural colleges in many states are in the best position 

to work on some of the social and economic aspects of this problem. 

2. State and Tedoral agencies. The adeptability of State and 

Federal agencies for research will depend upon their fundamental 

organization,- as to whether these agencies are organized for 

administration, or for research. Extensive experience and syocial 

studies have shown that in general, administrative bureaus are not 

organized satisfactorily for research,and do not have the atmos- 

phere or facilities for such work. Furthermore, such State bureaus 

” are frequently not under civil service and therefore lack the 

| . stable policies that are generally needed to produce a high class 

| ef scientific work. As.a rule, also such administrative bureaus 

| lack the libraries, collections and other necessary facilities for 

research. 

| {There are many Interstate and International problems thm t must 

depend primarily. on Federal research. Their weakness is their 

dominant political control by certain vested interests. 

State scientific research agencies should be able to undertake 

important research on wild life. They have certain advantages over 

the colleses and universities because of not having their vork 

interrupted by class-room hours, Their orgenization varies greatly 

in the different states. In New York State the State Musmm is
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‘the central State scientific research agency. 

guestion 5: "Shall a subcommittee be appointed to draft such 

an inventory of research status? Nay the Chaienen go outside the 

present Comaittee if necessary?" 

Answer: Everyone acquainted with the status of our knowledge 

of wild life, knows that there are many problems acutely needing 

study. I think that the present Committee is fully cspabis of 

making a general list of probleas. Such lists, it seems to ma, 

have relatively little value, and are seldom used by those who 

most need them. Such statements, when printed, become buried 

in the literature, and those that need them the mast do not gen- 

erally know how to find them! 

If the Chairman can get additional help from others not on 

the Committee, I have no objection. 

Question 6: "Shall a subcommittee be appointed to appraise the 

need for such fundemental studies, to designate the fields in which 

they probably lie, to report what existing studies bear on the 

problem, and what new ones are needed? May the Chairman go outside 

the present Committee menbership if necessary?" 

Answer; I suggest Numbers 5 and 6 be combined. 

(@) ECONOMIC VEHICLES 

Question 7: “Shall this Committee urge the prosecution of this 

| project? If so, through whom? Is the sponsorship of the Science 

| Advisory Board the most logical one?" (¢f. Leopold. Conservation 

Economics. Jour. For., Nay, 1934, pp. 537-544).
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Answer: In case the present depression does not make a quick 

recovery, we are likely to have considerable social and economic 

reorganization. The wild life problem will require a re-orientation 

_ in the goneral system. I do not believe that it is possible or 

' desireable to attempt the wild life problem as an independent unit; 

it should have its place in the genoral scheme of social and econ- 

omic programs. 

At present I do not know which agency 1s likely to be the most 

constructive. E doubt the value of any relief agency for this 

purpose. e 

I doubt if the Science Advisory Board should delegate this to 

any special grows; it should, if delegated, be to a composite sroun 

of wide experience and interests, including naturalists, sociclo= 

gists and economists. 

; (D) RESEARCH PoLIoy 
guestion 83 "Shall the Committee offer its advisory services 

to the Biological Survey, and ask in what way, if any, it cen help?" 

ansver: The most important work of the Committee will be to 

first set its ow bearings, and have smething to show for its 

effort. I believe also, that it should work as an independent unit. 

If sao, it may be able to offer help and advice that-will do more 

good than if it is looked upon es an agent for the Biological Sure 

vey. It will have its hanés full attending to its owm business. 

The results of its study shovld.be mde jublic.



- ir. Aldo Leopold 9 December 10, 1934 ode 

Question 9: "Can the Committee undertake all of the ventures 

here discussed, or such part as may be endorsed by vote of its 

menbers? If not, which ones are the most important?" ; 

Amswer: I believe the Comnittee will have all it can do if it 

will give attention to 3 items, as follows: 

1. Prepare a report on the status of wild life teaching in the 

colleges and wniversities, both undergraduate and graduate. 

2. A brief summary report on the outstanding needs for wild 

life reacarch, (funds, fellowships, lends for experiments, etc.) 

Federal, State and my other outstanding facilities. 

3. A careful study by pessibly three special committees to 

secure a re-orientation of the wild life problem from three stand- 

points - 

1. On the basis of the public policies now in operation. 

; 2. On the basis of a return to the old system. 

5. On the basis of public ownership of natural resources 

: (Wild life already starts with thist) 

{These Committees should include say two members from our own 

Committee and the remainder, 3 or 5, to be economists and sociolo- 

gists, who have some knowledge or interest in wild life problems. 

So far as known to me we have no students of the Wild life 

problem who have been actively enzazed in this sort of broad study, 

and it is time that this should be started. 

Illick has been making 2a study of marginal land policies that 

are unusual and he might help. .



- Mr. Aldo Leopold 10 December 10, 1934 . 

Finally, I wish to add that in my opinion our Committee might 

j as well be abolished as to attempt to get results without a program 

and conferencese ; 

: There never was a tine in our history when there was a greater 

need for sane public policies, and I know of no other ageney which 

is likely to give this subject attention. The obligation is obvi-~ 

OUSe. 

Since this Committee was formed, the duck problem has reached 

acrisis. What has our Committees done ubout it? Of course, it 

might not have been able to do anything, but it misht have supported 

some of the conservation measurese ‘his is just a sample. We are 

likely to have other, possibly equally important problems, end if 

we can do nothing let us turn to other agencies, 

Of course, a major difficulty is that the menbers of the 

Committee already have their hands full, and yet the Committee 

needs to have on it persons with training and experience of a 

varied kind and with broad interests, and more than specialists. 

- I realize that you have a very difficult problem, but we need 

: to know before long whether or not we are on the right treck. 

I an sorry that I have been delayed so long in sending in 

these impressions. 

Very sincerely, 

Chas. C. Adams, 

New York State Museum, Albany, H. Y.
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Md REPORT OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE ON-THE TRAINING OF MEN © 

FOR ADMINISTRATIVE AND EDUCATIONAL WORK IN-WILD LIFE PROBLEMS 

etesedede ft Ve 

Your committee has given careful consideration to the nature 

of wild life problems and the educational facilities available for 

a program of instruction. It begs leave to present the following 

. recommendations: 

1. That the preservation and utilization of wild life 
be considered a part of the major field of land 
utilization, 

2. That the actual administration of wild life affairs 
be assumed to be definitely a responsibility of the 
state and federal governments. 

3. That the National Research Council recognize a limited 
number of educational centers in the United States 
where teaching and research in wild life conservation 

shall be encouraged. 

4. That the schools offering work in the field of land 
utilization be urged to develop comprehensive pro- 
grams of instruction and research. To this end it 
is suggested that the schools be urged to create ad- 
visory units to have general oversight of instruction 
and research in land utilization, each committee or 
“institute" to consist of representatives from each 
of the disciplines involved in the general field 
(such as geology, geography, forestry, zoology, botany, 
economics, and sociology). 

5. That the curricula comprise both long and short se- 
quences of courses designed for the instruction of of- 
ficials who are administering wild life affairs, stu- 
dents who wish to specialize in the field, and the 
general public. 

6. That the schools be asked to cooverate as fully as 
possible with governmental egencies dealing with land 
utilization problems by vroviding expert advice and 
research facilities.
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These recommendations represent an attempt to orient 

the subject of wild life conservation and to develop a method 

_of approach to it in the field of education. Your committee 

believes that this is an important preliminary step to the 

drafting of concrete programs of instruction and investiga- 

tion. In the opinion of your committee, sound practice in 

this field should be based on three fundamental concepts: (a) 

that wild life problems lie within the large field of land 

: utilization; (b) that instruction and research are primarily 

school functions while the administration of wild life as a 

natural resource is a function of government; (ce) that, ow- 

ing to the complexity of the subject, instruction and research 

in the schools should represent a cooperative effort involving 

@ considerable number of departments as usually organized. 

: Chairman



Copy for Dr. Ivey F. Lewis 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

‘ Ann Arbor 

President's Room 

: : March 30, 1934; 

Dr. John C. Merriam, 
Carnegie Institution of Washington, 
Washington, D.C. 

My dear Dr. Merriam: 

I am sorry that you find it necessary to resign 
as chairman of the Committee on Wild Life of the Na-~ 
tional Research Council. I can readily understand, how- 
ever, that your time is very much taken up with other 
things. 

I expect to have a report for the National Re- 
search Council by the time of the April meeting. I will 
find it necessary to put in a different kind of report 
than I planned at first. Changes are taking place so 
rapidly that the vroblem varies almost from day to day. 
I have been using the University as a sort of laboratory 
for the work of the Committee and even within our own or- 
ganization I find changes taking place that I did not 
anticipate for a number of years. 

Yours sincerely, 

(signed) ALEXANDER G. RUTHVEN 

Re creer



March 24, 1933 

REPORT OF THE COMMITTS2 ON WILD LIFS 

' 

i. . The Committee has been working during the past year on 

organization of the sub-committee for training of men for wild life 

: administration, which has been considered one of the most important 

i aspects of the problem. This sub-committee has now been formed and 

consists of President Alexander G. Ruthven, of the University of 

Michigan, Mr. Aldo Leopold, and Mr. P. S. Love joy, and has been meet=- x 

ing for discussion of the problem. Mr. Merriam has recently conferred 

with Dr. Ruthven and the members of the sub-committee and has visited 

Dr. Ruthven and his staff for consideration of the matters under dis= 

- cussion in Michigan. 

The problem is being considered on a very broad basis and in 

the most fundamental way relative to conservation and its ultimate 

significance. Mr. Merriam believes that the work will be one -of the 

most fundamental studies of this nature ever undertaken. It is hoped 

that it may soon be possible to formulate definite recommendations as 

result of these activities. 

4



: ; dugusts 13, 1935 

: ls, J. Ty Darling, Chie?, 

i U. 3. Burem of Biolozical Survey 
: : Yadhinwzton, D. Cs i 

Dear Mr. Darling? ; : 

: ; ZI understand that Me, Leonold has already sent you a 
cony of the advisory capert from the Govnl$tes on Wild Lite ov 

: the Divieion of Biolozy and Agricalture of the Natisnal Research 

‘ ‘Goune2ie We have had » good deal of copresvondence with tho . 
menuers of the Comiittes about the wecor$ and find that there ig 
some feeling that the renort is misleading in that 16 refers to ‘ 

‘zene rather thon "wild life*, “ha Yaeentive Comalttes of the : 
i Division of Siolozy and Agricelture has not held a mosting since 

the matter came uw and 1, therevore, sand the report merely as 
; the excreasion of opinion of tha Vormities on Wild Life. 

. 

: Sincerely yours, 

; : : Ivey F. Levis, Chaimcen - 
Division of Biolosy end Agriculture 

A TVEaB ;
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Avenat 13, 1935 - * 

Dee G. GC. Adans ; 
‘New Toe State Maseun - : é 

: é Albany, Yew Yous - 

Dear Dy. Adame: eS : 

y i have read with aveat interest and I hope with some nrofit | 

your second letter commending on the activities of the Wild Life Gom- 

: mittee of the Division of Biolosy and Agriculture. I an particularly 
interested in your mezestion that the comsittee should include more 
men wio are not in any my hemsered by governmental or political re- 4 
strictions. Dx. Nerriem has realened from the commities and this wilt 

Bive us 2a ogovortunity to equalize mtters alone the Lines you sugzest. 

The oresent meabershin of the coumiftes Includes, besides Leovold, vot, g 
De. Anthony, and De. Sielford to reorasent the dadevendantes and Yesgra. 
Bryont and Goldman to reorosen’ the coint of view of the Government. 
YT will te glad ts have from you the sugcastion of someone to renlaca Dr, 
Verrlan. %? an "“indecendent" 1s saledted this will sive a wajority of 

4 to 3 in fevor of thase without Government effiliations. ; 

The Sab-committes on the Training of Mon for Administrative 

and Uducational York in Wild Life Probless was Glacontimied om reesint 
: of its final report, so Dre. Ruthven and Lovejoy are ro longer members 

: of the comaittes. : 

A reel difficulty in the wy of effective worlr being dono by 
; this committees isa the lack of funda to provide for meetings. The only 

‘ _ Source for such funda ides dn the Committes on Grants-ineAdd woich will 
: not moot for some montha. i will be glad to vequest from thie comibice 

& gran’ to provide for a full meeting of the Gowmittes on 41d Life 
: when thers will be tine for fullar discvesion and consideration of cenoral 

t probleny and programs. Ths last mosting was hurried because of the : 
: dosire of Mr, Darling to obtain an immediate judewend. I azocose that 

sach emergency will not orlgea seein. 

‘ ; Sinceraly yourgs ; 

: . + Iver 3. Lewia, Chairman 

apt : Division of Glolosy and Agriculture : 
TRB
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Dr. Ivey ¥. Lewis, Chairman 

Division of Biology and Agriculture, 

National Research Council, | 

2101 Constitution Avenue, . 

Washington, D. Ce 

Dear Doctor Lewiss-= 

While in Washington last week, attending the 

meetings of the American Association of liuseums, I tried to see 

you, but learned that you were to be out of the city until early in 

June. I had received your letter of May 15, 1935, and I wanted 

to discuss further the work of the Wild Life Committee because I had 

‘serious doubts about continuing on the Committee, not only on account 

of our past experience, but equally because of the composition of the 

newly pronosed one. The proposed new Committee is even more over- 

loaded with government officials, who cannot speak as individuals, 

so that one Federal official is able to speak for a dozen, as they 

all seem to have but one opinion, and dare not deviate from this 

course. I am confident that the National Resaarch Council desires 

the expression of views from a competent and non-biased committee. 

This one does not give a trustworthy opinion on such matters. We



Dr. I. Fe Lewis A May 31,. 1935. 

were called to Washington to advise the Biological Survey on the 

expenditure of funds for wild life research from two sources: 

1. An appropriation of $42,000.00. 

2. A donation of $200,000.00 by the arms and ammunition 

makers e This fact does not appear in the final report. 

From the conduct of our lay 10 conference, and from the pre- 

liminary draft sent me by Leopold, I was satisfied that the final 

report would not be satisfactory to Anthony or to me, and possibly 

also to Shelford. ‘his has since been confirmed by these men. How- 

ever, it seemed futile to protest, and the final draft which I 

find on my return to Albany, was but little modified from the pre- 

liminary draft made in advance of the meeting, a copy of which I 

Y enclose. 

fhe information given us in the call, and that presented by 

Henderson and Bell at the conference, were quite different. There 

was no real discussion of the selection of States for cooperation 

with the Survey. I am puzzled why this was not discussed fully. 

Haste may eccount for this. 

Personally, I have not been able to overcome my doubts as to 

the wisdom of the Biological Survey accepting funds from a group = 

the ammunition interests - who have for years been reputed to have 

undue influence upon the Federal hunting season's regulations. We 

have been asked to make a program for the expenditure of a donation 

from these interests, but we do not know what understanding lies 

“pack of this donation. It is common knowledge that a price is
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generally demanded in return. Of course, we were not called upon 

to decide upon this aspect; but can the National Research Council 

ignore such possibilities? Our Committee Chairman did not elaborate 

this phase, and he knows their methods of work. The Wild Life 

Committee report emphasized freedom in the expenditure of the fund, 

: but this does not clear up any possible trading. .The Biological 

Survey may not have made a trade, but we have no assurance that 

pressure has not been exerted, as it has been in other instances 

in the past, as in the case of the cattle and sheep men in relation 

to predatory control. 

last Friday, Way 24, I called upon Mr. J. N.Darling, Chief 

of the Biological Survey, as I felt that the success of the whole 

research program depended upon the selection of a capable Survey 

representative who would have charge of it. Our Committee felt that 

Dre ¥. P. Taylor was their most competent man, but it was rumored 

that Mr. Gabrialson was to have charge. I considered this an error 

so went to Mr. Darling to emphasize the need of a university-trained 

man to work with the universities on a research program, as I was 

satisfied that Taylor was the best man they had. lr. Darling told me 

that Mr. I. Te Bode, formerly associated with him in Iowa, was to 

have charge. At any rate Mr. Bode is not well known to naturalists 

as a research man. Mr. Bode has been dropped in Iowa with a political 

overturn, but this does not justify his appointment at Washington, 

as we are not concerned with political “lame ducks", no matter what 

their merits are. I am confident that this kind of information would
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have a strong influence upon the opinions of our Committee. 

: A second startling statement from Darling was that the ammunition 

group had cut their donation from $200,000.00 to $30,000.00! (A 

report has since reached me that the Remington Arms Company is the 

sole supporter, as the Winchester group have backed out). At 

once I suggested to him that he drop the whole proposal with them; 

but he replied that he needed the money! I doubt that if our 

Committee had known this that they would have, on the short notice 

: they were given, cared to attend the meeting. Some of us dropped 

our own urgent work and hastened to Washington for a call on such 

uncertain foundations? 

When I talked with Darling on May 24, he had not yet received 

the Committee report from Leopold, and was very eager for it; but on 

. my return to Albany Leopold's letter of lay 22 states that he sent 

a copy direct to Darling. This seems to be a strange procedure, as 

it had not been approved by the Division. 

wh I enclose a copy of my letter to Leopold, of May 18, approving 

of the report, but none of my suggestions eons accepted in the final 

draft. 

As I understand it, the National Research Council is an advisory 

body, but this proposition as it now stands, is complicated by much 

uncertain politics, and I now doubt the wisdom of it being oficially 

sanctioned by the Council's Hxecutive Committee. It seems to me 

that it should be considered by the full meeting of the Division 

when such members as Wright, Rohwer and Kellogg are present, and who
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are more or less acquainted with the broad aspects of the problem. 

This, however, would not answer Darling's immediate request. Never- 

: theless, the Division has some responsibilities, and it may be 

embarrassed later if it approves a project whose donors are concealed. 

This clearly shows the risk of excessive haste and the confusion 

that mey erise from such action. 

The good feature of the Darling proposal is the $42,000.00 

apyropriation for wild life research. There can be no question 

about such critical items ass : 

1. Selection of a university-trained Ph.D. and research worker 

to supervise the relation to the universities cooperating. : 

2. Proper selection of the institutions. 

With wise discussions on these points there is not much chance 

Of “error. 

If your Hxecutive Committee should refer it back to the Chairman 

for revision and then have a meeting in July, that might be a solution, 

if the Committee was enlarged to get a broader view. 

I regret to bother you with these details, but you may not 

hear of this viewpoint in any other way. 

Very sincerely, 

. Chery 
Siac) Meas 

Enclosure 
Copy of letter to 

Leopold 

Also copy of 
preliminary draft



pe ates Mountain Lake, Va., 
:  Sesst 3, 1035 

Bi. Aldo Leopold, . 
~ Sew Sells Building, - be 

University of Wisconsin, ae 
adison, Wis.” 

Dear fie. Leapolds e Lae ; 

er Z an leaving for Washington on Yonday } 

and at that time will forward the report of your : wee 

7 Committee to ue, Darling, Although I regret that. 
a was mot ables because of Hr. Darling's urgency, 

: te arpangs for & more Ledourely meeting I neverthe~ : 

loss Zee) that the eommittee has been vaefal din an 

important way in tho dcevelooment of My. Darlingta 

: i plans, While the report has not officially gone == ; 

| te ~him I understand that he 1s femiliar with the 

"  tyend of the adsoussion. a) 
oo ' Sineerely yours, 

: . Chairman, Division of Blology 
‘and Agriculture
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 4 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

New Soils Building 
Ts fas vc 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS : daly 25, 1935 

Dr. Ivey F, Lewis, Chairman 
Division of Biology end Agriculture 

National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Aveme 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Levis: 

In accordsnce with your susgestion of June 10, I wrote : 
the four members of the Committee on Wild Life Studies who were 
not present in person at the lest meeting, ascing whether or no 
they anvroved the renort 2s submitted to you. Replies from 

Dr. Merriam and Dr. Ruthven ere attached, 

Goldman writes: "I regret thet I could not be nresent 
at the time of the meeting, but I understand Dr. Bell and Dr, Hen- 
derson took part." He does not specifically voice his approval 
put it is implied throushout his letter so I hardly feel justified 

in meking him write another letter giving his catesoricsl "veg 4 

Lovejoy writes: "The May 22 report seems to me inadequate 
in that it does not attemt to deal with the extension vhase of 
wild life research as I judge essenticl, Darling may have thought 

to attend to all sach by allocatine his tecanician to a lend grant 

collece." I taxe it that Lovejoy has no objection to the revort as 
it stends, but wishes it could have included an extension vlan. 

This was not included, as I hardly thowgnt it the province of the 
National Research Council, although it was discussed at the meeting. 

If this is a sufficient in@ication of the attitude of the 
absent members, can you now forward ‘the revort to lr. Darling? 

‘ Yours sincerely, 

ae Qbely tevpot 
oe ee 

Alda Leonold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh 

Encl.



: UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN } 
ANN ARBOR fu 

= PRESIDENT'S ROOM Wee 

duly 2, 1935. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Dr. Leopold: 

i I am glad to endorse the report 

sent to Dr. Lewis under date of May 22, 19345. 

The addition which might well be 

made is a series of recommendations cover- 

ing the working relationships between the 

universities, the Biological Survey, and the 

state conservation departments, This can, 

I suppose, be made later. 

Sincerely yours, 

eee (Sache) 

R pea 

Dictated by Dr. Ruthven 
Signed in his absence



CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

| OFFICE OF THE PRES!DENT June 26 i 1935. 

Professor Aloo Leovold, 
New Goils Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Professor Leonold: 

Dr. Merriem was just closing his office be- : 

fore leaving for the vest as your lstter of June 

twenty-fourth was received. Although he rezrets it 

extremely, Dr. Merriam is unable te se back to examine 

the revort with the care necessary if he were to give 

a categorical anoroval. He tells me, however, that, 

because of his confidence in your judgment, in general 

: terms he is in the habit of apvroving your recommenda— 

tions. 

Very truly yours,
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Jung 10, 1935 ; : 

Ur. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Euilding \ 

University of Wisconsin - 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The report of the Committee on Wild Life Studies came ; 

; duly to hand and I understand that Mr, Darling has already seen 
a copy of it. It seems to me that a report of this Importance, 

! before being finally approved by the Division of Biology and 

Agriculture, should be passed on by the entire Committee on Wild 

. Life. I understand that all of the members of the committee have 
“ peeeived copies «f the report and no doubt will communicate with 

= you about it. I should be glad to hear the judsment of the other 
: members of the committes at your convenience. 

I am very sorry to say that there are no funds at present 
4 available for committee activitics and so an afraid that ne active 

program will be justified in the immediate futurs. I suggest thet 

the committee be allowed to stand as previously appointed in the 
hope that funds will become available at some later date. 

Sincerely yours, : 

; i 

: Ivey F. Lewis, Chairman : 
Division of Blolory and Acriculture 

F IFL:B mete i 

- f 

iS ’
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: : duna 3, 1925 : 

Dr. H. 2. Anthony 
-  Americen Musewn of Natural History : 

7?th Street and Central Par Jest 
Hew Yor, Ne Yo ; ae 4 

Dear Dr. Anthony? ; 

; ; I have read your letter of Kay 27 with close attentlone : : 

The meried character of the lest partial conference was due to 
the desire of ir. Darling to get very promot advice on his nlans 
Whe undesirability of such quicis action ia evident. Z do not lock 

on this es a meeting of the committees but rather as a conference : 

of a few competent and intorested yeonles Cortainiy in the caze 

of 2 formal meeting of the comittes clang should be worked out well 

fin advances 

2 Among the diffleulties involved in the wors of a comit- 
tea such as that on Wild Live ia the over emphasia on the vroger 

j - vation of gama whith goes bacity I saonase, to a wider public inter- 

est in this chase of conservation than in other mabtera recogniged 
: as more Important by those commetent to judge. The sraatest. inme~ i 

: diate difficulty te the lack of funds which ia cue to the fact that 

the Council procram heg been mach cb down because of diminished 
income. ‘There 12 no sources of funda available except a rather . 
armell amount dor conferences, and I will be glad to recommend ayoro- 

: priations from this fund on recommendation from the committee. : 

4 i Sincerely yours, : 

f Ivey I. Lewle. Chairzan 
Division of Blolaszy and Asriculturs 

. IVLIB ce



IN RE Canur Appress “Musnotosr New Xora" 

Tor AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 

77au STREET anp CENTRAL PARK WEST 

NEW YORK, N.Y. 

DeraRtTMENT OF MAMMALOGY 

H. BE. ANTHONY, D.Sc,, Curator 
GEORGE G. GOODWIN, Assisranz Curator 
Rowerr T, Harr Px.d.,, Asswranr Curarcr 
G. BH. H. Tare, M.A., Assistayr Cogator or Sours AMENiCAN MAMMALS 1 

T. DONALD CARTER, Assisranz Curaror or OLD Wort Mamas 

RICHARD ARCHBOLD, Resrancu AssocraTr 
WiLLiaM J. MORDEN, Pu.B., Fiery Assocrare 
ARTHUR S. VERNAY, Frerp Assoorare May 27 5 1935. 

Dear Dr. Lewis: 

I received your communication of May 15th notifying me of the continua-— 

tion of the Committee on Wild Life of the National Research Council, in which 

I am asked to serve for the next fiscal year. ‘ 

I am willing to serve on this committee, but wish to take this opportu- 

nity to express certain sentiments as to the function of the committee and the 

policies which I believe are a primary responsibility of the comnittee. 

At the meeting recently held in Washington, we were asked to express an 

opinion on a plan submitted by the Chief of the Biological Survey. We were 

called at short notice to convene and discuss this plan. I was personally 

not conversant with many of the details which were made a necessary topic in 

this discussion, and I imagine others of the committee were at the same disadc- 

vantage. The proposal of Mr. Darling involved contributions from private 

“sources, the allocation of funds and personnel to various State educational in- 

stitutions, and matters of policy which called for careful enunciation. The 

chairman of the committee brought to the meeting a long report which was to re- 

ceive committee endorsement or emendation as a result of the conference. I saw 

this report for the first time that afternoon, and because of its length and the 

insistence upon details with which I could not hope to be adequately informed up- 

on such short notice, I expressed to the committee the hope that we were not ex- 

pected to submit, as a final report, a document of this nature. I contended 

that a one-day conference without adequate preparation was insufficient back- 

ground for this type of report. Furthermore, this document endorsed a report 

submitted by a sub-committee, dated April 12, 1935, which had not been distri- 

buted to our committee - at least to me. 

After I returned to my office I received from the chairman the final 

draft of the report in very much the same form as it had been presented to the 

committee. There were changes to incorporate suggestions made during the con- 

ference, but it was still a very long and detailed statement covering many 
points which I was forced to take on faith because of the press for time. My 

confidence in the members of the committee who happened to be informed on these 

points is sufficient for me to endorse the report, but I must confess that I have 

done so with reluctance, and principally because I saw no opportunity for a con- 

structive revision at this late date. I have since learned on good authority that 

at least one major premise upon which we conferred is now fallacious because of the 

withdrawal of funds previously promised. I do not know which universities are to
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selected as beneficiaries under the plan, and I can foresee that local politics may 
play a large part in this allocation. I kmow that Dr. Leopold is an enthusiastic 
student and exponent of the policies our committee discussed, and I have great re- 
spect for the general soundness of his views. I can only hope that there is nothing 
in what we have approved that will come back as a boomerang. 

However, I believe that our committee has jurisdiction over.a field very much 
greater in scope than anything hitherto discussed in conference, and if the large 
aims are to be subordinated to the special interests of the sportsmen, important as 
these may be, I feel that we as a committee are missing the really big issues over 
which we should preside. It is rather a commentary on our status that the only oc- 
easion, since organization, upon which a meeting has been called is tied up with dis- 
turbing possibilities as to finances, both source and assignment, and is at the in- 
stance of only'a part of the nature loving public. Seemingly there is more worry 
over game species than over wild life as a whole. Please do not construe this as a 
lack of sympathy with any conservation move by sportsmen. I am with them one hundred 
per cent on this. Rather i eam deploring an indifference to and implied complacence 
with the status of wild life problems in the United States today. 

: I would not care to attend another meeting of the committee under circumstances 

similar to those governing the last meeting, nor would I endorse another report simi- 
lar to the one which has just been submitted to us. To me, my endorsement appears 
too much as a rubber stamp, and unless I can be an active member on a committee, I 

prefer not to serve. ; 

I hope that sufficient funds can be voted the committee to have at least one 
meeting a year, and the meeting to be called well in advance. 

Very, Sincerely yours, 

oi CoH 
Ks http ' 

Dr. Ivey F. Lewis, Chairman, - 
Division of Biology and Agriculture, 
National Research Council, 
Washington, D. C.
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: May 18, 19355. 

My. Aldo Leopold, Chairman, 

Committee on Wild Life, 

Division of Biology and Agriculture, 

; National Research Council, 
3 

Rew Soils Building, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Yadison, Wisconsin , i 

Dear Mr. Leopoldi- 

: Y received Nay 17, your letter of May 14, and the 

proposed report resulting from our Committee meeting in Washington 

Vay 10, 1935. 

1. On the whole I approve of the report. 

2. I think that the word game throuchout should be chenged to 

wild life in harmony with the name of our Committees, and to reduce 

the possible confusion that may exist in the mind of J. XN. Darling 

on this mattere As a research group there should be no doubt that 

this was our understanding of the term. 

Even more ~ in case Darling should show this report to the 

ammunition men, this should make clear to them that the funds should 

go to wild life research, as that was our understanding.
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3. Regarding Consulting Facilitiese As indicated at the cone 

ference, I think great caution is needed in any wild life edvisor 

: undertaking to tell the universities how to make over their faculty 

and wenmies to suit a limited wild life. group. This is likely to 

be considered presumptuous. — Some may resent Federal pressure, : 

others smy innovation that is free with advice, and I think this 

group should go slowly and first establish confidence in their 

sound judgment before they will get much of a hearing, I think 

much of the paregraph should be omitted. I would regret to - 

see such a report get in print. We advise others not to rush in,. 

and we should not$ : 

4. General Remarks. Far too nueh emphasis is placed on game _ 

in this section. You failed to enclose a copy of the Ruthven- 

Lovejoy report of April 12, 1935; and we shauld not approve of a 

' yeport that we have not seene 

In conclusion I feel that there is much important work for 

our Committee to do, and I hope that we will have the opportunity 

to make it truly constructive. 

Very sincerely, 

“ Chas. Ce Adamse 

Pea Se Since this letter was typed the Ruthven report has 

: arrived. This is a very short notice to get word to you by May 20. 

I approve the recommendations Kos. 1 and 2, of this report, 

é with the understanding that our own Committee or a sub-committee
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execute these recommendations, as I see no advantage in multiplying 

committees when there seems to be scant funds for one. It isa 

i much better report than the former one. 

Very sincerely, : 7 

Chas. C. Adams.



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON. WISCONSIN 

; New Soils Building : 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS May 14, 1365 

Division of Biology and Agriculture 

j National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Avenue 
Washington, D. C. 

{ Attention Mrs. Barnum 

Dear Mrs. Barman: ‘ 

In reply to Dr, Lewis's letter of May 7. At the con- 
clusion of our meeting Friday I called at your office end it was 
agreed that Messrs. Anthony, Adams, and Shelford would submit 

their exoense accounts to you immediately upon their return home, 
It was understood that if the committee on grants in aid increased 
our allotment at their Saturday meeting, these excense accounts 

would be honored in full. 

It was also egreed that if no additional funds were 
: allotted, you would divide the $100 now available in the ratio of 

: . 
their respective outlays. 

I em sending each of them a cony of this letter. 

Thank you very moh for your cooveration in arranging 

our meeting. 

A final draft of our renort is being sent to the members 

of the committee today, and after they heve gone over it the 
reoort will be submitted to Dr. Lewis for transmission to Mr. 

Darling, I hope to place it in your hands within a week. 

Several members of our comaittee told me that they did not 

receive the revort of Dr. Ruthven's subcommittee deted Avril 12, 

1935. Will you kindly send a copy of this report to such members 

as you think may not have received it? 

; Yours sincerely, 

7 Ged. ae Sok, 
ve OM 

; . Aldo Leopold 
f Chairman, Conmaittee on 

} vh Wild Life Studies



: Hay 7, 1935 : ; 

Dector Alde Lespold, : 
Now Soils Buildings, ; 

: Madison, Wisconsin : 

f Dear Dostor Leopolds : 

Modifying the terms of my recent Lotter, 
I am asking the Committee on Grants-in-Aid for the 

sun of 3200.00 to be added to the G100.00 slready : 

at tho disposal of your Committee Lor the purpese of ‘ 

arranging a conference of members of the Committee ; 
for consideration of it. Darling's request. Tha 

~ Committee on Grants-in-Aid will meet on Saturday, and 

; I can inform you promptly of any action it may taka. 

aes Sinserely yours, ‘ 

f Ivoy Fe Lewis, Chairman i 

j Division of Biolosy and 
Agriculture N 

YPLap : hoe
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‘s : | (Hough Draft to facilitate discussion) pune 2 Pk 

eo | May 10, 1935 

ore 
7 " Report ef the Committee on Wild Life Studies 

National Research Council 
iv iy On the Proposed Game Research Program of the 

Ue So Biological Surveys 1 

We first of all heartily commend the Biological Survey, and the 

donors of these funds, for making possible an expansion of wild life 

research at this time. The gidatine research foundation is entirely 

insufficient for the great expansion of public conservation activities 

which has grown out of recent attempts to solve the land problem. 

We approve the intention to allocate the new funds to local ree 

search institutions in direct contact with landowners. If wisely ad= 

ministered, such work will have ea sprending power far greater than if 

centralizede : 

We approve the stipulation that the local institution end the state 

conservation department participate financially. 

RESEARCH 

Manpower. We take it for granted that graduate students are, in 

the wading to constitute the bulk of the manpowor for game research. Not > 

only are they available for less than half the cost of salaried officers, 

but they constitute the only vehicle for combining professional train= 

ing with research in a single systeme 

Coordinations The system will have to head up in one Biological 

Survey coordinators. In selecting him it should be remembered that 

University research runs best under ® looser rein than has been cuse 

tomary in bureau research, “Coordination” can be linited to a few 

@unctions, such as the exchange of facts, the withdrawal of funds which 

after a reasonable interval do not produce results, and the servicing
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of locel workers. in such matters as food analyses, banding records, | 

and technical literature. 

Institutions embarking de nove in game research will need more and 

- different coordination then those already doing ite They will usually 

iack field skill, and often there will be large hiatuses.in their cone 

suitation facilities, as represented by the local faculty, The assignment 

ef an experienced Biological Survey man to the lceal faculty will be a 

good way to get such new institutions started. 

institutions already experienced in game researchy however, have no 

need of such an assignment, For the cost of carrying one such mang they 

could carry two or three graduate students. 

All institutions, experienced or inexperienced, and whether ox no 

provided with a resident Biological Survey representative, need the ade 

visory services of the high grade soortdantes vhoO, aa dready suggested, 

will operate the whole systeme 

They will also need, from time to time, a general overhauling by some 

especially aélected sclentist. This need is developed further in a sub 

sequent captions f ) 

Certain species which move from state to state, or vhich occur only in 

widely seattered localities, may well be studied by federal rather then 

lecal men, and such men may well be headquartered at some convenient local 

institutions Such men, however, are research men rather than coordinstore, 

and hence constitute ho exception to the principles above outlined 

Research Subject Mattere Game research is now unbalanced. It is 

short of basic scientific work in such fields as physidogy, and pspulation 

levels, It is also short of practical tests or demonstrations. 

The participation of Conservation Departments will presumably tend to 

emphasize the latter. Some corresponding tendency to emphasize base science 

will be needed. this can come cither out of the foresight of the georaduetade 

ox by the injection of new funds devoted to that purpose alone. It will
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have to comeg else the system will end in a serles of blind alleys, : 

We see little present danger of duplication of work as between 

“institutions. ‘The best insurance against undue duplication is prompt 

'' publication of findings, Some research projects which now bear identical 

labels are not duplication at all, but simply two phases of one subject. 

; We call attention to the fect that following game species have never 

been the subject of any published research having conservation technique 

as its objectives: Wild Turkey, Cottontail, Sage hen, Elue Grouse, Jack~ 

snipe, Lountein Sheep, Antelope, Javelina, Mountain Goat, Colusbian Blachk= 

- tall Deex, Black Bear, Grizzly Beare No duck, goose, swatiy shorebird, 

dove or pigeon has fet been adequately studied ss a separate speclese 

: Gene Manegenent Literature is growing rapdily in volume. It is 

scattered widely in many biological, conservation, and sperting journals. 

This scattering we belicve ig right end proper, in that it tends to make 

many sciences and profeasions aware of the subjects. Some central servicing 

is needed, however, to give game students access to ite The Biological 

‘Survey might well consider setting up & central servicevhereby students 

could get reprints or abstracts at some regular subscription coste 

Consulting Facilitiene The institutions selected to receive the 

proposed grants will be selected on the vasie of their interest ing rather 

than their qualifications for, game research. ‘Special measures are there- 

fore called for ti: to build up the requisite variety and balance of the 

faculty personnel available to game students for consultation. In the 

long run this counts for more then any other ons thing, save only the 

intellectual quality of the students selected to do the worke 

We urgently recommend that at approprinte intergals a suitable sum 

be set aside and turned over tothe National Research Council, for the 

purpose of employing, for a period of not less than three months, a scien- 

tifie advisor for a eclentifie overnaul or inventory. His job should ba 

to make a round of the institutions doing game reasearch, and advising the
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president of each what elements of faculty etrensth are lacking from his 

institution, in respeat of its consulting facilities for game research 

studentse 

fmong the iteus needed in each feculty at this particular stage ares 

(1) At least one man with « well balanced view of biometry. 

(2) At least one man sympathie te beth field and laboratory research 
; technique, and skilled in combining the two toward & single 

objectives 

(3) At least one man who recognizes and values ficld skill in the 
diagnosis of ecological probleme 

(4) A strong representation of those overlapping ficlds er selenee 
ordinarily called physiobogy, endoerinology, biochemistry, and 
nutrition. 

s Central Service while heartily endorsing the decentralization of game 

research, it is nevertheless evident to us that certain kinds of scientific 

work are beot kept centralized. Food habits and banding are good examples. 

Their servicing function in relation to local projects is a going CONCa Ty 

and has operated to the mutuel benefit and satisfaction of federal and 

local agencies. 

THACHING AND EXTENSION 

ve warn against unduly stimulating the tendensy to develop halfe 

trained wild life technicians, to the neglect of real scimtifie training 

on the one hands and vocational training for field officers on the other. 

Thin error was made in forestry, and should not ve repeated in somes 

We warn against encouraging any institution to undertake formal 

teaching of any kind before 1t hes built up skilled teachera, study areas, 

local facts, and the cooperation of presexisting departmentes 

We espocially comnend the intention to teach managenent technique 

ta farmers, but wa emphasiue the fact that all empirical instruction is 

inherently confined to local subject matter, ‘the Local technique mist be 

ergated be research and denonstration pefore it ean be taught. 

We urge outdoor rather than blackboard pnedgegosy for all faruer and 

Warden aehanannta.
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We urge lecel rether than national manuals or handbooks for farners, ’ 

wardens, boys clubs, etce 

it ig not implied that the proposed plen is in errer on these points. 

The dessriptiony avallable to us are, however, obscure in respect of these 

pointse 

3 Cevieral Remarks : 

at is ouxv understanding that the present plan epplies only te gee 

repeerch. If so, we call attention to the fect, that equeliy etiractive 

opportunities exist in fur, in predatora, in fish, and in many non-game 

. mMammais and birds. We hope that similar funds for these fields will soon 

be forthcoming, 

é The aliscation of funds to particular institutions will involve the 

question of what ultimate distritution of educational and rescarch funetions 

among institutions should be. We calli attention to the report of cur sube 

committee on this subject, sutmitted to the Division ef Hiolesy under date 

of April 125 1935. This report emphasizes the fact that game managment is 

merely one phase of land utilisation, hence that research and teaching can 

; vest be developed in tons inotitutions which are tecoming centera of lande 

utilization studys La 

it is a conspicuous fact that the technology of gume production, while 

lagging far behind thea mblic need for recreation, has nevertheless forged 

far aheed of actual land-practice, ‘That is te say few landowners as yet 

apply even the meagre information so fer available to then, The sane is 

truce, to an equal or greater degree, of forestry, erosion control, range 

management, and other conservation fields. This presum’biy indicated some 

basic defect in the psycholesy of extension methods, or in the economie 

premises ef land conservation. A thovough analysis of these aspects must 

sooner or later go handeinehand with the elaberation of cropping technique.
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: - May 2, 1935 ; 

Mr. Aldo Lespold 
: Rew Soils Duilding ; 

* University of Wisconsin 
Eadison, Wisconsin f Z 

Deer Hr. Leopold: : : 

Ur, Darling has turned ever tome for the attention of our 
Committee on Wild Life a provosal on whichhe psrticulerly wants your 

advice wnd casceration, br. Derling 45 anxious to heave the judgment . 
. of the Committea on the volnts raised as promotly ag nossible. Ho 

asked ms whether it might be possible te got advice from the Comnities i 

in abouts ten daya. Bacauss of this urgency I am tearing the Liberty 

of sending to each menber of the Committee the following documentst 
: A mineograghed adirega by Mr. Darling, the confidential nature of saich 

: he wishee me to volnt outs copy of a letter addressed to President 
Willard of the Univarsity of illinois? copy of a letter addressed to 
the Directos of Conservation of Tllinols; and a copy of Mr. Darling's 
lester to may the last pavagravh of which indicates sove of the nointa 

: on which he desires advica, , 

: Thore vemaing to the credit of the Comittea on Wild Live 
the gum of 2100 wiich wis oet aside fer a meeting of the Comittes 

gore tine azoe 15 ie still available aad while not autfictent for a 
seneral mgeting may parkacs be of come use in arranging a conferezce 

: 4? you thins desivable. It. would delay things tos much to attempt as : 
; the present tine to sesplement this fund. Perhepe even with so sc7all 

: & um a conference could be arranged at Wichigan or sore other central 
point at which some at least of the Coumiites would be able to be 

: preaente 

A I would apprestate 1% 42, after hearing from your Committes 
members, you would commmicate diractiy with Mr, Darling and send a ' 

: cooy of your commmication to this office. 

Sincerely yours, : 

F c ivoy 7. Lewis, Chaizaan 
Division of Blology aad Agricaltera 

TyLI18 4 :



: UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

: BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY : 

WASHINGTON, D.C. : 

ADDRE: 

CHIEF, res oon aera ESTE April 23, 1935. 
AND REFER TO - 

i Dr. Ivey Lewis, 
National Research Council, 

2101 Constitution Avenue, N. W., 

i Washington, D. C. 

My dear Dr. Lewis: 

I am informed that you have a committee on wildlife studies 

as a part of your National Research Council service. 

wae It seems quite certain that the Bureau of Biological Survey 

will have sufficient funds allocated to its use this year to 

establish at least six research stations in as many land grant 

colleges in six ecological regions of the United States. Briefly 

the arrangenent is as follows: 

The Bureau of Biological Survey will engage a game research 

technicien for each one of the selected educational institutions. 

His salary is presumed to be approximately $5,000 a year. The 

rest of the §6,000 allocated to that institution will be for his 

expenses and cost of operations. In return for this contribution 

; to the land grant college, that institution will give an equive- 

lent of $6,000 in services and equipment and technical eid. A 

third contribution of $6,000 in cash will be required of the State 

Fish and Game Commission, and this latter “6,000 will be for ex- 

tension service in the field. 

We have already haveeighteen States, out of which six could 

be easily selected to carry out the projects. The direction and 

supervision of these six or more research stations is a problem 

which the Biological Survey must solve. 

Would it be possible for your committee on wildlife studies : 

to give this problem, both as to selection of States, the regions 

to be served, and the problem of operations, their earnest consid- 

eration at an early date? I am enclosing copies of letters which 

have been sent to the State lend grant colleges and to the State 

fish and game commissions, and a copy of the address I made to the 

interested parties who are to make the financial contribution neces— 

sary. 
Yours very truiy >> 

se Z A 4 

Rea 7, HP BALL por f ye: 

: ae J. N. Derling gf 

: Chief. f x 

: Enclosure.
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: April 4, 1935 ; 

Dr. Arthur C. Willard, ‘ : 
. President, University of Illinois, 

Urbana, Illinois. 

Dear Dr. Willard: 

The Bureeu of Biological Survey may scon have funds made 
available which will offer en opportunity to sponsor a series of 
cooperative foundations to establish in a number of regional 

States more effective research on wildlife problems and the exten« 

: sion of game management prosrams. To insure tho success of the ‘ 

: proposed program, it will be necessary for the Biological Survey 

to have the cooperation of colleges of agriculture or State uni~ 
versities, and State game commissions when such projects are 
undertaken, end I am writing to ask if your institution would be 

willing to participate in such a project. 

The economic worth of our wildlife has never been consid- 

ered with the thoroughness which Its value warrants. As you know, 

it has a definite economic, as well as aesthetic and recreational 

value. This Bureau is primarily interested in gaining by research 

: accurate data on this subjedt and by coordinating the facts and 

i : methods developed throughout the various branches of public ser~ 

vice enzaged in the conservation and restoration of our game and 

wildlife species make these facts and methods available for general 

use. 

The proposed foundations will seek the following objectives 
in the effort to accomplish this purpose: (1) research to correlate 
the production and conservation on local problems of wildlife; (2) 

demonstrations to show the feasibility of practical game management 
in obtaining a maximum population of beneficial game species, in- 
seotivorous and song birds; (3) to make available to the State game 
officials, land owners and students the facts and methods found upon 

investigation to be best suited to local conditions; (4) by means 
of an exchange of data between the several regional researoh foun- 
dations, coordinated through the U. S. Biological Survey, provide 
a comprehensive and inclusive compendium of technical information 

: for public, private, and soientifie use; and (5) to train mon for 
positions as technical diredtors in game management and to answer 

: the scientific problems and questions of game management which come 

before the State game commissions. :
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Much duplicate effort and lost motion is apparent under the 
; present system where a number of States are independently conduct~ 

ing research on similar problems, ond the Federal sgeneies making 
an additional effort in all the fields. HMeanvhile many problems 
which should be atudied are left untouched. 

: By this proposed establishment of regional research founda« 
tions it is believed on entire coverage of the biological problems 
can be promoted. : 

There never was a greater demand for technical knowledge and 
proved methods, both on the part of the land owners and the State 
gaae commissions, ond men with selentifie training and field oxper- 
lence are more generally in demand than ever before, with a dearth 
of euch mon evaileble., Tho Bureau of Biological Survey offers what 

; it believes to be « successful method of meoting these demands in ~ 
the following ccoporative arrangement between the U. & Department 
of Agrioulture, the regional State educational institutions, and the 
State fish and geme commissions, each contributing an equal esmount 
in either services, equipment or money. - 

- A biologist, trained in research and game management, will be 
furnished to your staff? ty the Biological survey at a salary eatime 
ated at 12,500 to $3,500 a year. An additional allotment of Covern+ 
ment funds to bring the Government's contribution to 26,000 annuelly 

; is proposed. 

The chosen State educational institution will furnish labor- 
atory and equijment and such services from its selentific steff and 
assistants, research fecilitios, ete., as may equal the *6,000 annual 

funds from the J. S. Department of Agriculture. i 

The State game department or commission of censervation will 
be required to contribute cash funds, or its equivalent, according 
to the needs of a similar amount and in return may expeot that prob- 
lems of research and game management which may exist or arise in the 

ss State will become the resexsrch objectives of the foundation. 

Thus the equivalent of $15,000 will be annually available for 
the gane research founiation in each State whore established. 

4 five-year period is suggested as most practical for our 
present consideraticn. 

=2=
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: It 1s contemplated that from the funds in this cooperative 
‘ foundation, or other sources, sxperimental game managemont areas 

. may be rented or purchased or that publio lands may be made availe 
able for fisld leboratery work and demonstrations of game replon- 

: ishment. It is possible that cutside additional funds may be found 
available for the demonstration ereas if the research foundation 

idea proves asceptable. 

’ fhe general prinoiples of research and the direotion of re= 

search personnel would, it seams to me, fall naturally to the 

principal coordinating egenoy, the Blolorical Survey of the Departe 
ment of Acriculture, about ag the Agricultural Experiment Stations 
are now directed. But if there is a better way we would be glad 
to have your views. ; 

| If as oxpseted the money is made available for this purpose 
we will bo able to formally set up our plans within the next two 

i i months and should heave the prorram in operation by the cpening of 
the #all school year 1935. y 

: It is therefore urgent that immediate consideration be given 
this proposal ond that we receive an early reply. 

Yours very truly, 

i J. N. Darling, 
: “ Chisf. 

i : ~je
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April 9, 1935 
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Mr. Charles Ff, Thompson, 
; Director of Conservation, 

Epringfield, Illinois. 

: Dear Ur. Thompson; 

Tho U. &. Bureau of Elological Survey has in proapest the 
possibility of setting up Regional Cama Research and Gawe Manage= 
ment Stations to cooperate with State game commissions and through 

; the agency of some of the State edueational institutions to fur- 
‘ nish sclentifie data and technical service in the interest of 

inoreasing the game, fur, end other valuable forms of wildlife 
in the States end regions served. It is hoped that in the State 
of Illinole such an arrangement can be sucoessfully agreed upon 
and since the money, if made available, will be allogated within 

: * ® reasonably short tims, your early opinicn as to the possibilities 
in your State 1s earnestly requested. 

‘i Many of the Stato gama officials have signifisd their nead 

for scientific game teehniodans to help in tha solution of their 
: ‘wildlife problems. Some States have already hired such technical 

assistants but in no case has the full need been supplied. 

On the other hand the U. S. Bureau of Blological Survey 
has secumulated a large anount of selentific data bearing on wilde 
live problems, game foods and game diseases. The research staff 
of the Curvey hes been handicapped by its limited personnel and 

: also by the fact thet many of the problems which confront ths var~ 
fous seotions of the country are distant from Washington. 

. For want of ecordination between States it has frequently 

occurrad that several States, unaware of their neishbors! activi- 
p _ thes, have been engeged simultaneously on similar research problens 

while othsr problems of equal momsnt were left untouched. 

It fe entirely practioal to {Increase ths game population 
ané to improve the environment eonduciva to game propagation in 
most of the States to a much greater carrying capacity than now 
exists. Wethods, insluding gama management, food supplies, cover 
and predator control, can be devised which will help to bring about 
greater benefite to both the land owners and sportsmen.
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: To accomplish these ends the Department of Agrioulture, 
through the agency of the Biological Survey, suggests the follow- 
ing-coopetative agreement provided the money is available. It 

; seems likely that these funds will be forthcoming. 

A qualified and trained biologist with capacity both fer 
solentific research and field experience will be provided by the 
Department of Agriculture through the agency of the Biological 
Survey and funds in addition to his salary to total $6,000 a year. 
The game technician may be presumed to require a salary of from 
$2,400 to $3,200 a yaar. This biologist will be assigned to one 
of the State educational institutions to be selected on the basis 
of its capacity to cooperate. 

: fae Survey's biologist will head the research in this Gane 

Research Foundation in the State college or university. In exchenge 
for this the Stete educational institution is expected to furnish 
laboratory equipment and services of assistants, students, etc., 
to make a contribution equal to that of the Biological Survey, i. e., - 

$6,000 in equipment and service. 

The State game comaission, which is presumed to profit most 
by the research and game management promotion in the State will be 
asked to furnish an additional $6,000 in funds with which to carry 

_ on the expense of the field operations and applied game management 
principles. 

The combined contributions of men, services, equipment and 

money will thus provide a game msnagement mechanism which will be 

the equivalent of an annual fund cf $18,000. It is expected that a 

five-year agreement will be necessary in order to accomplish the 

maximum results. 

I am writing to you to inguire whether such a cooperative 
arrangement would be practical end acceptable to your State game 
authorities. 

The fear of "Federal usurpation" and the question of domin- 
ation and control may urise. Speaking for the Biological Survey, 

I can give assurance that the proposed foundations have no Federal 
objeotive in mind other than to supply a service for which many of 
the State commissions have expressed a need and desire. The foun- 
dation within your State would serve primarily in solving local and 

regional problems in game and wildlife maintenance. 

=o =
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Such information as may be acquired in the research of 
, any State must be made available for the use of all othur States 

and to the iological Survey. The latter proposes te serve as a 
Glearing houss ond coordinator of the research stations. 

; As an adjunet to the research station in each State, it is 
: . planned to acquire, either by purchase, rental or use of public 

lands, euffieient sreas on which to establish demonstration proj- 
eats and fizid lsberstoriss for theapplication of game manegement 
practicas. 

A further benefit to be anticipated from these foundations 
will be the opportunities for the training of young men in the 
solsnoe end methods ct game menugenent. This latter may in the 
jong run be quite as important as any other result of the project. 

Tho funce which have been sought are not sufficient fcr a 
complete coverage of all the States bus from the responses to this 
invitation and others of similar nature to othar State fame comnls= 
sions and eduextionel Institutions will be seleoted those Atates 
din-which will ke established the first research stutionse 

I earnestly request your carly consideration and reply. 

, Yours very truly, 

: J. He. Barling, 
Chisf. 

- 36
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CONFIDENTIAL ~ ® 
NOT FOR FUBLICATION 

i I am assuming that none of the assembled groub was compelled to come 

’ here this evening to be fed and have his thirst quenched, ang that other f 

‘ : ng faatl ves of mutual interest may have been in your minds. 

: Knowing my cwn interest in the restoration of game and wildlife en- 

: vironment and having heard repeatedly the threadbare phrase that "something 

ought to be done about it," you have the right to expect that I may have 

something more to offer you than friendly hospitality. I have, And what 

' I am going to present to you has been the final concentration after bajeane? 

; down all the theories, needs and experience in game management that have come 

under my observation during the years I have been actively interested in 

game conservation. I hope you will find in my suggestions a basis for mutual 

effort and that you will be willing to bear with me during my analysis of the 

circumstances which brought me to the conclusions wnich I shall present. 

The reproduction of game by natural increase in satisfactory numbers 

: has ceased to function owing to the almost complete absorotion by advancing 

civilization of the habitats in which the most of our game species found 

: congenial environment, 

It is wasted effort to longer bemoan the fact that civilization has 

acted unwisely and dwell upon its iniquities. The eee of a vast 

proportion of our game ee is an accomplished fact, 

Desultory and devious methods and experiments in game restoration have 

been tried, most of then spasacdic, local in ics and unsupported by 

sufficient public sentiment or finarcial backing to succeed and blossom inte 

national practices. : ee
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Out of these localizea Sy evi ca there tee: have come some valua- 

ble Gata, methods and convictions which are worthy of extension into a 

. 
- broader field. i 

We have learned that a liberal game crop can be produced along : 

with the ordinary industrial activities of civilization; that a game 

population is in fact quite compatible with the pursuits of agriculture 

and man. ; 

We are certain that both the owners of the land and the svortsman 

who harvest the game crop would welcome the mutual benefits which might ac- : 

; crue to both parties. Rete 

We know that there is no national skeleton of an organization 

which can promote and demonstrate the general vractices which have proved 

effective in game production. 

We know that the most serious handicao in promotion of such prac- 

tices is the lack of trained game technicians. Trere are only three or 

four States in the Union where able technicians are aovlying aporoved game 

management principles to their territories and no State in the Union has 

more than@nucleus of skilled technicians. 

We know that political factors are so predominantly in control 

of State game commissions that changing political complexions are a ser- 

ious hazard to sustained efforts in game management. 

Three needs, therefore, are apparent to which we must first turn 

our attention: 

ie ne. 

2. Game technicians. 

; ape



; 3. <A sustained and continuous game management mechanisn which 

nay survive political changes. 

The Federal Governnent has undertaken a program of peuvoret ie of 

the migratory waterfowl species. The exigencies of that branch of our game 

population naturally eliminate it from large scale production by individual 

efforts. . It requires millions of acres of marshes and water which are not 

5 subject to dual use by man except the incidentals of climatic influence and 

the production of small fur bearers, The interstate and international char~ 

‘ acteristics of the migratory waterfowl species make of the oroblem one for 

Federal control. : 

Upland birds and tig game are and probably always will be the property 

and responsibility of the individual States in which they exist, The most 

that the Federal Government can do is to see that such Federal refuges are 

: provided as are necessary for the preservation of threatened species. Such 

reservoirs are now being studied and recommended to the Federal Government 

as a national responsibility and program. The game requirements in upland 

species to satisfy the needs of the sportsmen must under the circumstances be 

produced through activities within the States. 

The upland big game problem then is the step-child, if not orphan, 

of our family. Fortunately restoration of these upland species is subject 

to rapid accomplishment under systenatic management. Migratory waterfowl 

restoration 

restoration is a 25-year haul at least. Upland and big game/can conceivably 

be accomplished in 10 years and in half that time may show appreciable in- 

creases that will be reflected in material benefits to all parties concerned. 

: Going back then to our three needs (1) more game, (2) game techni- 

cians and (3) a persisting mechanism for the arplication of game management 

principles. : 
= ho
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; We have the well established prescriptions for the increase of 

: game populations worked out and denonstrated as to their oracticability 

by Stoddard, Leopold, Errington, Murie and McAtee. A general application 

of their yrinciples to all the States and the suitable lands within them 

; may be presumed to be the first step. 

As I have pointed out, the State game comnissions are not by their 

political limitations sufficiently stable for our purcoses of a long-tera 

program except as imoortant collaborators, Another agency is suggested ; 

here for your consideration which may act not only as an extension and con- 

tact agency but serve the dual vurpose of at the same time croducing con- 

petent game technicians. In every State there is eababl ished by Federal 

grant and sustaining funds a Federal land grant college. These land grant 

colleges vere established primarily as aids to agricultural education and 

emphasize in their faculty and curriculum the natural sciences and biolog- 

ical attributes of land use. i 

Built up under the land grant colleges are the extension agencies 

and directing personnel known as county agents. The latter are the tech- 

3 nical advisers to the farmers in their districts. 

Here is afforded a channel of approrch which reaches clear down to 

the individual farm owner and land operator vith all the necessary versonnel 

and equirment excepting thet of technical gane knorledge. It seens a ready- 

made vehicle for our purgeses. Wanted only is the essential quality of 

technical game management orinciples for dissemination and application. 

i I propose that this gathering and their associates study the vays to 

i 1 She :



; provide this as yet unavailable commodity. It cannot be furnished by 

pamphlets, or publicity. It must be a personnel, equipped and devoted 

to the objective. . 

: : Let us take a single State as an example but which may be dupli- 

cated in 48 or any portion of that number which may be determined upon. 

With a foundation sum of $6,000 for eny one State, it would be 

possible to engage a game and research technician (salary $2600 to $3800) 

whose qualifications would be such as to head a game management research 

and demonstration course in the land grant college. The survlus after 

salary requirements to be available toward cost of field operations and 

apolied demonstrations. 

This game technician end excess funds would be donated by the 

foundation to the State land grant college and become a member of its 

regular faculty staff. 

In return for this donated service to the college, that institution 

would be required to guarantee an equivalent of $6000 in services, class 

room and research facilities, scientific assistants and use of land or cash. 

The college would add to its student curriculum a regularly accredited 

course in biological research and scientific game management. 

The State game eoonilepton or such management of game agency as might 

be existing in the State could be required, in exchange for the benefits 

and services rendered to the sportsmen and game interests, to contribute 

from their State funds $6000 in cash or its equivalent in useful vara- 

phernalia. 

: abe



There would then be a total sum of $18,000 a year aveilable in 

that State in cash, versonnel ana contributory services, for the promo- 

‘ tion of game research end geme management applied to the soecific problems 

* and species as might predominate in thrt climatic, geographic and ecolog- 

icel region, An undetermined accretion in student services rendered dur- 

ing their period of work in the field laboratory is thrown in for extra 

measure. : : 

Short course instruction periods for county agents, conducted by the 

technical staff, would be an easy adjunct to the regular annual practice ; 

of land grant college sctivities already existing. Experience has shown 

y that this approach to the farm population is the most direct and produc- 

tive of any methods yet devised. 

If there is inclination to doubt that land grant colleges and game 

commissions would cooperate to the extent above suggested I can say with 

confidence thet contacts already made with both agencies indicate a gen- 

eral eagerness to join in such an undertaking and that they would like to 

: start at once. 

; ( I would like to add that if this group finds practical virtue in 

this proposal for game, that a similar fish management program to which 

the fishing tackle industry and water recreation interests might subscribe 

is equally practicable and by similar methods might double the popular in~ 

terest in the foundation and together with the game extension work com- 

bine to make the most formidable conservation activities in the world.) 

The above suggested program is elastic and may be applied to any 

x ee



number of colleges between 10 and 4S with the annual budget ranging 

? from poproximately $90,000 for the 10 States to $325,000 for 48. It may 

; if cesired by reduced to one State for demonstration of its feasibility 

with amplification of personnel and a more elaborete curriculum probable, 

The whole progrem may be administered through the Government 

agency of the Biological Survey or it may be set up outside of any Gov- 

ernment agency with directory personnel under the control of the support-— 

ing industries, : 

; It may be thet some of you may revresent industries which would 

prefer to adopt a portion of the program and get the advertising credit by 

having your firm name attached to the project, iets as the DuPont Geme 

Management Foundation, the Remington, Winchester, Savage, Peters, Western 

Cartridge, or Browning Foundation. Personally I would not recommend 

: the subdivision heater independent management or the segregation into groups 

of varying theories and practices. The cost would be considerably in- 

creased and efficiency im the field of game management open to the possi- 

bility of serious loss and constant policy warfare. 

/ Since we set out with the one objective of more game population it 

is hoped that the method which will produce the most results in a game 

supply for all will be chosen over any alternative administration which 

might add minor and Rigid, astidh to any one industrial firm. 
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Second Alternative Plan 

What you can do vith $200,000 

Budget 

IS Steteswats po, OOO rine sect cmniare |e Satis sally ners? ar) ol spare LOS, O00, OO 

Overhead administration by Biological Survey 
(Slightly more if done independently) ‘ 

One (Chieti Directors: 5). civuew « G26, 500. 
Three Assistent Directors. ..... 4,ho0. 
Dravel expenses 2 6 qi. -« ce ee » + 2O, 000, 

i Clere Give 6s 3 bigs ee a ew He 

Publication and communication... , 12,600. 

$56,000 56,000.00 

Annual purse for National Congress 
: and Consolidated Sportsmen's Union ..-+ +9» s+, + 0 » 20,000.00 

Educational camoaign and text) books. + 6. 6 ee fy ey we 16,000.00 

: Movaleamuniycosh:. 0 .i pyr ks ea00 OC0T00 

eee



It may well be questioned whether in each State of the 48 a re- 

! search and game management foundation in a land grant college will 

, ' produce equally beneficial results. I am satisfied in ny own mind 

é that there is no State which would not show sufficient results as a 

result of the three way cooverative agreement to justify the investment 

of $6,000, 

I realize, however, that there may be those vho are less sanguine 

about the efficacy of this yrovosal and that they will counsel, if ac- 

i centing my recommendations at all, a selective experiment covering a 

given nunber of States chosen for their most vromising environment. 

There are also other projects which deserve consideration if we 

are planning for a general remedying of present ills. Anong the great~ 

est needs in other fields are, first, a wnifying of the organized con- 

servation forces now marching under separate flags and often in opposite 

directions. 

I have, therefore, aporoached the »rovlem from another angle, 

7 setting up a stinulated sum and budgeted it to cover several items that 

f may add to the general orogress of game restoration, Tentatively, I 

have figured on a budget of $200,000. 

I have selected eighteen States which offer the richest possibil- 

ities for a greatly increased population, to which the before mentioned 

three-way cooperative extension vrogram may be carried out as outlined 

in my first recoumendation. The eighteen States could be set up in- 

cluding overhead sunervision for $164,000. 
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‘ As a second item under the $200,000 budget, I am recommending a 

National Congress of Conservation Forces to be held once a year and 

: to wiich all organizations of soortsnen, research technicians, leagues, 

associations ané cluos may be invited, not only to varticipate but to 

° hold their annual conventions at the same time. 

The nunbder of encoordinated organizations whose ains are either 

exactly alike or similar is impressive. Zach one now holds its national 

convention separately. To nention. a fev, there is the International 

i Association of Fish and Game Commissioners, the Izaak “ielton League, 

the American Game Association, the National Association of Audubon 

Societies, the American Ornithologists! Union, the Northwest Game Pro- 

tective Association, etc.e, etc., ad infinitum. I have at various tines 

attended all of them, and they might well each have profited by intinate 

contact with the others. No one man, no matter how great his enthusi- 

asm, can afford either the time or the money to attend all. 

“It seems to me entirely possible and sane to set up a mechanism 

3 which would entice all the various organizations to order their annual 

\ gatherings at one selected center where they may not only preserve their. 

individual identities if desired, but participate in a union of conserva- 

tion interests which would de of inestimable profit. To mention only 

ene of the minor gains, such a gathering would make an impressive pic- 

ture in the minds of the public and those legislative bodies which are 

inclined to ignore conservation as a sentimental fad unvorthy of serious 

consideration, 

erGaei ss



A National Congress of Conservation is eminently desireble; a 

unification of some cof the national sportsmen!s organizations under 

: : one head is an objective of equal importance. 

i To accomplish this end I have set wo an annual purse of $20,000. 

It shall only be made availaodle when the two major svortsmen's organiza- 

tions, the American Game Association an@ the Izaak Walton League, and 

any other organizetions which may choose to come in, have united into 

one organization. A corollary of this item shall be that no funds from 

the sporting erms and munitions nanufrcturers shall be forthcoming to 

sustain either organization or any uncoordinated groun separately. The 

$20,000 shall be administered by the combined organizations and shall 

cover: First, the expense necessary to estadlish and conduct a National 7 

Conservation Congress; second, extension work in field management for 

game production to the exclusion of overhead in maintaining membership 

or central office management. The third item of approximately $16,000 

shall be exclusively used to set uo a series of courses in popular in- 

struction, including illustrated lectures and moving pictures, and to 

i produce a series of three conservation text books, one for junior grades, 

one for intermediate, and one for senior grades. There are none, and 

in spite of the fact that educators have asked for them for ten years 

none have been produced. (These latter vrojects are subject to fur- 

ther analysis if desired.) 

One further word. of explenation on ny part to make my own position 

clear. Since I became an official of the United States Government and 
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entrusted with the resvonsibility of looking after the interests of 

the nigratory weaterfovl, the rescarch in upland gane and -to some ex- 

4 . tent the interests of the spvortsmon’, I have not once veen approached 

by any revresentative of the Snorting arms and Ammunition Manufacturers 

or asked directly or indirectly to alter regulations, or in any way 

conduct my own affairs or the workings of the Bureau to promote their 

interests. I heve called woon them for cooperation in the three-shell 

limit for reseating and autometic shotguns, and received a courteous 

and generous resvonse. In the controversial auestion over the pronosed 

closed season for migratory waterfowl, a question which I presume would 

mean a grect economic loss to the shell ane. gun makers, there has not 

been one word coming out of them. Sportsmen's clubs which have much less. 

to lose have been less silent on the subject. However, it lies largely . 

within my Bureau to see that game is not overshot and to make the hunt- 

ing regulation in one great branch of the sportsmen's field, I cannot 

in any way varticipate in a vroject which might be construed as an ex- 

change of favors with the ammunition and gun makers. I have put these 

i suggestions for a constructive program up to you, believing that by 

such a plan the common benefits of an increased geme supply would result, 

and a permanent method of maintenance would be established. You may take 

it or leave it. You may set uo your organization independently of the 

Government service, or you may legally entrust your funds for the project 

to the Biological Survey for administration. 

I do not pretend to give advice in the business affairs of you 

~l2- °



: gentlemen who cater to the needs of the hunters, but I do know that men 

will not buy guns ana shells unless there is something to shoot at. The 

natural propagation of game which once furnished us an almost unlimited 

supply, has ceased to function through the encroachments of industrial 

civilization. I know of no greater immediate need both for gun and 

shell makers end the sportsmen who maintain the industry than more game. 

I have given you a recipe. What will you do with it? 

-13-



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON ’ 

New Soils Building 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS April 18, 1935 

Dr. Ivey F. Lewis, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Aveme 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Doctor Lewis: 

I have deferred reply to your letter of March 11 : 
: because of certain additional matters which were in the air 

and which bear on the work of the Committee on Wild Life 
Studies. 

I think it probable that the Council will be 
asked by Mr. Darling of the Biological Survey to formulate 
certain advice about a new set-up in wild life research, 
I have assumed that this might be referred to our committee 
and that this business might be combined with the general 
analysis of the present field of geme research which we 
have been corresponding about. One asvect of this same 

field is also the subject of Dr. Kuthven's supplementary 
report on training for game mansgers, dated avparently 
April 2, 1935. 

In view of the Ruthven report, the general need 
of an analysis of the research situation end the probable 
request from Mr. Darling, I definitely recommend that $300 
be set up for the purpose of travel expense for holding 
a meeting of our committee, If this can be done, I would 

like to cali a meeting sometime during May. 

You could then judge the advisability of our con- 

timance on the basis of the showing made. 

Yours sincerely, 

Cede Leurpoled 

Aléo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh
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MEMORANDUM ‘ 
Zan Francisco 
March 22, 1946 

Messrs. J. 0. Murie 
Shirley W. Allen 
Aldo Leopold + 
Kenneth A; Reid 
John H,. Baker 

sa fellow members of the Committee on Aircraft Use in 
Wilderness Areas 

I have just received my copy of Mr. John H. Bakers memorandum of March 12, 
1946, referring to “the tentative report to the National Research Council en~ 
titled ‘Air Travel vs. Wilderness - A Delemma in Conservation'.* 

I have not yet received a copy of that report (or draft of proposed re~ 
port?), and assume my copy mst have gone astray in the mails. I shall be 
much interested to receive one and to sutmit any comments that occur to me. 
In fact I have received no commnication about the work of the Committee 
later than a copy of the letter of Oct. 30, 1945, from Dr. Griggs to Dr. 
Leopold. 

As at present informed I am inclined to concur in the five numbered 
statements of beléef with which Mr, Baker's memorandum closes. ‘You may re- 
member that I have previously called attention to the Value of aircraft for 
use in policing and protecting Wilderness Areas. 

nI think, however, that the last clause of Mr. Baker's No. 2 statement 
needs clarification; and I might or might not agree to it depending on how it 
is clarified. Certainly I do not think that the human values legitimately 
derivable from Wilderness Areas can all be obtained from aircraft, er that it 
would be desirable in the case of most Wilderness Areas to reduce the ratio 
of the number of observers on the ground to the number of observers from 
aireraft indefinitely toward zero (though that might be desirable in the case 
of some Wilderness Areas - as for example, certain arid WilderneswesI know, 
which are extraordinarily susceptible to scarring by ground=travel of any kind, 
and in which the scars are very permanent.). 

Also I think Mr. Baker's statement on "Navigable Water Control” greatly 
over-simplifies the problem. The "U.S. Engineers" have by no means a free 
hand to close navigable waters to any type of boat thy may choose to specify. 

Frieden use 

Frederick Law Olmsted 

“Dear en itpa tot. » SS Re Wd nde Cemekelinsses 

Ay, Sewers Mawel ok Pete Sermus win toners 
One Com or a ee (sStae 

Tre. Wor Y¥ Hid DAL 

Wi Ca



‘TELEPHONE, EXECUTIVE 8100 Gime Aceus 
NARECO, Washington, D. C- 

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 

2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE, WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 

Established in 1916 by the National Academy of Sciences under its Congressional 

Charter and organized with the cooperation of the National Scientific 

and Technical Societies of the United States 

Marey 2, 1046 

Committee on Aireraft ve. Yilderners: 
Olaus J, lurie, 

Shirley ¥. Allen, 

Aldo ceepanas” 
Frederick Law Olmstead, 
Kenneth A, Reid. 

Gentlemens 

Having thought some and talked to some sgnoerning the 
problems of the airplane in relation to the wilderness, 1 am 
moved to set down my ideas for the rest of you to shoot at, 
1 thiimk I know you well enough to know that you will shoot as 
aoqee res $6 yee ae pesremeee 20s eee peeves OSH 
gene. a@ppreach, you Will wish to add much ° 

| The advent of an air age which seems gust around the 
corner will ne q@ite new entirely unforeseeable problems 
to the administration of owe Netional Poreste ami National Parka, 
in any time when new and unpredictable contingencies are iminent, 
it is desirable to re-examine fundamental principles. i believe 
we should de thet new and consider primarily netional needs as 
applied to wilderness ereas es a whole rather than attempting 
merely te block out rules for the use of the sirplene in and 
aroun public reservations. 

lye Are Trustees for Muture Generations. i 

We of she generates: = the ensetione and the trustees . 
our pationel é generations unborn. Looking 

‘ Stn sce iedaticaeet ot cia Seater tren Gea tine amr torer 
fathers Landed here, we blame them for not having conserved for 

us many of the natural resources of this country thet we would 
wish were still intact for our use snd enjoyment. It is our 
trust to see to it that owr children's children shall not blame 
us for the feilure Peo akin 
resources that are left which t hey would wish to have. 

foe ean, Pee ee of the records in the litera- 
> New nglend with trunke seven feet in 

diameter, fo far as i mow, no white pines of any such dimensions



Committee on Airoraft vs, Wilderness « 2g 

exist today, The at pineriee of Michigan were so dispoiled 
thet the people ett on those lands sien fare with ne means of 
subsistence and constitute a public preblem, Formerly, the 
oyster fisheries of Ghesepeake bay were the richest in the worldy 
now they ere of minor consequence, Formerly, the ebundence of 

4 shed re at the rivere of our Atlantie Gosst ond of salmon 
in Peeifie livers wes « matter of wonderment besides being a 
greet eecnomic resouree, There are vast ereas of this ret, 
now reduced te barren bush-lend whieh could readily harbor d= 
life of a1] sorte, ineluding abundant b animals. e have 
& Pight to condem our fathers for on such —— 
of cur heritege, ur primary dut to see to it t our dese 
eendents cannot indict us for sinlee shortsighted negligence of 
their interest. 

The first maxim in dealing with wilderness areas, then, 
must be that none of the irreplaceable features of the wilderness 
shall be impaired im any wey that would lead posterity te bleme 
this generation for the loss. 

2+ The Airplane as Compared with Other Means of Trefisportation. 

It seems to me that the Comaittee shouw.é not be concerned 
oT with aireraft as such, but rather with our trusteeship 
or the. values of nature, if reguletions should be adopted which 

discriminate against airplanes because ay are sivplanss or aerely 
. because ot ee new and have yet no vested rights, i belisve that . 
aireninded bies Would,in the end,overthrow our work, #e should 
Gonsider Sircraft along with other means of transportetion « reil« 
pords, automobiles, motorboats, horses, eid hiking, = and I would 
frame the regulation of airerart in wilderness arese to aenforn 
with the regulationa of other mechsnized means of locomotion, 

So What is she Real Menace to the Wilderness? 

If = anélyze sentiment correctly, the fear with which most 
administrators of forests and parks view the proepective invasion 
ef the wilderness by aircraft rises not se mach from fear of the 
aireraft in themselves as from fear thet eir travel will greatly 
increase the number of visitors to wilderness areas and so, auto- 
matically, increase the monace to the wilderness, is it not true 
that the amount of travel into the wilderness more then the char 
acter of locopotion involved constitutes the primary menses? If 
& hundred hikers a day should walk within a few yards of a grigzly- 
ee ee et eet, arene oes OVE Une Vnewe hikers 
eompor themselyes with perfect decorum. if a packtrain of 20 
horses traveled the same path, the effect on the bears would 
probably be worse,
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te date there has been & general feeling thet hikers 
and spitetes were not & menace to the wildermess, i submit 
thet this is « false security, based only on the fact that until 
the present time the number of hikers and packtrains has not 
been large enough to constitute menace, When and if hikers and f 
packtrains become very abundent, the wilderness will be gone. 
Une of the chief sources of menace from eirplenes, if not. the 
ehief one, ie the conduct of air travelore efter they leave their 
po and go into the wilderness afoot or on horseback, If this 

correct, the basie thing which should be done to protect the 
wilderness is to reatriet the number of people who are permitted 
— = it. The first thing 1 would recommend, therefore, 

t 

All admittance to wilderness areas 
should be limited and controlled by permit. ‘The number of foot 

travelers or of herasback riders or of canoe parties that may 
use a given wilderness ee Ee ee without damaging 
4t should be determined in * pre oe ew Madly 1 4 
Per tet de tee eh getablished has been filled. 

i am thinking, for instance, Reid's observation that the 
northern lekes in the relatively barren Quetico Superior de net 
produce sufficient fish food to permit rapid restoretion ef a de« 

yea bosagl pe we prose Glearly the number of pine na permits and 
eateh owed should be so regulated es to maintain the max- 

imum fish population thet this area will support. 

tion 2, Airplenes should be treated the same as 
other pate meens of transportation. This would give rise 
to a series of rules somewhst like the following: 

de Ooumereial air travel to and from wilderness areas 
should be limited, as in rallrosd travel, to airports at the edges 
of perks or wilderness areas, 

2. No whiderness eres should be clesred for the construction 
of new airfielda,. 

S, Aireraft of the helicopter t which do not require 
large fields for landing, should be permitted to note sea 
ing areas as, for instance, the gone arcund Old Pal in Owe 
atone, very mucht he samo as automobiles now are, With the increase 
in traffic, SERGE Ghadia, Sectetine detelke been nn eee 
area tne” BCes, ereases should, however, be made 
vary 6 vely and as public need clearly dictates, 

4 ee Ore teat te ofthe feet, vepistion us 
notorboate. | should be poraiteed on waters on which motorboats 
pols aa excluded from waters on which motorboats are 
ford °
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& Hunt or shooting of description from ealreralt chou be forbiaden, wl " 
6, Game wewiens, rangers, and other officers with police 

powers should be amply provided with aircraft suffieient to en} 
foree any regulations laid down, 

very truly yours, 

{ Ce rm - 

OR el 
lat Pf. Griggs, ; 

RPG: Jwh Division of and ture 

a



NATIONAL PARKS ASSOCIATION 
1214 SIXTEENTH STREET N. W. 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Maroh 2¢, 1046 

Ore Robert Pe Griggs, Chairmen 

Oivieien of Pielogy and sgrieulture 
ational Sesenren Counett 

210] Senstitubion ove, 
Yashington 25, by C, 

esr Dre Griggss 

the af your letter on wt end I have roud 16 Sith interests enas goat etavenne 
thereing As you request, i thoughte wheteuer ony 
be worthe ae they 

First, very briefly; the mnttop) of adui Visitors te creases if a quote « be wares oh ts 
solve many diffioultiogs\ Xe KA So caekad ae cies eae 
in national forest A, then ia nations] parkes peretaakcortyy ‘ $a the Deteer, the ion WPides ae to how the publie would reset, 
Ha ay PER BE Lecamdts Volley and Yellowstone would be more 
are if 0 quote A ; Ge ondeiee oat tdeeateh tr Ge sek 

mass of the pyblie, ‘ ww tolerated by the 

. | pe epinten woe expressed to ne the other 
day in « eK ea: i. new Seeretary the Interior, that the 

: Slee aene, Wa nace steten! sreneeseatene Te ae, “2 anew of 

pis tine, my serious a danger for the future, however 
ro\} and 4 under Kegomnendation 2 in your letter, seem to ne 

so be ie ia ine is whether clones of ony kind should be 
pormitted te fy; cver stldernnce guasteye T think your 
es 5 yzhien Vo ll & vos of soshasiend tranevertation to : a Gemmeb tee .. 

See or siarie na erie Shear 
three sonsidorstions? 2, dirplanes disturb wildlife, 2. & ieee 
deprive vieltors of full enjoyment of wild enviroment men elreling overbosds Sy sirplenes present « fire hasard when flying over forested 
gountrye - 

* ino statement on the nec’ for keoping >lanes foun 

FSEES "pg sritten te c"hevtor by Dirostar Srury s0_the Herre Club tn 
letter lished in pert on Mares 1045 issue ef Dethenal Parke Megusinns” its tvesy meotee



Ore Kobert ?, Griggs 2 Wayeh 28, 1948 

"sesthe proposal for on aerial edusational program in the perks, sepresurcaes 
@ovolopment in the jublie use of latiozal Mark Service areas which involves a henge 
in bogie poliey thet we are not prepared te mokes 

"it ie not our intemthien te build eirfields in the national parkes however, we 
desire to sesist in finding suitable airfiolds os sloee to our areas ae posatble and oo 
make the parke and ety yer Ry Moves nay Ts nee groan qnadbgee yen d 

io hawetesins "i atovarblng element f thet wAll preveut Aull scprestation by the pubite 
of guperliative nature) Seeo%e Digpelling the sense of remoteness fron the ; 
mechanised werld thet ie inherent in the wilderness end essential to full enjeynent of 
the wilderseete Se ee manerous speoies of wildlifeess. 

Yeowhding thes wi) the nations] park arese for acoommodation of aireraft 
wh2l moans ie gyno yee Spee Te Fon mana yy Payne So ee wedi erp 
sinse fev of the parks eontain sufficient ares thet ie adapted for uss os tend fiehds 
without this modifiestions ae Gene hal ake Selbatngs Gor ebtinate 
servioing and repair of sirernft, Bost, all, of these new structures would be 

plaeed in hitherte undeveloped areas.” 

r Airplanes oro on exovedingly disturbing influenee vhen injeoted inte the wild or 
whidernste ecenss 46 intely ag aa ae. ae 
it was while in one of those parte of Little Neek reek where, vith sone 
Sneenaeats SS peer pe Sage Bee» arree hase cor concer ee 

tathone aging in the sun the’ wig mpage ty Pe eA a ger yne  Brena 
is See eee ee ee Se SS titmice and muthatehets 

Ate wists a, cas eae be te nok 6 Gieae Ue oe 8 & 

iS Mie eg ra, Siri ae oat o 8 mon: o 
aie tedike ate sults Ch une Gokeanae 

ie Setional Primeval Ferk “teanderds a.oree of BAe Se emlonee will find 

oties tecliinn ao saab te peiaecl robaec ce Yo, the felLewing ths : fol Sirione 
Fledaa vanehs Weakened eplieeal eeuhte 14 polaniten ak silo Ghatk ea Gheakey vapebetete 

ve eum it geome Go me thet the uee of of 031 kinda over the great parke, 
caneiats ans th dties atect eauah te tateae i would inolude the hydro- 
Dinan then why net the noterbosty eapestally the infénel, earceplitving, evtbecrte \ 

Dieeercly yours, 

eo Glaug Jo turte 
a 

rrederiah ia on Lew Jimstead , 
Kenneth i« keié 
‘Wiliien Py “harten
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Ckbhe. Ree peed 

‘ | , | Jy 2 IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA oe 
La Salle Hotel al 

¢ CHICAGO 2, ILLINOIS oY 
\: 

April 42,1946 
( Diet. 4~5-46) Br. Robert F, Griggs, Chairman 

Division of Biology and Agriculture 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Avenue, 
Washington 25 D G 

Dear br. Griggs: 

This is ny first opportunity to comment on your letter to members of the Committee on Alreraft vs, Wilderness, dated March 22nd, due to ow National Convention tying me up for more than a week. For the purpose of i comparisons, my comments will be numbered according to the numbering of your letter. 

i. I coneur, 
* 

2. T conour with one slight reservation, which will be covered under 3. 

3. flere my comment would be "yes" and 0", Perhaps, basieally it is not the airplane but the hordes of people that the airplane vould bring, who would not otherwige go inte s wilderness area by accepted primative modes of travel, that constitutes the menace, However, to explain ny point of view, 1 would say that even if we could theoretic- silly hold the status quo as to the number of people using = wilderness rea and let that present number make its own choice as to shether it ; used the airplane, the packhorse, the canoe or the napanck, in travel ing e wilderness area, 1 would still be against the airplane for such t purpose, The eirplane as a means of travel in wilderness areas seoms to be entirely foreign to the whole wilderness idea. Ite use in wilderness areas would surmount the obstacles of trevel which constitute both a major protection and « major appeal of wilderness areag. Canoe travel in the wilderness lake country, packhonse travel in the mountains would have about as auch appeal as horseback riding down @ paved motor highway if airplanes were a permiasible form of transportation into and through wilderness areas — and that would hold even 4f in some manner the nusber of people going into the wilder- ness areng ould be held te its present number, namely those who have used them without 44 of airplanes, 
/



Robt. F. Griggs, Chairman Div.Biolegy and Agriculture, Natl,Kesearch vounesS, 

Washington 25, DCs € 4-83-46) 

~ Ze 

to one would think of going horeshack riding for pleasure on a uoter highways yots 2% 16 

a valued recreation on bridle paths where automobiles are not permitted 3% all seems to 

= vai ee dl down to « uatter of intelligent soning, and the reasons for barring the sieplan® 

from wi soon to me to be just as valid as those for barring the automobile from 

rotdin cer tridie baths in eity parks used by equestrians. 

Desomontation I seriously question both the propriety ani the n
ecessity for 

your % all admittanes to wilderness area
s be controlled by permite. 

you re the macoscary Listtations ean be achieved by barring so-called improvements, sush 

t tates well cleared trails, shelters, docks, et cetera, to say nothing of roads and ( 

Landing fields. In other words, I feel that if we are able to keep wilderness Areas 

landing ftv sernees areas so that there will be no facilities for any mode of travel sneepis 

; te Wrukhorses canoe or on foot, that these natural obstacles to easy, <uick and, consertenle 

travel will prove to be sufficient curbs to prevent any verious 
over-use- In thig connec- 

tom, tt has been ay observation that the Aneriean public has become so mechanised Test 

tiene Tishing and hunting areas adjacent to hig
hways are fished to death, some others 

Tneated only s few wiles back fron the road seem to have les
s fishing ani hunting pussure 

ioe eefore the advent of improved roads (I've often ihtenied to write an article, the 

title of which night be"The Lost Art of Walking"). 

I am not woncerned about the drain on f
ish and game i true wilderness areas where 

mechanised transportation is barred. Fortunately, the great majority of those whose greed 

weeld seriously deplete the game and fish
 cwply are in too much of a hurry or too lasy 

te do much fishing or hunting in a wilderness area. 
; 

the greatest factor in the depletion of fis
hing around sone isolated resorts —— 

those of invaded wilderness areas or sround the fitiagéof it = is the Seenoiee Soi th 

shipping facilities, which éncourages their guests e421 ané chip home a lot of fish 

that might otherwise be put back into the water. In the wilderness area in which 

nechanised transportation 1s barred, both of those facilities are absent. ' 

Under your Recommendation 2, 1 would wake the follewing commenter 

(1) Ons 
a OK. 
(3 Hare 1 would have to disagree on the helicopter. It is true thet 

national parks are « bit different from wilderness arexs in thet 

roads and automobiles are permitted in certain places, and from one 

viewpoint it might seem discrimination to outlaw the helicopter. 

Bowever, 1t seems to me that there would be even a finer line of 

@ietinetion to be drew between the helicopter and any other airplene, 

and if you permitted the helicopter, those who wanted to use other 

types of planes would have much ground for erying out ageinst ciscr
in- 

ination. Purthersore, 1 think the helicopter would just raise hob 

with the wildlife of national parks — and if they were permitted 

regular landing spots, it would be = deuce of a job to keep them 

from dropping déwn in any 1ittle meadow that happened to appesi So 

then. So, I'd have to say "no" to the helicopter.
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(4) 1 admit your argument 49 logical here, ond 1 sight be inclined to 

agrée if you define wotorboat as a non-portable boat with the 

motor built into the boat, ae distinguished from a rowboat or a 

eanoe with outhoard motor attached. The former could be operated 

only on lakes where there were resorts or where there was direct 

eater connection from a resort lake; the latter has been used 

at gome pretty remote lakes by carrying canoes and Light outboards 

over the portages. 1 would personally Like te awo the outboard 

barred from canoe wildérness areas. Taking the Guetico-Superior 

a an example, it should certainly be barred from the interior 

lakes, even though it aight be di@ficult to eliminate it from the 

boundary waters. 

(8) 1 coneur, but would like to add "Alse chasing game for fun or 
for photographs, and that the shooting ban wold cover so-called 

J predators ~ like the coyote." ; 

(6) Oaks 
Yarden the long letter, but it's « big subject end 1 hepe these observa~- 

tions may be of some value. 
\ 

Sincerely, ‘ 

Kenneth A, Peid 
kar/rea Executive Director 

Isaak Welton Longue of America 

eet Olaus J, furie 

Shirley ¥, Allen 
Jemm BeBaker 
Aldo Leopold 
Frederick Law Olmatesd :



Cc O IP Y RC 
FROM THE OFFICE OF OLMSTED BROTHERS Ve me 

Brook line ,Mass. hie ene at c 

April 18, 1946 

Dr. Robert ¥. Griggs, Chairman, 

Division of sheneey and Agriculture, 
Wational Research Couneil, 

2101 Constitution Avenue, 
ead Washington 25, D.¢. 

Committee on Aircraft ve.Wilderness: 
(Olaue J. Murie 
Shirley W. Alien 
John H. Baker | 
Aldo Leopold 
Kenneth A. Reid 
Frederick Law Olmsted) 

Gentlemen: : 

I regret my delay in responding to Dr. 
Grigge' etimulating letter of March 22nd. 

The point of view of the letter and most 
ef its contents seem to me absolutely sound, and I 
hope the Committee's report will toke on the seope 
indicated. 

Aaoepting the * approach", and 
thinking of sone of the “detail® to be added, as 
mentioned in the first paragraph of Dr. Griggs’ let- 

ter, these points pop into my head:~- 

1. Re to the question in “ge 
page 2, I a. ee Uaiice is te 'quite te00 ae ’ 
what constitutes the primary mensee is woxe the amount 
of travel into the wilderness than the o ter of 
the lecomotion involved. The menace lies, I think, in 

an bg = ee by sae. given means of locomotion in 
excess © optimum for that particular kind 

Jogomotion in a given ares. -
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What constitutes such excess in any given 
@ase will depend largely, but not wohite upon the 
physical effects on the wilderness resulting from a 
given kind and amount of travel and from the actions 
of the Pers ane from the creation and mainten- 
ance of things conditions incidental to sueh 
travel. In those respects transportation by air- 
eraft over a wilderness area ~ assuming landing and 
take-off places and their accompaniments to be exter- 
nal to that area — probably involves in general less 
direct physical effect on the Wilderness than eny 
other means of locomotion permitting observation of 
the area, With the possible a of some kinds 
of water-transportation in eertein special cases (e.g, 
boat pare on the waterways of the Mangrove 
Forest north of Gape Sable, Florida, where the condi- 
tions wake it generally impossible for people to go 
ashore from their boats, and where thousands of people 
eould circulate by boat without producing any change 
whatever in the natural conditions of the forest 
through whieh they travel and without producing any 
permanent change in the waterways other than the in- 
Visible deposit on their bottoms, under the black 
waters, of things cast overboard, plus some nasty 
floating waste papers, etc., which could be cleaned 
a after be 4 On the other hand, automobile trans- 

tation, beth in rough terrain where road-grading 
gears are severe, and also in gentle terrain where 
@arg ean be driven off roads at random and and make 
their own sears indiscriminately seoaetent: is prob- 
ably the worst in ite inevitable direct effects on 
Wilderness conditiona; with railroads a close second. 
It would not be difficult to cite cases where the 
mere construction of a moter road through a rugged 
mountainous wilderness, with side~hill cute end fills, 
would greatly and permanently impair ite wilderness 
values even if no more than one automobile « year were 
to travel the road. The quantity of travel ia here 
Glearly less important than the qualitative effect of 
the means of travel; although indefinite inerease in 
quantity of automobile travel would add cumulatively 
to the initial demage through actions of the travellers, 
and at some stage the increase in quantity of travel 
Would make iteelf the major destructive influence.
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But there are also to be considered, in addi- 
tion to direct physical effects of a given kind of travel 

on wilderness conditions, what = be called effects 
on wildernese values due to reactions of the nervous 
systeme of human and other animals to various means 
of locomotion and their accessories. Passing up the 
interesting and difficult questions about the nervous 
and other reactions of grizzly bears, ase taete birds 
and other wild animale to given numbers of erg or 

3 pack-trains, automobiles, motor cycles or busses, canoes 
or motor beats ee and without myeenele and various 
types of aircraft, ete., ete.; it is har to be denied 
that there are marked differences in the psychological 
effect upon human visitore to wildernesses who are ap- 
preciative of wilderness values between relatively 
"primitive" types of vegnagae sothon (such as hiking, 
canoeing, and the use of riding and k animals in 
small groups long associated in pase? & minds with 
Wilderness and quasi-wilderness conditions) and 
negailingy means of transportation strongly associated 
W non-Wilderness conditions, especially those means 
of travel producing loud noises and foul smells dis- 
turbing to wilderness conditions. 

I do not mean to say that there ia any kind 
of transportation, in any kind of wilderness, whieh can 
be indefinitely increased in amount without reaching a 

; condition of diminishing returns in wilderness values. 
But I do believe that in any given case the of 

atte ata used are, in principle, no less oo 
tant in determining results than the amounts of each. 

- 2. In considering plans for kinds — amounts 
of transportation conservatively permissible any 
given wilderness, a point of considerable importance 
and interest in relation to some kinds of mechanized 
transportation is that passengere therein are practi- 
@ally prevented from coming into pergonal physical con- 
ioe with the constituents of the wilderness, with in- 
dj us results to the latter by breakage, wear and tear, 
ete., unless and until they leave those means of trans- 
portation in the wilderness and go about on their own 
lege or by Other means of transportation than that 
Whieh brought them in. This is manifestly true of
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airereft, ineluding those of helicopter type. it 

would be true of a cableway, or a railway, or & mono~ 

caucus ail type of conveyance {at the priee of more or 

Toe “armas es lela. atructures introduced inte the 
wil eB). It would be true of gyroacopieally 

atevilised two-wheeled vehicles running on narrow 

trails, if practicable. And if the places where 
people were permitted to leave such *non-contact® 

means of transportation within a wilderness were 

earefully selected, and if the numbera Bo ee 

them were suitably limited (and advised and “polieed"), 
there is little doubt but that « great many more 

people could more or less satisfactorily observe and 

enjoy the essentini qualities of some wildernesses 
by such means, without at the seme time progressive- 
ly and cumulatively impairing them physleally, than 

Could do eo by the more “primitive’ means, such as 

hiking ond riding, with or without pack animale, 
which invite to rambling anywhere and pt gf ae pt 

and to “eTeeslaiee end tear throughout area 

instead of cont it to Limited places that can 

atand it with a minimum of progressive eran aa" 

Yet most of these "non-contact" mechanized means o 

transportation are apt to be peychologicaily in- 
jurious to wilderness volues. 

3. Dr. Griggs ie certainly right in indicat- 

ing that, whatever means of transportation may be 

appropriately permitted in given ease, Limitation 
of the eeruse 10 & tamiman that 45 found Wf 

cautious experiment to be not progressively destrue- 
tive of the valuee at stake ie the final answer. 

But the problems of rationing euch permite 
will be extraordinarily difficult and troublesome. 

And one of the advantages of requiring travel ft 
Wilderncas erene to be only by certein “primitive 

means of transportation (such ae hiking and baek- 
packing, oy riding on animale with or without pack 

animals in Limited aumbers) ie thet the considerable 
| n Solanp exertion required, and the necessity of 
oregoing many comforts ond conveniences character- 

istic of modern civilisation, automatically limit 
travel in eugh areas to thoge who enjoy the wilder- 
Resa enough to pay that price. it unfortunately
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@xeludes some who are physically unable to pay that 
price, but it is less inequitable than sale of the 
P¥eivilege to the highest cash bidders and certainly [ 
iess so than arbitrary selection of permittees by of- 
ficialse subject to political pressure; and it has been 
fairly effective thus far in keeping the numbers of 
Wilderness travellers within tolerable limits, as 
Dr. Griggs admits. 

if and when travel within a wilderness by 
sueh Surtees iee* means (as distinguished from "non- 
contact" means of mechanized travel) becomes danger- 
ously large, might it not be kept within reasonable 
bounds by limiting it to even more primitively ardu- 
ous conditions of wilderness travel? For example: 
@ closer limit on the number of pack-animala and hired 
“wranglers” and other hired help a given number of 
visitors were allowed to take into a wilderness would 
exclude a good many whose interest in wilderness con- 
ditions is not great enough to induee them to dispense 
with unessential comforts that are garaiaconle in a 
wilderness only at the price of paying more cash and 
elso subjecting the wilderness to more wear and tear 
per visitor-day. 

4. Finally, wore educational effort applied 
to prospective wilderness travellers, and more care- 
ful and et herons mpvegrsese areas by 
‘angers equ With right kind of transportation 

toy air SAE seheoesans for each kind of wilderness 
ie basic. ach kind of wilderness presents its own 
Special problems, and the Committee could do « very 
useful job by discussing actual or hypothetical sample 
cages in some detail. 

Sincerely, 

(Signed) Frederick Law Olmsted 

Copied fee erates 
Manuscript (written in Cal 
and typed in his absence, mere
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

~ ANN ARBOR 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

April 26, 1046 

To Dr. Robert ©. Origgs and 
fellow members of the Committee 
on Alreraft vs. Wild erness 

Oleus J. Nurle 
Jonn 4. Beker 

i Prederiek Law Olustead 
Kenneth A. teid 

Gentlemens: 

My long silence since recet br. Griggs! theughtful 
letter of Harch 22 is not chistes te te @ crowded schedule, 
oot would help if a few more conscious hours were 
aveila m the day. Sather, the le tter and ag “yon from 
other wembers of the committees have done po much my 
poor pay Ph pug rta only now come to a place where I could 
put ay © on paper. Iam sorry to be the last to reply. 

‘de t with the "first maxim"; ‘hat impairsent of 
inecliaeidlie Jentures of wiléerness must not be pernitted 
eo ag to bring blame from our children en ue for our “man 
agenent." I use the la tter term advisedly ~ 
in @ sense is exagtly what ie indicated. ereover side be- 

ing an Ghvegate of wilde: yness ayeas ae such, I am (I hope) 
a conservationist, & maintainer, @ user, and an extender of 
use. I should like not to reduce the mumber of wilderness 
visitors but to share the thrill of wilderness use ~~ the 
eS. a be tolerated with arte 

rre @ rea. 8e po * placeable featu (A mi int to be deter=ained.) 

A wilderness is poszessed of great reproductive viger, 
and I om eens if we must mot be sufficiently realistic 
te settle always for slightly lees than perfect wilderness 
and even to, prite recaptured ereme euch as the roadless 
portion of Superior Netional Forest, the Haroon fells 
wilderness on the Noly Cross ational Poreat, and sone of 
the onee-logged sreas within Yosenite Sational Park. Cer- 
tainly we call these elldernesses, and we guard jealously 
their volues, whatever they asy be. 

@. { do have the feeling thet aircraft praesent a probles 
whieh is net presented by other allowed Saoehandaed” methods 
of eccert and travel, save in the instance of the aotor boat. 
Semehow I can't put ee saddle horses, pack trains, 
and canoes inte the sane ¢ & a6 motorized travel devices. 
It 1s conceivable that too many of any of these at one tine
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Gould permanently destroy certain wilderness values. On the 
other Cua they are the accessories of visiting and using © 

‘ wildernesses at present. ‘The only ay mechanized device 
allowed is the motorboat and "kicker" ch it seems to me 
should be forbidden. I have little faith that (a) noise, 
(>) elaborate service facilities and (¢) almost insurmountable 
difficulties of control eee for example) will cease 
to be distinctive problems in permitting airplanes to land and 
take off from wilderness areas. 

3. 1 heve diseussed this somewhat under 1. Regulation 
of mumbers of people and seasons of visits seems appropriate 
if wildernesses are to be used but not used up. On the other 
hand I wonder if severe bag or creel limits; well-designed but 
inoffensive trails; gnc of over-used meadows, and possibly 

‘periodic clean-up of favorite ea might not increase 
the See wildernesses for use without —s 

; irreplacea features to destruction. Unless more 
superficial use of wildernesses can be made by those well 4 
enough disciplined to be worthy of such visits, the wildernesses 
become the gold in Fort Knox, so to speak, and not living 
values or contribtors to our culture. One cannot savor a 
wilderness by flying over it, be he pilot or mere passenger. 
(Prebably atministrators do fear inereasing muavers of _— 

: which the airplane might bring into wilderne . th 
they et eet the attitude of those particular people 
towa rness values. I cannot help feeling that these 
flying visitors would take such values more lightly than 
visitors who prized the attractions and the experiences 
oe to “earn” the vieit by unmotoriszed travel. And please 
don't anyone say that such travel is analogous to jubteking 
an art gallery on hands and knees. ) 

Recommendation 1. I agree. 

Recommendation 2. I agree to certain of the rules but 
not the ——_ as stated, because size, noise, and service — 
facilities on least scale, in themselves, ore fee of j 
the distinctive wilderness values to too great an extent, 

namely, folitece I agree to rules 1, 2, 5, and 6. ules & 
and 4 ry Mn merit as realistic approaches to defense 
against table pees ve Gee weer renee bat I am 
reminded of "the camel's nose." The similarities between 
motorboats = oy cy en the one hand and helicopters 
and automobiles on other are more than I can understand. 
Also, @ National Park and a wilderness are not the same and I ; 
should fear that a helicopter pilot would have a herd tine 
seeing why, if he could use et at Old Paithful, he 
could not use any mountain meadow the park. 

Sincerely yours, 

&. W. Allen
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NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL hy r 

2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE, WASHINGTON 235, D. C. 

Established in 1916 by the National Academy of Sciences under its Congressional 

Charter and organized with the cooperation of the National Scientific 

and Technical Societies of the United States ¥ 

April 30, 1946 

Committee on Aircraft vs, Wilderness: 
Olaus J, Murie 
Shirley W. Allen 4 ; 
John H. Baker by 
Aldo Leopold 
Frederick Law Olmstead 
Kenneth A, Reid : 

Gentlemens 

I have the enclosed letter from Hillory A, Tolson, Acting 
Director of the National Park Service, relating to our problem, 

\ Though the wording of the regulation is not very clear to me, 

; I understand that this means that the Civil Aeronautics Authority 
rules that all agencies having jurisdiction over federally owned 
lands can regulate flying over and landing on such lands, I think 
it would be well to look up the regulation a little further and make 
sure that this is what it really means, The language quoted does 
not quite carry that connotation to me, : 

If, however, this is correct there remains the problem of 
wilderness areas under State control such, for example, as the 

sd Quetico-Superior area, Perhaps the Committee could do something 
4 in the way of recommending that such authority be extended to the ~ 

State governments as well as to Federal agencies, . 

yo er Gece A 

‘ : ch 

' . Robert F, Griggs 
Division of and ture 

RFGtho
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6 UNITED STATES 

P DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIGR , 
xX National Park Service 

: Chicago 54, Illinois 

April 22, 1946 

Giickanlot Atta ek harioatbire 
vision o. Leul’ 

Sinden Naoaueee Hoanatt 
2201 Constitution Avenue i 
Bashington 25, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Griggs: 

Me. Drury has requested ne to bring to your atten~ 
tion section 60.102 of the latest Air Traffic Rules published by 
the Civil Aeronautics Board, which provides as follows: 

j "Aircraft shall not be operated within restricted 
air-space areas contrary to the restrictions 
prescribed by the agency having jurisdiction over 
such areas." 

it 4a considered possible that if regulations are issued by 
the Secretary to limit flight of aircraft to a minimum altitude 
of 2,000 feet over notional parks and national monuments, such 
regulations will be recognized by the Civil Aeronautics Board as 
establishinb restricted airspaces over those areas. ‘We are 
taking steps to bring to the attention of the Secretary and the 
Civil Aeronauties Board the proposal to adopt such regulations. 

Sincerely yours, 

/a/ Hillery A, Tolson 
4 Acting Direetor
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September 17, 1946 

Mr. OLaus Marke 
Moose, throning 

Dear OLanes 

X hove read the ropert carefully ani an ready to stam behind 1¢ in toto, 
Anawerllng your questions: 

le Yeo 
Ze Tos 

tS 
% I think it should be a continuing committee if that is consistant 

with Hac policy. re ee ee eee 
committes Gould guther in the ag they become available. 

I egpecially seneo trouble in these wilderness area hunts mide by 
oe rg aac dhyin alae sly dered arated db yeh yeh sewnll 

there aro no predators. That is dangeroos, and the situation ds a 

potential threat to many arena. Tewing mde the initial orrer of elim 
inating predators, we met now take plones or roads, ani Like it. 

Lraeedons Pr operas wetiree ote stant eee ‘the Sosiety will need a version for odueational parposem.s 

With personal regarie, yours evar, 

Alé@o Leopold 

oo tahnizer 
De. Grigge
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‘ Moose, “youing 
September 7,10946 

Witte Te Py Adarg 
Shirley ©. Allen 
Sohn He Baker 

Alde Leopold : 
Frederick Law Ojustead 
Kometh Ae heié 

Sentlemen + 

Xn the wecent attempt to bring about a meeting of our committee at 
some gentral point your responses to the questions clreulated were prompt and 

@pecifie. (Unfortunately, I found it diffioult to establish a setiafsetory 
date, what with my own coumitments added to those of several members, and 
it seemed advisable to make « fregh starte 

But in the meentine, rather then let our business drift completely, 
I undertook to assenble our materiel in a tentative reporte I enclose a 
eopy for your study. In eompiling this I was conscious of the helpful end 
stimulating outline of suggestions eireulateé among us by Dre Origga. Your 
individual responses to these gave me, wore then anything else, the vive 

points of the camittee meubers on the question before us and led me te venture 
to write as I heve on belwlf of the committee. I believe each of you will 
find yourself quoted here and there vePbatim, and I included mugh of the 
outline given us by Dr. Grigge, uodified here and there by the obvious 
majority opinion of the corpmittee, 

Please study this report eritieally. I would be interested in the 
following: ; 

le DO you agree with the contents of the report? 
Re Has it boon properly presented? 
Se Ia lt = long, considering need for effectively presenting cur 

finding: 
4. Do you feel that we should still have a full meeting of the Committece- 

or may this report, with your additions, Meletions or other mggestions, 
properly represent what we are able tm as-a committee to present to the 
Research Council at thia time? 

Se Probably we have not the lest word on the legel questions bearing on 
Wiléernesa. Yould you consider it wise to suggest thet we may possibly obtain 

further date by continuing the comaittes, or should we present ea final report, 
leaving for the federal agency the task of working out further legal refinements? 

Very truly yours, 

0. Mure 
Os Je Murie, 
Chaéi rman 

|



‘ RSPORT OF THY COMMITS : 
om ALSCRAPT Usk IN VILDRODIGS ANNAS 

Aviation is now recognized ss one of the moat potent developments of 
reeent tims, affecting world polities, economies, end the soeinl structure. 
The airplane has made war so destructive that civilization itself is 
jeopardized. a ispertent is the advent of the airplane thet covermients 
are greetly concerned over ite effect on world trade and economy, and its 
regulation is the subject of tuternational confermces. “Air Affairs", an 
iuternetional journal, has reeently been launched, the first number having 
been published in Septeuber 1%6. Te quote: "It is the purpose of Air 
Affeive te otimulate, eneourage, create seudemie discussions ond research 
prograns, investigating the impaet of aviation upon our soeiel institutions 
eeeeto the ond that plamere on «1) levels throughout the world aay more 

efficbontly onlerge our understending ef the volationship between techno- 
logieel invention and social change, between aviation oné ¢ivilizatione” 

In the first isoue of Air Affaire appears an article by Uareld C. Urey, 
“stomle Energy, aviation and Geeiety.” ‘the reader is here agein reminded 

thet iuventions whieh have greet potentialities for usefulness may alse 
require control and regulation to avoid harmful results. It seems ai gni- 
ficant thet My. Urey Linke stemle energy, aviation, and society in his 
é@iseussion. Ons paragraph reade: 

“ihege two inventions [airplane and atante energy] for whieh analogies 
ean be sequred only by going te prehistoric times, wil. profoundly chenge ali 
of hwnan eoclety on the face of the globe. Ii is to be expected that they 
will change our governmental structure, ow modes of Living in everyéay 
life. ‘hoy will ehenge them either for better or worse. it is not possible 

for us to expect to prevent such developments. ‘he most we gem hope for is 
_ that we ean guide them inte meful rather than destruetive channels. These 

: inventions pose for moderna wen the greatest probleu of this century, ond also 
the greatest opportunity of our times." 

At the present time nations generally are concerned with the broader 
aapeets of aviation~-aueh urgent matters as the airplane in war and intere 
netionsl traffic. But concurrently we ere faced with domestic problems, 
Se oe ee ee eee we Sakae ce Under the 
title, "The Coming Maassere in the Skies" 1, 4» “hanklin, in the December 
Be cake tae ne te eee ae ead coed cites te ae Me says: 
"I think the time for frank ee tae oe, eee as 
¥Yrenk talk and prowpt action may prevent some fie headaches later on.” 

“Mage flying eon be o twemendeus Boon for Anerion ond for the aviation 
industry. Or it ean be o headache. It all depends on how we handle it." 

¥



The suthor is 6 veteran pilot of the trensport Lines and has had varvied 
experiences with private plenes of ali kinde since World ver I. 

Gene Commissions throughout the country are coneerned over what is happening 

to field sports end the gem supply by the growing use of airplanes, First 

steps for control are appearing in the Gene godese In Wyoming it is unlewful 

to hunt from a plane. 

Individuals fron all parte of the continent ere worried about the possible 

effect of unregulated use of airplanes in recreation. Government egencies are 

studying the problem, It waa logical then, and in keeping with the trené of 

thought on thie question thet the United States Yorest service should request 

the National esearch Couneil to appoint « eommittee to underteke « study of 
aiveraft use in wilderness areas, and to submit reecemendationa. 

the first question ariaing anoug the members of the committee waa "What 

should be the seope of its inquiry?” Ghould the study be firected only toward 

the aduinistention of the speeified wilderness areas of the national foreste, 

. er should 1¢ inelude national parks and other public lends of reereetional 

significance? It soon beeane apparent that in order to evaluate the impact 

of siveraft on wilderness reereation it was necessary to view the problem in 

ite broader implication, for recreation today transeenis the boundaries of 

any one type of lend elossifieation end “wilderness” in a term thet may apply 

in varying degree to reereation end land units outside of the official "wilder- 
nese" areage Accordingly, arriving at the conclusions presented herewith, the 

eoumittes has investigated situations as they appeared on national forests, 
national wildlife refuges, nationel parks, end in varying degree on limting 

renges generallye 

in the conduct of our work we heave had the benefit of valuable advice and 

ouggestions from Dr. Robert ¥. Griggs, Chairman of the Division of Bialogy aa 

\erieulture of the National esearch Couneile 

1. Me Are Trustees Yor Future Cenematson se 

We of this generation are the custodians and the trustees of our nawional 

hevitege for the generations yet unborn. Looking back at the development of 

this comtxy frea the tine our forefethera lunded hare, we blawe thom for not 

having conserved for us many of the natural resources of this country that we 

would wish were still intact for our use and enjoyment. It is ow trust to 

gee to it thet our children's chiléren shail not blew us for the failure to 

preserve for them these things in the resources that are left which they would 

wish to haves 

Yomerly, the oyster fisheries of Chesapeake Bay were the richest in the | 

world; now they are of minor consequences Formerly, the ebundanee of shad 4 

ruming up the rivers of ou Atlantic Coast and of salmon in Pacific rivers 

wag a oatter of wonderment bésides being # great eccnomle resource. Formerly, 

too, we had vast arene of rie¢h topsoil which, through malpractice and indiffer- 

enee, we have allowed to wash out through our great river systems into the gen. 

We have a right to conden our fathers for persitting such spoliation of our 

heritage. Our primary duty is to see to it that our descendants camot indict 

us for sinilar shortsighted negligence. : 

=Re



the first mocim in dealing with wilderness areas, then, mut be that none 
of the irreplaceable features of wilderness shall be impaired in any way that 
would lead posterity to blawe this generation for the losse 

Vilderness as a quality inherent in the Awerieen terrain has become 
recognized as a natural resource susceptible of impairaent or destruction, as 

: in the ease of our vanishing salmon or topsoil. Indeed, there is a world- 
wide ewakening te the value of the wilderness concept as a desirable scoial 
slement. Note the rising volees in Britain urging the protection of whet 
reusing of naturel, oy nomreneturel, conditions. Yor exanple, As ls Tansley, 

in "Our Heritage of "L114 Iture* apeaks with authority, being a qualified 
ecologist, in his 4iscuasion of the problem of preserving wild nature in 
Mngland--ineluding enimal and plant life and the netive hendseape. fle dis , 
eusens the efforts of uch orgenizations se the Vouneil for the Preservation 
of Nural Bngleud, and other groupae ven during the war, in 194], on the 
invitation of the Sesiety for the Promotion of Nature Heserves, delegates from 
soeletics and other bodies interested in netural history, convened as The 
Conferenes on Nature Preservetion in Post~iiar Reeaatruction.e Then in 1942 
Sir Pilliem Jowltt, then chairmen of the Ministerial Counitees concerned with 
cexmmixu reconstruetion problems, invited the Gonferenme to erente a committee 
to afivise the goverment on matters reloting to Nature Neservose. The result 
waa the Neture Reserves Investigation Comittee. 

Colonel ‘hevenson~teailten, in "Our South african tetlonal Parks," 
éeaeribes some of the efforts to preserve Nature on that continent--efferts : 
which were exerted Just in time, spparently, to save from destruetion sone 
remmante of thet wilderness eo righ in wildlifee 

throughout the uaturel history literature of Germany, Denuark, and other 
Buvepean countries is evident a riaing feree for the preservation of primitive 
Nature, even though in a more modest way in those long ceeupled and omm-hendled 
Landge 

This wumiversal yeerning for netural conditions hae had a agrong growth 
in Amerieae Yellowstone ‘ational Park was established aa long ako ag IBTR-- 
te preserve the eo-celled “wonders” of thet regian. Netural phenenene were 
so striking there thet they easily imepired an urge for their preservation. 
Simee then we heve experienced a refinement in our appreéiation of the un-~ 
spoiled landseapee Meany other uational parks hove been esteblished, besed, 

‘ not negessarily on outstanding, atrange phyalesl phenomena such ae geysers end 
thersak springs, but on unuerred and ineptring scenery, and the opportunity 
for a certsin degree of coutect with the"primitive.” Then, finally, came the 
establishuent of orimitive and wilderness areas by the Porest serviee, which 
in 2 maxi sense was the ultioete in recognition of Milderness valuee For : 
in such areas the easence of wilderness was clearly defined ani reguistions 
were formuleted fof theiy retention in the terraine ' 

we may wouter why Aneriea is already swakening to the need for the Wilderness 
envirohment while we wtil) have some true wilderness reueining--while, by 
contrast, Burope let preetieally ali of it @iseppear. May this not be because 
only at this stage in world civiliaation hae menkind reached the point where it 
easily ime the wilderness at its merey, ond ie groping towerd that efficiency in — 
evalueting ite environment by which it ex appreciates the wholesume influence of 
Wilderness? It is recognised that the opportunity te travel in the wilderness 
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develops self relience and 4 series of skiijls in Voodssenahip which hive social 
values as antidotes for nechanigatione 

Certain species ef wilderness wildlife, not compatible with civilization 
(the wolf and mountain lion, the fisher and marten, and eortain birds) will 
disappear unless provided with wild habitat. 

Kesearch in wild euiwal ani plant corpmunities furnishes a necessary yardstick 
for measuring norwmaley in waneged (Agricultural) comumities. Ginee much re- 
search has barely started, the exténetion of wilderness would, in the long run, 
deprive agriculture of a nesessary base-datum. This consideration is ecological 
and esonemie, and fully suaveptible of proof to those who are aware of recent 
trends in eeclogical science. The seientifie value of naturel reas ia also 
given attention in the post-war planning in Englanti, referred to abovee 

Im addition te these formally dedieated and catalogued areas, wilderness 
in lesser degrees of sige or purity has entered into the land-use plan of meny 
state forests, gtete parks, and private recreational holdingae A few univer= 
sities have begun to sequire easll traets for ecologiesi research uni teaching, 
on which forest, prairie, bog or other plent comunities either peraist or are 
being rebublte J 

The fect reasine thet regaré for Yildemess, whether it is found in ite 
pure fora on national forests, in the wilder parts of national perks, or even 
in o more oy less wrbilated form elsewhere, ia growing in Americn, and appears 
to be eceelorated in recent years. ‘the Comuittee is keenly aware of this trend 
and feele that whether or net we suceeed in weping wilderness in smerien depends 
on whether congervetion leadership, in or out of ouy Government, is able te hold 
this natural resource until @ more general appreciation of its value beeones 
establi med. ; 

The Goomittee folt it desivable to review here this conservation trond. 
It believes, accordingly, that the need for wilderness protection is imperative 
and oxietes ae « fundamental premise on which to base my studies of the effect 
of aiverart. : ; 

Re The sffeet of Aireraft on Wilderneas 

Yo the wilderness enthusiast aireratt is abviously a destructive factor 
in such primitive terrain, whieh hardly requires proof. And it met be admitted 
thet certain intangibles are present which are not readily demonstrated except 
to these who have experienced theue Possibly we may say thet the effect of 
aireratt is two-fold: 1. It is an intrudion to the wilderness traveler seoking 
the solitude and inspiration which is the essence of wilderness. 2. It will 
Greate such heavy use of wilderness thet its values will be destroyed. 

1. Aireveft 98 an intrustone 
there are to be considered, in addition to direct physieal effects of a 

given kind of trevel on wilderness conditions, what my be ealled effects on 
wilderness values due to reactions of the nervous systems of human end other 
@nimals to various means of loeomotion and their accessories. It is hardly to 
be Genied thet there are marked differences in the psychologieal effect upon 
humen visitors to wildernesses who are appreciative of wilderness values between 
relatively primitive types of transportation (such as hiking, canoeing, and the 
2 paek animals long aesceiated in people's minds with wilderness 
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and quasi-wildefmess conditions) and Bechanized weans of Srensportetion strongly 
asecelated with non-wilderness conditions, especially those means of travel 
producing Lowd noises and foul suells disturbing to wlidernees conditions. 
A Member of the eamalttee has made the comment; "You een't have everything in 
the same pleee. Vochanized transportation end wilderiese are areh enemies. All 
the charm én wilderness end 21) the chars in primitive modes of travel, such ag i 
knepeack, peck-horse and canoe, fade inte oblivion when cthors een cover the same 
route by autenbile, airplane or metorboet." 

As one consultant put it: "It goes without eaying that we should guard the 
florea and faue ead other tengibles of the wilderness. But I think it ia equally 
ineuxbent upon us thet we preserve en intangible, nemely, the incompareble gonse 
of remoteness which comes to those the, upon entering the wilderness, place 
themselves beyond the “sights end sounis" of civilization. Yhio is not a part 
ef the physical wilderness, bet it ia, nevertheless, an attribute of wilderness 
whieh is exceedingly preeious and which the airplane has the capeei ty to destroy, 

even though it does not lend « single passenger in « wildermess srea, wd oven 
though not one square foot of water or laad fe disturbed by ite flighte™ 

A wenber of the committee cays: Traveling by pack or cence involves wildere 

ness skills, wheress travel by motorboat or plane does note The conservation i 
of wilderness skille ie to my mind part of our objective.” 

dmother mesber saya: “The airplane as 4 meare of travel in wilderness 
areas seers to be entirely foreign te the whole wilderness idea. Its use in 

wilderness areas would surmount the obstecles of travel which constitute both a 

major protection and a major eppesl of wilderness arent.” : 

It is the experlense of the cousttee that people generally, who are 

interested in wilderness, believe that the use of elreraft destroya the wildemess 

as such and they strongly resent ite presence in such places. In June and July 

of this year the chairsan has an opportmity te trevel by eance in the readless 
area of Saverio? National Forest and the adjacent quetiee Pork in Genade. Airplanes 

wewe already begiuming to land on the lakes of this region ond the fears of 

those quoted above as to the distuptive effect of eirplanes were fully realized 

At the conclusion of the wilderness trip there wes an spportunity to visit two 

lakes in the area by plane, on a voutine administrative fiicht by Forest service 
personnel, It was noted that distances were dwarfed, ond there was no opportunity . 

to we experience the special eppesl of a lend type, or the intimate acqual atance 

thet grovs on one by nomeeal wilderness travel. The laken visited were reduced 
to commonplace by too elese azsvelation with the town fron whieh we had teuken off 
but & fow moments previously. A vast stretch of comtry beeame oaally viewed in 

a single gianes, overcimplifying e terrain thet should hold for one the opportunity 
for gradual emergence of new discoveries and personal events. Assuredly anyone 

aeeking wildertess experionee would not normally use s plan@e A pilot friend who 
had flom oueh “over the hump* into China during te war explained thet after the 
initial novelty of flying bad worn off, he lost interest. Country looked too 
much 14ke a ump to him, end he miseed the normal lendseape features. Incidentally, 
he is « photographer, sensitive to beauties of the land. 

Another member of the counittee expressed it as follows: “Une ¢amot sever 

a Wilderness by flying over it, be he pilot ar mere passenger. I camot help 

feeling thet these flying visitors would take such values more lightly than 
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viaitora sho prized the attractions and the experiences enough to ‘earn’ the 
_ wisht by unmetorized travel." 

( this visit ¢o northern Minnesota it was noted thet among those concerned 

with reereation there was widespread concern over the incipient intrusion of the 

airplane into the wilderness. ‘This sane concern was expressed by the few 

Canadians that were set north of the bordere 

There appears to de no question about the disturbing effect of alreraft 

in wilderness enong conservationists conserned with wilderness and wong those 
who seck it for that kind of recreations 

Be 
: ' One of the preble=s that will face the Wilderness administrator will be 

erowling. ‘This hes already becouse seute in many national parks. Yellowstone Park 

4s often so crowded thet many who specially seek the primitive aud restful 
qualities in our landsenyes, refuse to go there. It is true that others who 

are wore inelined to be gregarious enjoy themselves in apite of the drowds. 

In Teton National Park we have witnessed the evolution of ite use from very 

aimple beginnings, when people could camp on the very shores of the lakes without 

: harm to the enviroment, to the present time when huge crowds have made it 

necessary to protest the shores ani the limited areas suitable for camping are 

preetieally overflowing, the crowded eondition threstening the charm of the lakes 

ia their mountain settings ' 

tm Seton National Forest, adjacent to the ebove mentioned park, so many 

comercial hunting eaups for the accoumodation of elk hunters are established in 

the autuan thet 14 bas been found neeessery in some arens to require the outfitter 

toe haul in hay for his horses, in order to protect the range. Indeed, even in 

years past, 1¢ has been @ common experience to arrive at strategie camping 

places on Teton “ilderness Area and find the meators so closely grazed hy 

. horses of campers that it wae difficult to find » suitable spot in whieh to 

pioket a horse. 

one consultant dites a similar eondition in the Grent Guokies: “The 

Chimney Tops, whieh are a fine and spectacular exemple of » heath bald, are 

being seriously demaged through overuse by hikerse Vegetation is being 

trampled and erosion ie setting up in the peaty alle” 

Tt 1a true that sows of the congestion cited ceeurs in arees eccesaible by 

autewbile. But soue was in whet may be olagsed as wilderness. It was noted, 

also, that in the rosdless area of Guerior Netional Forest of Uiunesota there 

were 6 surprising nwiber of canoe parties--so many, in fact, that at times this 

“ei lderness” was wade to appear rather tame. ‘There are, of course, other areas 

that have net yet been used extensively. 

wo things are suggested by the overuse trend just cited. One ia the 

logies. conelusion that the use of the airplane would only aggravate tho situation 
by adding to the wilderness trevelers a horie of poople who would visit the areas 

for s brief week-end of fishing or mting, veaple who exe not necessarily 

interoated in wilderness as such, but who would exploit the fiddag or hunting 

possibilities in desirable locations which had hitherto beon kept desirable by 

being wilderness. It is easy to visualize the caning helicopter, parking in 
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impressive aunbere on high sountain seedows, and alreraft of all descriptions 
filliag the wilderness with evowda oni equipment. 

7 The other thing suggested is that we undoubtedly have not planned on a 
big enough aeele for reerentions Yhere 1s a like parallel in our wildlife 
situation. %e recognize wildlife as one of our prime resources , yet not until 
recently have we swakened to the need for supplying it with enough suitable 
habitate Similurly, we reeognize generally the toprtumee of recreation, both as 
a huge industry end one of the forewost sosial needa. Yet we do not seem to 
have provided for 1t adequately. We may goon realize thet the apeeial srene we 
have allotted to reereation are far too auall, having been conceived in a period 
when veqreation was in ite infeney and when lend had not yet been so extonaively 
aqueesod inte s straight jacket of economic and private use, foreing people more 
genereliy inte the formally designated reereation areas. iildernesses, especially, 
reouire space for effectivemess. Rather than aggravate the probhim of congestion 
by fotreduging the etreraft as a recreation inatrwent, it would be logical for 
oe ee ee ee Sree oe a eee we Senne Oe 

need by enlerging wilderness as voll aa other, om wets, aad postpone any 
meacures for curbat ling uxechenized travel until we have made earsain thet we 
een not expand the wildernces progran further. “bile the curtailment of normal 
wilderness trevel logas as a potentiality, corrective meaaures oun be taken to 
pestpone such masures, such as giving cortain overused mesdows a rest, strict 
beg ond orecl limits, clean up of cemp sites, anid similar efforta. 

ms @ffoet of crowiing by the use of sivereft would certainly be the de~ 

pletion of the fidh supply.e ‘hie would oyply pertieulerly to the roedlvss area 
ot Superior National Yovest in northern “imnesotae. ‘These lakes afford reasonably 
good fishing such as permanent resorts or regular trips in by airplane would 
present, beesuse the productive eapecity of their waters ia very meh lower than 
lakew lying in better soil farther south. ‘therefore, if the airplane were 
ellewed to go wichesked 1% would be only « very few years before the fishing 
inewntive would uo longer exist. Aside from damage to the wilderness, the 
eiyplene would destroy ita own usefulness es a moans of reaching the foruer 4 

wilderness fishinge 

State wildlite administrators in the weat heve expressed thelr concern over 
the possibility of planes dropping in on remote mountain Jakes for fishings 
it would be dirfieult to waiutain ey ereel cheek and the Tish supply would very 
soon be exhausted. 

Se sbreraft in Nationa) Parke 

Hational Parks are ponetrated by roads ani contain developments for the 
avecomodation of large numbers of visitora. Horsver, in most cases there are 

large areas of back courtry that constitute wildemess. There is developing a 
thought that eareful zoning should apply in netional parks-emetiondag confining 
veads and developments to cortein sections in such a way that mexdsam areas of 
wilderness may be leit wwmerred by such intrudionae 

A Giffieulty oxiate here in the matter of alreraft control. It uny be 
ergued thet where automobiles are permitted, sirplenes should be permitted aleoe 

This appears theoretizally sound. Yet there eve practionl difficulties. Autoe 

eeeeoee ce Serer ne Mae Cree "ne teat teins tien ob ir 

one vi 208 mm equal nunber of sivplenes in the perk, lending, taking off, 
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filling the air, it is easy to imagine the aduinistrative difficulties. The 
airereft, particularly helicopters, could hardly be confined to designated areas, 
especially if one kweps in mind the thousands that could come inte the arwue 
They would undoubtedly drop in on remote mendows for @ishing or camping and the 

wilderness would be invaded as on any national forest. Certainly the peace and 

trang llity of « netional park would be broken by the coming and going of aiveraft. 

‘the action already teken by the National Park Service is undoubtedly vine. 
National Park personnel is overwhelmingly in favor of exeluding alreraft from 
within the setual bamderies. There ave landing facilities in several park 
areas, established before the question became seute or the boundaries vere sete 
There is one on Jackaen HOle National Monument, relatively near the southern 
boundary; one in Mt. Mo Minley National Perk, a simple landing atrip, near the 
railvesd and the edge of the Parke ‘Yhare ave som provisions for lending 
facilities in contrasts with conseesioners in Orend Canyon, Youenite, Notional 
Parks and Boulder Dem National Reereation Areas 

Seene and solitude are resourees high in the list of values which the 
National fark Service ie charged to conserve. Any mechanized equipment intro= 
duges noise, odora, and use of lending or perking momm speee, all of which tend 
to destroy the wild and slitery nature of any area end to disturb the traveller 
who seeke solitude, quiet and an uwmerred netural mene. It is true that autoe 
mobiies are already present in designated axvena. tut in order te prevent further 
chaas and further domage to areas set aside specifically te preaerve natural 
conditions it seens wisest to handle aircraft the swe o¢ reilronds and trans 
continental buses; confine landing fields to leestions at the boundaries, slong 
with railway stations and bus terminala. 

‘the following extreet from the annual report of the iirectar of the 
National Park Service for the fiseal year ending June 90,1944 (p. 219), appeara 
to be a very reasonable attitude on the part of the National Park Jerviee: 

el rae dee ts keine bas Ode 
te in aviation, the Service is looking ahead to ite possible 

effeet upon the national parke and has discussed the problem with representatives 

of the Civil Aeronautics Authority. Canuereiel end private elrereft will ine 
creasingly beeowe a popular mode of transportation to the national parks, and will 
heve to be reckoned with. It is felt, however, oe in the eave of rail and bus 

términeals, thet airplane landing fields should be located outside park boundaries." 

“There will be a period of experimentation in this new and highly important 
field of air travel, and thie phase of trial and error should not be allowed to 
impeiy the national parks. lUxperimenuts with alr-trensport, helieopter, or prie 
vate plane should be eorried on in other areas. ‘hen alroreft construction and 
ee Se ee ee eee oe nee we ere asian a 
reviewed. ‘eaurhile, it ie obvious that the construction of landing flelda and 
auxiliary buildings would intrude upon park scenery; and thet the noise end emme- 
fusion of airplanes would dusturb the native wildlife and would tend to deatroy 
the cheracter of these grent areas as neture sanctuaries, especially affeeting 
their atmosphere of serenity and peace, wherein lies their value far inapiration, 
recreution, and relaxation.” 
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4. WldUite Refuges 
Wildlife Nefuges are often not extensive--and are not necessarily designed 

for recreation. Probably there will be little demand for sirplene trevei in 
many of theme In same refuges there are opportunities far smintaining a portion 
®t least as original naturel habitat in more a less inviolate condition. It 

may become advigable in some, or perhaps all inetences, to exclude aircraft 
bdeeause of possible disturbances to nesting birds er the danger of otherwise 
herming the wildlife. Wildlife Nefuges are extremely diverse in charneter, vary- 
ing in sive fron a relatively eaali body of water or « few seres, to arena 
eentaining meny thousands of serede Gowe of them dere wildlife production with 
livestock use ani fidiing, oeeasionally sone hmting. Thies is a matter for 
further study, and the Comalttee is not in a position to offer blanket 
recomendations applying to refuges as a whole. ‘there is, of course, « need for 

patwolling, and undoubtedly airereft should be used for that purpose where it can 
be used to greatest advantages 

Se almomart oni VA lali£es 
It is a Mttle early te fully evaluate the effeet of aireraft on wildlife, 

though certain indiestions may be aignificant. Animal species renct differently 
te the presencé of flying planes, end of course much depends on the altitude of 
the machine. wnmrpm Apparently ducks srenct easily digvurbed, but geese aro 
veedily flushed. Big gave animale such es antelope md elk may be disturbed by 
low flying. However, it seem likely that the more impattent and fundamental 
biological effects from the use of aixeraft in wilderness or other wildlife 
ranges will be indirect and secondary, oceasicned by changes in the habitat 
resulting froa erowding, the need for secoomodations, attendant on sass flying 
in eertein areas, oad resultant hwean setivitye iological developments are 
herd te foresee and rewin at present as intangibles not well understood. 

ne vesult of the use of alveraft, however, is already beeoning apparente 
This affects sportemanahip in hunting and fishing. Vyouing hoo already fod it 
necessary to specifically bar shooting gase from an alyplane. fosaibly other 
states have the seme regulation. And the following is quoted from the Mnutes 
of the Jenuary 1946 mecting of the Yyasing Game end Tish Commission, illustrate 
ing ite attitude toward airereaft in field aporta: ; 

"A Letter waa read from Mir. Ne le Miller, Forest supervisor, choshone Nation« 
al Forest, Cody, in whieh he stated that the people of the Smiight Basin re~ 

quested that an emergency landing field be built in Gmlight Besin to esecumodate 
them duxing the winter season when they were isolated as a reault of anow. The 
Wyoming Gase ani Pieh Commission is willing to approve the construction of this 
emergency field to aeeomuodete the citiuens of amlight Dagin, but objects to 
ite being used for the transporting of Inmting and fishing parties into the hunt- 
ing end fishing area. Moved by Comiasioner Spratt, seconded by Commbssioner 
Jorgensene Motion carried.” 

This ection by the Wyoning Geme and “ish Coomisaim typified « widespread 
fear of the degradation ef field sparts by the us of aireraft in the setual 
getting of the qamee 

An ad in an outdoor magazine guerantoes a polar bear for 91500, flying fran 
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Kotuoliie, Alaska, and states: “Transportation to bear by airplane." 

; Reports are current thet hunters are using elreradt in British Colusbla and 
Yukon Yerritery for big game. In one ease hunters were taken out fron a central 
Cauap to various game ranges; one to mountain sheep range, snother to a location 
for caribou, thus redwoing walking to a minimume 

A "Millionaires Resort" is reported to be planned on Kotzebue dound, Alaska, 
including a 44-veon lodge with ali the couforts and conveniences that "uillion«- 
aires demend, and pay for", and featuring the hunting of poler bears, whale, 
hair seal, walrus, “oogruk, the as yet unelessified mountain sheep whieh abound 
in the region; migratory weterfowl, ptemigan, and grouse." The resort will be 
serviced by a DU=S. 

A uli eirplane cruising about Jeekson Hole, Yyouing one autumn wae used 7 
to raise goese fran inacesssible places and to drift them to hunters located 
elsewheree A leesl warden was attempting to handle the situation, but appare 
ently neo arrests or legal proofs wore obtained. 

One pilot in Yyoming is reported to have flushed a flock of geese by 
Siying low, shot one, weixxkt landed nearby, and while hunting for the fallen 
bird was approached by a warden. The pilot eleimed he had shot a coyote and 
wos hunting for it. Flushing geese by plane has been observed several times. 

There are a nusber of mown instences in which pllets heve driven antelope 
to wmterse ne flyer is reported to have "got away with" 25 antelepe in one 
locality, tecing them out by plane, but could not be apprehended. In another 
instance, « large uusher of entelope wore found dead belew « cliff (variously 
reported GO to 100). Bvidense indiented this was the work of an airplane, 

A fows item from Yalrbanksa, Alaska, under date of February 58,1946 telle 
of “eight cow moose shot fron plane.” 

‘ \ 

fn Arwy flier related te the somittee chairman, with « reminiscent autle, 
how he had machine gummed a herd of seals 

Skier Similar reports heve come from the field, pointing clearly to new 
problems in law enforeencnt; a new danger to wildlife species, especially auch 
ae walrus end polar bear than een obviously pot survive this new refinement in 
huntings end « new factor in the ehareeter of our field sports, tending to further 
veduce the elewent of woodemanship and aportwmanghip, already otherwise deterior- 
ated. That e considerable number of people are worried by this trend is ehom 
by personal contacts of the cownittee members. ‘that this is a real issue ia 
proven by the arguments pro ani con to be found in the current outdoor magazines. 

Tn view of the trend outlined above, therefore, wo believe a recent practice 
initiated by the Yorest Service requires further study. It is wmierstood thet 
in order to reduce the herd of deer in the Yilderness area of the Salmon River 
eountry in Idsho, hunters were flown into the area by the Forest Service. 
Possibly such steps will be taken on other wilderness syrene where game populations 
have been indueed to reach a high peak. 

This is a antter frought with dangerous possibilities, though the eounittee 
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appreciates the problem posed for the Forest Service in such esses and the 

need for herd reduction to preserve the ranges 

Generally speaking, game administrators look upon roadless areas as 

desirable for the highest type of big game hunting, where camping and une 

mechanized forme of travel enhance the experience and on the whole afford the 

: gore traditional kind of spert. Such areas are valued accordingly. Henge the 

flying in of hunters solely to forcibly redwe the game population militates 

against the retention of the highest hunting stenfiarde. It elec sete a precedent 

hard to overeaue by both the Porest Service and State Gene Conmi asione in any 

efforte they may make to discourage hunting with alrerefte 

It is far better to give full weight te the underlying causes of over- 

population of geme in ilderness areas ani to ghape future policy to their corree- 

tione Ye cannot hope to effectively keep down game populations in wilderness 

areas by mass hunting without injuring the wilderness. (m the other hand the 

wilderness is the ideal place in which te preserve the ecologic pietwe in which 

big gave is eentered. It ia well imown that predatory enimel contre] hae been 

évastic in the Salmon MMver coumtry and neighboring distriete. A different policy, 

permitting the presence of effective predators would widoubtedly be more helpful, 

and at the same time would retain an essential attribute of wi lderness--contri bating 

both to ite fuller enjoyment end its more complete scientific value. 

6» Legal Authority for Mirereft Regulation 

: Yhere is available Opinion Noe 8862 of Solicitor Mastin G. White, in a 

memorendun eaddreseed to Acting Chief Barle He Glepp, dated June 11,1941, This 

eoneerns regulation of the use of motoxbonts and eirersft in superior National 

Forest, including theiy use om private property. 

A few excerpts: 

"Ineldentally, it ie our opinion that the authority of the Secretary _ 

of Agrigulture to regulnte the occeupsney and-use of the forests, pursuant to the 

Act of June 4, 1807 (Title 16, Weds Co Ge GH1g WO Stat, 35) is broad enough to 

justify a regulation jrohibiting persons who are traveling in the forest by 

motorboat or airplane frou using forest land exeept in emergencies. lMotorized 

transportation in a yoadless erea which has been designated as such primarily 

to preserve a primitive atmosphere is obvieusly out of hernony with objective 

sought to be aceouplished by the Forest Gervice. Use of forest land by motor 

boat and aixplane travellers in the roadless orea is o phase of the matter which 

is distinctly within the power of the Seeretary to reguletee" 

“The law applicable to nonenavigable waters and the lands beneath 

auch waters differs moterially fram that spplicable to navigable waters in that 

nonenavigable, end the lands covered by such waters, are the property of the 

viperian omers. In the ease of a nou-navigeble leke within the supertor 

National Forest where the shore line is omed in part by the (hited States and 

in part by the State or private oners, each of the owmers of the shoreline has — 

legal title to a proportionate pert of the water of the lakes and the lands 

beneath the water. The Forest service in such a ense could not Legally prohiit 

the use of motorbeats or the lending of airplenes because it does not have exe 

eltsive control of the water in the lake or the lend benesth the water. However, 
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the desired ob jective might be attained by means of a cooperative agreement with 
the other omers. In the cuse of a non-navigable leke where the shoreline is 
all in the omership of the United States, it is our opinion that the Forest 
Service has the right to prohibit the use of such water by motorboate and airplanes? 

It is suggested by the Solicitor that under « state ,oning lew, the State 
of Minnesota could aveoupligh soue of the ends sought under that legislation, by 
regulating air travel on private property in wilderness arease 

i 
In a letter to Dre Robert Y. Griggs from l. Me Goodwin, Attorney-atqlaw, 

the situation is reviewed without offering any clear-eut solution so far as 
private holdings are concerned, beyond the thought that cooperative action by 

the State and Bederal Governments is the only effective way to proceed. 

Wine Je Pe Aborg of this committee reports: “I have made a cursory check 
on this wetter end diseusged it with some well informed aeronautie authorities 
in this state ["ieconsin] . 

“There is no question in wy mind but what reasonable re;ulations eon be 

made and enforeed by the authorities hevixg jurisdiction over the areas involved. 

Such regulations vould, of course, have to involve a reasonable exercise of 

police power and would include limdtations as to lending, and minimum altitwe 

requirements. ‘fective regulation on thease two subjects would, of course, 

anower the questione ‘The extent or inteusity of reguletion would have to vary 

with the area Luvolved.” 

Attention is Siso directed to seetion 602108 of the latest Air Traffic 

Sulee published by the Givil Aeronsuties Board, which provides as follows; 

“Alreratt sheli not be operated within restricted air~apnece areas contrary 
to the restrictions preseribed by the agency having jurisdietion over such areas." 

It ig believed possible thay if alxrereft is exeluded from landing in wil ere 
ness, with a ceiling of 2,000 feet for passing over it, auch reguletione will be 

recognized by the Civil Aeronauties Board as establishing restricted airspace 

over those sreage 

Under date of Jane 15,1044 Chief Counsel G. Ae Moskey, Us Ge lepartment of 
the Interior, National Park Service, stated fhe following: 

“The authority for the regulation of air ttansportation is dependent upon 

whether such traneportation ia interstate or intrastate. If interstate, it is 

subject to the provisions of the Civil Aeronauties Acte (52 State 9775 49 UelleGe 

se6~ 401, et a6qe) This Act defines interstate sir transportation as the carriage 
by alreraft of persone or property aa 8 common carrier for compensation or hire 

between a place in any State, or the “iatrict of Colusbia, and @ place in any 

other state, or the District of Columbia; or between places in the same State 

through the air space over any place outside thereef; or between places in the 
sane Yerritory or possession (except the Philippine Islends) of the United states: 
and a place in eny other Yorritory or poesession of the United States; and a place 

im the United States and any place outside thereof, whether ach comerce moves 

wholly by aireratt or partly by alroraft and partly by other forms of transporte | 

tion. No air carrier may engage in any such air transportation unless there is in 

force a certificate of public convenience and necessity fanwd by the Civil 

Aewonauties Board authorising such air carrier to engege in such tranaportations 

#Lae



The Act provides in detail the methed of application for a certificate, notice 
thereof to the public, the filing of protest or memorandwa of opposition to or 
in support of the issuance of « certificate, and for hearings. The Act is supple- 
mented by regulations isaued by the Board. te recently were advised by the 
Board that wo applications are now on file for certificates afferting the Netionel 
Park System, and that the Service wil) be afforded opportunity to be heard in 
eounsetion therewith before isauing certificatege" 

eee ets is intrastate, it is subjest to the provisions 
of the statutes of effected State. I believe thet 411 of the States have 

new enagted Lewes regulating air transportation within their borders, and at least 
one-half of them have adopted the \miforn Aeronatties Act approved by the 
Hetional Conference of Cowd asioners on Uniform State laws in 1082. several 
legisletures have made minor alterations in the uniform text. ‘The actual text 

, emacted in each State sust therefore be consulted in order to know exactly what 
the statute of each State ise A Uniform Air Licensing Act, approved by the 
National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Lawa in 1050, else hae beon 
adepted by a nuaber of the Statese Other uniform acta adopted by the Comul ssioners 
ave the Uniform Aeronauties1 Regulatory Act of 1935, and the Uniform Airports 
‘Aot of 1936." 

Tu the Civil Aeronsutios Jet of 1026, under Geotion G01, are several Airspace 
Restrictions, involving Caution Areas (60.5480) and Danger Areas (6003481). Such 
restrigtions may apply in certein instances. Yor instance, on Superior Nationel 
PYorest feefs ani reeks are being plotted on verious lekes, to determine the 
hazerde for landing of aireraft. It may prove wise to prohibit landing on sone 

of these by winitiated pilots, to avoid accident. Sone lakes, also, present steep 
slopes or e&iffs at entrance points that are disturbing for deseending sircraft. : 
these are considerations that may heve adwinistrative al gnificance. 

CONCLUAIONS APD RECOMMENDATIONS 

le ‘the Cowahttee on Aircraft ee in Wilderness Areas fully appreciates 

the great good to elviligation inherent in the air age that is just now coming 
into beings One of the membere is a veteran pilot since the first vorld var 

and ell the meubere glafly take edvantage of alr transportetione ‘The following 
suggestions on air travel restrictions are thought suitable to protect certein 

public values, just ae we find 1% necessary to regulate motor travel in cortein 

situstiona, or to zone certain types of mildingse As a matter of fect, 
general air traffic rules have already been made, and their necessity is 
aaeeptede 

So fay as wilderness areas and national parks are concerned the eoumittee 
recognizes the desivability of loesting lending fields and eimiler facilities 

eos ee 
recreations 
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2. The concept of wilderness areas rests on the general understanding that 

- they shall be free from roads and mechanized forms of transportatione This has 

been accepted as the principal means of protecting wilderness values. In cone 

formity with this accepted thought it 1 recammended that lending of elreraft 

be prohibited in wilderuess or primitive or wild areas, or in National Parks 

or sy areas otherwise designated whieh have ea an important objective the 
preservation of wilderness stmacaphere, exeept in energency or for purely admine 
ietrative purposed.s VYurthermore, o ceiling of 2,000 feet in recommended for 

alreraft passing over such arease 

Se In lake country, typified by the Seadless Arens of Guperior National 

Forest of “Annesota, it is equally important to exclude the motor best, whieh 

the committee feels is as incompatible with wilderness preservetion es the 

airplenee 

4e It is recognized that the presence of privately omed land in wilderness 

sreas poses « difficult problem in exforeement of veneficial regulations and 

ean easily millify efforts to preserve wilierness. It is urged that cooperation 

of the states be sought in an effort to supplement federal regulations with rules 

of any aveilable State zoning lava. It is further recommended that the ultimate 

solution lies in the purchase of private lands in such areas at equitable price, 

so that unifoma regulations may be effectives 
purpesss 

Se It is recognized that the use of sireraft for aduinistrative am, such 

as fire control, patrol, and similar work, i¢ necessary and that in many 

instances 1t will do away with the building of some rodde, not only in parks 

end wildemess areas, but also in certain other portions of national forests 

not go designated. ‘ 

It ig believed, however, that auch aduinistretive use of airereft may 

be so planned, with experionee, that trips may be reletively infrequent, depending 

_- @n Legal cireumstences, and thet relatively minor disturbance to those who are 

traveling in the wilderness may ensue 

6. Hunting or shooting of any deseription from sireraft should be for- 

bidden. ‘this aay be applicable to certain kinds of fishing in coastal arers, 

though the committee has not had an opportunity to study thet phase of it. 

Such regulation is chiefly the funetion of State geue conmisasicns, though 

federal agencies could adopt coopérative measures and in general find oppore 

tunity to diseourage the use of alreraft in setual hunting or fishing. In this 

eategory would fell the expedient of flying in hunters to reduce surplus gane 

populations in wilderness areate 

% Winally, it ie believed by the committee that there ere forest lends 

that are not formally desi guated as wilderness areas, and that therefore have 

some moderate ceonomie uses but still retain considerable recreational end 

wilderness Valueae nu example ie part of Teton National, Yorest in Jackson Hole 

lying outside the Primitive Areas It is partly penetrated by roads, but the 

publie looks upon it s containing recreation possibility of a high order, 

objects to further road building or the threatened of] prospecting, end would 

like to see it aa “wmepotled” as it ean reasonably be kept. In such areas 

aireraft would be an intrusion, just as in designated wilderness. 

whe #
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Possibly much ean be done by the Forest cervice in restricting mechanized travel, 

ineluding airératt, to a minimum in eveh locations. - 

whe eawakttee believes that the problem discussed here can best be mot 

boldly, with » realistic view to the future, by trying to prepare carly to ra 

cope with air traffic contingencies in the initial stages of their development. 

If and when private flying becomes more prevalent, even more drastic regulation 

then now exiete will be inevitable, just as in the ease of heavy automobile 

_ bretties 

‘The Comittee on Alrereft Use 
in Yilderness Aresss 

Wine Jo Pe Aborg 
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October 1, 1946 

Mr. O. J. Murie, Chairman 
Committee on Aircraft vse Wilderness 
Moose, Wyoming 

Dear Mr. Murie: 

I have held your ketter o mo embe: with your excel- 
lent draft of the report o ir\emMy use Yn wilderness areas 
with the hope that I cou k me fully with some of the 
research men and be ina on \OQ suggest that we welcome a 
definite research p ct, nto the effect of the use 
of air craft in wi ss e 

I talked to 4, on a few days ago when he was down 
from the Lake States st Experiment Station at St. Paul of 
which he is the director. He believes with me that much could 
be determined by orgainizing a regular research project to sift 
opinion and conjecture out of the facts which it may be possible 
to determine. He indicated, with the habit of all research 
administrators, that it would take money and a sympathetic 
understanding by the bureaus under which the research work was 
done. 

I mention this without any definite recommendation because 
it is the only thing that I have to suggest as a change in your 
draft of the reporte 

I do have the feeling that, ifthe further work on this 
subject is left to the administrative agencies, it may amount 
almost to an abandonment of the study. 

Answering your quéstions one by one, I should say: ' 

1. I agree with the contents of the report 
except for neglect of the abovee 

2. I think it is well presented. ' 

3. It is the right length», : 

4. I think there is some advance covering for 
your meeting of the committee if the committee 

~ is continued but would not urge it if it means the 
holding up of the reporte



Mr. Murie 
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5. I am in favor of continuing the committee 
if for no other reason than to ride herd on 
research of whatever intensity and by whom 
so ever it may be done. 

Sincerely, i 

P.S. I am sending enough copies of this reply for the 
committee if you wish to use them and if I am not too late 
with them.
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: Oetober 19, 196d 
Yr, Gaur J. Morte, Chairmen 
Sommel tier on Alrera’t Uap in Wilderness Arene 
Boome, Yroniag 

Dear OLeass 

ie Seater POs tek Tenet cease, emaanesiin vega’ suttiveeh With your attr 

Ag nc Se he fom arate ty hs mort of the Onto aon fal 
in the hope of farther perfection in content, “ 
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_  & eenet help whee iC there not be in our veport, ae now conebiinted, sone greens Zor rompleion that Vhs wntrizing pnt of view in ganas (ow of ideas shy ae de : with Inewe metare ont htet here not quite to adept i wp sts rue ins teu f gets fe adbenes tan 
of commuyunie to vile we hove henone abtadhed ty, Sophuaoa? 

Tae te hehe ee etait tm the viate of the widdlife ant flora of = vildemess arem I find 1% diffienlt to erate the thet I would bo far lece dieturbed by alr Oe Se 

Py Peel moyen ry ame hpi 7a Rpdiponyh hyand weg hod 
phy amd Chelding will here te be treme. 
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dven after 1% arrives sh devtinctton tn ny: sue cnamgenes 

he Apr wag ey a pl hyde aboeapiore wl san ctstonent <t the 60% of Page 8 of one report not only denonetretes aduiniotrotive iy tr 
pute pragtienl pulfiey fn n mutebells of Lonat insofar ae mabiond varke ore concerned. 
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November 6, 1946 

Mr. 0 J. Murie, Chairman 
Committee on Airereft Use in Wilderness Areas, 
Moose, Wyoming. 

Dear Mr. Murie: 

On arriving here November 2nd I found 
ier ter ee *t Segtenser Veh to the Gemubttde. on 
Aireraft Use in W Soe eake teen een eemaenr ine 
draft weport. I hope thie iong delay does not make 
my response too late. 

My answers to your five questions are: 

; 1. Yes. 

2. Yes. 

3. Wo. 

4. I doubt whether a full meeting of 
the Committee would result in sufficient ppevanant 
of this draft report (with minor revisions ed on 
correspondence) to justify the delay and effort in- 
volved in such a meeting. 

5. My chief criticiam of the draft is 
that it is much too vague about certain practical 
iegal questions. I think that the report should in- 
elude a olearer formulation of these questions and 
should at least propose a procedure for obtaining 
answers to them, 

These questions I think ere of two sorts. 
4» In Fespect to control of aircraft pass- ing over wilderness areas: (1) What special regulations



Mx. Murie - 2 

desirable from the point of view of this Comuittee 
ave within the present legal soon of existing 
Federal and State administrative agencies for air 
trazfie control to establish and enforce a they ean 
be perausded that ouch regulations are desirable as 
a matter of general public poliey? (2) What are 
the chances thet they can be so persuaded, and by 
whet means? (3) a6 Seay, laa the legal powers or 
the oe to es ish end enforce reasonable 
regulations effective for the purposes in view, can 
the situation be improved by legislation; and if so 
what legislation? 

Bb. jp. wid respeet to regulations of 
motor boats and flying boars on certain kinds of 
"navigable" waters within certain «kinds of wilderness 
areas (i.G. in the Quetico-Superior Region): (1) What 
special regulations desirable from the point of 
view of the Committee are within the present legal 
powers of the War Department (as the oguer of the 
Federal Government responsible for control of 
navigation on navigable waters) to establish and en- 

v eh mb “A the, —foroe, 42 they can be sevens that sueh regulations 
is Depart are as a mat of general public policy? 

* (2) and (3), seme questions as under A. 

I think the only way te get at helpful 
answers to these questions is for some one who has 
@ good endesetending ef the point of view of the 
Gommittee and e reasonably good familiarity with ad- 
ministrative law and etme emg and whe is tactful 
and persistent, to interview, patiently and laberi- 
ously, the proper officials of the agencies in question 
and diseuss his findings with the Committee. This 
will be a time-consuming job involving considerable 
travelling and travelling expense, and the men to 
do it ought to be paid. 

Should we not recomend such procedure and 
the continuation of the Committee to supervise and 
eaollaborate in this procedure?
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w minor matters phraseology, punctuation, 
Store in the dveft speert. r 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) Frederick Law Olmsted 

Gouben segses So 
menbers 
Comaittee
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Moose, Wyoming i 
Janumry 28,1947 ; 

Dre Robert Fe Griggs, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture, 
National Neseerch Council, 
2101 Constitution Avenue, : 
Washington 25, De Ce 

| Dear Dr. Griggs: 

whe enclosed report on the problem of aircraft use in Wilderness 
Areas is not considered the last word on the sub ject. 

Members of the committee, replying to my questionnaire, are in 
agreement in submitting the report in its present form provided it is . 
understood that the work on this difficult problem is not finished. It is 
their concensus that our suggestions on the vitel legal aapect of aireraft 
regulation sre of a general nature and are not adequate. They would be 
glad to have this committee continued, for further, more intensive, work . 

on this important subject. 

With this explanatory comment we would be glad to have you’ 
transmit this report on behalf of the Netional Research Council to Chief 
Forester Lyle F. Yattae , 

Very truly yours, 

Olaus J. Murie, 
Chai rman
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Inrropucrign 

State Gane Commissions are concerned over what is happening to field sports 
and the geme supply by the growing use of airplanes, and first steps for control 
are appearing in the game codes. Individuals in all parts of the country are 
worried about the effeet of unregulated use of airplanes in recreation; and 
verious organizations are studying the probleme 

The first question ariaing among the members of this committee was “What 
should be the scope of its inquiry?” should the study be- directed only toward 
the administtation of the specified wilderness areas of the national forests, 
or should it include national perks and other public lands of recreational 
significance? It soon be came apparent that in order to evaluate the impact 
of airemaft on wilderness recreation it was necessary to view the problem in 
its broader implication, for reereation today transcends the boundaries of 
any one type of land amiffir classification and "wilderness" is a term that may 
apply in varying degree to recreation and land units outside of the official 
“wilderness” areas. Accordingly, in arriving at the conclusions presented here- 
with, the committee has investigated situations as they appeared on national 
forests, national wildlife refuges, national parks, and in varying degree oa 
hunting ranges generallye 

le Ne are Trustees or Future Generations 
Te of this generation are the custodiens and the trustees of our national 

heritage for the generations yet unborn. Looking back at the development of 

this country from the time ofr forefathers landed here, we blame than for not 

having conserved for us meny of the natural resources of this country thet we 

would wish were still intact for our use and enjoyment. It is our trust to 

see to it that our children's children shall not blame us for the failure to 

preserve for them those things in the resources that are left whieh they would 
wish to have and which it is still possible to preserve for then. 

Formerly, the oyster fisheries of Chesapeake Bay were the richest in the 

world; now they are of miner consequence. Yormerly, the abundance of shad running 

up the rivers of our Atlantic Coast and of salmon in Pacific rivera was e 

matter of wonderment besides being a great economic resource. Formerly, too, 

we had vast areas of rich tepsoil which, through malprsctige and indifference, 

we have allowed to wash out through our great river systems into the seme 

We have a right to condem our fathers for permitting such spoliation of our 

heritage. Our primary duty is to see to it that our descendants cannot indict 

us for similar shortsighted negligence. 

The first maxim in dealing with wilderness areas, then, must be that none 

of the irreplaceable features of wilderness shall be impaired in any way thet 

would lead posterity to blame this generation for the losae 

“le



Wilderness &s a quality inherent in the American terrain has become 
recognized as a natural resource susceptible of impairment or destruction, es 
in the ease of ow vanishing salmon or topsoil. Indeed, there is a worl- 
wide awakening to the value of the wilderness as a desirable social element. 
Note the rising voices in Aritein urging the protection of what remains of 
natural, or nearenatural, conditions. For example, A. Ge Tansley, in "Out 
Meritage of “ild Nature” speaks with authority, being mgumkek a qualified 
ecologist, in his diseussion of the problem of preserving wild nature in 
Sngland--ineluding enimel and plant life and the native landscape. We dis- 
cusses the efforts of such orgenizations as the Council for the Preservation 
of Mural Mnglend, and other groups. fven during the war, in 1941, on the 
invitation of the Society for the Promotion of Nature Reserves, delegates fran 
societies and other bodies interested in natural history, convened as The 
Genferenes on Nature Preservation in Post-ar Reconstruction. Thén in 1942 
Sir illiem Jowitt, then chairman of the Ministerial Committee concerned with 
reconstruction problema, invited the Conference to create a camittee to 
advise the government on matters relating to Nature Heserves. The result was 
the Nature Neserves Investigation Committee. 

Colonel Stevenson-iamilton, in “Our South African National Parke", 

Geseribes some of the efforts to preserve Nature on thet continent--efforts 
which were exerted just in tiee, apparently, to save from destruction some 

remanta of that wilderness so rich in wildlife. 

Throughout the natural history literature of Germany, Denuark, and other 

Burepean countries is evident a rising force for the preservation of primitive 

Nature, even though in a more modest way in those long oceupied and man-handled 

landie 

This wivershl yearning for natural conditions has had « strong grovth 

in America. Yellowstone National Park wae established as long ago as 1872-- ‘ 

to preserve the so-called “wonders” of that region. Natural phenomena were 

so striking there that they easily inspired an urge for thelr preservation. 

Binee then we have experienced a refinement in our appreciation of the 
unspoiled landscape. Many other national parka have been established, based, 

not necessarily on outstanding, strenge physical phenomena such as geysers end 
thermal springs, but on unmarred and ineprring scenery, and the opportubhity 

for a certain degree of contact with the “primitive.” Then, finally, came the 

establishment of primitive and wilderness areas by the Forest service, which 

in a sense was the ultimate in recognition of Wilderness value. For in such 

areas the essence of wilderness was clearly defined and regulations were 

formulated for their retention in the terrains 

We may wonder why America is already awakening to the need for the wilderness 

environment while we still have some true wilderness remaining--while, by 

contrast, Surope let practically all of it disappear. May this not be because 

only at this stage in world civilization has mankind reached the point where it 

easily has the wilderness at ite mercy, and is groping towerd that efficiency in 

evaluating its environment by which it appreciates the wholesome influence of 

wilderness? It is recognized that the opportunity to travel in the wilderness 

@evelops self reliance and a series of skills in woodsmanship which have social 

values as antidotes for mechanization. 

Re



Certain wilderness species, not compatible with civilization (the wolf and 

_ mountain lion, the fisher end marten, and certain birds) will disappear wless 

provided with wild habitat. 

eseerch in wild animal and plant communities furnishes a necessary yaristick 

for weasuring normaley in managed (Agriculturel) commumities. Since auch 

research has barely started, the extinction of wilderness roul@, in the long rm, 

deprive agriculture of a necessary base-detum. This consideration is ecologicel, 
and economic, and fully susceptible of proof to those who are aware of recent 
trends in ecological science. ‘The scientific value of natural arees is also : 
given attention in the post-war planning in Sngland, referred to above 

In addition to these formally dedicated and catalogued areas, wilderness 
in lesser degrees of aize or purity has entered into the land-use plan of many 
state forests, state parks, and private resrentional holdingse A few univere 
sities have begun to acquire suall tracts for ecological research and teaching, 
on which forest, prairie, bog or other plant communities either persist or are 
being rebuilt. 

The fact remains that regard for Wilderness, whether it is found in ite 

pure fom on national forests, in the wilder parts of natianal perks, or even 
in @ more or less mtileted form elsewhere, is growing in America, and appesrs 
to be accelerated in recent years. The Committes is keenly aware of this trend 
and feelg that whether or not we succeed in keeping wilderness in Americe depends 
on whether conservation leadership, in end out of our Government, is able te hold ! 

this natural vesouree until a more general appreciation of its value becomes 
established. 

The Committee felt it desirable to review here this conservation trend. 

It believes, accordingly, that the need for wilderness protection is imperative 

and exists as a fundemental premise on which to base any studies of the effect 

of alrerafte 

2 The Effect of Airereft on Vildernoss 

1. Airereft ag an Intrusions 

Ag one consultant put it: “It goes without saying thet we should guard the 

florea amd fauna and other tengibles of the wilderness. It ia equally incumbent 

ee ea noe cae namejy, the incomparable senes of remoteness 

which hose who, upon entering the wilderness, place themselves beyond 

the “sights and sounds” of civilization. This ia not a part of the physieal 

wilderness, but it is, nevertheless, an attribute of wilderness which is 

exceedingly precious and which the airplane has the eapecity to destroy, even 

though 1¢ does not land a single passenger in « wilderness area, and even though 

not one square foot of water or land is disturbed by ite flight." 

Traveling by pack or cance involves wilderness skills, whereas trevel by 

motorboat or plane does not. The conservation of wilderness skills is part of 

our objective. 

The airplane ae a means of travel in wilderness areas seems te be entirely 

foreign to the whole wilderness idea. Ite use in wilderness areas would surmount 

lee



the obstacles of travel which constitute both a major protection end a major 

appeal of wilderness arease. 

In Tune and July of 1946 the chairman of this committee hed an opportunity 

; te travel by eance in the roadless ares of Superior National Forest and the ad ja- 

cont Quetico Park in Cenade. Airplanes were already beginning to land on the 

lakes in this region and our fears as to the disbuptive effect of airplanes were 

fully realized. At the conelusion of the wilderness trip there was an opportunity 

to visit two lakes in the eree by plane, on a routine administrative flight by 

Porest Service personnel. It was noted that distances were dwaffed, and there wes 

no opportunity to experience the special appeal of a land type, or the intimate 

eequaintance thet grows on one by normal wilderness travel. ‘The lakes visited 

were made to seem too ecomonplace by too close association with the town from which 

we had taken off but s few moments previously. A vest streteh of country becane i 

easily viewed in a single glence, oversimplifying a terrain thet should hold for 

one the chance for gradual emergence of new discoveries and personal events. 

Agsure@ly anyone seeking wilderness experience would not normally use a plane. 

A pilot friend who hed flown much “over the hump" into China during the war 

explained thet after the initial novelty of flying had worn off, he lost interest. 

Country looked too much Mike @ map to him, and hemiased the normal lendseape 

features. Incidentally, he is a photographer, sensitive to the beauties of the 

land. 

One cannot savor a wilderness by flying over it, be he pilot or mere 

passenger. Probably these flying visitors would take such values more lightly 

than visiters who prized the attractions and the experiences enoygh to *earn" 

the visit by unmotorized travel. 

On this visit to northern Mimesota it was noted that among those concerned 

with reereation there was widespread convern over the incipient intrusion of the 

airplane into the wilderness. This same concern was expressed by the few 

Canadians who were met north of the border. 

There appears to be no question about the disturbing effect of aireraft 

in wilderness. 

Be 
One of the problems that faces the wilderness administrator is erowdings 

This hae already becane seute in many national parks. Yellowstone Park is 

often so erewded that mony who specially seck the primitive and restful qualities 

in our lendseapes, refuse to go there. It is true that others who are more 

inclined to be gregarious enjoy themselves in spite of the crowds. In Teton 

Netionel Park we have witnessed the evolution of its use from very simple 

beginnings, when people could camp on the very shores of the lakes without 

harm to the environment, to the present time when huge crowds have made it 

necessary to protect the shores, and the limited areas suitable for camping are 

practically overflowing, the agfwded condition threatening the charm of the lekes 

in their mountain setting. 

Gn Teton National Forest, adjacent to the above mentioned park, so many 

commercial hunting camps for the accomodations of elk hunters are established in 

the autum that 4t hes been found necessary in some areas to require the outfitter 

to haul in hay for his horses, in order to protect the range. Indéed, even in 

years past, it has been a common experience to arrive at mkmagkm strategic camping 

ake



Pleces on Teton Vilderness Aven, and find the meadows so closely grazed by 

horses of campors that it was difficult to find a suitable spot in which to picket 
a horse. 

In the Great Suokies, The Chimney Tops, whieh are a fine and spectacular 
example of a heath bald, are being seriously damaged through overuse by lhikera. 
Yegetation is being trampled and erosion is setting up in the peaty soil. 

In the readless area of Superior National Yorest of “Minnesota there were 
@ surprising number of canoe parties=-so many, in fact, that at times this : 
"wilderness" was made to appear rather tame. ‘There are, of course, other areas tich, 

have not yet been used extensively. 

‘two thinga are suggested by the overuse trend just cited. (ne ia the 
logiesl con¢lusion that the use of the airplane would only aggravate the situation 

by adding to the wilderness trevelers ahorde of pepple who would visit the arees 
for e brief week-end of fishing or hunting, people who are not necessarily 
interested in wildemess as such, but who would exploit the fishing or hunting 
possibilities in desirable locations whieh had hitherto been kept desirable by 

being wilderness. It is esay to visualize the cosing helicopter, parking in g 

impressive mmbers in high mountain meadows, and aireraft of all descriptions 
filling the wilderness with crowds and equipment. 

the other thought suggested” that undoubtedly we have not planned for 
recreation on a large enough scale. ‘here ig a like parallel in our wildlife 
situation. We recognize wildlife as one of our prime resources, yet mot util 
recently have we awekened to the need for supplying it with enough suiteble habitat. 
Similarly, we recognize generally the importance of outdoor recreation, both as 

a huge industry end as one of the foremost of social needs. Yet we have not 
provided for it adequately. Ye may soon realize thet the special areas we heave 
allotted to such recreation are far too small, having been coneofived in a period 
when such recreation was in its infancy and whon lend had not yet been ac exten- 
sively squeezed into a straig jacket of economic and private use, foreing people 
more generally into the formally designated regerention areas. ‘ildernesses 

especially require space for effectiveness. lather than aggravate the problem of 
congestion by introducing aivereft as « recreation instrument, it would be 
Mae Sey mo Se See Se aeesinn Senay fee atone eee Se ee *° 
anticipate the need by enlarging wilderness, as well as » Teereation areas, 
and to postpone any measure for curtailing unmechenized travel. until we have made 
certain thet we need not expand the wilderness progrem further. hile the eur- 
tailment of nommal wilderness travel looms as 2 potentiulity, corrective measures 

: cen be taken to pestpose such measures, such as giving eartain overused meadows 
a rest, striet beg and ereel limits, elenn up of camp sites, and similar efforts. 

in affect of crowding by the use of aircraft would certainly be the 
depletion of the fish enpply. ‘This would apply particularly to the roadless 
area of Superior National Forest in northern Minnesota. ‘These lakes afford 
reasonably good fishing, which permanent resorts or regular trips in by airplane 

would destroy, because the productive capacity of their waters is very much lower 

than lakes lying in better soil farther south. ‘therefore, if the airplane vere 
allowed to go unchecked 1% would be only a few years before the fishing 
ineentive would no longer exist. Aside from demage to the wilderness, the 

airplane woulé destroy its own usefulness as a meane of reaching the former 

wilderness fishing. : 
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Stete wildlife administrators in the west have expressed thelr concern over 
the possibility of planes dropping in on remote mountain lakes for firhinge 
It would be #ifficult to maintain any creel cheek and the fish supply would very 
soon be exhausted. 

Se Alrereft in National Perks 
National Parks are penetrated by roads and contain developments for the 

accomodation of large numbers of visitors. Towever, in most easea there are 
large areas of back country that coustitute wilderness. There is developing a 
thought that careful zoning should apply in netional parke--confining roads and 

developments to certain sections in such a way that maximum areaa of wilderness 
may be left unmerred by such intrusiona. 

4 diffioulty exists here in the matter of sireraft control. It my be 
argued that where automobiles are permitied, airplanes should be permitted alaoe 
This appears theoretically sound. Yet there are practical difficulties. 
Autonobiles may be controlled and are necessarily confined to designated roadne 
If one visualizes an ecuel number of airplanes in the park, Imfiting, teking off, 
filling the sir, it is easy to imagine the adwinistrative difficulties. There 
are landing facilities in several park areas, established before the question 
became acute or the boundaries were set. There is one on Jackson Hole Netional 
Monument, relatively near the southern boundary; one in Mt. MeKinley Netional Park, 

a simple lending strip, near the railroad and the edge of the Perk. ‘There are 

some provisions for landing facilities in contracts with concessioners in Grand 

Canyon end Yosemite National Parks and foulder Dam National Necreation Area. 

Seene and solitude are resourses high in the list of values which the 

Netional Perk Service is charged to conserve. Any mechanized equipment intro- 

duces nolse, odors, and use of landing or parking space, #11 of which tend to 

éestroy the wild and solitery nature of any area and to disturb the traveller 

whe seeks solitude, quiet, and an unaarred natural acene. It is true that 

automobiles are already present in desipnated areas. Put in order to prevent 

further chaos end further damage to areas aet aside specifically to preserve 

natural conditions, it seems wisest to handle aircraft the sane as rai Lroads 

and trans-continental buses; confine lending fields to locations at the boun- 

deries, along with railway stations and bus terminalae — 

The following extract fron the annual report of the Bireetor of the 

National Park caries for the fiseal year ending June 30,1944 (pe 219), appears 

to be a very reasonable attitude: Z 

ec Recognizing the tremendous impetus given to air travel by 

war-c8 lopments in aviation, the Service is looking ahead to its possible 

effect upon the nations] perke and hes discussed the problem with representatives 

of the Civil Aeronauties Authority. Comercial end private aireraft will 

increasingly become a popular mode of transportation to the national parka, end 

Will have to be reckoned with, It is felt, however, as in the ense of reil and 

bus terminals, that airplane landings flelds should be loeeted outside park 

boundaries." 

“There will be a period of experimentation in this new and highly importent 

field of air travel, and this phase of trhal and error should not be allowed to 

impair the national parks. Experimenta with aix-transport, helicopter, or private 
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plane should be carried on in other areas. When sireratt construction and use are 

stebilized, or when conditions ehange materially, this policy will be reviewed. 

_ Meemhile, it ia obvious that the construction of landing fields and ex euxiliary 
; buildings would intrude upon park scenery; and that the noise and confusion of 

airplanes would disturb the wildlife and would tend to destroy the character of 

these great areas as nature sanctuaries, especially affecting their atmosphere of — 

serenity and peace, wherein lies their value for inspiration, recreation, and 
relexation.” 

Se Aizeraft and Vildlite. 
It ig @ little early to evaluate fully the effect of aircraft on wildlife, . 

though certain indications may be significant. Animal species react differently 
to the presence of flying planes, and of cow'se much depends on the altitude of 

the machine. Apparently ducks are not easily disturbed, but geoee are readily 
flushed. Sig game animals such as antelope and elk my be disturbed by low 
flying. However, it seoms likely that the more important and fundamental 
biclogical effects fram the use of aireraft in wilderness or other wildlife 
ranges will be indirect and secondary, occasioned by changes in the, habitet 

resulting from over-crowding and the need for accommodations attendant on mss 

flying in certain areas, and resultant hun activity. “eological developments 

are hard to foresees and remain at present as intengibles not well underatoode 

One result of the use of aircraft, however, is already becoming apparent. 

‘hia affeets sportemanship in hunting and fishing. Wyoming has already found it 

necessary to specifically bar shooting game from an sirplene. Possibly other 

states have the same regulationa. And the following is quoted from the Minutes 

of the Jenuery 1946 meeting of the “yoming Game and Fish Commission, illustrating 

ites attitude toward aircraft in field sports: 

"A letter was read from Dire He Le Miller, Forest Supervisor, choshone 

Nationel Forest, Cody, in which he stated that the people of the Sunlight fasin 

requested that en emergency landing field be built in Sunlight Basin to 

accomodate then during the winter season when they were isolated as a result of 

snow. ‘ho “yoming Came and Tigh Comission is willing to approve the construetion 

of this energency field to eccammodate the citizens of sunlight Basin, but objects 

to ite being used for the transportation of humting and fishing parties into the 

hunting and fishing areas“ cae 

thie aetion by the “yoming Cane and Fish Comission typifies a widespread 

fear of the degradation of field sports by the use of aircraft in the actual 

getting of games. 

An e@@ in an outdoor magazine guarantees a polar bear for $1500, flying fron 

Kotzebue, Alaska, and states: “Transportation to bear by airplane." 

Reports are current that hunters ere uaing aircraft in british Colusbie and 

Yukon Yorritery for big game. In one ease hunters were taken out from a central 

camp to various game renges; one to mountain sheep renge, another to a loeation 

for caribou, thus reducing the walking to a minimum. 

A "Wilionaire Resort" is reported to be planned on Kotasbue Sound, Alaska, 

ineluding ea 44-roon lodge with 11 the comforts and conveniences that “mi llione 

aires demand, end pay for", and featuring the hunting of polar bears, whale, 

hair seal, walrus, “oogruk”, the as yet unclassified mountain sheep which abound 
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in the region; migratory waterforl, ptearmigan, and grouse." The resort will be 
serviced by a D0-3. 

A gaall airplane cruising about Jackson Hole, Wyoming one autumn was used 
to raise geese from inaccessible places and to drift then to hunters leeated 
@lseewheree A loeal warden was attempting to handle the situation, but epparent- 
ly no arrests or legul proofs were obtained. 

One pilot in Wyoming ia reported to have flushed a flock of geese by flying 
low, shot, one, landed nearby, and while hunting for the fallen bird tas 
e@ppreached by a warden, ‘The pilot ¢lsimed he had shot a coyote and was hunting 

for it. Flushing geese by plane has been observed several times. 

There are a nusber of known instances in which pilots have driven antelope 
to unters. One flyer is reported to heave "got away with" 25 antelope in one 
leeality, taking them out by plane, but could not be apprehended. In snother 
instance, a large nusber of antelope were found dead below a cliff (variously 
reported as SO to 100). Evidence indicated this was the work of an airplane. 

A news item from Tulrbanks, Alaska, wider date of Tebruary 6, 1946 tells 
of “eight cow moose shot from pjane.” 

4n Army flier related to the committee cheirman, with a reminiscent smile, . 
how he had machine gunned a herd of seals. 

Similar reports have cone from the field, pointing clearly to new 
problems in law enforcement; a new danger to wildlife species, especially such 
as walrus and poler dear thet obviously can not survive this new refinement in 
hunting; and « new fector in the character of our field sports, tending to 
further reduce the element of woodsmanship and sportmuweneship, already otherwise 
deteriorated. ‘That a considerable number of people are worried by this teend 
is shown by personal contacts of the comuittee members. That this is a real 
issue is proven by arguments pro and con to be found in the current outdoor 
MAGO2Zi NOB. ' 

In view of the trend outlined above, um therefore, we believe a recent 
practice ininited by the Forest Service requires further study. It is under~ 
atood that in order to reeuce the herd of deer in the "ildernesa Area of the 
Salmon River country in Idaho, hunters were flown into the aren by the Forest 
Service. Possibly such steps will be taken on other wilderness arenas where 

games populaticas have been induced to reach a high peake . 

This is a matter frought with dangerous possibilities, though the 
committee appreciates the problem posed for the Forest Service in such cases 
and the need for herd reduction to preserve the renge. 

Generally speaking, game administrators look upon roadless areas as 
desirable for the highest type of big gane hunting, where camping and un-~ 
mechsnized forma of travel enhance the experience and on the whole afford the 
more traditional kind of sport. Such areas are valued accordingly. Hence the 
flying in of hunters solely to forcibly reduce the game population militates 
against the retention of the highest hunting stendards. It also sets a prededent 
hard to overeone by both the Forest Service and State Game Commissions in any 
efforts they may wake to discourage umting with aircraft. 
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It ie far better to give full weight to the underlying causes of aver= 

population of game in wilderness arenas and to shape future pélicy to their 
correction. We cannot hone to effectively keep down game populations in wilderness 

areas by mass hunting without injuring the wilderness. On the other hand the 
wilderness ie the ideal place in which to preserve the ecologic picture in which 
big gawe is centered. It is well known that predatory animal control has been 
drastic im the Salmon Miver comébry and neighboring districts. A different policy, 
persitting the presence of effective predators would undoubtedly be more helpful, 
and at the sane time would retain en essentéih) atcribute of wi lderneas--contributing 
both to its fuller enjoyment and ite more complete scientific valuc. 

6+ Legal Authority for Aireraft Regulation 
There is avaliable Opinion No. 3382 of Solicitor Mastin G. White, in o 

menoraniua addressed to Acting Chief Narle H. Clapp, dated Jume 11, 1941. thia 
concerns regulation of the use of motorboats and aircraft in Superior National 
Yorest, ineluding their use on private property. é 

A few excerpts: 

“Incidentally, it is our opinion that the authority of the Secretary 
of Agriculture to regulate the oecupaney and use of the forests, pursuant to the 
Act of June 4, 1897 (Title 16, %sSeC.S. Sl: BO Stet. 36), is broad enough to 
justify a regulntion prohibiting persone who are treveling in the forest by 
motorboat or airplane from using forest lend eseept except in emergencies. 
Motorized transportation in a roadless area which haa been designated as such 
primarily to preserve a primitive atmosphere is obviously out of hormony with the 
objective sought to be accomplished by the Forest Service. Use of forest lané 
by motorboat end sirplene travellera in the roadlese area is a phase of the matter 
which is distinctly within the power of the Secretary to regulate." 

"The lew applicable to non-navigable waters and the lands beneath 
such waters differs materially fron thet applicable to navigable waters in that 
nonenevigeable, and the lends eovered by such waters, are the property of the 
riparian owners. In the case of a non-navignhle lake within the Superior Netional 
Forest where the shore line is orned in part by the Untted Statee and in part by 
the State or private omers, exch of the omers of the shoreline bas legal title 
to a preportionste part of the water of the lakes end the lends beneath the water. 
The Forest: Service in such a ense could not legally prohibit the use of motor- 
boats or the landing of eirplanes because it does not have exeluaive control of the 
vater in the lake or the land beneath the water. However, the desired ob jective 
might be attained by means of a cooperative agreement with the other owners. 
In the case of a non-navigable lake where the shoreline is all in the ownership 
of the "nited Stetes, 1t is our opinion that the Forest Service bas the right to 
prohibit the use of such water by motorbosts and airplanes.* ' 

Ya. J. Pe Aberg, of this committee, furnishes the following th Legal opinion: 
"ft have made a cursory cheek on this natter and discussed it with some well 
inforsed seronautic authorities in thie state[iiseonsin] . 

“fhore is no question in my mind but what reasonable reculations can be 
made and enforced by the authorities having jurisdiction over the areas involved. 
Such regulations would, of course, have to involve a reasonable exercise of 
police powar and would include limitations ms as to landing, and minimum altitude 
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requirements, Mffective regulation on these two subjecte vould, of course, 

answer the question. ‘the extent or intensity of wegulations would have te vary 
with the area involved." 

Attention is alao diveeted te seotion 60.102 of the intent Air freffie 
ules published by the Civil Aeronautica Board, whieh provides as follows: 

*Aiveraft shall not be operated within restricted air-space areas contrary 
to the restrictions preseribed by the agency having jurisdiction over such areas." 

Tt is believed possible that if airereft is exeluded from lending in wilder= 
mess, with a ceiling of 2000 feet for passing over it, such regulations will be 
recognized by the Civil Aeronautics Nosrd as establishétig restricted air-apace 
over those arease - 

Mader date of Jan. 15, 1944 Chief Counsel tie A. Moskey, U. S. Department of 
the Interior, National Perk Serviee, stated the following: s 

"The authority for the regulation of air ae is dependent upon 
whether such transportation is interstate or intrastate. If interstate, it is 
subjeet to the provisions of the Civil Aeronautics Act. (82 Stat. 977; 49 UsBel. 
se¢e 401, et sea.) “this Act defines interstate air trengportation as the carriage 

by aireraft of persons or property aa a comon carrier for compensetion or hire 
between a place in any State, or the Wietrict of Columbia, and a place in any 
other State, or the District cf Columbia; or between places in the same State 
through the alr space over any place outside thereof; or betreen places in the 
sane territory or pessession (except the Philippine Islands) of the United States; 

and & place in any other Territory of possession of the 'nited States; ani a plece 

in the United States and any plece outside thereof, whether such coumerce moves 
wholly by aircraft or partly by eirecraft and partly by other forms of transporta- 
tion. No air earrier may ongege in any such air transportation wmleas there is in 
force a certificate of public comvenience and necessity issued by the Civil 
Aeronautics Board authorizing such air carrier to engage in such transportatione 
The Aet provides in detail the method of application for a certificate, notice 
thereof to the public, the filing of protest of memorandum of opposition to or 
in support of the issuance of a certificate, and for hearings. The Act is 
supplemented by reguletions issued by the Board. We recently were advised by the 
Board that two applications are now on file for certificates affeeting the Nationel 
Park System, and that the Service will be afforded opportunity to be heard in 
connection therewith before iseuing certificates.” 

“If the air transportation is intrastate, it ia subject te the provisions 
of the statutes affie of the effeeted State. I believe that all of the States have 
now enacted laws regulating air transportation within their borders, snd ct least 
one-half of them have adonted the Mmiform Aeronautics Act epproved by the 
National Conference of Comuissionera on Uniform State Lawa in 1922, Several 
legislatures have mede minor alterations in the uniform text. The ectual text 
enacted in each State mat therefore be consulted in order to know exaetly what 
the statute of each State is. A Uniform Air Licensing Act, approved by the 
National Conference of Commissioners on thiform State Laws in 1926, also has been 
adopted by a number of the States. Other uniform acts adopted by the Connissloners 
are the Uniform Aeronautical Negulatory Act of 1955, and the (niform Airports Act 
of 1935." 
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In the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1925, under Section 601, are several 
Airspace Restrictions, involving Caution Areas (60.3480) and Danger Areas 
(6004481). Such restrictions may apply in certain instanees. For instance, on 
Superior National Yorest reef's and rocks are being plotted on verious lakes, to 
determine the hazards for landing of nirerefte It may prove wide to prohibit 
landing on some of these by wiinitiated pilots, to avold accident. Sone lakes, 
Bis, present steep slopes or cliffs at entrance points that are @isturbing for 
descending aircraft. These are considerations that mey have administrative alge 
nifleanet. 

CONCLUSICNS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

le ‘The Committee on Aireraft Use in ilderness Areas fully appreciates - 
the great good to civilization inherent in the air age that is just now coming 
into being. ne of the members is a veteran pilot since the first Yorld var : 
and ell the members gladly take advantage of air transportation, ‘The following 
suggestions on air travel restrictions are thought to be suitable to protect 
eertain public values, just as va find it necessery to regulate motor travel in 
certain situations, or to zone certain tupes of buildings. General air treffic 
rules have already been made, and their necessity is accepted. 

Se far ae wilderness areas and national parks are concerned the comnittoe : 
recogaizes the desirability of locating landing fields ond similer facilities ( 

St the Randers of mach recs, as a groat aid and time saver for those tho wish 
or recreations 

&e ‘The eoneept of wilderness areas reats on the general understanding that 
they shall be free fron roads asd mechanized forms of transportation. ‘This hae 
been accepted as the principal means of protecting wilderness. In conformity 

with this accepted thought it is recomended that landing of airereft be 
prohibited in wilderness or pri-itive or wild areas, or in Netional Parks or 
any areas otherwise designated which have as an important objective the 
preservation of wilderness etmosphere, except in emergency or for purely admin- 
istrative Furthermore, a ceiling of 2,000 feet in recommended for 
aircraft ee over such arense 

3. Im lake country, typified by the Hoadless Area of Superior National 
Forest of Minnesota, it is equally important to exelude the motor boat, which 
the eommittee feels is as incompatible with the wilderness preservation os the 
airplane. 

4e I% is recognized that the pressence of privately orned land in 
wilderness areas poses a difficult problem in e forcement of beneficial regulationa 
and ean easily aullify efforts to preserve wildernessae It is urged that 
cooperation of the states be sought in an sffort to aupplenent federal reguistions 
with rules of any available State zoning lawee It is further recommended that the 
ultiuete solution lies in the purchase of private lands in such areas at equitable 
price, so that uniform regulations may be effective. 

5. It is recognized that the use of aircraft for aduiniatrative purposes, 

such as fire control, patrol, and similar work, is necessary and that in many 
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instances it will do away with the buildings of some roads, not only in parks 
and wilderness areas, but also in certain other portions of national forests not 
so designated. 

It ia believed, however, that with experience, such aduinistrative use of 
alrereft may be so plawned thet trips may be relatively infrequent, depending on 
loeal elrousstanees, and relatively minor disturbance to those who are traveling 
in the wilderness may ensue ; 

é. unting or shooting of any description from alrorait should be for 
biddan. ‘This may be applicable to certain kinds of fishing in coastal areas, 
thouch the committee had not hat an opportunity to study thet phase of ite Such 
reguletion is chiefly the function of Stete game commissions, though federal. 
agencies equlé adopt coopexetive measures and in general fing opportunity to 
@issourage the use of alreraft in actual hunting or fishing. In feis category 
would fall the expedient of flying in busters to reduce surplus game populations 
in wilderness sroas. 

, 7% Wwually, it 1s believed hy the commlttes that there are forest lends 
thet are not formally designated as wilderness areas, and that therefore have ; 
gone moderate economic uses but still retain eonsiderable recrsational and 
wilderness valucs. An oxamle is part of Teton Nations] Forest in Jackson Hole 
Vyoming, lying outaide the Primitive Area. It is partly penetrated by roeda, but 
tho publie looks upon 1t aa sontainuing recrention possibility of e high order, 
objects to further road building or the threatened oll prospecting, and would 
like to see it as “unspoileé” as it ean reasonably be kept. In such areas 
aireraft rould be an intrusion, just as tn designated wildernera. Possibly mach 
gan be done by the Yorest gervice in restricting to a minimus mechanized travel, 
ineluding alrereft, in such locations. 

‘the cosmittes believes thet the problem discussed here can best be mot 
boldly, with a realistic view to the futures, by trying to prepare early to 
eope with alr traffic contingencies in the initial stages of their development. 

. If end when private flying becomes more prevalent, even more drastic reguletion 
/ than now seems afivigable wil) te inevitable, fusi as in the case of heavy 

sutomobile traffle. 

The Committee on Aircraft Use ; 
in “ilderness Areas: 

t Tits Je Pe Aberg 

: Shirley “. Allen 

John Me Poker 

Nobert *. Grigza 

Aldo Leopold 

Prederick Law Olmatead 

Kenneth A. Heid 

; Os J. Murie, 
Chad men 
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March 3, 1947 

Dy, Robert F, Griges 
2101 Constitution Aveme 
Washington 25, D.C. 

Dear Dr. Griges: 

I am glad to know that the Porest Service thinks 
; well of the committee report. 

There is a bare possioility that the Journal of 
Lend and Public Utility Beonomies might be 
interested, The editor is Yies Mary BH. Amend, 
Sterling Hall, Madison, 

I aw asouving that en sbrideged version will 
appear in the Living Yilderness, 

With personal regards, 

Yours a8 evar, 

Al: Pa ALDO TOPOLD



‘TELF AONE, ExEcuTIve 8100 CasLe ADDRESS 

ae 
NARECO, Washington, D. C- 

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 

2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE, WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 

Established in 1916 by the National Academy of Sciences under its Congressional 
Charter and organized with the cooperation of the National Scientific 

and Technical Societies of the United States 

February 19, 1947. 

To the Members of the 
Committee on Aircraft vs. Wilderness 

Gentlemens 

I have today received the following letter from the Chief of the Forest Service, 

thenking you for your report and recommending that it be published. 

Chief, Forest Service February 12, 1947. 

Dr. Robert F. Griggs, Chairman 

Division of Biology end Agriculture 
National Research Council ; 

Washington 25, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Griggs: 

Reference is made to your letter of February 4 enclosing & copy of the report 

of your Committee on Aircraft Use in Wilderness Areas. 

We are glad to receive thie fine analysis of « perplexing land use problem 

and recognise that the committee has made a substantial contribution. 

Fe would like to see the report published so that.it may stimulate further 

thought on the subject. 

Please pass on to Mr. Murie and his committee our appreciation of their work. 

Very sincerely yours, — 

. LYLE F. WATTS, Chief ; : 
By BE. ¥. Loveridge." 

Ae a matter of routine, I would expect to publish the report in the Bi-Nonthly 

Report of this Division, but I think it should have wider circulation than that. 

Perhaps some of the conservation magazines would be glad to print it. way I ask 

you for suggestions in this matter. ‘ 

~ ry ree by 

ROBERT F. GRIGGS 

Rovert-FiUriges, Uhairaan 
RPG: AB Divieion of Biology and Agriculture.
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NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL "Cow 

2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE, WASHINGTON 25, D. Cu.” [vs 

Established in 1916 by the National Academy of Sciences under its Congressional 

Charter and organized with the cooperation of the National Scientific 

and Technical Societies of the United States 

April 23, 1947 

fo the Heabers of the Coumittoe 
om Aireraft vs. ®ilderaess 

Gentlemen: 

The menbers of the Division of Biology and Agricul- 
ture, ssaembled in their Annual Meeting, took note of the 
exeoptionaliy importent report which you have aede and, in 
@isbanding your Coumittes, asked me te extend to you their 
appreciation. 

It de resoynined that sore needs to be dome in the 
field in whieh you have made so valuable « pioneer effort end 
that the problems yet unsolved are largely in the line of the 
Lows relating to the use of airereft in the wilderness, It 
van felt thet 1t might be desirable to vet up « new committee 
to consider the problems in this field. ‘Thie would bo eepe 
cially true if it should happen that some official ef the Gow 
ernment, ench «6 the Chief of the Forestry Service or the , | 
Chief of the Sationsl Park Services, anould request the Ceugdti 
to undertake work in thie field. You will remember thet 
present Gomaittes was conetituted ot the recuest of the Chief i 

. @f the Forestey Service. 

The Sell, vould therefore welcome suggestions from 
you se to the way to proceed with the problem of aircraft 
use in the wilderness, ond likewise we should be glad if you 
would suggest patriotic people whe wight be especially compe- 
tont in this natter. 

Co yours, 

Robert F. Griggs, 
BPGrmat Division of and Agri 

ee: Dre Detlev %, Bronk ‘
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; duly 3, 1947. i 

Mre Lyle Pe Watts, La 
: Chief, Forest Service . 5 : : 

United States Department of Agriculture : 
é Washington 25, D. Ce ; 

; Dear Mre Watts: : if A ea . : 

ee Re: U Studies Airplane Landing Fields ; 

i ‘ Your letter of May 8 to Dre Griges has been referred 
to me for reply as Dr. Griggs has rasigned as Chairman of the 

. Division of Biology and Agriculture. . 

: - Dre Griggs, I underatand, has already informed you 
‘ : informally that he had sono doubts as to whether a committee 

: of the National Rosearsh Council oould appropriately undertake 
@ study of the legal problems and legislative needs on tho 
subjoot of the use of airplanes in the Superior Roadlesa Area 

au of Northern Minnesota. ; 

: . ' The question was also submitted to Dre Bronk, Chairman 
of the National Research Council, and he has agreed with Dr. i 
Griggs' opinion that the Council could effectively and properly - 
de no more than consider and present the sciontifia facts on 
which legal opinions would have to rest. 

: We rogret that setting up a combined legal and 
seientifia committee would not be possible in this instance. 

oe : ' Very truly yours, - 

Raymund 1. Zvemer - : 
RLZ sab | Executive Secretary ;
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: Dre Robert <F., Griggs, Chai rum , 
Division ofBiology and Agriculture, 
National Reseerch Council, 
2101 Constitution Avenue, 
Wachington 25, D.C. 

Dear Robert: 

I heve seen copy of Mr. Watts! request for further 
work on aircraft use in wilderness. At-Linst lL regretied that 
it was not given nationwide apnlication. However, on further 
thought I believe it is well to concentrate on Minnesota to 
begin with, that being the crucial spot today. 

You will recel] thet John N. Spencer, Regional ; 
Forester at Denver, was suggested as-one member. He is a 
splendid fellow, alive to the problem of the wilderness. But 
would there be objection to having a federal official on the 
committee? 

; Sincerely, : 
© A. 4 
KA Ses. 

To Mori Ef QO. J. Murie, A VES . 
Director 
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‘— J NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 

INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

TOs Detlev W. Bronk May 28, 1947 

FROM: Robert F. Griggs 

SUBJECT: Committee on Aircraft vs. Wilderness i 

Attached is a copy of a letter from Lyle F. Watts, Chief Forester of 
, the United States, thanking us for the report on the use of aircraft in wilder— 

ness areas and requesting that we appoint a new committee to consider the prob- 
lems - particularly the legal problems - associated with the use of airplanes in 
the Quetico-Superior area of Northern Minnesota. I have some doubt as to whether 
the National Research Council could well go into a legal matter such as this and 
have so informed the Forest Service orally. However, they have stated informally 
that they would much prefer to have it handled by a National Research Council 
committee than by a group from any other organization. It is important to them 

that they have en impartial report by outsiders. 

I therefore refer the matter to you to decide whether or not the Coun- 

cil should accede to the request. 
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a : UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ” 

FOREST SERVICE 

othe 
ADDRESS REPLY TO UA S 

CHIEF, FOREST SERVICE ee WASHINGTON 
AND REFER TO Sonia sg 
U ; Run 4 Stop 209 

STUDIES 
. Airplane Landing Fields May 26, 1947 

Dr. Robert F. Griggs, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Avenue 
Washington 25, D. C. 

Dear Doctor Griggs: : 

Tne report on the use of aircraft in Wilderness areas which you sent 
to me with your letter of February 4, 1947, has been studied by us, 

particularly in regard to the Superior Roadless Area in Liinnesota,. 
Members of the Quetico-Superior Committee have also shoym much inter- 

est in this report. 

The report outlines splendidly the present situation and the poten- 
tial dangers, but does not go into the perplexing problem of remedies. 

I should like to suggest that the National Research Council appoint 
anew committee to study the special legal problems and legislative 

needs pertaining to aircraft control on all wilderness areas. I 
further suggest that this coamittee be instructed to attack this gen- 
eral problem by concentrating first on the Superior Roadless Area. 
There are two reasons for this latter suggestion. First, the Superior 
Roadless Area is in greatest jeopardy because practically all portions 
of it have lakes suitable for the landing of hydroplanes, while in 
our other ‘jilderness areas landing fields are rare. Secondly, since 

the legal problems are complicated and State laws are varied, a general 
over-all study would be very tedious and of long duration. 

We believe that the National Research Council is the best qualified 
agency to undertake this study. If you agree, may we suggest that 
you consider including on this Committee lawyers who are familiar with 

Minnesota law and Civil Aeronautics Administration laws. and regula- 
tions. 

Very sincerely yours, REOS 
fo itt % Lo ptt cil pe Chey Z ASL 24 I A Xt § hg e 

; Oe Ny eect ye © ie h 
c {f LJ os Ko) 

LYLE F. WATTS, Chief z % oy 
Co oy J 
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; i ; May 12, 1947 

Dr. Hardy L. Shirley 
New York State College of Forestry 
Syracuse 10, New York ' 

Dear Shirley: : : : ‘\ 

Thank you very much indeed for releasing your letter to President Al- 
f len for propaganda use in connection with the Institute. I think it very help~ 

ful, especially since it comes from a society whose interests are somewhat near 
the periphery of the general group. I have a strong letter from Wallace Fem 
which has been sent to all the members of the Physiological Society, which I en- 
close for your information. 

I should be gled to have the Journal of Forestry publish the report on 
Aircraft Use in Wilderness Areas. I must tell you, however, that the Wilderness 
Society has asked to do the same thing. I am not informed as to whether it will 
use the report entire or abridged considerably, nor do I know the date that their 
report will be issued. Possibly your clientele, which is very much lerger than 
theirs, is also so different that repetition would not worry you, but I think 
you should know the facts. 

: Very truly yours, q 

RFG: mat f Robert F. Griggs, Chairman 
Enc. te) Division of Biology and Agriculture 

7
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AMERICAN -€, 
- FORESTERS q 

1800 \ 

Stic. PUBLISHED BY THE SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS Vee 

Harpy L. Srnrtey 825 Mills Building Henry CLepper 

rey beget of Havestty 17th Street and Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W. ¢ Bistnest Menage) 

Washington 6, D. C. Miss L. Auprey Warren 

May 2, 19447 

Dr. Robert F. Griggs 

National Research Council 
; 2101 Constitution Avenue 

Washington 25, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Griggs: j 

Since returning from the meeting in Washington 
I have had an opvortunity to read the report, 
"Aircraft Use in Wilderness Areas." I believe 
this report should be published in the JOURVAL 
OF FORESTRY. 

: Would the Division of Biology and Atriculture 
have any objections to our doing so? 

+ Sincerely yours, K 

Neely i . : 
¢ Hardy L. Shirley, Editor 

ELS-gir 
RECESS D 

CC to 0. J. Murie & 
Lyle Watts ~— = ane 3 

Shirley Allen £ i ) ' 
C. F. Brockman = B ‘> : 

oe hey i 
=) ey : aS on S 

A Professional Journal Devoted to All Branches of Forestry
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN ma oot A 

ANN ARBOR & nee 
/ SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION py jp ae 

April 26, 1947 

Dr. Robert F. Griggs, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 4% MUliyg 
National Research Council ‘s as 
2101 Constitution ‘venue 2 a 
Washington 25, D. C. ® So z 

ee ~ 

2 Q 
Dear Dr. Griggs: a SS a 

ae Or VN ayy 

I have your letter to the membeng of &¢ Committee on i 
Aircraft vs. Wilderness of April 25, ana am glad to make 

: one suggestion for the continuation of the study which we 

undertook. 

It seems to me that a question of this sort would yield 
to regular land use research procedure, and I have talked to 
some extent with Mr. E. L. Demmon, Director of the Lake States 

Forest Experiment Station, University Harm, St. Paul, about 

setting up a project for studying certain phases of the effect 

of airplane travel and landing on wilderness areas. 

: This idea may sound a bit fantastic, but our study other- 

wise is largely one of observation and judgment, and we are 
a little short on actual facts. 

Also there is one man who is keenly interested in this : 
question that I think might be ar excellent one to have on 

the new committee, and that is Regional Forester John Spencer, 

Post Office Building, Denver, Colorado. He has done some of 

the clearest thinking on this question that I have cone 

across, and it is an important question in his territory. 

I hope that these suggestions will be helpful, and it : 

was a great pleasure to have some little part in the preliminary 

study. os 

Sincerely yours, 
/ D 

‘ ae uy iy We 7 

ae Vlg Leg, f fe Ctr, 
ae hirley/W¥. Allen 

: Professor of Forestry
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: April 24, 1947 ; 

Kenneth A. Reid 
Izaak Walton League of America ; 
31 N. State Street 
Chicago, Illinois : 

Dear Reid: ‘ 

There goes out today a letter disbanding the Committee on Aircraft 
vs, Wilderness, We think, in view of the excellent report submitted, that 

F the committee has done a fine job, However, the report, as submitted, will 
not accomplish much I fear. The problem, I believe, lies in the realm of 
the law rather than in science, Dlaus Murie has suggested forming a new 
committee including legal members. ‘This may be the way to proceed, but I 
am painfully aware of the long lapse of time which was required to prepare 
the report, and time in this matter is of great importance. I am wondering, 
therefore, if a comnittee of the National Research Council is the best way 
to proceed with this problem. I believe there are one or two able and de- 
voted lawyers who might be induced to take up the problem, as they would a 
case in which they were retained. I am thinking particularly of Kelly and 

- Hubachek. Do you agree that they would be the right people? I think, like- 

wise, we could enlist the services of Houston Thompson, who fought through 
the New River case, but Thompson is getting rather old and he does have a 
good many commitments, so I am not sure we could command enough of his time 
and strength to work up an effective case. , : 

In view of all the Izaak Walton League is doing in the Quetico Superior 
Area, you have, in a sense, a bigger stake in the problem than anyone else, 
Do you suppose that you could induce Kelly and Hubachek, if they are the right 
people, to undertake the job? Would it be best handled that way or would it 

help them if they had some kind of an appointment from the National Research 
Council, or some other form of public backing? Could they be retained by the 
President's Quetico Superior Committee? One difficulty with proceeding to 

/ secure legal talent on a National Research Council committee is the same that 
prevented the present committee from backing the legal aspects of the problem - 
namely, that the National Research Council is composed of people who are experts 
in science. We are not experts in the law and we hesitibs to spread out into



Kenneth A. Reid, April 24, 1947 Page 2 : ‘ 

fields beyond our competence, just as did the committee of which you 
were a member, In fact, I am not sure that the word of the National 

: Research Council on legal problems would be heeded any more than that 
of John Dos, because it is out of our field. I should greatly value . : 
your counsel in this matter,. s 

. Very truly yours, ; 

Robert F, Griggs, Chairman ‘ 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 

RFG:aa ;
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April 23, 1947 i 

tl Dr. Ernest C. Oberholtzer 
Ranier 
Minnesota 

Dear Ober: - 

I am ashamed that I did not remember to send you directly a report of 
the Committee on Aircraft vs. Wilderness without your having to jack me up. One 
is now on the way. 

I have always been disturbed by the apparent failure of that Committee 
to recognize the value of time, which to mie seemed to be extremely important in 
this particular case, but repeated efforts on my part did not shake them loose. 

The Division, at its Annual Meeting just past, voted to dissolve this 
Committee, but it is our very definite feeling that another group needs to be 
constituted to report on the legal aspects of the problem as you suggest. In 
talking over the problem with Olas, I took the position that we would be very much 
stronger if such a committee were asked for by the Director of the National Park 
Service or by the Chief Forester. Like you, however, I have some doubts as to 
the advisability of a committee attack on this problem. One good lawyer going 
straight at it hard could probably accomplish quickly more than any committee, 
for we must recognize that under the best of conditions, committees are rather 
cumbersome, slow-moving bodies. If that is correct, the question would be the ; 
best way to secure such legal assistance. At the moment I should be inclined to 

* consult with Ken Reid. He might perhaps get someone to do the whole thing out 
of hand. What do you think? 

My understanding is that the meeting at your place is scheduled for the 
20th of June. Whenever it is, I shall certainly try to be there. 

Very truly yours, 

Robert F. Griggs, Chairnan i 
i RFGsmat Division of Blolozy and Agriculture
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Ranier, Minnesota . 
April 14, 1947 -- 

Ir. Robert F. Griges, Chairman 
Division of Biplogy and Asriculture 
National Research Council 
Heshington, D, C. : F 

, Dear Dr. Griggs: 

You asked me to remind you to send me a 

copy of the report of the committee on regulation of air 
y travel over wilderness ereas.. Tne present letter is for 

Y that purpose. I would be very glad to sée what was 
recommended. 

; : 
We had some discussion of the subject et ea 

recent meeting of the President's Quetico-Superior Cowiittee 
ae in Chicego, when Olaus Myrie was present. There was complste 

azreenent that no single development would contribute so 
mich to check the dangerous speculetive land situation in. the 

: roesdless areas of Superior Netional forest as effective 
regulation of air travel. : 

The understanding, however, is that the 
preliminary report does not deal at all with the practical 
side of regulation and presents no real solution. Yet that 
is whet is needed imacdiately. Perhaps it will require a 
special committee of lawyers, but surely some way can be 

found to work out a concrete plen --one that’ can be apolied 

Guickly before the damage gets tompletely out of hand. I had 

hoped ‘that thet could be done this summer at latest. It 
would mean a great saving to the government in land acquisitio: 

to say the least, It makes me wonder if there is not some 

way to get at this legal angle without further elaborate snd 
prolonged studies. Oe good lawyer negotiating with the 

Civil Aeronautic¢s Division might be able to TUASCET solution 
very quickly. e “es 

Iam just back at my home iis last week\atter 

an absence most of the winter. There is men Db Ue | 

before the ice goss out and much more aftor\Srds to oreaere 

for gurrer. The ice is still 86 inches thiNe.nd, SXQEPs an 

the narrows,: just eas firm as ever. L194 7 

(other side)
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‘ I em looking forward eagerly to seeing all vou 

- Wolderness councillors here at the island some time this 

summer, whenever it meets your own convenience. I wrote 

Gahnie some time ago that, if it turns. out that the first 

week in June is not the best tine, that will be-just aa gell 

for me, since I may then possibly attend my 40th anniversary 

: at Hervard. But there is no certainty that I would attend in 

any cese, and I would not want the meeting to hinge in any 

way on that contingency. 

I renenber that you had sone fears of mosquitoes early - 

" in June. Others may possibly prefér a vairier tine tater in 

the spmer. The latter part of August or early Septsrber is 

- vsually excellent both for weather end freedom from mosauitoes 

put versonally I find early June generally as delightful as 

any tine. If you ran into e few bad days, I would surely want 

you to stay till the weather cleared and see the country et 

its beste : : 

Thenk you again for your note of last surmer eo out 

extension of the President's Comittee end for the pleasure 

of our recent brief visit in Washington} 

: ea yours 
ie 5 a 

c ‘Ss 7 “2 > 

na O Crrrmekhoy, 
Rrnest C. Oberholtzer CO 

fe x
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BENTON MACKAYE 

oLAus J. MURIE etary 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY y OLAUS J. MURIE 
HOWARD ZAHNISER Miss Anne Addison, Secretary a ee 

; Division of Biology and Agriculture CHARLES G. WOODBURY 
National Research Council 

; Washington, 25, D. C. 

tw 
f\ OE hy 

21 April 1947 
Qs 

Dear Miss Addison: : 

"Thank you very mach for your April 14 letter with copies of 
. the aircraft committee's report and information regarding the 

committee's appointment. 

We are planning to run this as the leed article in the June - 
issue of THE LIVING WILDERNESS, with only a small amount of 
shortening and adaptation, all of which hes been done with the 
ceoperation and careful review of Dr. Murie. 

I regret that there seems to be no eppropriate illustrationg. 

The article will occupy ebout 6 peges and will be available 
in reprint form if in demand. j 

. Again with thenke for your cooperation, 

: Sincerely yours, : : 

4 Zahniver 
HZ/se
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Dr. Robert F. Griggs, o, oe S 

National Research Coumcil, & = S 
2101 Constitution Avenue, Be 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Robert: 

I am happy to have your cormunication of February 19 with the 
; reaction of Lyle “atts to the Aircraft Cormittee Report. I would suggest 

that after publishing in your Division Report it vould be given publica- 

tion in the Living fildernesa and Outdoor America of the Izaak Walton League. 

You might be interested in a comment from Kathrym s. Freyling 
of the Roamers Hiking Club in California. Speaking of the reprint on 

"Shall we Cherish San Gorgonio” containing a quotation trom your renarks, 

she speaks of the Wilderness Society "This Society fits into my chief interest, 

which is children. I was much impressed by what Ir. Robort Criges wrote about f 
preserving the natural heritage for future generations. In fact, that is 

- Just the way I feel and I even mentioned this in my lettor to lir. Thormpson and 

la. Peterson, quoting Mr. Griggs, when I wrote them about tho boundary 
modification of San Gorgonio.” 

You may have seen Zahnie by this time. There is much that we can 

tell the Council after such a trip. ‘whatever the fate of San Gorgonio we are . 
greatly encouraged, by what we leanFed. I do not believe that the wilderness 

conservationists would have made such a showing ten years aro, 

I am told that I am to be on the progtam of tho Izaak Walton League 

at the annual convention in late March in Chicago, though? I have not yet 

been formally notified. ; 

With all good wishes, . 

Sincerely, 

OLa ctl
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ANN ARBOR VY oe 
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

: February 26, 1947 
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Dr. Robert F. Griges, Chairman is : Be 
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Division of Biology and Agriculture . ilo ot = 

National Research Council oO cs e 
; 2101 Constitution Avenue ve = ) 

Washington 25, D. C. panes 

Dear Dr. Griggs: 

T have your letter of February 19 addressed to the members of 
the Committee on Aircraft vs. Wilderness, and as a vossibility of 

obtaining wider circulation of the report, it occurs to me that the 

Wilderness Society, 1840 Mintwood Place, N.W., Washington 9, DT. C. 
might be interested. They could, for example, publish and circular- 

ize the report as a reprint if they cared to publish it entirely, or 

brief it in the Living Wilderness. Whether or not they carried it 
2 ee ee ae ee ae ae 2 2 ry a2 

in this publication, the great interest of this group in defending 

the wilderness from mechanized travel micht cause them to publish 

it upon request and circulate it for a small charge. 

Another possibility is to have the report published in American 

Forests, the masazine of the American Forestry Association, 
919 - I7th Street, N.W., Washington, D. C., and thus have reprints 

available. Of course Mr. Reed of the Committee might also want to 

use it in Outdoor America and thereby have reprints. 

The very best way to handle it seems to me micht be to have 

the National Research Council put it out as a separate publication : 

because I am afraid it might lose its identity handled through the : J E 
popular magazines. : 

A final suggestion might be to have some sympathetic consress- 
man or senator to introduce it into the Congressional Record, - but 
this, I imagine, would be an improbable method unless speciel legis- 
lation to which it referred were being considered. 

I hope these sugzestions will be of some value. 

Very sincerely yours, 

7 ie Wi © 

Sairley W. éfien
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‘Dr. Robert F. Griggs, Chairman 2 os =r ‘ 
Division of Biology and Agriculture ¥ oy Bp 
National Research Council at NS oe S/ 
2101 Constitution Avenue SOS oo f 
Washington 25, D. C. Se eae ; 

Dear Doctor Griggs: 

Reference is made to your letter of February 4 enclosing 
a copy of the report of your Committee on Aircraft Use in 
Wilderness Areas. 

We are glad to receive this fine analysis of a perplexing 
land use problea and recognize that the committee has made 
a substantial contribution, 

F We would like to see the report published so that it may 
stinulate further thought on the subject. 

Please pass on to Mr. Murie end his committee our apprecia— 
tion of their work. 

Very sincerely yours, 

LYLE F. WATTS, Chi 

as By 

EW Levéripee.
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February 4, 1947 

Lyle F, Watts, Chief 

Forest Service 
U. S. Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D. C. : z 

; My dear Mr. Watts: : 

_ Pursuant to your request of January 9, 1945 that the 
National Research Council investigate and report on the use 
of aircraft in wilderness areas, I take pleasure in trans- 
mitting herewith a report of our committee, appointed to 
consider this important question. 

It is the understanding of the National Research Council 
that when a report is prepared for a government agency, it : 

: becomes the property of that agency. In writing this, I am 
prompted to inquire whether it is your desire that the report 
be held for your use alone, or whether it be published. 

‘ Very truly yours, 

: p 

Robert F. Griggs, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 

RFG:aa ; 
Encl.
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Februsry 4, 1947. i : 
_ i fw 

Pr. Olaus J. Murie 
Moose, Wyoming. 

Dear Dr. Murie: } ‘ 

Thank you very much for your report on the use of 
aircraft in wilderness ares. I am trensmitting it to the United 

: States Forest Service and feel confident it will be found useful. 

I agree with your statement that the problem of the 
relation of eircraft to the preservation of the wilderness is by 
no means solved and further work will be necessery if the situation 

developes. 

I think, however, the wisest course would be to 
disband the committes now that the specific work for which it was 
appointed has been accomplished. The personnel will then be free 

, to, or not to,reassemble if further questions arise in the relation 
of aircraft to the preservation of the wilderness. 

Very truly yours, 

Robert F. Griggs, Chairman 

RFG: AB Division of Biology end Agriculture.
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May 20, 1946 

Mir, Willian J. P. Aberg 
900 Gay Building 
Madison, Wisconsin ; : 

Dear Mr. Abergs Site 

i Thank you very much indeed for your letter of the — 
15th accepting membership on our Committee for working out recom= 
mendations as to the use of aircraft in wilderness areas, also 
for copy of your letter of the same date to Olaus Murie. 

I am delighted to hear a responsible lewyer say that he has 
no doubt that reasonable recommendations concerning aircraft can 
be made and enforced. Too many of the people interested in the 
wilderness belong in the horse and buggy age and are by no means 
airminded so that it has been difficult to find a committee fully 
appreciative of wilderness who are at the same time competent to 

advise concerning the use of aircraft. d 

I think I did not send you copy of a letter which I sent out 
F to the Committee suggesting a line of approach tc the solution. 

It is clear from comments that have come in that a good deal more 
specification is needed than was in my first letter, which indeed 
was merely something to shoot at. I should be glad to have you 

. take a shot along with others who hive done so. 

Very truly yours, 

Robert F, Grigg, Chairman 
2 Division of Biology and Agriculture 

; RFGsho
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Mr. Robert F. Griggs 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Avenue 
Washington 25, D.C. 

Dear Mr. Griggs: : 

In response to your recent letter, I shall 
be glad to serve with Dr. Olaus Murie in seeking to 
work out some solution on the use of aircraft in and 
around wildermess areas. I have just written Dr. 

: Murie today, a copy of my letter being enclosed. 

Very truly yours, 

Te Fe pf has 

31
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Dr. 0. J. Murle : 
The Wilderness Society 
Jackson, Wyoming 

Dear Dr. Murie: 

Iam in receipt of your letters regarding 
our conference in Chicago on ways and means of regue 
lating aircraft traffic in and over wilderness areas, 
I have made a cursory check on this matter and dis- : 
cussed it with some well informed aeronautic authore 
ities in this state. 

There is no question in my mind but what. 
3 reasonable regulations can be made and enforced by 

the authorities having jurisdiction over the areas 
; involved. Such rogulations would, of course, have to 

involve a reasonable exercise of police power and 
would include limitations as to landing, andminimun 
altitude requirements. Effective regulation on these 
two subjects would, of course, answer the question, 
The extent or intensity of regulation would have to 

; vary with the areca involved. 

I am personally acquainted with the present 
Secretary of the Interior, Mr. Julius Krug, who exe 
pects te be in Madison sometime this month. I shall 
try at that tims to arrange for an opportunity to dise 

: cuss this subject with him in an effort to lay the 
; groundwork for somo study by his department of effect- 

ive future controls, 

Very truly yours, 

pee 
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Dr. Benton MecKaye 
Shirley Center ; 
Massachusetts 

My dear licKayes 

Thank you for your letter concerning the 
airplane and the wilderness. 

: There has been considerable shooting at my recommen- 
dations which clearly demonstrates that they need much more 
specification than I gave. 

It is just the end of a crowded week and I have not 
time to digest these letters for you as I would wish. I 
am, instead. sending you a copy of my reply to Wharton's 

letter. 

Very truly yours, 

Robert F. Griggs, Chairman 
: Division of Biology end Agriculture 

RFGsho 

Signed in Dr. Griggs' absence
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2101 Constitution Avenue, N.¥., : “Sse 
Washington 25, D. Cc. 

Dear Griggs: 

At lest I am able to take up your letter of March 22 to 
the Committee on Aircraft vs. Wilderness, carbon of which you 
kindly sent me. I briefly acknowleged its arrival at the time. 
Since then my W.5. efforts have had to compete with a local 
campaign on a global scale, namely to get State pressure via 
Congress on the UN for some basic war prevention. I agree with 
your sentiments on the wreth of "generations yet unborn" pro- 
vided they don't stay unborn. So my time has been divided be- 
tween efforts to preserve the kind of wilderness we want and 
to prevent the kind we don't want. 

I appreciate very much your thought in sending me your 
letter and including me smong those who "shoot as seems good", 
Please believe that I am so shooting when I sey that I am keen= 
iy impressed with your comprehensive presentation of the sub- 
ject. It stirs in my nind certain matters whose basic solutions 
have too long waited. 

When new contingencies arise we should, you say, "re- 
examine fundamental principles". Amen! That is just what we 
did not do (or not sufficiently) when the automobile contingen- 
cy arose. (Personally I made some belated attempts therein). : 
We should not be caught napping--again. And we should as you . 

indicate consider overall needs (from the airplene's view) ra- 
ther than merely block out rules (from the mole's view). 

Your approach to the problem at hand stimulates me to 
analogy. After World Wer I. people everywhere were somewhat 

joggled, and some were even led to gasp that we should take in 
hand this thing of war. One remedy or another was meekly and 
apologetically suggested. But after War II. (and Hiroshima) 
@ greater number has arisen and with lesser apologetics. For 
the A-bomb calls all bluffs. ‘We must banish it or bust. Tire 
don't succeed, no matter. Fut if we can defeat the bomb we 

should as well dispel the minor means of werfere.
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; Well, the automobile came as a sort of "Wer No. I", and 

the modern airplane comes as "No. II". So far as wilderness is . 

concerned (a8 space and breath of the primeval) its survival de- 

pends on setting certain curbs to this arch-inveder. If we can 

curb the impact of the plane we should as well control the minor 

forms of metropolitan cacophony. 

. For such control there seems to be one special key. Though 

adumbrated of old it appears now as a new weapon. You have put 

your finger on it: "The basie thing which should be done to pro- 

tect the wilderness is to restrict the number of people who are 
permitted entry into it". The italics are mine and not yours: 
numbers (density of vopuletion per period, objects seeking the 

‘ same space at the same time)--such I see as the gist of the prob- 

lem offvilderness manegement . 

How to compass it? 

You suggest a program (Recommendations 1 and 2, the letter 

of six parts). You have given us something tangible "to shoot at ie 
At present I am out of cartridges. I may find some later. offhand 

I believe you have corralled most of the questions and named well 

the answers. I detect one possible omission--some control of air 

lanes to effect minimum disturbance of major wilderness areas. (Se PS) 

All this is bedrock stuff for the agenda of our coming Annual 

Meeting. Meanwhile my humble congratulations go to you for your 

keen job of ice breaking. 

Yours sincerely, 

Rew Wodrayr 
Benton MacKaye 

Pee I had this letter written last week but have delayed 

sending it till I had a chance (today) to talk it over 

with William Wharton. He tells me that he hes written 

you in answer to the same letter you sent me. We dis= 

cussed two special voints: 

1. CGontrol of helicopters. Wharton says that these 

cannot be classed with automobiles or even with motor 

posts or any surface-moving (two dimensional) vehicle; 

control of the third dimensional helicopter demands its 

own technique. I agree. 

2. Restricting the number of people entering 2 wil- 

derness areas Wharton doubts the practicability hereof. 

I cen see his point and realize the solution may require 

a long and tedious process, but I still think the prin- 

ciple you state goes to the "gist" above mentioned. 

: B.MK. 

Carbon copy to Mr. Wm. P. Wharton



May 2, 1946 i 

Dr. Hillory A. Tolson : 
Acting Director 
U. S. Dept. of the Interior 
National Park Service 
Chicago 54, Illinois 

Dear Dr. Tolson: 

Thank you very much indeed for your letter of 
; April 22nd with the information that the Civil Aeronautics 

Authority has ruled that federal agencies can control the use 
of aircraft over federal reservations, 

It hes always seemed to me that the proper approach to the 
control of aircraft lay through the C.A.A. and as I read the 
law there is abundant power to control such matters, at least 
if the President can be induced to proclaim air reservations, 
so that the problem is largely that of educating the authorities 
to realize the importance and interest of making the appropriate 
rulings. One thing which is apparently left out, however, that 

: may be of great importance in some areas such as the Quetico- 
Superior region is the question of jurisdiction of State govern- 
ments over land in their control. Possibly that is a matter 
which will need further action. 

: Very truly yours, 

Robert F, Griggs, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 

RFGsho is
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: Dr. Robert F. Griggs, Chairman, } 

: Division of Biology and Agriculture, pes 
2101 Constitution Avenue, 

YWashington 25, D. C. 

My dear Dr. Griggs: 

I tried to reach you, without success, while in Washington 
last week. Mrs. Benson, my secretary, was to call you and give 

you a message from me. I'll hope to see you while there next : 
week. 

: I am glad that the plan for a central conservation clearing 
house is going so well. As you know, I feel that some such 

organization is much needed, and from what I hear is being 
planned along effective lines. 

a The enclosed release on airplanes may already have reached 
“yous We have been led to believe that recent regulations of 

the C.A.A. will make effective control possible, so far as the 
% national parks are concerned. i 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, fi i 
; 7 : 

Jason 0.0) IV ETI CA NS 

Newton B. Drury, 
Director. / 
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Dr. Robert Griggs 

National Reseerch Council : 
2101 Constitution Avenue 
Washington, 25, D.C. 

Dear Robert: 

I wrote you very briefly on April 12 about your letter of 
: March 26 to the committee on Aircraft vs. Wilderness and promised to 

elaborate my comments later. 

Fere is the elaboration. 

On a seperate sheet I em enclosing a redraft of your letter 
down to peragranh numbered 2 on page 2. A comparison with your draft 
will show some changes in the sense, some additions, and some deletions. 

In addition to this redreft, the following comments occur 

tb me. 

Ae Last few lines of page 1 of your letter of March 26, and 
first two lines of pege 2: When Michigen white pine was lumbered there 
were no people on those lands, so that in fact no one was left without 
meens of subsistence, It wes in the generation after the pine lends 
of Michigen and Wisconsin were lumbered that a racket developed in 
attracting settlers to these cut-over lands and e211 sorts of promises 
were made as to the fertility and generel desirableness for home stead- 
ing. People were attracted to these lends, many of which were of 

; poor soil and of limited agriculture] vslue. It was when these de- 
ceived and deluded settlers awoke to the fact that they had been ex- 
ploited that the people on these lands begen to constitute a serious 
problem, 5 

B. I have deleted your reference to oyster fisheries, shad, 
et cetera as being irrelevent to discussion of Aircraft vs. Wilderness. 

C. In the second peragraph under your number 3 on page 2, you 
say that one of the chief sources of menace from airplenes, if not the 

chief one, is the conduct of air trevelers, et cetera. I think this 

gets the cart before the horse, It seems to me that the chief menace 

: will almost certainly arise from the demand of plane users, either pri- 
vate operators or operators of commercial passenger planes, for lending 

: _ fields, supoly services, et cetera.



noe 

D. On page 3 of your letter, recomaendation 1; I think 

the recommendetion ebout limitation of trevel and control of same by 

permit requires thet precedent to such a recommendetion there must be 
formulated e definition of wilderness areas to which the recommendation 
may epply. For example, if eny national park is a wilderness the 
recommendation is no good, You can't limit the number of people 

‘ visiting a national park by motor by any quota system, There might : 

be set aside certain sanctuary areas in national pars and in national 
forests for quota visitors but there mist be a careful definition end 
delimitation of such areas before a quota recommendetion would stand 
@ chance. 

E. In your recommendation 2 I would add in the second line 
of paregraph 1 a few words to make it read as follows: "To air- 
ports outside of but adjacent to perks or wilderness areas", This 

2 is unnecessary, perhaps, if your recommendation no. 1 sticks. 

3 Fe. In pveregreph 5 under your recommendation 2, how about 

prohibition of fishing from aircraft as well as hunting or shooting. 
A little Piper cub on pontoons isn't a bed plece to fish from instead 
of from a boat. 

Sincerely yours, 

: Zz
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Redreft of first pert of Griggs letter of March 26, Aircraft vs. Wilderness 
Committee 

Gentlemen: 

Having thought some and talked to some concerning the problems 
. of the airplane in relation to the wilderness, I am moved to set down 

my ideas for the rest ofyou to shoot at. I think I know you well 
enough to know thet you will shoot as seems good to you. If, perchance, 

‘i you should epprove of the general epproach, you will wish to add much 
detail, 

The advent of an air ege which seems just eround the corner 
will pose quite new problems to the administration of our national 
forests and n-tionel perks. Some of these are difficult or perhaps 
impossible to see clearly in advance. I believe we should consider 
such problems as we can foresee in the light of a reexamination of some 
of the basic principles of conservation, In doing so we should think 
primerily of nationel needs in relation to wilderness areas as a whole 
rather than attempting merely to block out rules for the use of the 
airplane in and eround public reservations, 

1. We are Trustees for Future Generations 

We of this generation are the custodians and trustees of our 
netionel heritege for the generations yet unborn, Looking beck at 
the development of this combry from the time our forefathers landed 
here, we blame them for not heving conserved for us many of the naturel 

ij resources of this country thet we wish now were still evailable for our 
usé and enjoyment, As trustees for the future it is our responsibility 
to see to it that our children's children shall not bleme us for the 
failure to preserve for them those wilderness values that still remain 
which they would wish to have for their enjoyment and inspiration. 

Iam thinking, for instance, of the records in the literature 
of white pines in New Englend with trunks 7 feet in diameter. So fer 
as I know, no white pines of eny such dimensions exist today. There : 
are vast areas in this country now reduced to barren bush lend which 
could readily harbor while life of ell sorts, including big game animals, 

i a
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Dr. Robert F. Griggs, Chairman 

Division of Biology and Agriculture 

National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Avenue, : 

Washington 25, D. ¢C. ; 

Dear Dr. Grisgs: 

Perhaps the discussion of the various recommendations proposed 
- dn your letter mast be predicated in large nart by what we regard as the 

potentialities for harm that the airplane presents, for I heave little else 
to offer. I fully realize this when I try to answer your letter. 

I suvpose that you wish to have these notes for the meeting of 
May 9. This will preclude any possibility of learning by correspondence 

any definite data on the actual effect of certain practices that are now 
in effect as regards hunting, trapping and fishing in Canada. The problems 

there are similar to those you mention in Paregraph 1, end certainly are 

: already beyond the theoretical stage, But the harmful results are not 

chronicled by the actors, However, I kmow of no instances where the 

airplane has benefited the wilderness, i 

FISHES Commercial fishing was fest depleting Lake Winniveg forty-six 

years ogo when I first went there, ‘The airplane, of course, was not then 
involved, but has since come into that field in other vlaces. Thus, at 

least twenty-five years back, certain lakes in the Athabaska country were 

levied on for whitefish for Edmonton. These are telcen at the freeze up 
and have always been a staple food for the natives and traders, and 

“missionaries also, all over the North. When I Wintered at Fort Simpson 
on the Mackenzie in 1903-04, our mid-day meal, each day, from Cctober to 
April, was these whitefish. During the first years of the commercial 
fishing on the Athabaska Lakes, the catch was hauled by dog-sled to 
Edmonton, dut later the airplane was used. What the effect on the little 

communities that depended on the myriad lakes that are scattered over that 
country 1s, of course, unknown to us, but it mist be serious.Lac La Biehe 

on the railroad to old Fort McMurray (now Vaterways) helped support quite 
a village, When I was lnst Morth in 1934 Athabaska Lake was yielding iis 

fisheries to the clties of the Mdmonton area, and perhaps further, I 
think I could get some data on this from Tort Chipewagon. All this 
used to be Se Cte ee ee i Aare iy 

Af purtn os Oo yk :
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WATURFOWL Years ago I remember discussing with Hoyes Lloyd, then in 
: charge of Parks and Migratory Bird Frotection in Canada, whether or not 

waterfowl gunners ought to be allow to fly to James Bay where some kind 

of ea shooting ground reservation was being opened, My advice was Wo, 

for a trip.by airplane ‘to that distant noint would be taken only by 

those who wished to meet the young unsophisticated broods from the 
Arctic, where the rere Indian or Eskimo would be no more feared by the 

birds than would a caribou. But I soon learned that the exclusion of 

planes had been impossible. Mr. Lloyd is now out of the service and 

f I think he might te11 me something of the effect of airplanes on 

waterfowle : 

TRAPPING OF FUR ANIMALS During the many years that the Hudson's Bay 
Comsany enjoyed virtual control over most of the Canadian wilderness, 

this vast area constituted the Pur @ountry. ‘Then each native family, 

by mutual arrangement of the trading rosts and the sut-tribes thet they 
_ served, held an area where its trapping was carried on from season to 

season, As the unwritten titleS to these particular areas were 
hereditary, it was to the interest of the heads of each family to see 

that the fur animal vonulation was not over-exploited, and care was 
: taken that mammals were trapped only during the season when the skins 

were prime, and that the necessary seed stock was maintained. This 

custom tended toward relatively stable production from year to year. 

But, with the entry of rivel traders, and the consecuent decline in the 

monopoly enjoyed by the Commany,snd Treaties with the various trihes 

whereby they relinquished whatever rights they had held, in return 

for a fixed sum of money paid yearly to. each family, even these shadow 

titles vanished, and their trapning grounds nd ent Be Gnveded by white- 

i trappers from anywhere. ia 

The advent of the airplane was the last straw. Since that 
day an inéividual tra~per from outside may land with his winter suvplies 

at any point in the wilderness, (except in certain areas), set un his 

winter camp, and trap undisturbed through the season. When the seascn 
is over the airplane can picc him up and return him and his gains to 
his home "outside". This method, of course, works to the disadvantage 

of the natives and tends to reduce the potential natural stock. 

The occasional big-game hunter takes advantage of the airplane 

in a similar way. 

The Endson's Bay Comvany, and I believe other fur-trading 

companies, have letely established outposts along the Arctic coast, within 
the primitive breeding range of the Arctic fox, and it is probably only 
a question of a few years when this animal will become scarce. For more 

than two hundred years after this animal received the attention of the 

fur-trade, its skins in Canada were traded only at the few posts that were 

established near the northern limits of the forest, and the individual 
animals that each winter migrated south from the Arctic tundra were an 

object oF trade. Now, largely because of the airvlene, they ere pursued 

on theGast frontier. ‘This erea, of ccurse, was the scene ib the vast 

of the whaling vessels, that, up to a few years ago sought these animals. 

PURSUIT OF PREDATORY BIRDS AND MAMMALS 

Zagles have been pursued and shot from airplenes in California 
by ambitious aviators, who swxposed they were aiding in conservation,
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but this has not brought any satisfactory results. They have also 

been used in various Western States to kill coyotes and other mammals 

for bounty, This method, however, has been outlawed in Indiana 

in the case of foxes, which is a good sign. 

You may gather that I would not wish for airvlanes to he 

used on any property in which I am interested. 

Sincerely yours, 

Bdward A, Preble, eee 

eap3md HY ger ered 1 7 rghe Ae pbts 
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April 19, 1946 s 

Dr. Kenneth A. Reid 
Izaek Walton League of America, Inc. 
31 No, State Street 
Chicago 2, Illinois’ 

Dear Dr. Reids 

I thank you particularly for bringing Olaus Murie in con- 
tact with William J. P. Aberg and following his recommendation and yours, 
I have asked him to join our Comittee to which I presume he will be a 
great addition. 

You and I are not very far apart as to our ideas on airplane and 
the wilderness. Probably I am wrong about the helicopter, There is 
no doubt that at best there would have to be rigid air lanes to which 
they would have to be confined and that might make so much general dis-= 
turbance that they would be a nuisance at a place like Old Faithful. 

: I do think, however, that we will have to come to some sort of restric- 
Hi . tion in travel to the wilderness beyond that provided merely by permitting 

transportation only by primitive means. 

There has been enormous growth of enthusiasm for the out-of-doors 
during the last twenty years and the movement has only begun, There 
are a hundred times as many people carrying pack and interested in 
getting into the wilderness as there were in my youth. As an illus- 
tration of what mere numbers can do, I am informed that the chimneys . 
in Smoky Mountain National Park, which I covered with an unusual heath’, 

2ball, have been seriously injured by hikers, They are entirely inac- 
* cessible to any other means of transportation. 

Evidently my statement is not clear enough in another place for 

I never thought of tolerating the airplanes in the wilderness areas 
and supposed that the memorandum I laid down would stop it. More 
specification is obviously called for at a number of points. 

Very truly yours, 

Robert Ff, Griggs, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 

RFGsho ;



ir, William J. P, Aberg 
Gay Building 

: Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear ki, Abergs : 

Dr. Olaus Murie, Chairman of our Com- 
mittee on the use of (aircraft)in and around Grilderness ) 
areas, which was appointed at the request of the Chief? 
of the Forest Service, has written mo of his pleasant 
contact with you at the recent meetings in Chicago, and 

: expressed his high regard both for your devotion to 
wilderness ideals and your practical judgment as to 
regulations for dealing with wilderness. 

He has requested that you be appointed a member 
of his Committee and this request hag been confirmed 

2 by Dr. Ross G, Harrison, Chairman of the National Re- 
: search Council. I hope very much that you may be able 

to serve, 

‘ Very truly yours, 

Robert F. Griggs, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 

RFGs:ho 
ec. Dr. Olaus Murie 

. : Dr. Kenneth Reid
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‘TELEPHONE, Executive 8100 Caste Apprfss 

. 
NARECO, Washington, D. C- 

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 
2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE, WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 

e Established in 1916 by the National Academy of Sciences under its Congressional 

Charter and organized with the cooperation of the National Scientific 

i and Technical Societies of the United States 

10 April 1946 

Dr. Robert F. Griggs 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 

Dear Dr. Griggs: 

Dr. Harrison has approved the appointment of Mr. 
William J. P. Aberg as a member of the Committee on Air- 

craft vs. Wilderness. 

Sincerely yours, 

a oT



a d April 4,.19%6 “-- ue ee Jae 

Dr.:-Ress G. Harrison ‘ j 
\ ' Nationel Research Council : : 

: : Washineton,-D. 6. a i : ; : : ‘ 

Dear De. Harrisons - ea Pe oe 

os eo : Dr, Olaus urie, Chairman of the Com- 
ners: . mittee on Aircraft vs, Wilderness requests the apzointment 

i : of li, William J, ?. Aberg, Gay Building, Madison, Wisconsin, 
si : : to his Committes. i. Aberg is a lover of the wilderness 

¢ ‘ end a wery eble lamyer who will be of great assistance to 
Bi this Committee, He is connected with the Wisconsin Conserva= - 

3 tion Department. a ' i ‘ : : 

soe | Your confirzation is sought. See eae 

Slane Ree ee Very truly yours, © _ aaa 
2 > : i ® : oN x 

Cee oe Robert F, Griggs, Chairman 
3 oe a ree Chairman, Di 

x bes - © - z e . j 6 ¢ i NTE 

“e s i : Sg x ; ; : : y ao é 

ck M ’ a
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Evanston, Illinois 
April 1, 1946 ei 

Dr. Robert F. Griggs, Chairman 3 
| a Division of Biology and Agriculture 

National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Avenue 
Washington 25, D. C. 

Dear Robert: : : 

At a luncheon of the national directors 

and other officers of the Izaak Walton Leawue on 

the lasr day of the convention Ken Reid asked Mr. Aberg 
and me to sit together so we could talk over the 

: wilderness problem of the Superior country. ° 

I found Mr. Aberg to be a sincere 
lover of the wilderness and it was a privilege to 
meet him. Not only that, but Ken Reid tells me that 

; he is a very able lawgrr. ie both believe that he can 
be a big help to us on the Committee on the aircraft. 
He will be willing tom help us in that task. 

: ; I would like to ask you if you can have 
Mr Aberg appointed as a member of this committee. I 

: have felt the need of help on the legal aspect of our 

report. I would go ahead and prepare the other aspects 

of the report and have Mr. Aberg add the legal 
discussion. We, should get at this right away and I 
am beginning the new, stream-lined report. 

Bhis proposed new member would be addressed 

as Mr. Wm. J. P. Abers, Gay Building, Madison, Wisconsin. 

Incidentally he is a good friend of Aldo Leopold, and 
connected with the Wisconsin Conservation Department. 

: I was elected as a national director of the 

Izaak Walton League, in connection with which you may recall 
our recent conversation. 

We leave here day after tomorrow and my next 
address will be jackson, ‘Wyo. 

: Sincerely : 
Ot bua 

O. J. Murie, Chairna 
: Committee on Aircraft 

vs Wilderness
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br. Robert F. Griggs a 

fe ee 
National Research Council os v x 

2101 Constitution Ave. (APP 15 ore, | 

Washington 25, D. C. ‘een et 

£081 BY” 

Dear Griggs: 

Your letter regarding the influence of the 

: airplane on wilderness areas is well timed. Your 

prémises are certainly sound. As to your recommen- 

: dations, I agree with number two completely. Re- 

commendation number one seems to offer difficulties. 

If I arrived at the border of a wilderness area 

under the regulation you suggest only to find that 

the person before me was the last who could be ad- 

mitted that day or that week I would feel very much 

‘ upset and I think justifiably. Making reservations 

in advance would seem to be the only way out and 

; that would involve very complicated procedures. 

I realize the necessity of the protection you are 

seeking but this particular method does not seem to 

me to be workable.. : 

Sincerely yours, 

LusZ cof % 

William S. Cooper 

: Professor of Botany 

WSC/ jm - ;
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= Dr. Robert Ff. Griges, SPR 15 10, 
National Research Council, ae aes 
2101 Constitution Avenue, Xe, ae 
Washington 25, D. C. Sars 

My dear Dr. Griggs: 

-I am grateful for the opportunity you have given me to comment 
upon your recent letter to the Committee on Aircraft vs. 
Wilderness. I shall try to be brief. 

I agree in the main with your principles (1) and(3), namely: 
that we of this generation are trustees for generations yet 
unborn of our national heritege of wilderness; and that the 
chief menace to the wilderness is an excessive number of visitors, 
however innocuous their individual capacity to do harm. There is 
an example of this in the Smokies. The Chimney Tops, which ere 
a fine and spectacular example of a heath bald, are being seriously 
damaged through overuse by hikers. Vegetation is being trampled 

and erosion is setting up in the peaty soil. This damage can only 
be arrested by drastically limiting the number of visitors; 

ete perhaps by permit, as you have suggested. 

However, I canot agree fully with your principle (2). It goes 
without saying, that we should guard the flora and fauna and 
other tangibles of-the wilderness. But I think it is equally in- 
cumbent upon us, that we preserve an intangible, namely, the 
incomparable sense of remoteness which comes to those who, upon 
entering the wilderness, place themselves beyond the "sights and 
sounds" of civilization. This is not a part of the physical wil- 
derness, but it is, nevertheless, an attribute of wilderness 

which is exceedingly precious and which the airplane has the capac- 
ity to destroy, even though it does not land a single passenger 
in a wilderness area, and even though not one square foot of water 
or land is disturbed by its flight. 

Automobiles, motorboats and horses have their limitations; airplanes 
oe but of a different nature, A helicopter, hovering near 

eak in the Smokies, or a few feet above a lake in the Okéfinokee 
or a meadow in the Kings Canyon country, would do damage to precious 
intangibles, even though it did not, could not, land. Even the
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drone of a high flying airliner over a secluded valley is an ~« 
intrusion upon the quiet and eet would have been 
exoerienced by a visitor of a generation ago. I think it is not 
enough to say that the chief source of menace from an airplane 

is the conduct-of the air travellers after they leave the plane. 
An automobile must stay upon its road; but an airplane is a 
potential nomad, with a unicue capacity for doing harm to the 

in personam enjoyment of wilderness, an enjoyment which is recog- 

nized in the third objective of the Wilderness Society, and the 
: protection of which is not, I believe, fully achieved in your 

Recommendation (2). 

As a lawyer, I know that the airplane has played havoc with the 
old legal principle that a landowner owns to the heavens. But I am 
deeply of the conviction that administrators over large wilderness 

areas, like the Yellowstone, the Bob Marshall Wilderness and the 

Okefinokee, would do an incalculable service to future generations 
by educating the commercial airlines and private flyers to the 

desirability of observing that principle over certain areas. 

I am not now prepared to make the concession, incorporated in the 
{ first sentence of your Recommendation (2), even though I might 

go along with your proposed sub-headings thereunder. I would 

; be inclined to re-word that first sentence somewhat as follows: 
"Indiscriminate use of airplanes over wilderness areas should 
be avoided." And I would probably insert a new sub-heading 
immediately thereafter: "Flights across wilderness ereas must 
follow rigidly routes to be established by joint action of the 
administrator in charge and the Civil Aeronautics Authority." 

With kindest personal regards, I am 

Very sincerely yours, 

Harvey Broome. 

Copy to: 
Olaus Murie. 

f : 
}
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Mr. PF. S.-Ladge ne cate on 
; Technical Assistant tt ce 

: - The Nationel Fertilizer Association : i paee i 
: 616 Investment Building : ; : ‘ : 

: - Washington 5, D. C. ee : Fees 

: My dear Lodges : : a Behe ‘ 

: é = Thank you very much for your letter of April: 8. ee 
: : -: I quite agree with you as to all of the items you have raigad 

: concerning control of airplanes. I had, in fact, thought that 
> guch matters would be provided for\by my memérandua. Evident- ; 

‘ly more specification of detail is called for and -I will certainly j : 
we ee to it that there can be no misunderstanding concerning matters i 

which you have set down, | as Rta aa See eet 

. Roan se aes Very ‘truly yours, a 

: = : d he . u a #5 g. : cate : 

u Bboy ; i : * _* Robert F. Griggs, Chairman f ‘ 
a ‘4 Hiss eK oot -- "Division of Biology and Agriculture ; ix 

: 3 RFGstho . Bi as AM x ; : ie aus 

: st aay Wi es Ai , « re = 5 : aes a, i Say Sie : 

: ‘ ‘ : rae 3 “! “ Fr eae os 5 ~ 

d Cel : < . , : ee ‘ i a .
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oe Tre Nationa FERTILIZER Association 
Rl er a 4 616 INVESTMENT BUILDING we { 

ae WASHINGTON 5,D.C. 

April 8, 1946 

Ur. Robert F. Griggs 
Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 
National Research Council 

2101 Constitution Avenue E 
‘Washington 25, D. C. 

b Dear Dr. Griggs: § 

f I have read with great interest, copy of your letter 

of March 22 to the Commitee on Aircraft vs Wilderness, and 
believe that I can subscribe fully to all of the points raised 
in your letter with the possible excestion of your Recommendation 
2. to the effect that " airplanes should be treated the same as 
other power-driven means of transportation." I believe the pro- 
hibitions and restrictions should go beyond those that are placed 
on other types of vehicles, because of the easy facility with 
which sirplanes can invade wilderness areas, and because of the 
noise and disturbance that such invasion makes, ‘and which un- 

G doubtedly greatly disturbs wild life. 

Judging from the stories that appear in some of our 
outdoor magazines, as well as in the press, and in fact, from 
some personal observation, it appears to have become common 
practice for airplane pilots to "buzz" almost any forn of wild 
life that they heppen to notice on the ground. We see pictures 
of them skimming over herds of frightened entelopes, of their 

3 pacing flocks of wild ducks and geese, and similar incidents, 
The next step would be for pilots to fly tovrists into the moun— 
tains to see flocks of mountain sheep and wild goats. It is easy 
to imagine how such flights will effect the peace and trancuility 
of these animals, Again, plenes flying low over the red rocks in 
Yellowstone or alighting on the waters, would play havoc with 
the few swans still there, 

I readily admit that any prohibition or regulations of 
Z such practices would be very hard to police, but at the same time,
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; I believe their enactment or presence among our laws would 
be a deterrant to any great emount of offense. Such patrol~ 

ee ing as may be necessary by plane, can be conducted at a 

sufficnently high altitude to avoid such disturbances. It 
is the intentional attempt to get close enough to " make 'em 

: run," that is disastrous. I am gled to see thet the whole 
problem is being given proper attention, 

With kindest personal regards, I em, 

: Very truly ygurs, 

dW 
5 F. S. Lodge, 

Technical Assistant 

HWD 

i 5
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uh Dr. Bernard Frank. feet 1 : 
ae Forest Service y sas pais 

: : U.S.D.4. : Bee ‘ : : 
: Bate ‘ South Building ; : : : y 

‘ --, Washington, D.C. : 

: Po Meer Dr. Franks: 2). 7: ‘ ae 
es i ee ey t : 

‘i ae s+ Thank you very mich for your comments on- 
; my scheme for saving the wilderness. at 

Ls : I think your ideas are first class so far as. they 
go, but the pressure on wilderness will increase so that : : 
something else will have to be done, hence my suggestion 

of quota. I am not wedded, however, to that idea and ; 
, would welcome any other which really would do the job. i 

a ah : \ My feeling is thet ‘your suggestions, while per~ 
5 ; fectly satisfactory for the moment, would not solve the i 

: problem for long. ~ Se 4 iy 

: X : avin iS Very truly yours, oe) 

‘ eas ; : ES ae ‘Robert FP. Griggs, Chairman 
sine ies .. | Division of Biology and Agriculture . 

Ges REG sho : See ge : : 

: \ ‘| « % , : t ee 5 y ’
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: : = March 29, 1946 

Oleus J. Murie : : 
18:0 Mintwood Place . 

; Washington, D. C. ; : ‘ 

Dear Olaus; : t : 

I think Dr. Griggs has given us something to think about. I am ; : 
trying to express my own reaction very briefly. ‘ 

The proposed rogulation of numbers ellowed to visit wildorness areas 
is, cf course, a legal departure fron past thinicing. If the attorney j cd 
who straightened us out on legal regulation of air travel can give us 
an opinion on regulation of mumbers, it might get us started on the 
right foot. t : 

Dr. Griggs, is, of course, right in saying that you can spoil an area 

> by too nany yack trains quite as voll as you can spoil 16 with aim 
- plenes. Ihave no doubt that limitation of numbers will ultimately : 

de necessary evon for pack trains and canoe travel. I think, thoush, : 
that he omits one important distinction: traveling by pack or canos 

| involves wilderness sicills, whereas travel by motorboat or plane 
does not. tho conservation of wilderness skills 1s to my mind part 
of our objective. : ; 

I am sending a copy of this to Dr. Griggs. a : 

With best personal rezards, : ‘ 

; fi : Yours as evor, a 

4 ; ' Aldo Leopold 

ALsSHY : :



i UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

: NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
ADDRESS ONLY 

THE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 54 

March 13, 1946. 

Dr. Robert Fe Griggs, 
Chairman, Division of Biology and Agriculture, : 

National Research Council, = 
2101 Constitution Avenue, 

Washington 25, D. Ce : 

Dear Dr. Griggs: i 

To insure that the National Park Service is kept informed as 
to airplane flying regulations as they might affect the areas of 
the National Park System, I have designated Mr. Jackson E. Price, 

; Chief Counsel of the Service, to follow this matter up with the 
Civil Aeronautics Authority and other appropriate authorities. 

: Olaus Murie called at this Office Monday, and I gave him my 
ideas as to the importance of the committee assignment on study 
of air travel and its effect on wilderness. 

I appreciate your sending the copies of your recent inter- 
change of correspondence with Ken Reid regarding a consolidation 

of conservation activities. I am shortly writing you about this. 

With best regards, 

; Sincerely yours, 
Yas 

Cfiexion LEX J leans 
Newton B. Drury, : 

Director. i ) 

P.VICTORY : 

ey BUX 

(zs ere 

es



: / MENORANDUM 

March 12, 1946 

: Mr. 0, J, Murie, Chairman ; 
Messrs. Shirley W. Allen : : : 

Aldo Leopold : 
Frederick Law Olnstead : : : : 
Kenneth A, Reid : i is 

: ; as fellow members of the Committee on Aircraft Use in 
: Wilderness Areas. ; . 

pa I have had the privilege of reading the tentative report to the 

ee National Research Council entitled "Air Travel vs. Wilderness — A Dilemma 
in Conservation", I apologize for not earlier submitting ny views as a 

“member of the Committee. JI offer the following brief statement of opinion 
: in the belief that there is a fundementel fault in the tentative report 

: in that it gives me the impression that it was composed by people who do 
not fly much. : , ‘ 

>.) BACKGROUND ; 

5 I believe that Dr. Griges suggested my appointment as.a member 
Diente - Of the Committee, not so mich because of my connection with the National 

Audubon Society as because he was aware of the fact that I had done, and 
still do a good deal of flying. I was an Arny pilot in ‘orld War I and 

pe have been flying pretty steadily for 29 years. I suppose I fly 35,000 to 
~ 40,000 miles on the domestic commercial airlines a year, and a good many 

eo additional miles in small planes, especially on aerial surveys of wildlife 
eonditions in the Culf states. I have just completed a three-day aerial 
survey of the south 150 or so miles of Florida in a Cub with pontoons, - : 

+ THe AIRPLANE ; : 
: : ‘ This machine is at a relatively early stage of its development ~ 

such that some of the principal objections to its use may quite soon fail 
to have any sound basis, I am thinking particularly of noise and conse- 

-.. quent disturbance of human beings, let alone wildlife, on the ground. We 
‘ may have to contend with the problem of airplane noise a little while, 

f but not, I think, long, as propellers, which make most of the noise, and 
: the currently used kinds ef engines are quite definitely on the way out, 

: and other relatively noiseless forns of propulsion will undoubtedly be soon 
; adopted. 

THS TREND OF THe TIS : 

Airplanes, in my opinion, are going to be widely used in all 
kinds of areas by all kinds of people. I feel that attempting to ban 
their use in substantial areas would constitute such bucking of the tide 

: as to be futile. Airplane use does not, in my opinion, hold anything like ; 
the damaging potentialities from wildlife conservation standpoint as do 

roads and retlroads. It is not what people do in pianes in flicht thet is 
going to be so bothersome from a wildlife or wilderness standpoint, It ts 

going to be what they do on the ground after they have florn to destinations. 
The need of controls, in my opinion, is therefore on the ground primarily,
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AIR PATROL - 3 
It will be absolutely essential, in my opinion, that wildlife 

: wardens and other enforcement officers of governmental and private 
agencies be equipped with planes and act as air cons just like state 
policemen on our highways; this to enforce air traffic rules and any 
bans there may be on landing in selected areas, Air cops can never, 
however, fully replace ground enforcenent personnel, whether on land or - 
water, and there will always have to be coordination just as in the Army, 
Navy and Air Forces in war. But just as it has become impossible to wege 

; either aggressive or defensive war without a strong air force, so, in ny 
opinion, it is fest becoming impossible to protect wilderness and wildlife 
habitats from undesired types of public encroachment without flying ; : 

: wardene or other flying enforcement personnel, ' : 

: DISTURBANCE OF WILDLIFE 
ees In my personal experience, birds other than geese, and nannals, 

_in so far es I have been able to see, are not disturbed by the noise or 
shadow or other espects of airplanes flying over then, provided said 

ey planes are flying at an altitude of 1000 feet or more, In the vast 
majority of cases this is co at 500 feet altitude, Most kinds of birds 
that are temporarily disturbed evidently soon become used to planes and : 

: pay practically no further attention to them. I do not know at what 
altitude minimum a plane must be to eliminate disturbance to geese, which 
“may constitute a special problen. 

AIRPLANE PRACTICES THAT SHOULD BE BANNSD ANYWHERE 

de Flying under 500 feet other than in landing and taking off, end ee 
then only for a distence of say 200 yerds from take-off point; this dis- 
tance may be reduced to practically zero relatively soon. 

2. "“Bugzing" bird or other wildlife concentrations, Penalty for 
‘this should be very severe, as “buzzing is deliberate, 

; 3, Shooting from planes at wildlife of any kind at any time and : 
. place ("control" measures included). . : ; 

GROUND PRACTIC#S ALLIGD WITH AIRPLANS USE : : 
: I co feel that at least until types of planes relatively noise ; 

less and with steep take-off capacity have replaced present common types, 
it would be well to ban creation of any artifictal landing and take-off 
arees within wilderness tracts, national perks, federal refuses, ete, and 
that the airports to serve the public entering such areas should be outside 
the boundaries thereof, ‘when never types of planes are in use, I éon't 
think the point of take-off and landing will make any essential difference, 
It seems to me that by such methods as purchase of privately orned lands 
within the boundaries, by zoning revulations, etc. there nust be ways to 
control whet people do on the ground after they have landed from a plane, 
I suspect that it is going to be necessary to ban hunting, fishing and 
trapping in many areas, let alone notor boating, honky-tonks and other 

' relatively undesirable types of public recreational facilities. A motor
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~ boat 4s infinitely worse than an airplane from the standpoint of wildlife : 
disturbances. A cance is worse, if it has a man in it! Photographers ere 
worse} — ae 

 MAVIGADLE YATOR CONTROL, 
: I feal it is essential thet there be complete agreement between 

_ the U. 5, Engineers and the administrators of federal parks, refuges and 
; ; wilderness areas such thet lending by plane or travel by boat of certain 

types, on navigable saters within specified wilderness tracts, be entirely 
- prohibited, Conflict of rules in this regard would, of course, be. 

; disastrous. é 

toy = TO SUM UP : , 

1.  Ibelteve that flat opposition to use of airplanes will be not 
= - only unnecessary, but futile, ; Rae 

: : 2. I believe the airplene, rightly used, can be en effective agent 
in the better protection of wildlife in wilderness areas, and that the 
more people go into the air and off the ground, the better. 

dat 3. I believe no time should be lost in advocating Congressional. 
action appropriating substantial funds for the purchase of private hold~ 
ings within national parks, federal refuges and edilderness tracts within 
other federally owned areas. : 

4, - I believe no time should be lost in influencing federal end state 
, Gepartuents concerned to institute airplane patrol in enforcement activities, 

5. I believe no tine should be lost in bringing pressure on the 
' ° Apprepriate state agencies to put into effect such zoning regulations as 

to mininize, if not eliminate, undesirable types of public use on pri- 
vately orned. property within the boundaries of national parks, federal 

; . refuges or wilderness tracts on other types of federal lands; also within 
_ the boundaries of state parks and refuges. 

ers John H, Baker
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March 8, 1946 t 

‘ Mr. Newton B. Drury, Director : 

National Park Service ; 
U. S, Department of the Interior 
Chicago 54, Illinois : 

Dear ifr, Drury: : 

i think you will be interested in a copy 
; of the enclosed letter from Ken Reid, Probably the in- 

formation in it has reached you from other sources, 

I do hope tha with this correspondence in mind you 
will be able to write me a letter which I can use at 
the meeting in St, Louis which hopes to esteblish a Con= x 

. servation Council, That movement is certainly on a 
very shaky foundation at present ani needs all the help 
it can have, 

. Very truly yours, 

Robert F. Griggs, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 

:  RFGtho 

Enelosure
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: : rote IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA, INC, ze 

: : ue 31 North State Street oe : 
: Chicago 2, Illinois ; ‘ 

* Dr. Robert.F. Griggs, Chairman : he : 
: Division of Biology and Agriculture - : : : 

: National Research Council i 
: 2101 Constitution Avenue ios : 

' Washington, D. C, ne Wie : 

“< Dear Dr. Griggs: : a a é ah : 

‘ ‘ That was a lot of good sound advice you gave Dr. a 
; Adams in yours of February 27th. In this connection, we are now 
Me automatically sending copies of various important communications, 

: such as the attached statement in regard to HE 4503, with the 
National Organization cooperation stamped thereon. : 

Lae From your letter, I gather the meeting in St. Louis has not : 
wie been set forward, but comes at the same time as our National Conven=- 

tion here, March 23, 29, and 30, Things are bunching up on me anyway, 
.-) go I will go one day early to the North American Wildlife Conference 

: in New York in order to attend the special meeting on the Moose River _ 
Dams in the Adirondaks, and I will leave from there for Toronto for 

oe a. conference with the Minister of Lands and Forests, on the 14th, 
5 on the Quetico-Superior,. ; i 

: Things have been humping.on that land acquisition matter, The 
; -. two sore thumbs on Crooked Lake --Zupancich and Perko - think they 

: have gold on their small properties. . At any rate, the former asked 
‘ ; $65,000 and the latter $50,000, and they have circulated stories eround : 

: that territory that the League had offered them those: amounts, That, i 
; of course, is absolutely false and we have turned it down flat in 

i . order to burst the land speculation bubble that such rumors started, ; 
. Meantime, the Forest Service is picking up some other areas that are see 

-.. undeveloped, at reasonable prices,and at one resort location that was : : 
Lee just started, i . oui 

: j The airplane problem has some peculiar angles. One fellow who 
. had a strategic and secluded location on Kekekabic Lake became very 

: much alarmed when 27 plenes landed there one Saturday this winter, 
"on skis, to fish through the ice. They are flying up from Duluth 

in the morning and back in the evening at $15.00 per head round trip, 
four ina plane. The net result of this unrestricted competition is 
that the prospective resort owner is about to sell out to us and not 
‘build a resort, So, while control of the airplane is the key to the 
whole problem, it might ba undesirable for the present, at least, to 

- put &hy curb on private or chartered day trips unless, at the sane
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, time, the shuttle plane transportation to and from the chiseling 
' resorts inside the Roadless Area was stopped, : : 

: : an Sincerely : che 

ea ‘ Seats /s/ Kenneth A, Reid oe ; 
Loess : . Executive Director i . 

a “?kar/rea - . i é ;



March 8, 1946 : 

Mr, Kenmeth Reid 
Izaak Walton League of American, Inc. 
31 North State Street 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Mr, Reid: 

. Thanks very much for your letter of March ; 
5. The kind of thing you have run into on Crooked Lake - 
is exactly what one always encounters when he tries to 
buy land. We really need the right of eminent domain 
there, but every friend of Conservation is overjoyed to : 
know that the Izaak Walton League has funds to go ahead 

and pick up such properties without question, 

I shall pass on your information about the airplene 
to Olaus when he is here next week. However, you will 
probably see him before I do at the Wildlife Conference 
in New York, 

Yes, the conference in St. Louis 1s definitely set 
for Saturday, March 30, and there was no way I could movs 
it. I hope it will accomplish something, but I am not 
over-sanguine about it. : 

Very truly yours, 

x Robert F, Griggs, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 

RFGsho
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The airplane oroblem has some peculiar angles. One fellow who 

: had a stratezic and secluded location on Kekekabie Lake 
became very much alarmed when 27 planes landed there one 

Saturday this winter, on skis, to fish through the ice. They 
: ; are flying up from Duluth in the morning and back in the evening 

at $15.00 per head round trip, four in a plane. The net result 

of this mrestrictedcompetion is that the prosnective resort owner 
is about to sell out to us and not build a resort. So, while 

control of the airnlane is the key to the whole problem, it might 

be undesirable for the present, at least, to out eny curb on private 
or chartered day trips unless at the same time, the shuttle plane 

transportation to and from the chiseling resorts inside the Roadless 
Area was stopped. 

Kenneth A. Reid Lif 
kar/rea Executive Director 

e
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: 2/46/345 

STATENZNT OF THE 12ZAAK WALTON LEAGUE ON HR_4503 

The lzaak Walton League of America has long advocated the vital need for coordina-. 

ting legislation which would reauire such agencies as the Army Engineer Corps and 
the Bureau of Reclamation and any Valley Authority agencies that might be set up 7 

give full consideration to broad public aquatic values as an integral part of thei 
proposals, their engineering and their construction plans. To this enc, we have 
advocated that comprehensive biological surveys on a par with and, at the same tine 
as the engineering surveys, be made an integral part of the report to Congress so 

+ that Congress may have before it a full and complete balance sheet of all values 
existing and potential as a basis for intelligent decisions as to the desirability 

or undesirability of the different projects. 

Wie have consistently demonstrated our willingness to support any legislation 
aesigned to achieve this important end. Accordingly, we supported the earlier 

Cordon and Gerlach bills. ‘Ihen we did so we realized they were not perfect but, 

even more, we realized the vital necessity of having some legislation to curb 
the rough shod tactics of the Army Engineer Corps and the Bureau of Reclamation in 
immoring public aquatic values while going blindly ahead with their engineering 

proposals on the narrow and selfish viewpoint of financial benefit to a few special 

interests. 

Since the original Cordon and Gerlach bills, there have been several rewrites of 
this basic idea by Congressman Robertson, the latest embodied in the current 
HR 4503. We have supported them all, and we support HR 4503, for we feel that the 

basic idea embodied in all of them for protecting public aquatic values against 
blind engineering projects by the Army Engineer Corps and Bureau of Reclamation 
and any other dam building agencies is the all-important matter, while the minor 

details over jurisdiction of wildlife injected as objections by some of the state 
vildlife agencies are designed to cover imaginary rather than real dangers. The 
taportant thing is to get some bill embodying this basic principle passed before 

vo have further needless destruction of America's aquatic resources because of 
nmplete lack of vitally needed curbs on dam building programs that ignore public 

scuatic values. 

Va are familiar with the latest minor amendments to HR 4503 agreed upon by a group 

of western state fish and game commissioners and the Fish and Wildlife Service. 

These amendments are all right with us but they are unimportant compared to the 
aecessity for getting the basic theme of the bill enacted into law, which we 

consider the most vitally important conservation measure now before Congress. Our 
viewpoint is further amplified in the attached telegram and ene. 

Cy yth L kee Keuyth @ ket 
nar/rea Kenneth A. Reid Ut 
Ene. Executive Director ———— 

lzaak Walton League of America, Inc.
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W2STERH UNION - NIGHT LETTER : 

TO: NE. ALBERT hb. DAY CHICAGO, ILL. JAN.29,1946 
SR. S. ZIMAERHAN ; rhea 

457 FEDSRAL BLDG., , 
SALT LAKE C1T%, UTAH. y 

THS REAL 1SSU2 AND THe MOST VITAL ONS BEFORE CONGRESS 1S TO CURB TH& BLIND 

SUGINESRING PROJECTS Oi THE KNOWN ENEMIES OF SOUND CONSZRVATION, NANELY THE 

SHGIREZER CORPS AND RECLAMATION. SQUABBLES OVER MINOR DIFFERCNCES 1N ¥ILDLIPE 

JURISDICTION AAVE ALREADY WASTED MONTHS OF VALUABLE T1ik® WHILE THE TWO ENEMISS 

HCSTINUE UNCHECKED. THE NEED FOR CURBING TH FEDERAL DAM BUILDERS 15 REAL; THAT 

POR CULBING FEDERAL WILDLIFE JURISDICTION POTENTIAL AND LARGELY IMAGINARY. 

Li's CONCENTERATS THE ATTACK ON THE RZaL SNEMY AND GT THE JOB DONE. 

} KENNETH A. REID, EXEC. DIR. 
tar/rea 12AAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA
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3 Lets Pull legether 

AN. SED ETO Ro ALL 

\ ' 7 ATER is the abused and neglected orphan of the Izaak Walton League and other conservation or- 

the whole natural-resource family. We have ganizations. 

reasonably good land management in the public The bill is not perfect; none of them is. While we 

interest; great strides have been made in game and fish heartily approve of biological surveys by the Fish and 

: management—but the one conspicuous missing link in Wildlife Service, we believe the base should be broad- 
our growing conservation program is the utter lack of ened to include at least the Soil Conservation Service 
any rational coordinated program for protection, or and the Forest Service. Objection has also been raised 

even consideration, of broad public values inherent in vy state fish and game departments to the exclusive 

natural waters. jurisdiction conferred upon the Fish and Wildlife 
The Congressional hopper is overflowing with bills Service, contending that state agencies should be in- 

to authorize great dams and diversions from one end cluded. We agree; and if space permitted, could add 
of the country to the other. There has been keen com- one or two other constructive suggestions. 

petition between the Army Engineers and the Bureau But while advocating additions, deletions or changes if 
of Reclamation to build the most and biggest dams, and in details, we must not permit these considerations to 
now there is a third competitor—the valley authority blind us to the vital importance of the central, basic 

plan. theme—recognition of and consideration for the biology 

But the pattern of all the bills, whatever the adminis- of water. That is vital to you as a fisherman at this 

trative agency, is the same. On the false premise that a _ time when the rivers of America are imminently threat- 
river as God made it is of no value and its water going ened with conversion into a series of fluctuating slack- 

to waste unless “improved” by the engineers, the bills water pools by impoundage, or dry beds by diversion. 
call for the maximum possible development of hydro It would indeed be tragic if squabbles over details or 
power, irrigation, navigation and flood control. A few mechanics of operation should divide and alienate sup- ' 
make gestures to fishing and aquatic resources, but port for the governmental recognition of public aquatic 
always with the qualification, “provided these uses do values so long overdue. 
not interfere with the primary purposes of the develop- History will be written in the fate of S-924 and 
ment.” Unfortunately, protection or development of H.R.3315. Enactment will protect thousands of miles 
public aquatic values is never one of the primary of fine fishing rivers from needless destruction without h 
purposes. Fishing is welcome to whatever may be left preventing any valid or needed developments. Their fate 
after the special-interest demands of power, irrigation is in your hands, but you must make your wishes known 
and navigation have been served—and after maximum to your Senators and Congressmen. And while you are 
development of these, there is little left. about it, tell them you also want the Mundt-Myers 

é To meet this need Senator Guy Cordon, as announced clean streams bill enacted—H.R. 519 and S-535. The 
in June Fietp & Stream, has introduced S-924. The Mundt-Myers bills to save America’s waters from the 
companion House bill is H.R. 3315 by Gerlach. [Editor’s _ polluters, and the Cordon-Gerlach bills to save them from 

; note: see page 34 of this issue.] Its major provision unnecessary destruction by the dam builders, constitute 
requires comprehensive biological surveys by the Fish the most important basic conservation legislation ever 
and Wildlife Service on a par with and at the same _ presented to Congress. 
time as the engineering surveys, with appropriations 
for such surveys included in the cost of the project, 
and reports of such surveys an integral part of the re- RAF 2 

port to Congress as the basis for approval or rejection i 
of the project. Such consideration of all values in the oe ee 
survey and planning stages has long been advocated by IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 

Reprinted from the August, 1945, issue of Field & Stream 
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BERNARD FRANK Jackson, UY Oe Re See eee 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA Feb. 3, 1946 : 

ERNEST STACEY GRIFFITH beara atte 
«DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA is 

ROBERT FISKE GRIGGS ERNEST CL ORERHOLIZER 

DOROTHY SACHS JACKSON ROBERT STERLING YARD 
MARYLAND DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Dr. Robert F. Griggs 

National Research Council 
2101 CG6nstitution Avenue 

Washington 25, D.C. s; 

. Dear Robert: 

: This is just to let you know that I hsve not 
entirely forgotten about the Aircraft Committee. The files 

were sent to the Washington adress by Leopold, and forwarded 
back here. I have been studying the contents and as soon 
as I receive some information from Aldo, I believe I ought 

to prepare a report to the National Research Council, with 

copy to all coumittee members, setting forth what has been 
done so far and with some suggestions for further procedure. 

I will work on this as expeditiously as I can, for I realize 

the urgency of the matter. 

I believe I ought to go to New York in the middle 

of March to attend the Wildlife Conference there. I have 
been invited to head up the discussion of wildlife at the 
annual meeting of the Izaak Valton League at Chicago on March 

29, and I ought to see several people on wilderness as well 

as aircraft matters, all of which could be dene on that trip. 
I believe Zahnie could profitably attend the New York meetings 

too, to get acouainted and help things along. 

3 All goes well here. Martin is out of the Army 
and we have had some fine skiing. Our best to you all. 

Sincerely 

Ohawa 

j



aS ss UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

ADDRESS REPLY TO ES 

CHIEF, FOREST SERVICE ue k WASHINGTON 

AND REFER TO Loe fe 

U 
STUDIES 
Airplane Landing Fields : January 16, 1946 

Mr. Robert F. Griggs, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Avenue 
Washington 25, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Griggs: ‘ 

Reference is made to your letter of January 9. 

I am very glad to know of your appointment of Olaus Murie 
as Chairman of your Committee on the Use of Airplanes in 

; Wilderness Areas. I know Mr. Murie well, and feel that as a 
well knovm naturalist and wilderness man and Director of 

the Wilderness Society he is fully qualified to handle this 
chairmanship with distinction. 

Very sincerely yours, 

LYLE F. WATT oo 

oe 
oO



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN . “ 

| COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE Ye 
q 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT January 16; 1946 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

MADISON 5, WISCONSIN 

Dr. Robert Griggs 
; National Research Council 

2101 Constitution Avenue 
Washington 25, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Griggs: 

You are very generous in allowing me to drop 
: the Airplane Committee assignment. I dislike 

very mich to load Olaus with a half-finished 
undertaking, but I am sending him the entire 
correspondence including the reports from the 
other menbers of the committee; also the 
rough manuscript copy that I had started for 
a committee report. 

Now that your decision is made, I am sending 
you a mimeograph showing you what the graduate 

; student load is in my outfit. ( 

I accepted the job on the trustees because 
there were no immediate time obligations and 
because it seemed too important to turn dow. . 
Of course I realize that this airplane situation 

is likewise too important. 

eG I assume in the absence of anything to the 
contrary in your letter that Olaus is at the 
Washington office; hence I am mailing this : 

“& there rather than Jackson Hole. 

Sincerely, 

Orie lechold 
Aldo Leopold
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NEWS LETTER FOR PROSPECTIVE GRADUATE STUDENTS 

: Department of. Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin 

December 20, 1945 

You are one of many students who have inquired about graduate work here. 

This news letter is aimed to keep you appraised of the situation. 

Inventory. ‘ Candidate for:).-. : 
; M.S. PaeD. ~ - Undecided Total 

On hand Sept. 1945 1 i OF 2 

Enrolled lst semester 3 2 2 L 

Here, ready to enroll 3 2 ; 0 5 

Former students, will 

return ee oe 2. ao 
Total 9 aS ; 2 19 

Applied to enroll, end 

: sen. Biase : a : One: 6 
‘ Applied to enroll, Sept. p 

16 . 0 aL Ons T 
Grads inquiring . 2 

indefinite LD ee See : 18 

Total prospective grads20 : 5 ee 2G 

In eddition, the following undergraduates have applied: 4 for second 

semestcr, 3 for Septombér. 1946, 24 for an unspecified date, 31 total. 

Capacity: Now Faculty. The normal capacity of tho Dopartmont, as announced 

anmially in its prospectus, is five graduates at one time. In order to 

- accomodate the temporary post-war demand in so far as possible, two changes 

are boing made. is : 

(1) . We aro negotiating for two additional instructors. 

(2) - Arrangements have been made with the State Conservation Department to 
carry some students as research assistants. These nen will 

alternate between field work and campus, thus taking their campus 

work in relays. : 

It is estimated that these changes will double my capacity, but it will 

still be impossible for me to carry through to a degree all who have applied. 

Qualifications for Wildlife Work : 

Since part of the present applicants will have to be dropped some time, 

ané@ since there is no way to judge qualifications for wildlife work in 

advance (except the scholastic standard olready imposed by the Graduate 

School), I am suggesting the following critcria which may holp you judge 

for yourself how badly you want to come hore, as against other schools, 

somo of which aro loss crowded and verhavs less oxacting. 

(a) Research Ability. This is by far the most important. Some mon 

with high grades do not havo it. Some can oxecute research, but 

i cannot plan it. If you lack a clear mental picture of what this 

Department means by a "publishabdlo thesis", (eG the kind of 

roscarch requisite for a dogree), I suggest that you look up tho



t 

he, following samples in your library: 

: (1) Hamerstrom, F. N. JR. 1939. A study of Wisconsin prairie 
: chicken and sharptailed grouse. Wilson Bulletin 51:2:105-120. 

Also same author 1941; Experimental study of browse as a : 

winter diet -for prairie chicken, Wilson Bulletin 53:3:185-195. 
These two papers were parts of a thesis. 

: (2) Buss, Irven 0. and Arthur Hawkins, 1939. The upland plover 
: at Faville Grove. Wilson Bullotin 51:4!202-220. This paper 

was presented as a thesis by the senior author. 

: (3) Hawkins, Arthur S. A wildlife history of Favillo Grovo, 
Wisconsin, 1940. Trans. Wis. Acad. Sciences Arts and Letters, 

ae 32329-05. 

Another thesis, considerably elaborated later, and now in book form, 

may be more available to you: 

(4) Hochbaum, H. A. 1944, The canvasback on a prairie marsh. 
Amer, Wildlife Institute, Washington. 201 pp. . $3.00. 

: : (b). Natural History. This means familiarity with common birds, mammls, 
and plants, and if possible also fishes, reptiles, amphibians and 

insects. As between two students otherwise alike, I will keep the 

one who comes tho botter equipped in this rospect. 

(c) Ficld Skills. Sinco many of the students will alternate betwoen 
campus and ficld work in the Conservation Departmont, there will 
bo a preforonce for students who have tho porsonality, ohysique, 

\ field skills, and "woods oxporience™ which cnablos thom to fit in 
easily with a ficld organization. ; 

(a) Writing Ability. Inability to express ideas clearly and simply is 
the most frequent defect in wildlife studonts. With such a largo 
enrollmont, I will be unable to furnish much editorial coaching. 

This difficulty will ordinarily not ariso until tho later part of 
the graduato poriod. If you doubt your ability to write or to 
learn how to write, I advise attending some school where a thesis 

necd not ba publishabloa. : 

(e) Languages. As between two Ph. D. candidates otherwise alike, I 
: will keep the one whose foreign language requirement is the most 

nearly met. 5 

Specialities in Other Denartments 

While this departmont is evidently to be crowded for three or four years 
to come, a similar condition doos uot exist in some closoly related depart- 

3 monts which havo only recently organized facilities for cooporating in 
wildlifo work. Thus a student intcrestod in specialized training in 
ornithology and mammalogy can soon get it in tho Zoology Department, where 
a now faculty mombor is being employed. Specialized training in wildlifo 
pathology is now availodle in Voterinary Scionco. Arrangonents are in 
prospect for spocial training in food habits research. 

Some of the prospective students might be interosted in one of these 

specialitias.
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‘ University Restrictions on New Students 

Because of the housing shortage, the University is considering possible 

restrictions on enrollment. Their exact nature is not yet determined, but 

it is unlikely that they will apply to Wisconsin residents, or to war 

veterans. It is probable, however, that the Graduate School will require 
a grade-point average of 1.75 for new non-resident non-voteran students. 

E Goneral 

Please let it be clear that this Department feels a deep responsibility, 

especially toward those prospective students whose training has been deferred 
by military service. We want to do everything possible to help you, whether 

or not you end up here. However, we mst maintain the quality of the 
training, else it is not worth your while to come. This lottor aims to 
help you size up your owm qualifications. ; 

- Aldo Leopold : 
SS Professor of Wildlife Menagoment 

- ; “ z i é
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4 ° ; January 11, 1946 

~ i : a . pes : oa 

ur, Olaus Lurie . et ae 
‘ , dacksa, ‘iyoming ‘ : : 

Dear Ulsus: ee \ es 

we _ i think I have written you from time to time 4 
: concerning George Hart's reactions to the problem of wildlife _ 4 

; . versus stock. : : : Gate 

se I should like you to study the enclosed and coment : 
sae on it. Your experience undoubtedly will give the right reaction. 

Very truly yours, ; ae ’ 

Se yuh ’ Robert F, Griggs, Chairman 
é ; ' : Division of Biology and ' : 

a ceuy HV ts eck Dee Agriculture 

RPG: nen Ti : : : 
Enclosure . j d ‘ : . : 

% 2 5 Cay 3 : s 

: els ; t i cat : 

\ ie " ee 3 Vite z ; 

eatin eat iittala ee a SNS) METS he
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‘ ‘ ; ‘January 9, 1946 . 

: De. Ross G. Harrison, Chairman : ‘ ; : 
: National Research Council 

’ ~ Washington, D.C. ; 

Dear Doctor Harrison: 

Aldo Leopold, Chairman of the Comittee on Aircraft 5 
. vs. Wilderness Areas has asked that we accept nis resignation ; 

i from the assignment, due to an overburden of work, 

. IT have written to Olaus Burie asking him to: take : Robie 
over the Chairmanship of the Conmittes. 3 

2 3s F e 

Do you approve this appointment? 

: - Very truly yours, 

: Robert F. Griggs, Chairman i 
; * Division of Biology and Agriculture 

RFGimka 
as t z c , 

. = i ; € ; . 

3 \ ‘ * i 

; \ : i 

; 4 : 5 :
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: .. January.9, 1946 ; Pa 

: : : ; 

Dr. Aldo Leopold A Ban Be : 
By Professor of Wildlife Management -. : 5 ; : 

= 3 University of Wisconsin ee : 
- Madison, Wisconsin : : 

ea Dear Aldo: : ; eer oe oie 

ee ie i @.. . 
; : _I Yegret greatly that you have been 30 overloaded that 4 

‘ ‘ you could not carry on the Comittee on the Use of Airplanes. ax 

: I have taken your suggestion and have asked the 
acceptance of Ohaus Kurie for the job. Would you be so good as 

oe : to send hin the material which you have on the subject? ‘ 

~ * . 

pega I greatly rezret that you are unable to continue. I 
: think you would do it better than anyone else if you had the < 

: é tine. - : : 5 

ae , Very truly yours, ’ m 

4 2 ae Robert F, Griggs, Chairman 
: : ate Division of Biology and } 

‘ “ : . Agriculture ; 

RFG:mkm ne 2 ; : 

. € ; ‘ a : i ‘ ‘ 

. sn
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‘ ; : . January 9,° 1946 : : 

os ir, Glaus J. Murie : ‘ : 

; ; Jackson, Wyoning : : 

: _ Dear Olaus se : é : 

i : , ‘ Iam delighted that you will accept the Chairmanship Mee as 

of the Aircraft Committee. It is not a pleasant’ job but an - 

x important one. , ‘ ‘ : 

: _ I notice that the aireraft companies are already adver- ‘ : 
tising the possibility of using airplanes in hunting expeditions. 

“ ae I'am asking Aldo to Send you all of the material that 

: he has. : : : 

: Do we see you in March again at the time of the ; : 
; Wildlife conference? ‘ ; 

- : Very truly yours, ; 

S es ; Robert F, Griggs, Chairman 
: Division of Biology and ~~ ° 

4 Agriculture - ; : 

ne ~~) ORFG:imka | ane E as d 

_ P.S. Rosamond and Russ! furniture left yesterday and they are i 

Aton : leaving tomorrow. Ye shall miss then. oe ; 

: Ree ee ae ee
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Dr. Robert F. Griggs, Chairman fe oN 

Division of Biology and Agriculture {= VA. Si 
National Research Council i= Sty i 
2101 Constitution Avenue iS ie 
Washington 25, D. C. Vz 2a / 

No WA 
Kore ay” 

Dear Robert: San 

I hesitate to accept the chaizmenship of the Aircraft Committee, 

not for any special unwillingness, but because I fear I may not be familiar enough 

with some of the aspects of the problem. But since Aldo is obviously snowed under 

I shall not refuse. It is, of course, in line with Wilderness Society work. 

I shall do my best. 

If and when the appointment is made I would be glad to have copies of 

some of the more vital correspondence, anything that might be really helpful. 

I recall receiving from you some of the early correspondence amd you mention in 

your letter something from Lyle Watts, which was not enclosed. ‘This is, of 

course, a serious problem, and should not be approached in a defeatist manner, 

We have had Martin and Joanne at home for Christmas, so you, with your 

own experience in such things, can appreciate what a Christmas it was. 

We all send very best wishes for 1946 to all the Griggs Clan, end Day 

we see each other sometimes. 

Sincerely 
Carr & 

Qlaus J. Murte 

Director



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN * 

\ COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE “ 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT December 1, 1945 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

. MADISON 5, WISCONSIN 

Dr. Robert F. Griggs 2 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Ave. 
Washington 25, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Griggs: 

‘ It is obvious by now that I have fallen down on 

you badly in the matter of the Aircraft Committee. 

I got a little work done on it during the summer, 

but in September there descended on me, without 
warning, the largest and best batch of graduate 

students I have ever seen. More are coming. 

I have tried hard to find a week end when I could 
prepare at least some kind of a report, but 
the time to do this is not yet in sight. If 
you think any other inember of the committee 

; coubd handle the situation, I would welcome the 

chance to relinquish the chairmanship and I 
deeply regret personally falling down on you 
in this important assignment. 

Yours sincerely, 

Recto Exfobf 
Aldo Leopold 

ult Qlane br uarlhn bechs or e 2 0 Le j 6G late lars vvenr we 

. a f f 5
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Br. Aléo Leoceid : 
Professor of Sildlife Zanagenent : a 

a University of disconsin : eax : : 
: Saciam, Slacgasin Pe 

’ 
- Beer Leopolds cs : : i 

ae : Enclosed in ea cosy of « letter fron fF. MX. Gecdwin: — 
: dealing vith the isgel teehutcalities invelved in controlling 

alireraft ovary wlilicrnera areas. iitheigh the Geamittes has : 
apealfierlly sLlisinated Legs} considerations from lie pre= - 
lintnasy favasticaticn, I am cure that you wlil be intereated 
in kre Goodwin's analysis, “ 

i : I presse thet vost of vou know Goeedving Ha has, : 
: for 6 lone tine, been a Trustee of tha Nations! Parks Asucelation : 

i and a necber of ite Uxeeutive Committee, Hn is a tried and true 
friend of tha wilderness. See ane : > 

a= Yery truly yours, ; : 

eas : Robert F. Gplegs, Cheirran : 
a sol eats fivinion of Ginlesy and tgriciliure 

is i incl. : a 

CC: Drs, Kometh 4. ald : : 
- Shirley Fy Allon : ; 

: frsterick Low Tinstuad = 
dehn 2. Dakex : :
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: : October 29, 1945 = 

Mr. Fe. M. Goodwin : eee 
Attorney and Gounsellor at Law 
744, Jackson Place i 

: ‘Washington 6, D, C. 

Dear Mr. Goodwins See ; a ae : 

I thank you greatly for your careful and lucid exposition 
ef the complexities of the regulation of aircraft in wilderness 

‘ areas, and particulerly, for your clear indication of the avenues 
which need further exploration in reaching a decision, ! 

: I am passing on your letter to the members of our : 
Committee of which Dr. Aldo Leopold is Chairman, 

Very truly yours, : 

: Robert F, Griggs, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture . ; 

RFG/e oy
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H ae F. M. GOODWIN 

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELLOR AT LAW 

Hotes xBtchEDEAeee 744 Jackson Place, 
WASHINGTON, D. Cc, TELEPHONE, District 8897 

ye me, a 

: {= on < < 

October 26, 1945. f2 “75 oS 
(aa Ss, 

Dr. Robert F. Griggs, Xe, is es 
National Research Cowcil, Nit” 
2101 Constitution Avenue, ira) 
Washington 25, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Griggs: 

: Several months ago I received your letter of inquiry as to 
the use of air craft in and around wilderness areas, together with cer= 

tain enclosures. Your letter and documents present some interesting 
. questions, some brand new to me, and if time permitted I would enjoy 

making a study of them. However, a change of office and associates 
and the pressure of litigation in which I am interested, restricts 
me to rather an inadequate response and, it may be, into making some 
statements which further consideration might change or modify. 

From your letter and enclosures together, your problem 

relates to both air craft and motor boats. The problem is also com 
plicated by national, state and private land ovmership or control and 
by national and state authority over air and waters. I take it, howe 
ever, that you are not seeking an opinion as to what the courts might 

f hold but any suggestions as to a practical way to protect the areas‘in 
question, 

It strikes me that the immediate objective would be to 
induce national and state authorities, if they have not already done SO, 
to promulgate effective rules and regulations as to the use of air craft, 
motor boats and lands within wilderness or other reserved areas and to 
cooperate in the enforcement thereof. Unless such rules and regulations 
are unreasonable there should be no reel or valid objections to such a 
programe The only question is -= Do the: constituted authorities 
have power to act in the premises? 

A few items may first be eliminated. is AGP evart, if 
operated at the proper elevation, can hardly be denied the privilege of 
flying over any wilderness area or, I take it, any national park area, 
unless the President, as a war time or natigel safety measure, should 
so order, 2, Emergency landings of air craft on land or water, within 
@ wilderness or other reserved area, cannot be denied. 3. The reason 
able and proper use of navigable waters for commerce or to permit acess 
to privately owned property with"a wilderness area, can hardly be denied. 
There is little reason to exvect navigable waters within a wilderness 
area will be used for commerce, 4, The International Boundsry Commission 
is not apparently involved, as its jurisdiction does: not extend to air 

. craft or motor boats or the use of wilderness areas in the Ue 185 

Within the field thus restricted, where must we go to
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seek relief? 

“LY PHE ATR 

The Civil Aeronautics Authority has jurisdictional over air 
commerce similar to that of the Interstate Commerce Commission over 
other forms of transportation. It regulates air traffic between the 

States and with foreign lands. It might issue regulations as to 

% emergency landings on navigable waters or on lands within any wilder 
ness area but it is not likely to play any real part in your problem. 

; State authorities, presumably, may control air craft operating 
exclusiveywithin state limits and having no connection with anv inter- 

state overation, altho such traffic might interfere with established 

national traffic lines and so be objectionable. I have not studied the 

question of state jurisdiction in this respect, and would simply sugzest 
that the proper state authority, if jurisdiction is asserted, might well 
promulgate a regulation denying such local air craft the right to land, 

except in an emergency, in any wilderness or restricted area without a 
special license to do so. 

USE OF WATERS 

While under recent rulings of the US, Supreme Court almost 

any stream might vossibly be classed as navigable or as affecting navi~- 

gation, that issue may largely be avoided wnder proper regulations. If, 
however, it should arise, the determination of the governmental agency 
involved showld control until and in the absence of a court ruling thereon, 

State laws as to hunting and fishing apply to all waters. 
If the State lavs protect wilderness areas such as you havé in mind, 

well and good; if not, no dovbt they are sufficiently broad to permit 
the State game commission to issue a regulation forbidding hunting and 

fishing within the limits thereof, with qualifications if deemed proper. 

= State regulations might provide for federal employees, if 

any, stationed within any such wilderness area, to act as state agents 

or game wardens to help enforce the state laws. A similar regulation 

by the national organization would permit the federal employee to so act. 

The use of motor boats on the water of any such wilderness 
area should be denied except under special permits, unless within some 
established route for commeree or travel, Such a regulation would 
probably issue out of the Bureau of Inspection and Navigation, Devart~ 
ment of Commerce, In the event any overation of the War Department 

is affected in any waters involved, a regulation from that source might 

also be necessary. 

USE OF LAND 

Except as to hunting and fishing, and the enforcement of 
health laws, it will probable be undesirable, if not impossible, to 
restrict or limit the use of lands by a private owner within any such 
wilderness area, He may also, of course, be restricted as to the creation 
of fire hazards,
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As to state lands within any such areas, the state laws 
and regulations must prevail, The cooperation of state and federal 
agencies is the only solution here, 

,, As to federal owned or controlled lands, the regulations 
of the National Forest Service and the National Park Service should 
should be as effective as conditions will permit and it strikes me 

5 that all questions of doubt should be resolved in favor of restrict~ 
ions which would fully protect the areas in question. Such regula- ; 
tions should also, it seems to me, where any State lands or State law 
are involved, also authorize the federal emvloyees to cooverate with 
State authorities or act for the State if necessaryto enforce the 
State game and fish laws, ; 

CONCLUSION _ 

No comprehensive national or state law alone will accomplish 
what you have in mind, The conflicting or concurrent jurisdiction 
of state and national laws, due to the complications first above stated, 
make it necessary to have cooperation if possible -- and this may be 
the most difficult part of the suegested program. I teke it, however, 
that present laws, state and national, are sufficient if real coopera- 
tion can be obtained, ; : 

Sorry that I cannot be more helpful, 

Sincerely yours, 

KM. Foosus 
F. M. Goodwin :
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: FROM THE OFFICE OF OLMSTED BROTHERS y 

Written at San Francisco, Calif. 
Cotober 3, 1945 

Typed at Brookling, -asBe 

: Getober 5, 1945. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, Chairaan, : 

Com attee on Airplane Use in Relation to Wilderness’ Areas, 

i National Resoureh Council, 
College of Agriculture, 
University of Wisconsin, ; 
Uadison 6, wisconsine - 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I have reeeived a copy of your letter of 
Septenber 14th to ire Baker, and I interpret thia aa 

-f & Yoninder thet if I aa to contribute anything that would 

help in frauing the firat draft of the Committee's report, 

it is tine to do 20. 

: I have been rather disappointed not to ree- 

eeive copies of more or less voluminous correspondence 

: to and from other members of the Committee indlenating 

eles their ideas, on the basis of which I might offer com- 

nents and sugysetions. And it happens thet this re- 

mindez coues when I aa very busy; but I will try to offer 
what I ean, in @ hurry, off my own bat, 

I assune that the report will include a cone 

Le densed statement of the purposes and functions broadly 

characteristic of “Wilderness Areas" ag the Committee 

: a understands the tera), some or ell ox whieh purposes,in 

various specialized combinations, should control the 

: management of any suck .reae I cannot take the tine now 

te drart specific suggestions for such a statexent, 

‘ put I pheadl appreciate an epportunity to coment on 

* eny such draft that you may send me. 

In relation to the sontrolling purposes cf 
eny such area, a fairly close parallel (with obvious 

: differeatiations in detail) ean, and, I think, should, be 
drawn between (a) the predictable eifectsa, mostly ine 

compatible with the controlling purpeses of any 
: "Wilderness Area", of permitting automobile roads and
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i automobiles in such an area, and (b) the predictable 
'. effects of permitting facilities for the landing and 

take-off of aircraft in such an area and the use of 
- aireraft on or near the surface of such an area. 

oe In both cases those effects are of two kinds: ‘ 
(1) the more or less direct physical effects of the 
mexe construction and maintenance of (a) automobile roads 
(with or witnout other incidental physical facilities 
for the use, storage, servicing, etc., of automodiles) 

and (b) aixroraft landing end take-off places (with or ; 
without other facilities for the use, storage, 2 :- 

‘serviding,etc., of aircraft); and (2) the effects of 
what is likely to be done by (a) automobiles and their 
users and (b) aircraft and their users (distinguishing 

* da each case between users who are official adninistra- 
ae tive agents and users who are members of the general 

public. 

I think a much better case can be made out for 
the occasional use of sireraft over, and even on, 

; wilderness areas by specially authorized aduinistrative 

: -. agents (as, for exwaple, in reconnaissance or in 
; landing fire-fighters and equipment by parachute or 

‘ by other kinds of landings on naturally suitable 
. Places, (such as bodies of water or natural meadows) 

i .2 than for permitting the lending of aircraft within 
: or the use of aircraft (certainly at any but very high 

elevations) over such areas by the general publics, or 
than for the use of automobiles within such areas 

: either by administrative agents or by the general public. . 

: I think that a strong case gan and should be 
. ; made out against the construction and maintenance 

within such areas of any artificial facilities for the 
landin,; and teke-orf (and a fortiwifor the storage, 

é servicing, etc.) of aircraft so far as it can be made 

legally and adainistratively possible to prevent such 
construction; and an almost equaliy strong case against 
facilitating or permitting the lending and take-off of air- 
craft by the general public within such areas, even 

; ou places naturally practicable for that purpose 
(except in cases of extreme emergency) so far as it can 
be made legally and adainistratively possible to 
prevent it. :
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: Subject to advice and opinions from competent 

: : authorities on matiexs ef lagal and edainistzative ‘ 

- teahnique, 4% seoas to ne that normally the ausiuistrae 
; tiva agency in charge of a “wilderness area" is dn about 

: the gauge position da respect to preventing tha construce 

ae. tion anu maintenance of artificial facilities for the 

: - Yanding, take-off, eta., of aircraft therein, and ia 

‘ “<. pespeet to prohiviting or regulating the danding and 

tekaeoff of aircraft therein by the general puvlis as 

ce it is in respect to preventing or controlling thse con= 
; struction of automobile roads ond the.use of automobiles 

thersin, except in co fur ws the area ingludes “navigeole 

oS ey waters! over waich other eyeneies have an over-riding 

os Jurkedictione That exception is of great lmportance in 
apeclal cases, a8, for exenple, the cuetloo-Guperier 

Seen region; aid ia regard to sugh cages we need advice as : 

-’. go (1) the practicability, under existing lew, of are 
Rear renging by aegotiation with the authority having jurise 

: ( digtion over "navigation® on such maters for special 

: ; Yeyloneal regulations which will reasonably protect the 

purposes of the wilderness area in question, and (2) if 
; ¢ the authority heving jurisdiction over "navigetion® on 
aio puch waters has not the lovnl powex, under existing law, ~ 

: to make and enforee such reyulations, ag to what ochences 
in lew, if any, cun probably be made to give that power, 

: : ; In yegard to regulation of six navigation pyer 
particulez “*wiiderneae areas" at various elevatlons end 

: Undex various conditions in such a manner oa reasonably 
Bis : to protect the puplie puxpeses of the area, a conditien 

ite _ giniler to that arising in connection with *navigaole 
=F Waters" arieee, becnuge of the general juriodiatien crear 

; control of air mavigetion over all kinds of properties, 
eee pudlic and private, which is vested in a special agency 

: -. -\ of the Federal Coverncent; end legal advice is needed 
‘ : _ fda this connection us to the sace twa points cent.ened 

: - in the preceding paragraph. Ag I understand it, that 
i agency iw sutherised to, and dees, prohibit Tlying at 

: lecs than specified altitudes above sone kinds of areaa. 
: : : How far ia it now authorized to go, wlthin ite cx«n 

: : discretion, in establishing, «efter consultation with 

: agencies ln charge of “wilderness areas", special regte 
' Lations ae to flying over those areas that would rea- 

; ne Sonably safeguard the apseial purposes ef those arese?
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“So. "pnd af it ig legally unable or unsilling to establich 
ae : and enforse sueh apecial lovsl regulations ep: plying : 

ee to wilderness areas, whet cheuges, if any, in the 

- - pasie laws governing airy navigation are practiauble te 

facilitate the reasonable protection of wilderness ‘ 

: arenes ixow flying practices werilously injurious to the 

ake purposes of thoae areas? ee saat as 

: : Apart frou the exesptions in regard to ; 
’ >-.3 "nayigable wateva” and "airenavigntiea" in general, it 

: ; oo phevld be nobed that the legel and administrative ablilty 
Ces See tet of the agency in charge of any "wilderness srea" to 

prevents or goutrol the construction of autonovile roads 
Stoves uad/or uae of autenobiles therein snd its sioilar 

ie : abllisy to prevent.or eoatrol the construction of air= 
: : oraft lending places and/or usa of siroraft on ths area, 

86 & elwaya potentially subject to being overeridden ty 
some other public ageney if end ¥hen that agensy is 

aes euthorized by e cospetent levislative body to use pore ‘ 
; se tions of the area for public purposes ether then thoge 

: - proper to a ®wildernass ares®, as by condemning a 
right-of-way Tox e highvey, or a povereline, in or mets 
through the erea: and the chief safeguard sgeinst such : 

i ovyereriding Legislative ection oust be en alert public 
appreciation of the value of the purposea for which 

5 the “wilderness area! vas established. 

a : - With apologies for the hastinsss and 
GES ‘ecrapplnegs* of tha foregoing jottings, 4 an. 

Soe Sincerely yours, sccelte ee 

ete - (signed) Frederick Law Olmsted 

ae Copied frau ir, Glustead's z A 
: ae ‘ Maaiseript and signed in ae ; 

: i his abacnoes ’



aie Bsa oe : are ro WD) pba = fa 

‘ p : see pelea eee a aay ae 
ij pate Way aie ee epee eres ye a apites : Perens OC SNEOS 

ee ee eas October 5, 91945 "5; Vee be 
BO Geeks Soe : 2, Dep : 

i ‘ R ‘ 2 2 “ = ¢ - we Soria escent 
ek Pte coher ate ; iy oe Fo ee NOE tet a 

oe eee Howton Be Drury. 3 (eran A: Sek BE ESA SR Sy es Veen 
P Spo) 2 Direator, National Park Service” aes BIA See a 

) phot es Merenand sa: art Soret etna Gp ager RG tan We ee er 
tii eee Ohtosge, D4, Illinois: * ee ce ee 

a re Dear Ue, Drury to LR ras eres an oe eas . 

cake Oh meee 2 Mae your. letter af October 1, in which co 28k 
wipe Oe FOU tell me you are considering: sending: to: the a0 yt es 

within eat ta Soeratary Lor anvroval a vprorosed resulation peuieay seen RAS 
ceed on WO Len would prohtbke the Landing of atrorafhy coche ay ee 
(ager Other than: forced landings, wi tiin thé national: <o: Eure hans 
Rete io. parks snd monumonts, except ef areas designated <9. % oe pes 
ee eee ey th Ox National, Park Service, ; eR OS ea es 

Je a note also the podal bility that such hi co es oso 
oe a PeguLation micht be made apnligable to the prim oy yc ee 
Soya ope Vato: lands located within arcan.of the mations oy Gc > 

ae co Se Dark system in states where. exelusive. turisdic« z PL oma gta 
ou coins BLOM Dae Deen ceded. to ths United States. gO De i Sake ee 

Sees os X nope very much that you will resommend. 2055 Bede 
tec = the promileation of thi¢g resulaticon, It seens duraatee eae 
Span cae Ome che lenat that should te dore to proteate: : eS ei 

Soe es the particular values. for which areas in the: eee sk 
Uso to eis. Ta tional park system are eatabli shed, end: aud: ehh e eP aa 
(Se aero Bellon would be tingly because of thse wouting ED tees Nel Se Ss ; 

se see pressure for the widespread: establishment: of’ : heen 
Dees. Blyplans lunging Seldg, pe ae Spay on Sear inne Maeiets 

ee Geo Certainly wc a repulation wild aot bea. esa eo 
cnet hardship on commercial airlines, because Lame \ eee 

Le oa ANS Gloss. to Gia boundemios of the. Paris) may: eine. Caer yah aS 
: reco Cowell he made both for freluhs and passenger oe. weg en 
‘eaves aes SPAN anor tationy 002.6 Sivan : Pie ee 

LA eae PEs o.2 5 Sincerely yours, 2 

Soe CR eh i la ao Oatley: Ye Al én PUR U Ns an 
eye Mg Se : iA i eo POS ORSON OL: POY me hry ace 

S . a . he wot at, 5 ge ant ; Bie oa



PEE ee e o duly 23rd, 1945 fae nee 

‘ ie Mr. Tadward Schnoberger : Fe estas 

. : Conservation Devartnent Se eG : 
dao $30 State Office Bldg. 

ens ae Madison, Wisconsin 

: Dear Ea- (¢hrovch Vandervall) ; ; 

ei I ag on a committees of the National Research Council 
x : } to recomiond eny necessary resulation of air travel ; 

ore in wilderness areas, forests, and parks. : 

i In the attached letter Kenneth Roid raises the : 
j biolezical question: Can the sterile lakes of the ; 

ena Laurentian Shield (such as those in the Quetico- 
: “ Superior Wilderness Area) stand up under the 

: additional fishing pressure which free use of hydro- 
; ; planes is already creating? How do such lakes comparo . k 
4 : with fertile lakes in pounds per acre of game Lish 

productivity? Aro there any data on what are the P 
‘ safe limits of fishing pressure in the two classes 

: 3 of lakes? : ’ 

I would amprociate any evidence you can cite for me 
i On the chance that you might have to consult others, 

: I am enclosing an extra copy of this lettor, 

; i Yours sincerely, : 

: : e a Aldo Leopold ne 

ss ce Kenneth Rsid : stay 
' : De. Griggs



, : duly 6, 1945 

Dr. Keuneth A. Heid i i 
: Izaak Walton League of America 

A la Salle Hotel > : ; 
: Chicago 2, Illinois 

Dear Dr. Reid: 

: I read with great interest copy of yom letter of 
Z : _ duly 2nd to Aldo Leopold. You add considerable to the 

situation which I had not couprehended, especially in 
2 pointing out that the fish producing capacity in lakes 

in the Canadian shield 1a too low to permit extensive 
fishing. 

' s 

Your leiter reminds me of the old, old story of 
= the native and the repeating rifle with which, when it 2 

wes provided him, he shot up and destroyed his only 
source of livelihood. 

: Vary truly yours, 

; : : Robert F. Grizgs, Chairman 
’ Division of Eielogy and 

Agrleulture 

RFG:be 
ce: Comittee
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IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA oe x 
RES i La Salle Hotel 

eae re Ss . wr CHICAGO 2, ILLINOIS. | a : 
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eS ‘ é " : % duly gnd,1945 ; 

: Se ae ae Leopold aoe es bees - $24 Univorsity vara Flace ; De i : 1 4a 
< #adison 3, iiisconsin 

PL é : $ : Seer Aldo: “ : foe : Cans : Bente Copy ef letter or June llth, froa ur. Griggs ta you regarding the 
: alrplans problen before our Conuittee proapts ag to Hake-a few obseryae 

: : : « -tfons on soag questions in a footnsig to me ine multinie copy of a 
: istter of yours on the Same sudject even thouga I de not have thet latter 

: Comunication before me, 

: ; ly thoughts on the important duties of this coazittes are that it 
: _ Should try to work out 2 solution for Control of airplanes in all wild. 

: ; erness areas of the National “forest, National Parks and Matfonal Jonwaants 
Es “and that the Proving ground for establishing this eeeral policy would - 
my be the Roadless ares of the Superior National Forest because there ig 

ere : a where the infnent danger lies. the seus problex, however, to a greater 
"or lesser degree, will doubtless obtain in most of the wilderness ereag in aost of the National Parkes. 

: 
We all Fecoznize the airplane as a legitinate means of transportation 

re S328 - to these areas. Ths problea is to regulate it so that the means will not - destroy the end, 1 think we should rscoznizes that Tending factiitios 
-. Conventontly adjacent to wilderness areas and uational Parks ara a rreper 

. part of the coaing fast air transportation Systoa, Dub that the use cP 
Bi es -. the airplane Should stop at the boundaries of these areaa. In other 

: ' Words, we would approve of the airplane as a means of transportation to 
ao : these arsas but not into or throush thon, 

: ohils blelogical Considerations of the areas are, of courss, 
i : . -dnportant in this Matter, in ay opinion, they are by no ueans ths waole 

a » consideration, Certain aesthetic valucs thet may or may not be directly 
: : Connected wita biological Considerations will ba lavertantly alfected 

; by tae airplane. The airplane is alsost as incompatable with wildsrasas 
as the autosobile, all forns of mechanized transportation are lacoapatable 

» with wilderness, 

; : 
5
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IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA _ : 

aay La Salle Hotel : : 
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:. 4. Dre Aldo Leopold duly 2nd,1945 Y a} 

: Returning to biological considerations in the Roadloss Area of 
i the Superior National forest wide use of the airplane would pave far 

: reaching datrimental effects. These rock ribbed glaciated lakes furnish - 
: reasonably good fishing to the occasional wilderness canoe party but they 

will not stand intensive fishing such as permanent resorts or regular 

trips in by airplane would present beceuse the productive cepacity of 
their waters is very much lower than lekes lying in better soil farther ; 
south. Therefors, if tho airplane wers allowed to go unchecked it would 

. be only a very few years before the fishing incentive would no longer 
rae exist. Tae airplane would destroy its own usefullness as a means of 

: reaching. the former wilderness fishing. ; ; 

f There is no question in my mind but that. in the broad picture, 
everyone will lose--even including the airplane business--unless they 

: aro barred from this territory. ; ; : 

: : Sincerely, oye : : 

: : Kenneth A. Reid : : : 
5 ‘ : Sxecutive director | 

ZAliine ; 

ce; Glastecd 

Baker : 

Allen ‘ 

Griggs 

: f 

\ ace | 1 | 
i . 

: 
: | 

3 :



dune 28, 1945 

Dr. Aldo Leopold } i 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: : 

I very much like your letter of June 2lst to the ‘ 
3 : members of the comaittee on Aircraft vs. Wilderness. 

I have only one suggestion which I fear is too 
late, namely, that I would have been glad to see 
things started before September. 

As to Alaska, I think by all means that Alaska : 
should be considered. I believe that a thoroughly 
comprehensive report ought to be developed, 

Very truly yours, 

: Robert F, Griggs, Chairman 
Division of Biology and 

Agriculture 

RFG:be :
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Coomttes on Atreraft va Wilderrass saa / is : % : 

d ; = wnt ey 
Shirley We Alien ase ‘ : Eee os, gts : i 
John He Tater Sea ane S uo * 
Frederiat: Ley Clastesd - aoe Sen © ay ee 

: Manneth 4, Raid : : . 

Gentlemen: De ae , : : % 

“Dye Griese has sent you hig letter of dune VM, indleating that it te wp ~ ee 
to us to delineate the. exact boundaries of ow field of inmiry. oe ; 

: I sacgeat that ow first cove bs to assemble foetusl exorienss with oe ae 
oo.  alyoragt ag a disturbing factor in the various Ininds of eress whieh my : : 

: ‘need vagtriction, aml the decres of youtriation which they seam to need. : 
ices = These degréag, a3 you wil] recall, eve lerally degined in ft. VYooduenseetg j 
: scletter of Yebruery 24 witch fr, Grlers has alraady sont you. 

bps In order to divide the work of the Comittee, I aa sustesting the. folleving 
tt ee aes i gemeat at. + 2 

- “Le Setteregsctirocs Tn National Forests aadoriost Youneth Reid 3 
Rhee Baer » Sie Notional Farkst. Shirley Allon : : 2 

2S os 3. Netieas: John Telker : : eee 
: fe tater Ansexblyt Teopold : ; : 

; of am malting no esalenment to Me. Sluoted beemse he fis in the Mold, bat é 
me i have esked him to alive eriticnl seratinyg Inter to whatever ravort vo i 
a assesble, Ustursily an earifer expression froa him, howaver bris?, vould 
<2) Be waloomde ey d 

: . $36 is suczeste? that reverts fiom ogsieness bo sent te ma ond to other Bovis 
: members by Sentembor 1; earliew if available, — : 

: Yatarally you will select your om sources of faatual Informtion and “ 
--, Opinion. JT gugcest that 1% would be wall for exch report to cite who waa 7 

. » @ongalted. : Ne 

fhe Motineg of thre Iriada of arias feos not necogsartly asaume that they 
All meed rastrintion. Your rorort may comeivably be nazativa. 4 

It is sueeated thas for eueh ind of crea you consider the need of rastytotion 
from the ancle off : 

: Ge Distarbance to wildlife (or other naturcl feateres) 
: bo teterloration of fatmarhare® (orthatias) ; : 
- @e Egonoie commlications (auch aa the beow dn isolated resort 

: Iavis in the Sarerlor) 

i * Including especially wilderness areas therein. y
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Coumsittes on Alraraft va Vildernass ; ~ 

Under Ltea (a) I ouczest cerarate treatarnt. by species, since thoy obvisusly 

do not resrond tha save to afrerags, nor are all yolmoreble to atyoratt 
: Gisturbangs. 2s 

2a sure and consider hytroplaies os woll a3 airplanes, and vrobable future 
- EROMinations such as heliconters. : ; 

: IZ anyone foresses additional eatogoriea of land in need of esnsideration, 
ies, please advise mo. ea 

.. Firat of all, 4s thle schene ef asstemments accevtable? Would you profer 
som other mode of attack? Flaass be free to corresvond with mo. RNa 

Seo : oe : Yours einceraly, saat 

Bes es Oko fevpef 
Se ar > Algo Teowold, Chadmann 

“OP Xt de agoazed that in any remilctory schom, miitable exemotions and 
ezcontions will ba made for emerceney (euch as five) and military air 

: traffice 

Cone e Dr. Griggs ~ : 

a ; Ths 9 gett com ottewelt Ge pat abate, DA nue Lnackt ¢ 

are Arefes aug eatin DT lnele Crrrgrr runt Re oS 

: < “ i sabes .S ? 

Uke Warr Protlin Lents, OLA (Lug chro planes Cu Cts? ) 

S ‘ 

Pts ee hia. 8 tine heh en Qlarhas trtioh Denn gttete . 

i Qtde Erk -



ay dune 11, 1915 

. Dr. Aldo Leopold : 
424 University Faria Place : : 
Hadison 5, wisconsin 

iy dear Leopold: : : 

i aa very glad indeed that you are willing to accept the chairman 
ship of the consittee on the use of airplanes over wilderness areas, 

‘ 4s to your reservations concerning the "assignacnt" of the com 
mittee, I should like to say that it 4s always the duty and privileza of 

“National Neseareh Council comaittees to define their own functions within 
the general field indicated, when we feel the necessity of chocsing a 

_ Conmittee to provide the anewer to a question like that submitted to us 
by the Chief of the forest Service, it is a confession on our part that - 
we are not able to supply the answer out of our om imewledge and experi+ 
ence. And then we choose the men whom we believe the ablest in the nation 
to cope with the questicn involved it goes without saying that they may 
well need to redefins the question and put it into ansnerable form before 
undertaking to report, Certainly then your field of inquiry is not 

. dimited to areas technically described ag wilderness areas but will in- 
cluds all public lands on which the comittee itself believes there is a 
problem to be dealt. with, 

it is clear envuzh that the chief function of the comadttea 
appointed, considering ita personnel, would be to lay doan the biclozical 
preblens involved in the use of eirvlanes over wildlife reservations of 
éll sorts. Aiso it should be clear, I belicve, that if we defined the 

; biological problemas involved and stopped short, then we would not render 5% 
much public service. I believe it snuuld ba tie function of the 
coasittes later to take measures in sone nay to sea that its recommendae 
tions ara put inte effect, or at least to sugyest meana by which they may 
be put into effsct, : : 

if 4s I apprehond the situation, thorefcore, the problem will resclve 
itself into two stages: first, the biclogical; and second, a more or less 
legal stage of effestuating the biological recomucndations. For tis work 
tis comalttes will undoubtedly, as suzzested by John Baker in his letter 
ox the 7th, wish to sssociate with itsalf a public spirited iegal counsel. : 

Very truly yours, 

Robert P, Griggs, Chairman 
: Division of Biclogy and Agriculture . i 

RYGsbe ; 
- Nesbers of Comzittes é :
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HENRY VINCENT HUBBARD ‘ 

Se era tit Stanford University, Calif. 
June 10, 1945. 

Mr. Robert F. Griggs, Chairman, : 
. Dividion of Biolosy and Agriculture, 

National Research Council, 
2101 Constitution Avenue, 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Sir: 5 

Your letter of May 23 to the members of the Com- 
mittee on Airplane Use in Relation to Wilderness Areas, for- 
warded by air mail to San Francisco from my office in Massa- 
chusetts, overtook me at a lumber camp in the Stanislaus 
National Forest just as I was about to come out of the woods 
to spend this week-end here. 

I regret the consequent lapse of 18 days between 
the date of your letter and this reply to it. But also 
this lavse serves to indicate why I hesitate to accept the 
honor of appointment on the Committee, despite my great in- 
terest in its: purposes. 

For some months to come I expect-to be out on field 

expeditions most of the time, mainly in California, with poor 
: mail connections, no clerical help, and under some strain to 

keep up with my present obligations. And, while mail and 
telegrams sent to me at Room 618, 114 Sansome Street, San 
Francisco 4, (office of the Save-the-Redwoods League), will 
normally reach me with less delay than if sent to my office 
in the East, conditions will be decidedly adverse to my serv- 
ing with reasonable promptness and effectiveness on a commit- 
tee which must apparently rely very largely upon the mails 
for exchange of information and ideas concerning a very com- 

5 plicatsd subject. 

I am entirely willing to give such help as I rea- 
sonably can under the circumstances. I should be greatly 
interested to read whatever is sent to and exchanged among 
members of the Committee whenever it gets to me, and to re- 
spond with comments and suggestions from time to time as con- 
ditions permit. But that is more the function of a special 
correspondent or consultant, kept informed of the prosress 
of the Committee's work and making occasional contributions, 
than that of a committeeman sharing responsibility for the 
work of the Committee as a whole.



Es a 

sou weet 

With this explanation I leave it to you and the 
Chairman of the Committee to decide my status, iff any, in 

. relation to the Committee's work, and offer my best wishes 
for its fruitfulness. 

Very truly yours, 

tof wala fedortelt eee ve 

Frederick Law Olmsted 

P. S..I hope I am right in assuming that the word "Airplane" 
in the title of the Committee is to be interpreted broadly 
as meaning "Aircraft"; for it seems to me probable that 
blimps and in the post-war perdod helicopters, even though 
far less numerous than planes, will present some important 

. special problems in relation to wilderness areas. 

c. c. to Mr. Aldo Leopold, Chairman of Committee, 
2222 Van Hise Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin.
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: ‘ Coto rage suna 7.195, 

: De, Aldo Ieoveld ‘ oe 
: Collega of Arriculture . 

University of Yisconsin ‘ ; : ‘ 
hol University Fara Place, 

ie Madison 5, Wisconsin. : ‘ : 3 

= Dear Aldot ne ee 

Berens ene I have before mo cory of your lotter of Ney 31st te Dr. Urices, 

: : I vesiily sunport your request that the committse's field of effort 
5 not cover lozal nothodolosy for accommlishing desired regulations, that is, 

unless some qualified lawror be aided te the connittoe. 

| I am inclined to feel that the ficld to be considered by tho come 
mittes should cover mich moro then "wilderness ayease” You asked in your 

"  lsttor whether 2¢ should not cover "other woblic reservations, such ag woter= 
fowl refazose" I would think it misht well bo understood to include national 

parks, national romumenta, national forests ani rossibly other tynes of mblic 
| jands such as the Indian reservations, the grazing distrists and the public : 

domain. ‘ 

sae "Not that I fancy at all the idea of enlarsing uson the work of the 
Comittee, but 14 seams to ma that in order to arrive at desirable conclusions 
it would ba wise for us to taks these other tyres of lands into consideration, 

eee even Af wa do not attempt to arrive at conclusions eprlicable to ell of then, 

: Do you agree with this reasonine? 

: 3 : ee Ever sincerely, ae 

oe : ‘ John H. Baker s 
JHBew o President : 

eS Cot Messrs. Grises 
: Alisa f : 

: Olnatead . ‘ : 
: : Roid of : 

/." Dr. Griggs: 
. a Would aporeciate it if you would let 

: “*-i7s me. have correct addresses for Frederick Law Olmstead 
and Prof. Allen, also the latter's title, if any. 

; eae? ; ie Henne :
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ae torouo TELEPHONE CENTRAL 5855 June 6th,1945 

Mr. Robert F. Griggs, Chairman ; 

Division of Biology and Agriculture 

Perens en National Research Council : 

Washington, D.C. * 

ee Dear Mr. Griggs: 

ee I am very happy indeed to serve on the committee to deal with 

SEAL suRCAter eee new vorx — Proper control of the use of airplanes over the wilderness areas 

Oe eeeloka er wonetsr oa sin. along the lines as outlined in your letter of May 23rd, and en=- 

Now's Been aronsuia, os closurese 

whee aaa“ The Izaak Walton League of America is vitally interested in 

Seer eae ‘ finding a solution for this matter that will protect Wilderness 

oe eee ae eet ont Areas and National Perks in generel from this danger, and we are 

tetas especially interested in its application to the Roadless Area of 

Reece ren nrg the Superior National Forest because it is imminently threatened 

coe RUA gene at, cn with destruction as a wilderness canoe country unless airplane 

paSst ee taonem, mcaseone a use in that area can be stopped.e As evidence of our vital in- 

ST rsettay, a terest in the matter, we are enclosing copy of a recent bulletin 

ct mecnvanu nr teeee sent to all or our officers soliciting funds for the Revolving 

2S Peet ac ae Land Purchase Fund for immediate application to this problem in 

was cast U Unt eee the Superiore The same appeal, re-written appropriatiy will sppear 

See eet one in the next issue of OUTDOOR AMERICA which will go to every one of 

geomet ccna on our members 

2S cisaeae However, we believe control of the airplane is the key to the 

ae er bearetec eer whole problem. If it can be barred from the Roadless Area, land 

ce itt one acquisition will be simple and the price will be cheap. Existing 

vs : eet cranen een resort properties which have attempted to capitalize on the large 

ah SERS Son ack Federal holdings, flying their guests in by plane, would be very 

verre, Bled to sell out. On the other hand, without control of the eir- 

CTL TEE EE, aie, plaine it would bs very difficult to purchase strategically located 

ay ae oh rea areas and practically impossible to buy out existing resorts except 
vite miter ge rece sg, at exhorbiteant prices. We are more than anxious to do everything 

we can towerd accomplishment of this worthy objective. 

Si aly, if 

Ltt CF, 
Aenneth A. Reid 

Executive Director 

KAR: me 
ane TaanntAaA Wiwth Knatinn
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IZAKK ALTON LEAGUE OF AMBRICA 

Hotel LaSalle 
Chicago 2, Illinois 

: AW URGENT APPEAL FOR WILDERNESS 4 

As a Valtonian you are doubtless familiar with the longtime objective of 
the League in the Quetico-Suverior, which includes protection and admini- 
stration of the heart of the forest along the Border Lakes, known as the 
Roadless rea; as a wilderness canoe country without roads, cottages, resorts 

or other works of mane .So we will uot review that, but get right down to the 
meat of the present emergency. 

Within the Roadless Area there remains approximately 15%, or about 
135,000 acres, still in private ownership. The war stopped federal acquisition 
of forest land, as well as negotiations for a treaty with Canada to accord the 
Shipstead-Nolan area on this side, and a larger area on the Ontario side, the 

permanent protection of treaty administration. The war also brought about 
é a tromendous development of the airplane. These factors acd up to a crisis 

for the wilderness canoe country as soon as the war is over -- or even this 
j surmer -- and they will spell disaster through establishment of airplane re- 

sorts in the Roadless area unless we, who appreciete the great value of this 
last remaining wilderness canoe.country, take prompt and vigorous action. 

We are making this appeal nationally throughout the League because this 

unique area is of national importance and it needs the help of all, If you 
live on the West Coast or the East Coast, the whcle thing may seem at first 

7 to be very remote and unimportant to you, but it is only by the support and 
cooperation of all Waltonians, wherever they may live, that such important 
things can be accomplished. Next time our nationwide appeal may be for 
something in your back yard$ 

Legislation is being drafted for purchase of these specific lands to pro- 
tect the wilderness values, and to permit condemnation of interior properties 
that attempt to capitalize on the large federal holdings surrounding then. 
When this bill is introduced we will appeal for all-out support from all con- 
servationists all over the country. But in the meantime emergency action is 
urgently needed. Speculators are even now scoutin; about for stratesic resort 

: locations in the heart of these large federal holdings, and a matter of weeks 
ray mean the difference between success and failure. 

In the Endowment and Special Fund folder sent you early this year, the 
establishment of the Revolving Land Furchase Fund was outlined on the back 
page. To date approximately {2000 has bean contributed to that fund, and we 
have the pledge of another $5000 from one interested individual. But a total 
of 370,000 to 380,000 is needed to buy the most vulnerable private property 
along lake shores until the slow wheels of Government acquisition get moving
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again to complete the job. We have asked the Forest Service to start purchases 
immediately up to the meager limit of our presently available funds and to 
take options on the balance of the lands needed pending receipt of additional 
contributions and passage of the federal legislation. 

No more worthy contribution could be made for completion of one of the 
longtime major objectives of the League, and no appeal for action is more 
urgent. So, if you believe that protection in their natural state of the com= 

paratively few sizable wilderness -» and the only real primitive canoe country -- 
: areas remaining is an essential part of the America that the boys on tho far 

away war fronts are fighting for; anc if you would like to preserve a little of 
primitive America for yourself and your boy, please bestir yourself to do 
something about this nav} 

, 

Some chapters are long on funds and short on local conservation activities. 
Here is a zolden opportunity to put such funds to work. Most, if not all, 
chapters have some members who are looking for worthy causes for contributions 
deductible from their income tax. Ask them; ask others! We need contributions, 

large and small, to the Revolving Land Purchase Fund -- and we need them now if 
the wilderness canoc country of the Border lakes is to be saved. : 

And don't forget that while the capital of your contribution will be spent, 
it comes back in the fund when the Government repurchases this land from us, so 
it can be used over and over again for protection of wilderness in other loca= 
tions in future years. A few thousand dollars now will do the work of many 
thousands later, and in this particular emergoncy it is probably "now or 
never,” for resort’ properties once established and developed are very difficult 
and expensive to buy out. The old adage: "an ounce of prevention is worth a 
pound of cure," applies perfectly here. : 

Please make out the chocks to: I.W.L.A., Spectal Fund # -- and please 
; send in as much as yo can, as fast as you can} ; 

KEWNETH A. REID 
- i EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

5/18/45 :vlc 
IZAAK WALTON LEaGUE OF AMSRICA 

ENC: Endowment Folder; 

Special Fund Blank Check; : 

Return Envelope. " 

RAILING LIST: W..TIGNAL OFFICERS 

CHICAGO CHAPTER MEMBERS 
SPECIAL MEMBERS: Life, Special and MAL 

ALL CHAPTER OFFICERS 
ALL STATE DIVISION OFFICERS
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Dr. Robert F.Griggs, Chairman Woay 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Avenue 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Griggs: 

I have your letter of May 23 and 
: apologize for not answering more promptly. I 

wanted to be sure, however, that I could give some 
effective time to the committee investigating and 
advising concerning proper control of the use of 
airplanes over wilderness areas. 

I should be very glad to serve on the 
committee and have read the material which accom- 
panied your letter with great interest. 

: Very sincerely yours, 

Shirley W./Allen Lela 
Professor of Forestry
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i Dr. Robert F. Griggs 

Division of Biology and Agriculture 
National Research Council 

: 2101 Constitution Avene 
Washington 25, D.C. ; 

. Dear Dr. Griggs: 

As I understand your letter of May 23, the committee 
is asked to report on what regulation of airplenes 
is needed over wilderness areas, and not on the 
legal methodology for accomplishing such regulations. 
If this is correct, then I am glad to accept appoint= 
ment. Otherwise it would seem an unsuitable assign- 
ment because of my geographical isolation. 2 

Is our field of inquiry limited to wilderness areas, 
or are other public reservations, such as water= 
fowl refuges, included in our field of study? 
Your letter indicates wilderness only, but I just 
want to be sure. Planes are proving to be very bad 
for goose refuges. Ducks, on the other hand, soon 
get used to then. 

I am sending copies to the committees. 

With personal regards, 

| eo ler. 
: Aldo Leopold 

ce Allen 
Baker 
Olmstead 

i Reid



V OLMSTED BROTHERS : . 

BROOKLINE, MASSACHUSETTS 

LAND PLANNING - LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 

FREDERICK LAW OLMSTED 

EDWARD CLARK WHITING 

HENRY VINCENT HUBBARD 

WILLIAM BELL MARQUIS May 29, 1945 

Mr. Robert F. Griggs, Chairman, 
Division of Biology and Agriculture, 

‘ National Research Council, 
2101 Constitution Avenue, 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Sir: 

This is to acknowledge the receipt of 
your letter addressed to the Members of the Com- 
mittee on Airplane Use in Relation to Wilderness 

Areas. Mr. Olmsted is at present in California, 
in the Redwoods district, and I have forwarded 
your letter to him. However, as he is sometimes 
out of touch with mail for several days at a time, 
your letter may be delayed in reaching him. 

I am sending a copy of this acknowledgment 
to Mr. Aldo Leopold, to Madison, Wisconsin. . 

Very truly yours, 

Secretary to Mr. Olmsted. 

A ee 
fe ie 3 L= bier "i 

° eo ee 
2. 2. 
K Bs 

i fe me eee di ce a
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; zs May 23, 1945 : 

. : To the Hembers of the : 
Comaittes on Airplane Use in 

: Relation to jiilcerness Areas : 

Gentlemen: Se 

i fhe Chief of the Forest Service asked the ational 
Reseorch Council to investigate and advise concerning the 

proper control of the use of airplanes over wilderness areas. 
Copy ef his letter is attached for your information, 

: We have asked the advice of many people concerning 
: the best men for a comaittes to deal with this problema, and 

as a result tho following have been appointed by Chairman 
Harrison of the National Research Councils 

: Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
Shirley %, Allen ; 
John H. Baker 

; Frederick Law Glastead 
Kenneth A. Reid 

We very much hops that you can serve. 

I would suzgest that the chairman of thse committee 
take up the problem with the other meabers and furmulate a ; 

, plan so far as can be dene by correspondsnce (and we would 
appreciate copies of all correspondence for our information in 
this office) and, when the ccmaittea has gone as far as it can : 

by correspondence, we will arrange a meeting at some time and 
place mutually convenient for you. 

This request stems from the problems in the cuetico 
z Superior area but At is obviously a matter of general concern 

and effects the Farks Service as well as the Forest Service, I : ‘ 
have, therefore, taken occasivn to bring the National varks 

Service into the picture, and Ulrector Drury has aprointed Mr. 
Conrad firth to represent him in dealing with thia matter, 

while at the same time Ur. iatts has eppointed Mr. fnelpp to 

handle the Forest Service end of the problem. ‘
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The most cbhvicus levs under which procedures could be : 
: taken would suen to bs, first, that of the Supreme Court ruling ; 

concerning navigable waters. Second, the lava under which the 
Civil Aeronautics Authority regulates airplane travel. ‘Coplea 
of documents pertinent ta these natters are eaclosed for your — 

: ; inforustion. 

It occurs to we that after tha conmaittes has reached 
@ consensus concerning tiie amount of regulation which is cesixze 

able from a consarvation point of view, it may be advisable to 
: associate with us some public apirited lawyer who would help us. 

_ The case before the Supremes Court was prosecuted for 
the government by Huston Thoupson. I have talked with nla about 
4%, and I aa very sure that dngofar as that case has a bearing 
he would be glad te help us. 5 

: i have also asked Goodwin for an opinion, Both of 
: these gentlemen are masbers of the ixsecutive Coamlthes of the : 

National Parka Asaocistion and are completely devoted to con : 
gorvation. 

Very truly yours, eee. : 

_Hobert *. Grisgs, Chairman : 
: : Lavicien of Biology and Agriculture 

aPGrbe 
; NG. 

4
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NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL eS 

2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE, WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 

. Established in 1916 by the National Academy of Sciences under its Congressional 

Charter and organized with the cooperation of the National Scientific 

and Technical Societies of the United States 

22 May 1945 : 

Dr. Robert F. Griggs 

Division of Biology and Agriculture 

Dear Dr. Griggs: 

Dr. Harrison has approved the appointment of the 

following to a committee to advise the Forest Service con- 

i cerning the effect of airplane use in relation to wilder- 

ness areas: : » 

Aldo Leopold “““~ KG 84189 
Kenneth A. Reid i an 

Shirley W. Allen iS 

Frederick Law Olmstead a aul = 

John H. Baker ra V6} &%@ AWW 

Sincerely yours, : > 

L34139% 

4 4s A 
Nyla Welpley ¢ 

iy -



% 

. ‘ May 22, 1945 : 

Dr. Ross G. Harrison, Chairman 
National Research Council 

Dear Dootor Harrison: i 

Pursuant to tho request of Lyle Vatts, Chief or the Forest 
Service, I have spent considerable time in seeking advice as to | 
a@ suitable comiittes to advise the Forest Service concerning the 

: effect of airplane use in relation to wilderness areas. 

; In this investigation the National Parks Association hag 
likewise been consulted, and preliminary meetings of representa- 
tives of both services have been held in my office. 

As a result, I nominate the following persona to serve on 
the committes to deal with the questions raised by the Chief of 

: tho Forest Sorvicas ! 2 

- Aldo Leopold, Professor of Wildlife Management, 
: University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin; 

Kenneth A. Roid, Exeoutive Secretary, Izaak 
: : Walton League of America, La Salle Jotel, 

Chicago, Illinois; 
Shirley Wi. Allen, Professor of Forestry, 

University of Michigan, Ann ‘rbor, Michigan; 
Frodorick Law Olmstead, Landscape Architeot, 

¢ Elkton, Maryland; 
: John H. Baker, President, National Audubon 

Society, New York City. 

May I have your confirmation? 

ee Very truly yours, 

« 

Robert F. Griggs, Chairman 

; RFG:mim Division of Biology and Agriculture



: UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE ; . 

ADDRESS REPLY TO q TA ci 

CHIEF, FOREST SERVICE U:AS < WASHINGTON 25 

AND REFER TO 3 aay 

q 409 7g, 
us i 7aN, May 14, 1945 

Airplane Landing Fields 3 3h 
=Sb6l OT AV 3! 

Dr. Robert F. Griggs, Chairman P94. od 
Division of Biolocy and Agriculture Ags 
National Research Council ; 
2101 Constitution Avenue 

Washington 25, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Griggs: . 

Many thanks for your letter of May 4 apprising us of the most recent 
developments with respect to the organization of the committee on the 

relation of airplanes to roadless and wilderness areas. 

The list of nominees which accompanied your letter has been referred 
to the several other Assistant Chiefs of the Forest Service and there 
has been a rather surprising unanimity of opinion as to the 5 men among 
the 13 listed who would make the best committee for the conduct of the 

study. These 5 men are the following: 

Aldo Leopold 
Shirley W. Allen 
Olaus J. Murie 
Frederick Law Olmstead 
Ovid Butler 

One of the other Assistant Chiefs also designated Wim. S. Cooper as a man 
eminently qualified for membership on the committee, while another was 
inclined to place Paul B. Sears on a parity with Ovid M. Butler. 

The naming of the five persons listed above is in no sense a reflection 
on the other eight on your list but may be attributed primarily to the 
fact that as to the majority of those eight our knowledge of them is less 

detailed than the five indicated. 

In this connection, our Regional Forester at Milwaukee, Jay Price, has 
sent us a copy of the letter addressed to you under date of April 28 by 
Mr. Charles S. Kelly, which in part touches on the possibility of obtain- 
ing Canadian cooperation if the proposed study is broadened as he suggested 

to you. Mr. Kelly and Mr. Price discussed the proposal at some length, the 

conclusion reached by Mr. Price being that it is well worth considering.



2-Dr. Robert F. Griggs-May 14, 1945 % . 

i Anent Mr. Kelly's idea that the committee might assume broader responsi- 

bility than merely the study of the air travel problem, Mr. Price remarked 
that such a committee might function very effectively in dissolving some 
of the jurisdictional disputes that have plagued the program on this side 
of the border and in stimulating greater interest and understanding of 
the program among the Canadians. I assume that the program to which Price 

; refers is the Quetico-Superior program. There is no disposition to tax 

your cooperative spirit but if any body, such as the proposed committee, 
could contribute to that proposal a maximum of light and a minimun of heat, 
the end result might be definitely to the good. 

Very sincerely yours, 

aes SSS ae \ \ 
—S ae 

L. F. KNEIPP a 
i Assistant Chief, Forest Service
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UNITED STATES aby io 
oe ‘ 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR a — ‘ 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE Sey, erg Ww, 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

ADDRESS ONLY 5h 
‘THE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE ' Mev 10 1945 ay 5 : 

Dr. Robert F. Griggs, Chairman, i 
: Division of Biology and Agriculture, 

National Research Council, 
2101 Constitution Avenue, 

: é Washington 25, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Griggs: : 

I have received your letter of May 4 addressed to Mr. Lee Kneipp and my- 
self, with reference to the naming of a committee to study the relationship of 

airplanes to roadless and wilderness areas. 

I have not only studied your list of nominees for this committee but I 
have asked others in the Office to consider it also. In following your gen- 
eral lead, we voted on the desirability of the various ones. Attached is a 
list indicating the results of the votes in this Office. I will admit however, - 
in this connection, that some of the individuals on the list are not very well 

known to us. As a result of this voting, my suggestions are: Aldo. Leopold, 
Kenneth A. Reid, Shirley Wi, Allen, Frederick jaw Olmsted, and ‘im. 5. Cooper. 
These five people would give us a pretty good Spread in the proréssiormal fields 
of wildlife, forestry, ecology, landscape architecture, and in general conser- 
vation principles. 

The members of the National Park Service whom I consulted think very high- 
ly of Olaus J. Murie, and the only reason he is not among the five names sug- 

gested is that we felt perhaps it would be better if the committee were made up 
of individuals not employed by the Government. 

Victor i. Shelford and Paul B. Sears also rate very high in our estimation. 
We realize that Mr. Shelford has worked long and hard and enthusiastically in 
the interest of many of the things we stand for. The reason that he perhaps 
received two votes and lir. Sears none is due to the fact that, while they rep- 
resent the same profession, and are excellent men, Nr. Shelford has been known 
to us for a long time through his works. 

Of course we know Ovid NM. Butler, but many of us felt that Shirley W. Allen 
would be a better representative in the forestry field. 

We are not very well acquainted with the other men on the list, with the 
exception of Ernest C. Oberholtzer who, of course, is very well known for his 
yictory| fine work in connection with the Quetico-Superior wilderness area. 

asi BUY 
v7 stares I realize that the question of appointing the committee is your 
Af? WAR | responsibility, and these suggestions are made at your request. Je 
a |\staMps



shall be pleased to help in any way possible the members of any committee you 

set up. 

Mr. Drury is on the West Coast, and will not return until May 19, so I have 
not had the benefit of his views in this matter. However, I feel quite certain 

. that he concurs in the thoughts I have expressed here. 

‘ Yours very truly, 
— q 

re ak 

es Die iE nl 
Conrad 1. Wirth, 
Chief of Lands. ne 

Enclosure 1213077. eee 

P.S. Iam furnishing Mr. Kneipp with a copy 

of this letter. 

C.L.W. :



Nominations for committee on the relation of airplanes to 

roadless and wilderness areas 

‘ Aldo Leopold 5 

: Shirley W. Allen 4 

Olaus J. Muries ie 

- Kenneth A. Reid 5 

Ernest C. Oberholtzer 0 

Frederick Iaw Olmsted 4 

Richard Pough 0 

Wm. J. P. Aberg _ 0 

Charles S. Kelly 0 

Victor E. Shelford 2 

Wm. S. Cooper 5 

Ovid M. Butler 0 

Paul 3. Sears 0



: on, 

NOMINATIONS POR NATIONAL COMMITTSS TO RECOMMEND SOLUTIONS FOR AIRPLANE PROBLINS : 

Lido Leopold -8 8 - William Vogt _ Stanley Cain 

Shirley W. Allen - 6 Georges Marshall. .- Dwight Jeffers 

Olaus J. Murie - 5: Paul B. Sears Robert S. Tard 

Kenneth Reid - 3 noe Ira N. Gabrielson’ _ Robert R. Hill 

Ernest C. Oberholtzer - 2 : Raphasl Zon : -. W. J. Breckenridge 

.- Frederick Law Olmstead - 2 Joseph 8. Dixon : Grbac C. Nelson 

; Richard Pough =- 2 Ira L. Wiggins a thosss R. Evans 

“Nm. J. P. Aberg - 2 Henry Sclmite = CO gle ues 

Charles S, Kelly - 2 - Chester 8. Wilson : ; aes? : Bee 

Viotor E. Shelford - 2 L. L. Schroeder ; ¢ = 

Vn. 8. Caouek v 2 : Myron H. Avery a : Bee 8 

Ovid M, Butler = 2 : Natt Dodge Se 

- Karl T. Compton Phillip H. Ellwood = 

Gilbert Dalldorf ies : : 

S..T. Tung Irving Clark j : : : 

a F. B. Hubachek- Duncan McDuffie : we Boi aes 

Charles C. Adams : \ Emanuel Fritz : : : 

Benton Mackaye William P. Yharton : ‘ : : ae : 

Stuart Chase ‘ Tom Gill pot ee oa ee 

Viljalmur Stefansson Henry Clepper : : ; : no : 

A. K, Lobeck : : Paul B. Sears Pee See : : : 

: = Joh Hl. Baker S. C. Kendeigh a : Soe 

; Walter P. Taylor Pete Hoffmaster : ae ey 

: Harold E. Anthony Alexander ‘etmore : Spe aes 

~Nowton 3B. Drury Seth Gordon ; : : me ‘ >a 

Jay Price : Vn. Van Dersal ‘i ; os f 

Gustav Svanson ; Homer L. Shants Be : a



; 

April 0, 1945 

Mr. Charles S. Kelly 
Hubachek & Kelly 
919 North Michigan Avenue 

Chicago 11, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Kelly: 

Thank you very much for your suggestion that our com- : 
: mittee might well have Canadian representatives, i 

ZI do think that our committee should be broader and 
should consider broader questions than merely those relat- 
ing to Quetico-Superior, and certainly the Canadians have 

f : some interest in the same problems of airplanes in relation 
: to the wilderness that we have. : 

Their reaction, however, is apt to be different be- 
cause the airplane has permitted them to open up vast areas 
of wilderness hitherto inaccessible, and for the present 

- they are inclined to see only the good in airplane travel. 

; : Very truly yours, 

: ; Robert F, Griggs, Chairman : 
; Division of Biology and ag 

Agriculture 

g RFG:be :
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HUBACHEK & KELLY La a 

ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS fe: ‘ a . \ 
fe — “3h 919 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE ; 

es pe a sa" CHICAGO 
F.B.HUBACHEK CHARLES SCOTT KELLY 1 a a vf 25Ke NN 

FLOYD E.BRITION HOLLAND C.RILE. ROGER S.BanReTr OK ed 
pauL F. BOYER ROBERT A.CRANE CHARLES c.ULRICH oe 

JOHN 0. HASTINGS meee a 

April 28, 1945 

Dr. Robert F. Griggs, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Avenue 
Washington 25, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Griges: 

I will spend three deys of next week in Canada 
in connection with some vrofessional matters. While there 
I plan to discuss the possibility of obtaining Canadian 
co-operetion if the study which you are making for the 
Forest Service is broadened as I suggested to you. I 
hope to be eble to report to you the results of these dis- 
cussions by the end of next week. 

Following my conference with you I talked with 
Mr. Watts by phone. Because of i11 health it has been 

E impossible for me to meet with him personally and in the 
phone conversation he indicated a willingness to have the 
study broadened and said he would write a letter to you 
to thet effect. On Thursday of this week I had further 
discussion with J. Price, regional forester, who is a men- 
ber of ovr Quetico-Suverior committee. At thet time I 
outlined to him the resvects in which it seemed to me the 
scove of your study should be enlarged and the benefits 
which should come from it. He seemed in favor of the sug- 
gestion and said he would write Mr. Watts to that effect. 
I am sending him a copy of this letter. 

I would like to add Mr. William Aberg, attorney, 
of Madison, Wisconsin as a vossible member of the study 
committee you heve under consideration. He has long been 

active in the Isaak Walton League and conservation circles 
and should have an intimete knowledge of the region. He 
is a competent attorney. 

ry yours, Jf 
; 

/ 

ce J. Price 

KM
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STANFORD UNIVERSITY Boe 

NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM 

STANFORD UNIVERSITY, CALIFORNIA 

: Verch 22, 1945, 

} gtr oy 
j Sy h y gored Pp > 

einte fe, “ee, 
he es Dr. Robert F. Griggs, Chairman, f° “Bg, oe 

> ; Division of Biology and Agriculture, ee 33 ; 
A ; National Resesrch Council, . a "i mT ; 

Washington, D. C. oe “GS 
7 2 ee 

Dear Dr. Griggs: ; ee ee 

This reply to your incuiry of February 28 has been delayed by ny 
absence. I have been on leave from the University now for nearly two 
years trying to help the Fish end Wildlife Service with some of their 

problems in salmon maintenance. 

For your committee on the problems of airplanes in wilderness i 

: aress I suggest: 
; ; 1.- V. E. Shelford for his interest in the similar problem 

of maintaining natural areas of prairie as well as his outstanding 

knowledge of ecology in general. 
2.- Paul 2. Sears, a good ecologist with a botanical slant 

and ability to express idess forcefully. 
%,- Ira N. Gabrielson - for obvious reasons. 

- 4,- Paphael Zon, whom I do not know but whose brief erticle 
on Naturel Vegetation as a Key to Conservation Practices in Conservation 

of Natural Resources, Univ. of Pennsylveni2 Press, 1941, hes made an 

impression on me. 
5.- Joseph S$. Dixon who has had a long experience in wilderness 

areas in the vest. 
6.- Ira L. Wiggins. I hesitate to recomrend a cdllse colleague 

but I knox of no one who would have sounder judgement in the matter in 

point or whose knowledge of forest ecology in the west is greater. You 
may know him. If you do not,I'm sure you would find him an exceptional 

man on this committee. ! 

Sincerely, 

: hen, Red | s in 
a 

i Willis EH. Rich 

Professor of Biology 

‘
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

NorTH CENTRAL REGION 

rarest Rey 

ADDRESS REPLY TO UAS 

REGIONAL. FORESTER Ea ie 623 NORTH SECOND STREET 

AND REFER TO poo MILWAUKEE 3, WISCONSIN 

D . 

COOPEFATION, R-9 

: Minnesota March 20, 1945 

Mr. Robert F. Griggs, Chairman 

Division of biology and Agriculture 
National Research Council 

2101 Constitution Avenue 
iashington (25), D. C. 

vA Dear Mr. Griggs: 

In my letter of March 9 I omitted the nawe of one man that I meant te 

_ + dinelude. That is, tim.J.P. Aberg, of Madison, siisconsin. Mr. Aberg is 

a lawyer by profession, and is chairman of the iisconsin State Conser- 

vetion Commission snd a director of the Izaak Valton Leegue of America. 

He hae been prominent in conservation work for the past twenty years. 

Very truly yours, : 

fi : 
‘AY H. FRICE, 
rionalForester 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE a oO ' : ‘ 

FOREST SERVICE i a 

NORTH CENTRAL REGION ve Se = 

ne ee UES Sie 
AND REFER TO my MILWAUKEE 3, WISCONSIN 

D i 
COOPERATION 

- Minnesota : March 9, 1945 

Mr. Robert F. Griggs, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 

National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Avenue 
Washington 25, De Ce 

Dear Mrs Griggs: 

In reply to your letter of March 5 I am listing the following people as 
possibilities for service on the committee wnich you have in mind. You 
will note that my suggestions are limited to men living within the north 
central part of the country and, therefore, is not as complete a list as 
could be obtained from our Washington office or through a canvass of all 

National Forest regions, 3 

Aldo F, Leopold - Well knovm as a biologist and forester. At 
present with the University of Wisconsin at Madison. 

Shirley W. Allen - Professor of Forestry at the University of 

Michigan, author of various books and articles on forestry. 

Active in the protection of wilderness values and Vice President 
: of the Society of American Foresters. 

Henry Schnitz - President of the Society of American Foresters, 
head of the Forest School and active in the administration of the 

Agriculture Department at the University of Minnesota, and par- 
ticipant in the development of post war plans by the Association 
of Land Grant Colleges, 

Kenneth A. Reid ~ Executive Secretary of the Izaak Walton League 

of America, La Salle Hotel, Chicago, Illinois. 

Charles S. Kelly - Member of the legal firm of Hubachek and Kelly, 

919 North Michigen Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, and member of the 
Quetico-Superior Committee. — 

Chester S. Wilson - Formerly Assistant Attorney Generel of the 

State ef ifinnesota and now Gommissiioner of Conservation, St. Paul, 
Minnesota.



2-Robert F. Griggs-3/9/45 

Le Le Schroeder ~ State Commissioner of Aeronautics, St. Paul, 
Minnesota. 

Perhaps you will feel that the nomination of Messrs. Wilson and Schroeder 
- is out of order since they are employees of the State of Minnesota. My 

suggestion of Mr. Wilson arises from the fact that he is reputed to be a 
competent lawyer and is fairly familiar with the various phases of the 

problems in the northern part of that State. JI do not know lr. Schroeder 

and my inclusion of his name is solely on account of his official position 

as Commissioner of Aeronautics. 

It has occurred to me that it might be desirable to bring in the Canadians, 
either officially or otherwise. If so, I am sure that our Washington Office 
can suggest some nameSe 

Very truly yours, 

ee <= 
— AA — Pa are Le. 

AY He \PRICE 
(Regional Forester



J : UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL. CONSERVATION SERVICE 

: 4650 North Port Washington Rosd 

Milvaukee 12, Wisconsin 

March 19, 1945 : 

Mga, 
Dr. Robert F. Griggs fe \ 
Chairman a note 
Division of Biology and Agriculture { Gn 2% \e ei 
National Research Council Ves WEY =) 

2101 Constitution Avenue ee of : 
Washington 25, D. C. Na a 

ne Do 
Dear Dr. Griggs: 

I was very much interested in your letter of February 28 addressed to 
members of the Joint Committee on Wildlife. The problem of wilder- 

ness areas in northern Minnesota and Ontario have been of great in- 
terest to me for many vears, as I have an intimate acquaintanceship 
with that country and have kept up with the problem of the Quetico- i 

Superior since 1929. 

I have only five names to submit to you for your proposed committee to j 
work on the problem of airplanes in roadless and wilderness areas, I 
have chosen these men because of their interest in such subjects and 

% their personal competence and willingness to serve as committee members. 

I have not discussed this present proposal with any of them. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold of the University of Wisconsin, Vadison, Wis. 

Vr. Robert R. Hill, U. S. Forest Service, Milwaukee, Wis. 

Dr. W. J. Breckenridge, Museum of Natural History, University of 
Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. 

Mr. Urban C. Nelson, U. S. Soil Conservation Service, Stillwater, Mim. 

ir. Thomas R. Evans, Department of Conservation, St. Paul, Minn. 

I hope the men on this list who may be chosen for committee work will be 
eble to make a definite contribution. If I can be of any further assistance, 
i shall be glad to help in any way possible. 

Sincerely yours, 

Mies ile de 

Chief 
Regional Biolosy Division
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 
| LE 

Jackson, Wyoming i FQ oD “sie 
March 16, 1945 Oy — 2 

i Von aa Be! 
eh. co ay 

> S23 +e af 

Dr. Robert F. Griggs, Chairzen : Sey, = SF 
Division of Biology and Agriculture Sky v7 

- National Research Council enn: 
i Washington 25, D. C. 

: Dear Robert: . 

I must epologize for my long delay. I have been in the throes 
of doing the annual business of the Wildlife Society by mail, since we had 

“no annual meeting. 

It is hard, surprisingly enough, to find meny biologists 
with the social or ecological understanding of the Wilderness question. 

: So many are specialized in some limited field, and oblivious to the rest 

of the world- fine people, too, for that matter, and many of ‘them good friends 

of mine. 

It is, as you say, a legal question end biological, with 
decided emphasis on ecology. I might suggest the folhowing names for the 
committee to study the problem of the airplane in wilderness areas: 

Aldo Leopold - seems to me to fill the bill in all respects. 

Dr. Walter P. Taylor is a good ecologist, conscious of 

social needs, and a conservationist. 

Dr. H. E. Anthony, Biologist, conservationist, well versed in 

general affairs. Do not know much about his experience about wikderness 
preservation, but is firendly toward such efforts. 

Kenneth Reid, of the Izaak Walton League represents a group 

that ranks first, in my opinion, in motives and objectives, of all the 
sportsmen groupse He should have much experience with public affairs 

: and should imderstend public needs in the wilderness question, game, etc. 
Newton B. Drury would know the Park Service problems and is 

very sensible, and of course Victor Cahalane is close to the Wildlife 

problems in the parks. 
In the Forest Service Mr. Price seems to be taking interest in 

wilderness and is close to the problem in Minnesota. I don't know anyone 

else in the Forest Service that is much interested, There must be some. 
Fish and Wildlife is not at all interested in Wilderness officially 

but Dr. Gustav Swanson, recently appointed, in the Chicago office of F. & W. 
Service, was mich interested in preserving a primitive tract in Minnesota, 
and has recently risen into some prominence in the wildlife field. 

In the Audubon group, Richard Pough is the only one I know who 

would do. He may be able to contribute. 
How about William Vogt, if he is available? 
And I should mention Oberholtzer, whom I have not met, but who 

has been cless to the problem, though I suspect he is considered 

unconpronising. 
On the legal end I kave no suggestion, unless it be George 

Marshall. Wish I knew about more people. : 
Og 

Vaid, 
i oO. J. Murie
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Ranier, Minnesota 
March 15, 1945 

Dr. Robert P. Griggs, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 
National Research Council 
Washington 25, D, C. 

Dear Dr. Griggs: 

Owing to frequent changes of address in the 
past ten days it has not been possible to reply sooner 
to your letter o f March 5 about a national committee to 
deal with the problem of air travel in wilderness and 
roadless areas. A study of this question under the 
auspices of the NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL and particularly 
under your personal guidance is great good fortune for the 
countrye 

: Iam in full accord with your constructive 
suggestion for a carefully selected national cormittee 
to recormend solutions for the airplane problem. Your 
sonsideration in permitting me as a member of the 
President's Quetico-Syperior Committee to suggest half 
a dozen names for such a Committee is warmly appreciated. 
Judging by my own experience, may I name Dr. Karl T. 
Compton, Frederick Law Olmsted, Dp, William S. Cooper, 
Dr. Gilbert Dalldorf(Grasslands Hospital), S. T. Tyng and 
F, B, Hubachek? I name the latter two lawyers, because 
they are extremely able legally as well as in many other ways 
and familiar with the problem from a broad public point of vie 
Dalldorf is a flyer himself and knows the Quetico-Superior 
region and the importance of protecting it, and of course 
you know of his other attainments in the fiéad of medical 
rescarche ‘| 

Others that I would particulerly consider are 
Dp. Charles C, Adams, Aldo Leopold, Benton Mackaye, Ovid 
M, Butler, Stuart Chase, Professor Shirley W,. Allen, and 

‘perhan-s Viljalmur Stefansson, as well as Vharles S, Kelly 
of our Committee. 

The material you sent is of great interest. TI 
‘ should like to comment on it a little later. 

Most(/gratefulry yours 2 apt 
a Cima & VW A hee, 

Eynest C. Oberholtzer :
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Dr. R. F. Griggs, Chairman [43 alia EN , 
Division of Biology and Agriculture a a 

~  - National Research Council ee lr af 
2101 Constitution Avenue \ ee woe 

Washington, 25, D. C. No ing ae 

Dear Doctor Briggs; 

I have your letter of February 28 to members of the Wildlife Committee. 
I well appreciate the problem of invasion of roadless and wilderness 
areas by airplane and power boats. I would suggest the names of the 

following as likely names from which you could select a group to ex- 
: amine this question. 

Richard Pough, National Audubon Society 
Aldo Leopold, University of Wisconsin 5 

Olaus Murie, Jackson, Wyoming 

i Victor Shelford, University of Illinois 
; Shirley Allen, University of Michigan 

Stenley Cain, University of Tennessee 

Dwight Jeffers, University of Idaho 
Robert S. Yard, Washington, D. C. 

? I hope that in selecting your committee you will give due regard to 
geographic distribution,for many of the problems are Western ones 
where wilderness areas are great. For this reason, I would suggest 
special consideration to the names of Jeffers, Leopold, and Murie, 
who are or have had long experience in the Western wilderness areas. 

This matter of wilderness areas is one in which I am deeply interested. 
I do not know whether you desire members of the Wildlife Committee in 
on these discussions or not. I should be glad, however, to do anything 

which I can to promote better protection for wilderness areas. If you 

should so desire, I should be glad to serve on such a cothittee or to 
cooperate with them to the very best of my ability. I hope that in 

so stating my interest, I do not appear too forward. 

Yours sincerely, 

Leonard Wing > 

Assistant Professor i 
Wildlife Management 

LW: zu
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: DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR = a 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE y j Re 

WASHINGTON 25, D.C. a 
! 4 March 9, 195. 

Mr. Robert F. Griggs, Chairman 

: Division of Biology and Agriculture, 
National Research Council, 

2101 Constitution Avenue, 
Washington 25, D.C. 

Dear Mr. Griggs: 

In reply to your letter of February 27, I wish to state that I am in 
full accord with your idea that a committee should be appointed to study 
the problem of the possible effect of the airplane in roadless and wilder- 
ness areas. It is something which vitally affects the National Park Serv- 
ice and it is a privilege to be able to make the following suggestions 
for membership in such a committee: 

Myron H. Avery, Comdr., USNR. Office of the Judge Advocate General, 
Washington 25, D.C. : 

Phillip H. Ellwood, Iowa State College, Amos, Iowa. 

Laurie D. Cox, Professor, State College of Forestry, Syracuse, New York. 
Frederick Law Olmsted, Elkton, Maryland. 

Shirley W, Allen, Professor, School of Forestry and Conservation, 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

Irving Clark, Belleview, Washington. 
Duncan McDuffie, Sierra Club, 1050 Mills Tower, San Francisco , California. 
Olaus Murie, Jackson, Wyoming. 

Emanuel Fritz, University of California, Berkeley, California. 
Aldo.. Leopold, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin. 
William P. Wharton, Groton, Massachusetts. 

Of course it is the hope of this Service to prevent the building of 
landing fields on lands within natural areas of the National Park System. 
I do not see how we can make any pretense of maintaining a wilderness 

atmosphere if we permit, or are unable to prevent, the intrusion of this 

machine into areas now held in wilderness status. The material that you 
furnished with your letter brings to mind that there are some situations 
where any chance of complete control may be impaired by the presence of 
private lands within our boundaries. Added to this we have lakes in virtu- 
ally all of our back country which are large enough and well enough sit- 
uated from the safety standpoint to be used by hydroplenes in their present 
stage of development. In view of this, your information about the control 
of navigable and non-navigable lakes and streams is of great interest, as 
is the situation regarding "Airspace Reservations."
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: Perhaps we should have a meeting with you and the Forest Service at 
the time the membership of the committee is definitely determined and then 
later with the committee to discuss the project and get an understanding 

of the extent of the cooperation it will be possible for us to furnish. 
. If the job is finally undertaken you can count on this agency for all pos~ 

sible assistance. In the meantime, we shall tabulate the problems that we 

feel we shall be confronted with in years following the war pertaining to 
the airplane. : 

: oe yours, 

fruler OQ reas 
Newton B. Drury,~ 

Director. 

\
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Airplane Landing Fields SOTA Merch 8, 1946 

Dr. Robert Fe Griggs, Chairman 

Division of Biolegy end Agriculture 
Kational Research Council i 
2101 Constitution Avenue 
Washington 25, De Co f 

Dear Dr. Griggs: 

The eppresch outlined in your letter of February 27 to the problem of 
the airplens in roadless and wilderness areas is regarded by the Fore 

est Service as wholly satisfactory and we fee] sure that its result 

will be of great assistance in mesting the problem. Tho willingness 
of the Netiousl Research Council to devote time to tho subject is very 
much appreciated. 

Since your letter was received it has been referred to the several 
assistant chiefs of the Forest Service for suggestions of names of , 
persons whom you might be prepared to consider as members of tho pre- 
posed committee. The names which have been suggested are listed belcw. 
Of course, our contacts are limited to the groups and individuals who 
have manifested most interest in the conservation of forests, natural 
interests, wildlife, and outdoor recreational activities. You perhaps 
have other sources from which to draw suggestions as to the othor 
fields of interest which merit inolusion. 

During our conference I mentioned Kenneth Reid of the Izaak Walton 
leegue of America and Commander Avery of the Appalachian Trail Confer= 
ence. Other assistant chiefs of the Forest Service concur. Nemes of 
other persons which suggest themselves ares 

fom Gill, who is affiliated with the Pack Foundation 

Henry Clepper, Secretary of the Society of American Foresters, 
or some other qualified member of the Society 

Ovid Butler, Secretary of the American Forestry Association, 
or some other qualified member of that Associstion. 

ve SICTORY. Poul Be Sears, Oberlin College 

‘A MLN Se Ge Kendeigh, University of Illinois (Boological Soosety) 

LF srkin Shirley W. Alien, University of Michigan (Society of American 
Goethe Foresters) :
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Oleus Muric, Fish & Wildlife Service (President Wildlife Society) 

i Peto Hoffmaster, Michigan Conservation Department (President 
International Associetion of Gams, Fish, and Conservetion 

: Coamissioners ) 

Aldo Leopold, 424 Farm Place, Madison, Wisconsin 

Alexander Wetmore, Smithsonian Inetitution 

Seth Gordon, naturelist, Pennsylvania Gams Commission, Harrisburg, Pa. 

Wwe Van Dorsal, Soil Conservation Service 

Dre Homer Le Shantz, 454 Paseo del Descanso, Santa Barbara, 
California (former Chief of Division of Wildlife Management, 

U. Se Forest Service) ie 

One of the assistant chiefs raised the question of desirability of rep- 
resentation by organized lebor, by business and professional womens' 
organizations, or by service clubs such as Rotary, Kiwanis, etoo, as 
representing realas of thought or interest which comprahended subjects 
such as that to be studied; however, he made no specific nominations. 

The telephonic inquiry of your secretary as to the addresses of Cherles 
E. Kelly and Sewell T. Tyng, who are members of the Quetico-Superior 
Council, suggests that you may be considering their nomes. Both would 
be eminently qualified from first-hand knowledge to discuss the effect 
of promiscuous air travel on roadless areas such as in northern Minne= 

: Bota. 

Were Robert Sterling Yard of the Wilderness Society in good health, I 
would suggest his neme also; but my understanding is that he would hardly 
be prepared to engage in eny great degree of physicel or mental effort. 

The foregoing list is not as comprehensive as we would like it to be but 
we have every confidence that the composition of the committee will 
essure a high level of analysis and conclusion. 

Very sincerely yours, 

IYLE F. WATTS, Chief 

ga ea
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FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

TEXAS COOPERATIVE WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT 

COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS 

March 7, 1945 : 

Dr. Robert F. Griggs, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Avenue 
Washington 25, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Griggs: 

: Answering your letter of February 28, may I 
suggest the following for consideration for the com= e 

mittee to consider regulation of airplane travel in the 
wilderness areas. ‘ 

Yet Dodge, Regional. Naturalist . 
i. ational Park Service 

Santa Fe, New Mexico 

Aldo Leopold 
: Department of Wildlife Management 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

0. J. Murie 
: . ‘U, S, Fish and Wildlife Service 

Jackson, Wyoming 

I think these men would be highly competent 
to assist at least on biological phases of the problem. 
I am not so familiar with those who might be best quali- 
fied to address themselves to legal phases. 

Hope something may be done to properly take 
care of this important problem, 

Sincerely yours, foe ee 

a4 Buy Walter P. Taylor 3 

(efemes| © WPT:sh=5 crm Rett : :
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